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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Novel ultrafiltration mixed matrix membranes combined by dual nanofillers Graphene Oxide + 

Functionalized Halloysite Nanotubes (GO/FHNTs) were prepared. In this work, we improved the 
performance and properties of polycarbonate-based membranes for oil/water separation applications. 

The morphology and other properties of the fabricated membranes were characterized by different 

analytical method including Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM), Fourier-transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), contact angle goniometer, and mechanical strength apparatus. The 

obtained results confirmed that addition of GO/FHNTs had a positive effect on hydrophilicity and tensile 

strength. Also, the water permeation of the optimum GO0.25-FHNT0.75 membrane was about 2.5 times 
more than pure polycarbonate. Overall results showed that all membranes reached 100% oil separation 

efficiency at various ultrafiltration times. Furthermore, the optimum membrane showed a flux recovery 

ratio of more than 90% where the permeate fluxes of feed solutions with 100 ppm and 200 ppm olive oil 

concentrations were reduced to only about 5.5% and 6% after three regeneration cycles, respectively. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.01 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

Today, the separation of oil from water has received a lot 

of attention. One of the main reasons in this regard is the 

increasing demand for purified and clean water. Oily 

wastewater is the product of various industries such as 

steel, food industry and pharmacy. These wastewaters 

can also enter to open water during oil exploration and 

transportation [1]. Nowadays, the scarcity of clean water 

has become a serious problem, due to the rapid increase 

in population and industrial activities [2, 3]. The most 

common methods of purifying oily wastewater can be 

named as centrifugal systems, cyclones, electrostatic 

precipitation, and membrane filtration [4-6]. Among the 

various techniques, membrane filtration is a more 

effective and efficient one for separating oil from 

wastewaters, especially oil emulsions. The advantages of 

membrane separation are high selectivity, low 

maintenance cost, low required space, high efficiency, 

and no need for chemical additives [7-9]. Hence, 

 

*Corresponding Author Institutional Email: nimanabian@mazust.ac.ir 
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different studies have been done by researchers in which 

membrane separation processes were used for the 

decontamination of oily pollutants [10-13]. Among these 

applied pressure gradient membrane processes, 

ultrafiltration systems are of great importance owing to 

their lower required pressures compared to others [14, 

15]. Nowadays, mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) 

containing organic/inorganic fillers are recommended in 

this regard. MMMs with more efficient separation, high 

mechanical strength, good processing ability and long-

term stability represent the basic standards for the 

commercialization of industrial applications [16]. Ismail 

et al. [17] synthesized polyvinylidene fluoride mixed 

matrix membranes, including HMO nanoparticles in 

order to eliminate oils. The obtained results represented 

that the flux of membranes containing HMO 

nanoparticles was 10 times greater than that of pure 

PVDF with an oil separation efficiency of 93%. In 

another study, Vatanpour et al. [18] synthesized 

polyethersulfone (PES) based mixed matrix membranes 
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using multi-walled carbon nanotubes and titanium oxide 

coating and then compared them with each other. The 

results revealed that the hydrophilicity was increased in 

membranes containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes. 

Water permeation was also increased significantly in 

membranes containing carbon nanotubes with titanium 

oxide coating. Furthermore, Zirepour et al. [19] 

fabricated a mixed matrix of ultrafiltration membrane 

containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The results 

showed that these nanotubes had a positive effect on the 

permeate flux and mechanical strength of the membrane 

and improved membrane efficiency for the treatment of 

organic wastewater.  

Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) are more easily 

modified than other nanomaterials and possess a 

relatively low price. A group of researchers synthesized 

a series of novel PES based mixed matrix membranes by 

blending functionalized HNTs to improve the 

hydrophilicity and reusability of membranes [20-23]. A 

utilization of halloysite nanotubes in combination with 

other nanoparticles as new membrane fillers has been 

reported in the literature [24]. As an example, Ikhsan et 

al. [25] investigated the effect of halloysite nanotubes / 

hydrous iron oxide nanocomposites on a polymer-based 

composite matrix membrane at different ratios. Their 

obtained results confirmed that with increasing the 

nanocomposite up to 23.88 wt%, the contact angle of the 

membrane decreased from 81.9° to 50.3°. Mixed matrix 

membranes containing nanoparticles exhibited a water 

permeation of 650 L.m-2.h-1 and oil removal efficiency 

equal to 99.7%. As another candidate to be combined 

with HNTs, graphene oxide (GO) nanomaterials can 

improve membrane performance because of their 

extremely high aspect ratio, excellent hydrophilicity, 

their easy surface functionalization, and excellent 

enhancement of membrane properties [26]. Therefore, 

GO-based membranes incorporated with halloysite 

nanotubes were prepared for the improvement of 

membrane separation processes [27]. The results 

obtained by Zhu et al. [28] demonstrated that by the 

addition of halloysite nanotubes to polyethersulfone 

membrane containing GO nanoparticles, the permeate 

flux was increased from 288.6 L.m-2.h-1 to 716 L.m-2.h-1. 

In addition, some groups of researchers developed a new 

strategy to improve the performance of HNT/GO 

membranes through functionalization of halloysite 

nanotubes via modifiers in order to avoid the 

accumulation of nanotubes in polymeric solutions [29]. 

Poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) was used as a modifier by 

Zhang et al. [30] to produce a functionalized halloysite 

nanotubes incorporated in polyethersulfone (PES) based 

membranes. Zhan et al. [31] fabricated polyarylene ether 

nitrile (PEN) MMMs for oil removal applications by 

adding different loadings of polydopamine (PDA) 

modified halloysite nanotubes to the membranes 

containing GO nanomaterials. The resulting composite 

membranes showed a separation efficiency of more than 

99%. In similar studies, the authors changed the ratios of 

PDA modified halloysite nanotubes to graphene oxide 

nanoparticles in the cellulose acetate membrane matrix 

being used in oil/water separation [32-34]. Moreover, it 

was described elsewhere that sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDS) could be a useful modifier enhancing the 

dispersion of halloysite nanotubes [1, 2]. Based on the 

findings reported in the literature, it is not presented 

anywhere that how the oil/water separation performance 

of the mixed matrix membranes containing both GO- 

HNT nanomaterials changes if SDS is used for the 

functionalization of halloysite nanotubes. Among diverse 

types of polymers being utilized for the preparation of 

polymeric membranes, polycarbonate (PC) is an 

appealing material due to its remarkable features like 

reasonable chemical stability, good physical toughness, 

and relatively low price [1, 2]. Therefore, the aim of this 

study is to prepare polycarbonate based mixed matrix 

membranes comprising both graphene oxide nanosheets 

(GO) and sodium dodecyl sulfate functionalized HNTs 

(FHNT) with three various GO/FHNT ratios. The effects 

of the simultaneous presence of these hydrophilic 

nanomaterials on the membrane properties like porosity, 

mean pore size, and hydrophilicity as well as its 

performance such as permeability, oil rejection and flux 

recovery ratio were investigated.  

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Commercial graphene oxide nanosheets, acetone, 

polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP), halloysite nanotubes (HNTs), polycarbonate 

(grade: 0710), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and Olive 

oil was used in this study that introduced mentioned 

materials in our previous work [35]. 

 

2. 1. Preparation of Membranes         In this study, 

four membranes including a pure polycarbonate 

membrane and three mixed matrix membranes 

intercalated by both nanomaterials of commercial 

graphene oxide nanosheets and the functionalized 

halloysite nanotubes were synthesized in different weight 

ratios of fillers. The synthesis of functionalized halloysite 

nanotubes is clearly stated in our previous work [35]. 

First of all, the predetermined ratios of graphene oxide 

nanoparticles to functionalized halloysite nanotubes are 

added to the solution containing NMP and PVP and the 

resulting mixture was placed on a stirrer at 65°C for 24 

hours to completely disperse the nanoparticles into the 

solution. Then, predetermined amounts of polycarbonate 

added to the dope solution. The glycerol is then added to 

the solution and placed on the heater. Thus, the dope 

solution is prepared for the preparation of MMMs. After 

spreading the polymeric solution on a flat glass plane, it 
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was sunk in a cubic container full of water to complete 

the phase inversion process leading to the formation of 

the membrane. Later, the synthesis procedure was 

followed by the detaching the synthesized membrane 

from the glass plate, the membrane is placed in distilled 

water. Dope solution ingredients of all fabricated 

membranes is summarized in Table 1.  

 

2. 2. Characterization Analyses                 The 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a special 

apparatus for determining the structure and morphology 

of the synthesized materials, which makes it possible to 

study the morphological characteristics of samples with 

high resolution and high magnification. In this study, 

TEM (Philips, Netherlands) analysis was used to identify 

the dispersion level as well as the morphology of the 

functionalized nanotubes. Furthermore, the FESEM 

apparatus (MIRA3TESCAN-XMU, Czech Republic) 

was used in this work for the characterization of the 

commercial HNTs, the modified ones as well as the 

synthesized membranes. The common feature for most 

polymers is that they are non-conductive and therefore 

they definitely need to be coated before implementing 

this test. In this case, FESEM can be used in low voltage 

and current conditions. Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) is commonly used to study 

chemical bonds. The FTIR apparatuses, namely 

Shimadzu (Japan) and Bomem MB-100 (Canada) were 

used to determine the presence of the functional groups 

of the prepared halloysite nanotubes and the fabricated 

membranes, respectively. 

 
2. 3. Water Contact Angle             By a contact angle 

measurement system, the hydrophilicity properties of the 

samples can be investigated. The contact angle refers to 

the angle that a water droplet makes with a solid surface. 

With an increase in the wettability feature, the water 

contact angle decreases. In this study, in order to assess 

the synthesized membranes' hydrophilicity, the contact 

angles between water and the membranes' surfaces were 

obtained using the contact angle measuring instrument 

(Data physics OCA 15 Plus, Germany). It should be 

noted that the volume of one drop of water on the 

membrane surface is equal to 4 microliters. For each 
 
 

TABLE 1. Dope solution ingredients of prepared membranes 

Membrane 

code 

PC 

(wt%) 

NMP 

(wt%) 

PVP 

(wt%) 

Glycerol 

(wt%) 

GO 

(wt%) 

FHNT 

(wt%) 

Pristine PC 12 82.13 5 0.87 0 0 

GO0.25-

FHNT0.75 
12 81.13 5 0.87 0.25 0.75 

GO0.5-

FHNT0.5 
12 81.13 5 0.87 0.5 0.5 

GO0.75-

FHNT0.25 
12 81.13 5 0.87 0.75 0.25 

sample, photography was done three times and their 

average contact angle value was reported. 
 

2. 4. Mechanical Strength               In this study, the 

mechanical strength tests were done by a universal 

machine (H10KS, England). Three samples were tested 

for each membrane and the average tensile strength was 

reported. 
 

2. 5. Porosity and Mean Pore Size            Porosity is 

considered as another remarkable index for the 

evaluation of membrane characteristics. To calculate this 

parameter, at first, the dry weights of 5 pieces of each 

membrane (3 cm2) were measured. Then, these pieces of 

the dry membrane were soaked in distilled water for 48 

h. After that, for the removal of extra water from the 

membrane surface, a filter paper was applied and 

subsequently weighing the wet membranes was repeated. 

Finally, the membrane porosity was calculated by 

Equation (1) and average of them was reported [36]: 

𝜺 =

𝒎𝒘𝒆𝒕−𝒎𝒅𝒓𝒚

𝝆𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓
𝒎𝒘𝒆𝒕−𝒎𝒅𝒓𝒚

  𝝆𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓
+

𝒎𝒅𝒓𝒚

𝝆𝑷𝑪

   (1) 

where mdry is the weight of dry membrane and mwet is the 

wet one (g). 𝜌𝑃𝐶  and 𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  represent the density of 

polycarbonate (1.22 g/cm3) and that of water (0.998 

g/cm3), respectively. 

Also, the following equation was used for the 

calculation of membrane mean pore size [37]: 

𝐫𝐚𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐠𝐞 = √
𝟖𝛍𝐥𝐪(𝟐.𝟗−𝟏.𝟕𝟓𝛆)

𝛆 𝐀 ∆𝐏
       (2) 

where μ refers to the viscosity of water at 25 ̊ C in Pascal-

seconds, l represents thickness of fabricated membranes 

in meter, q refers to water flow in cubic meters per 

seconds, ΔP represents the atmospheric operation 

pressure in Pascal, and A refers to surface area of 

membrane in square meters. 

 

2. 6. Water Permeation            Water permeation (J in 

L.m-2.h-1) was calculated by Equation (3) [38]: 

𝑱 =
𝑸

𝑨∆𝒕
     (3) 

where Q shows the volume of collected permeate in liter, 

Δt refers to the duration of permeate collection in hour. 

Meanwhile, the pressures used to achieve the membrane 

water permeation were 1, 1.5, and 2 bar. It is notable that 

to measure the permeate flux and oil removal efficiency 

of synthesized membranes an ultrafiltration setup was 

applied. The process diagram of this setup is shown in 

previous work schematically [35]. 

 

2. 7. Oil Removal Efficiency               To measure the 

efficiency of membranes in olive oil/aqueous solution 

separation, at first, the membrane was used for thirty 
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minutes where the tank in the ultrafiltration set-up was 

filled with deionized water to minimize the effects of 

membrane compactness. Then, the tests continued in 

which an emulsion of olive oil in water flowed through 

the UF setup instead of water. In this test, although the 

concentration of feed solution varied, the other feed 

parameters were remained unchanged like the pressure of 

1 bar and the flow rate of 1 L/min. Using Equation (4), 

the efficiency of membranes in the removal of olive oil 

(R in percent form) was estimated [39]: 

𝑹 =
𝑪𝑭 − 𝑪𝑷

𝑪𝑭
   (4) 

where CP and CF represent the olive oil concentration in 

the collected permeate and feed tank, respectively.  

 

2. 8. Antifouling Tests           The optimum was reused 

to antifouling test. For this purpose, the pure water flux 

of membrane was measured again (J2). After that, the flux 

recovery ratio (FRR) of the optimal membrane was 

calculated by Equation (5) [40]: 

𝑭𝑹𝑹 =
𝑱𝟐

𝑱𝟏
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎       (5) 

where J2 and J1 (L.m−2.h-1) refer to the water permeation 

of the membrane after and before the oil removal test, 

respectively.  

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3. 1. Characterization of Graphene Oxide 
Nanomaterials and Functionalized Halloysite 
Nanotubes 
 
3. 1. 1. FESEM              The FESEM images of HNTs 

and functionalized ones are displayed in Figures 1A and 

1B, respectively. It can be confirmed that the HNTs are 

aggregated, while the FHNTs are in a uniform 

distribution of nanotubes as well as a decrease in their 

particle size. 

 

3. 1. 2. TEM Analysis           Results of TEM analysis for 

FHNTs and GO are shown in Figures 2A, and 2B, 

respectively. Figure 2A  represents the tubular structure 

of functionalized halloysite nanotubes at different 

magnifications. Similar findings were reported by Lun et 

al. [2]. In a study conducted by Cheng et al. [41] the 

functionalized halloysite nanotubes with sodium dodecyl 

sulfate showed much lower agglomeration and more 

uniform distribution. Moreover, based on Figure 2B, the 

surface roughness and amorphous structure of the 

graphene oxide nanomaterials can be observed [42]. 
 
3. 1. 3. FTIR Analysis of FHNTs            The FTIR spectra 

of functionalized halloysite nanotubes are discussed in 
 

  

  

  
A B 

Figure 1. FESEM images of A) Commericial HNTs, B) 

Functionalized HNTs 

 

 

 
Figure 2. TEM analysis of A) Functionalized halloysite 

nanotubes and B) GO nanomaterials  

 

 

our previous study [35]. Briefly, the five peaks 

confirming the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate 

appeared in the FTIR image of sodium dodecyl sulfate 

functionalized halloysite nanotubes. 
 

3. 2. Characterization of Synthesized Pristine PC 
and MMMs 
3. 2. 1. Morphology of Membranes         The upside 

surface and cross-sectional FESEM results of the blank 

PC and GO0.25-FHNT0.75 mixed matrix membranes are 

shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. 

By comparing Figures 3a and 3b, it can be seen that 

the membrane containing nanoparticles has a more 

spongy structure than the pure polycarbonate membrane. 

This result can be attributed to the bonds between 

nanoparticles and the membrane matrix. Various studies 

have shown that created bonds can affect the mixing 

process [43]. The reduction in the rate of replacement 

between coagulant and solvent in the synthesis process of 

mixed matrix membranes, created membranes with a 
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Figure 3. Cross section and top surface of a) blank PC b) 

GO-FHNT0.75 mixed matrix membrane 
 
 

more spongy structure than blank membrane [44]. Also, 

by addition of functionalized HNTs and GO 

nanomaterials results in the formation of the larger 

macro-pores in the sub-layer of the membrane, which can 

be due to the fact that the functionalized HNTs and GO 

nanomaterials are naturally hydrophilic [45-47]. 

Furthermore, the top layer of the blank PC has a uniform 

and smooth surface. But, referring to the upside surface 

image of GO0.25-FHNT0.75 mixed matrix membrane, 

GO nanosheets in the center of the picture as well as 

uniformly distributed nanotubes (FHNTs) can be seen, 

which verifies the presence of both nanomaterials. 

 

3. 2. 2. Functional Groups            The results of FTIR 

analysis is presented in Figure 4. The functional groups 

of blank PC and mixed matrix membranes containing GO 

and FHNTs were in detail discussed in our previous work 

[35, 47]. In brief, the peaks at 1081 cm-1, 1260 cm-1, 1365 

cm-1, 1466 cm-1, 1505 cm-1, 1772 cm-1, and 2854 cm-1 

correspond to the vibrations of chemical bonds in the 

blank polycarbonate membrane. The peak appeared at 

3465 cm−1 is related to adsorbed water. Furthermore, the 

peaks at 1241 cm−1, 1466 cm-1, and 2922 cm−1 are 

attributed to the presence of functionalized HNTs in the 

membrane matrix. The bond between SDS-HNTs and PC 

polymeric material can be assigned to the hydrogen bond 

between the surface hydroxyl group of the HNTs and the 

carbonyl group of polycarbonate as well as the 

hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction between the alkyl 

chain of SDS molecules and the benzene ring present in 

the polycarbonate matrix. The peaks appeared at 1037 

cm-1, 1056 cm-1, 1380 cm-1, 1631 cm-1, and 1729 cm-1, 

and 3433 cm-1 are assigned to different functional groups 

of GO nanosheets.  
 

3. 2. 3. Mechanical Strength             The results of 

mechanical strength of prepared membranes are shown  
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Figure 4. FTIR spectra of blank PC and mixed matrix 

membranes 

 

 

in Figure 5. It can be confirmed that addition of 

nanomaterials, increased the tensile strength and Young's 

modulus and elongation increased. It can be related to the 

presence of epoxide functional groups in GO 

nanomaterials [48]. On the other hand, when the GO 

loading increased to 0.75 wt%, these mechanical 

parameters exhibited a decreasing trend. It can be related 

to the agglomeration of nanosheets in the polymeric 

solution. In similar studies, the same results were 

reported [49-50]. Moreover, although GO0.75-

FHNT0.25 possessed a GO loading of more than 0.5 wt% 

after which the mechanical parameters decreased, it still 

exhibited tensile strength and elongation values greater 

than those of GO0.25-FHNT0.75 MMM. It can be 

attributed to the better dispersion of functionalized 

halloysite nanotubes and a stronger bond between 

functionalized halloysite nanotubes and polymeric 

matrix [51]. 
 

3. 2. 4. Hydrophilicity            Figure 6 shows the contact 

angle of synthesized membranes. The obtained results 

confirm that adding GO nanomaterials and FHNTs 
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Figure 5. Mechanical strength of mixed matrix membranes 
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Figure 6. Water contact angle of synthesized membrane 

 
 

enhanced the hydrophilicity of mixed matrix membranes 

in comparison with that of blank PC membrane. It can be 

attributed to the hydrophilic groups attached on GO and 

FHNTs. Also, SDS as amphiphilic material, could 

produce a large amount of hydrophilic cavity and 

functional groups of functionalized halloysite nanotubes 

[52]. 

 

3. 2. 5. Porosity and Mean Pore Size              The 

porosity and mean pore size of synthesized membranes 

are presented in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7, the 

porosity quantities of mixed matrix membranes were 

bigger than that value achieved for the pure 

polycarbonate membrane. Also, by increasing the 

loadings of GO nanomaterials, porosity values reduced. 

In can be due to a rise in the viscosity of the polymeric 

solution, as a result of a reduction in the substitution rate 

of coagulant and solvent in the phase inversion procedure 

[53, 54].   In addition, because of the tubular structure of 

halloysite nanotubes, they make the membranes porous 

after being dispersed in the dope solution [35, 55]. 
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Figure 7. Porosity and mean pore size of membranes 

 

The overall results of membranes mean pore size 

confirmed that mean pore sizes of mixed matrix 

membranes were more than that of the pure membrane. 

But, an enhancement in the loading of GO nanomaterials 

shows a negative effect on the mean pore size because of 

strong hydrogen bonds between GO nanosheets and the 

polymeric solution [42]. 

 

3. 2. 6. Ultrafiltration Experiments            For the 

investigation of the performance of synthesized 

membranes, some tests were carried out using the 

ultrafiltration setup such as water permeation, oil 

separation, and membrane regeneration that will be 

described in the following sections. 

 
3. 2. 6. 1. Water Permeation          Regarding the 

obtained results of water permeation displayed in Figure 

8, the water permeation of mixed matrix membranes 

improved around 3 times in comparison to blank PC. It 

can be due to the hydrophilic nature of these added 

nanomaterials. In addition, the enhancement in the water 

permeation of GO0.25-FHNT0.75 compared with 

GO0.75-FHNT0.25 from 1237.5 L.m-2.h-1 to 1025 L.m-

2.h-1 can be attributed to the greater hydrophilicity of 

halloysite nanotubes and its hollow tubular structure that 

offers a wide range of channels for water permeation [55-

57] as well as the agglomeration of GO nanomaterials 

[58-60]. Based on these obtained data of water 

permeation as well as porosity and water contact angle 

values, GO0.25-FHNT0.75 mixed matrix membrane 

selected as the optimal membrane. 

 

3. 2. 6. 2. Oil Separation of Selected Membranes       
The effect of feed concentration on the separation 

efficiency of olive oil by the optimal membrane in 

ultrafiltration tests at 1 bar and ambient temperature was 

investigated and the results are shown in Figures 9. For 

this purpose, the feed solution was prepared in 100-200 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Water permeation of blank PC and mixed matrix 

membranes 
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ppm oil concentrations, and subsequently the selected 

membrane was examined for the efficiency of olive oil 

separation using the as-prepared feed solution. 
To interpret the results displayed in Figure 9, this 

point is noteworthy that as the UF process begins, the 

presence of quite open membrane pores allows some oil 

particles to come out from the other side of the 

membrane. Over time, some pores become blocked with 

oil  particles,  and  as  a  result,  oil  separation  efficiency 
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Figure 9. Permeate flux and separation efficiency of blank 

PC and the optimal mixed matrix membrane at A) 100 ppm, 

B) 150 ppm, C) 200 ppm, 1 bar and 25°C 

increases up to 100%. But, the times to reach this 

separation efficiency decreased from 225 min for the 

blank PC to 165 minutes for the GO0.25-FHNT0.75 

membrane at 100 ppm feed concentration. Also, with 

increasing the concentration of the feed solution, the time 

to achieve 100% separation increased. In addition, for the 

investigation of membrane fouling, the curves of 

permeate flux versus time are plotted in Figures 9A, 9B 

and 9C for each feed concentration. In detail, the blank 

PC membrane possessed the lower permeate flux 

compared with the optimal GO0.25-FHNT0.75 MMM. 

 

3. 2. 6. 3. Reusability of Optimal Membrane         
After ultrafiltration experiments, the optimal membrane 

was used in reusability test and the results were plotted in 

Figure 10. In other words, GO0.25-FHNT0.75 mixed 

matrix membrane was evaluated in terms of regeneration. 

In this case, the used membrane was washed after oil 

separation ultrafiltration tests by acetone solution (20% 

v/v). After that, the water permeation of washed 

membrane was measured again. This method was 

repeated for three times. Finally, the flux recovery ratio 

was calculated by Equation (5). The obtained results 

showed that with increasing feed concentration, the FRR 

decreased [35, 47]. It can be due to the blockage of some 

pores and not complete cleaning of membrane pores by 

acetone solution. Furthermore, the permeate fluxes of 

feed solutions with 100 ppm and 200 ppm olive oil 

concentrations were reduced only about 5.5% and 6% 

after three cycles, respectively [61]. 
 

 

 
Figure 10. FRR results of GO0.25-FHNT0.75 mixed matrix 

membrane 
 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this work, polycarbonate membranes were synthesized 

in which the functionalized HNTs and GO nanomaterials 

were added in the dope solution of the membrane 

simultaneously. According to the FESEM images, the 

mixed matrix membrane showed a more spongy structure 
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compared to the blank PC membrane. In addition, the 

water permeation results showed that the best wettability 

was related to GO0.25-FHNT0.75 mixed matrix 

membrane. 

Also, water contact angle of FHNT/GO membrane 

compared to blank PC membrane decreased from 70.56° 

to 33.69°. As a result, water permeation of FHNT/GO 

mixed matrix membrane increased by 2.9 times 

compared to blank PC membrane. 

The overall results of mean pore size of membranes 

confirmed that the mean pore size of FHNT/GO mixed 

matrix membranes increased about 1.5 times compared 

to blank PC membrane.  
The pure polycarbonate membrane and the optimum 

GO0.25-FHNT0.75 mixed matrix membrane were used 

for ultrafiltration experiments of olive oil removal from 

water. The UF results confirmed that synthesized 

membranes had a desirable ability for olive oil removal 

up to 100% separation efficiency. Finally, the reusability 

of GO0.25-FHNT0.75 membrane was checked and the 

obtained data confirmed that the mentioned membrane 

was well regenerated with a flux recovery ratio of more 

than 93% after three cycles. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
گرافن و   دیتوسط نانوپرکننده اکس دیجد ونیلتراس یمخلوط اولتراف س یماتر یغشاهاهای روغنی، ر بهبود عملکرد غشاهای پل یکربناتی برای تصفیه پساب ودر این مطالعه، به منظ

، FTIR  سنجف یط  ،یدانیانتشار م   یروبش  ی الکترون  کروسکوپ ی متوسط  ساخته شده    یخواص غشاها  ریاو س  یمورفولوژشده، سنتز شدند.  عامل دار    سیتهالو  ینانولوله ها

دارد.    یکشش  مو استحکا  یدوستبر آب   ی مثبت  ر یتأث  GO/FHNTsکه افزودن    ه استکرد  دییآمده تأدستبه  جی. نتامشخصه یابی شدند  ی کیتماس و دستگاه مقاومت مکان  هیزاو

مختلف    یهاکه همه غشاها در زمان   ه استنشان داد  یکل  جیکربنات خالص بود. نتا  یاز پل  شتریبرابر ب  2.5حدود    GO0.25-FHNT0.75  نهیبه  یغشا  فلاکس اب خالص  نیهمچن

در عملیات    است.  درصد را نشان داد  90ش از  یشار ب  ی ابیازنسبت ب  نهیبه  یغشا  ن،ی . علاوه بر ادندیرس  از آب   روغن  یدرصد جداساز  100  بازدهبه    ،ونیلتراسیاولتراففرآیند  

کاهش  یدرصد پس از سه چرخه بازساز 6درصد و   5/5تنها حدود  بیبه ترت  تونیروغن ز ppm 200و ppm  100 یهاخوراک با غلظت  یهامحلول یشار نفوذبازیابی غشا، 

 .ه استافتی
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

The seismic performance of non-structural components (NSCs) has been the focus of intensive study 

during the last few decades. Modern building codes define design forces on components using too simple 
relationships. The component accelerates faster than the floor acceleration to which it is connected. 

Therefore, component dynamic amplification factors (CDAFs) are calculated in this work to quantify 
the amplification in the acceleration of NSCs for the various damping ratios and tuning ratios of the 

NSC, and the primary structural periods. From the analysis results, it was observed that CDAF peaks are 

either underestimated or overestimated by the code-based formulae. A prediction model to ascertain the 
CDAFs was also developed using artificial neural networks (ANNs). Following that, the suggested 

model is contrasted with the established relationships from the past research. The ANN model's 

coefficient of correlation (𝑅) was 0.97. Hence, using an ANN algorithm reduces the necessity of 

laborious and complex analysis. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.02 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

Non-structural components (NSCs) cannot withstand 

loads [1]. Non-structural components damage may 

cause both immediate and long-term financial losses. The 

damage of components, especially expensive and 

important equipment in important structures may impair 

the functionality of buildings [2-5]. These results show 

that NSC seismic performances are just as significant as 

structural component seismic performances. The current 

Standards and Guidelines were mostly produced using 

empirical methodologies built from earlier experiences 

and engineering skills [6]. To keep NSCs secure and 

guarantee that the building can remain operating after an 

earthquake, non-structural components must be 

constructed for earthquakes. To do this, it is necessary to 

calculate the floor response spectrum (FRS) at the 

location where the NSC is connected to the main system. 

 

*Corresponding Author Email: noroozinejad@kgut.ac.ir  

(E. Noroozinejad Farsangi) 

Using a decoupled analysis method, the floor 

response spectrum (FRS) approach, is used [7-15]. 

Without considering the impact of the secondary system, 

the fundamental structure is dynamically analyzed first. 

The time history of the acceleration response is supplied 

to a component at floor level where it is mounted to create 

the FRS. The resulting FRS may thus be used to 

determine the maximum force for the NSCs. According 

to research on dynamic behaviour of components 

subjected to ground motion, the likelihood of NSC 

damage would be enhanced if the primary structure's 

response was amplified [16]. Researchers began studying 

FRS generating methods in the 1970s. A method for 

producing the FRS using the ground response spectra was 

created by Yasui et al. [17]. For the purpose of accurately 

identifying floor acceleration spectra, a unique method is 

created and verified [18]. To study the seismic 

requirements on nuclear plants, Jiang et al. [19] created 
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floor response spectra. They found that the FRS from 

analysis showed significant fluctuations, especially in 

tuning circumstances. Investigations have been done on 

the floor response spectrum of complex structures [20-

24]. The most recent research [25] investigated how a 

stiffness irregularity affected the FRS and found that the 

floor response’s amplitude is larger at the soft story 

position. None of the FRS generating approaches that 

have been extensively discussed in the relevant literature 

[19, 23, 26, 27] can reliably measure the amplification in 

the acceleration of the non-structural components.  

Component dynamic amplification factors, which 

represent the amplification of NSCs, are significant in the 

production of FRS. Hence, using a component dynamic 

amplification factor, the current work investigates how to 

quantify such amplification. Hence, for primary 

structures subject to seismic loads, the aforementioned 

factors were examined. The amplification factors and 

those discovered from the code-based formulations were 

contrasted. An attempt has been made in this study to 

develop the prediction model for the CDAF. The existing 

models [28, 29] for the determination of CDAF have not 

been considered the effect of a damping ratio of the NSC. 

As a result, this study proposed a prediction model for the 

CDAF spectrum based on data-driven methods. Data-

driven methods like Machine learning (ML) techniques 

are superior in the establishment of relations between 

various input and output variables than conventional 

regression analysis [10, 30-32]. To be more specific, an 

ML model including Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

was utilized to develop the CDAF spectra. By contrasting 

the amplification factors computed from the ML model 

with the factors acquired from the existing relations, the 

constructed prediction model based on the ML technique 

was verified. 

The following is how the paper is organized: In 

section 2, the mathematical model is described. The 

selection and scale of ground motions are shown in 

section 3. The CDAF is described in section 4. The ANN 

model's details are presented in section 5. The suggested 

ANN prediction model's validation is shown in section 6. 

The final part draws brief conclusions (i.e., section 7). 
 

 

2. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
 

The basic structure in the current investigation is an 

acceleration sensitive NSC linked to a SDOF, as shown 

in Figure 1. The primary structure’s (𝜉𝑝) viscous damping 

ratio is taken as 5%. It is possible to calculate the primary 

structure's reaction for a given set of ground movements 

using Equation (1). 

𝑚𝑝�̈� + 𝑐𝑝�̇� + 𝑘𝑝𝑥 =  −𝑚𝑝�̈�𝑔  (1) 

where 𝑚𝑝, 𝑐𝑝, and 𝑘𝑝 are the mass, damping and stiffness 

for the primary structure: 𝑐𝑝 = 2𝑚𝑝𝜉𝑝𝜔𝑝; 𝜔𝑝 is the 
 

 
Figure 1. Primary structure connected with non-structural 

component 
 

 

primary structure’s frequency; �̇� and �̈� are the relative 

velocity and acceleration; �̈�𝑔 is the ground acceleration; 

(�̈� + �̈�𝑔): primary structure’s absolute acceleration. The 

resulting absolute acceleration response may be 

transformed into pseudo-acceleration response spectra in 

accordance with Equation (2) produce the FRS. 

𝑚𝑠�̈�𝑠 + 𝑐𝑠�̇�𝑠 + 𝑘𝑠𝑥𝑠 =  −𝑚𝑝(�̈� + �̈�𝑔)  (2) 

where 𝑚𝑠, 𝑐𝑠, and 𝑘𝑠 are the mass, damping, and stiffness 

for the NSC: 𝑐𝑠 = 2𝑚𝑠𝜉𝑠𝜔𝑠; 𝜔𝑠 and 𝜉𝑠 are the NSC’s 

frequency and damping ratio;  𝑥𝑠, �̇�𝑠, and �̈�𝑠, are the 

relative displacement, velocity, and acceleration, 

respectively. Equations (1) and (2) are differential 

equations, which are then solved numerically using the 

Runge-Kutta technique. 

 
 
3. GROUND MOTIONS  
 

Realistic responses are produced by the seismic response 

evaluation process using actual ground motion 

recordings [33-38]. Such records are easily accessible 

through the NGA-West 2 Database of the Pacific 

Earthquake Engineering Research Centre (PEER) [39]. 

Hence, 11 horizontal ground motion excitations have 

been taken into account in the current research for the 

hard soil type in accordance with ASCE 7-16 [28]. Based 

on shear wave velocity (VS30), ground motions are chosen 

to depict hard soil in accordance with National 

Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP) [40] 

criteria. Table 1 displays the specifics of the excitation. 

Since they can greatly reduce the computational time 

compared to many ground motions, spectrum compatible 

ground motions are used in this investigation [41]. To 

create spectrum-compatible seismic excitations, the time-

domain spectral matching method [42] is applied.  The IS 

1893:2016 target spectra and average spectra of ground 

motions are shown in Figure 2. The average spectrum 

must remain above 90% of the target spectrum in 

accordance with ASCE 7-16. This figure shows that 

mean spectra are much more than 90% of the target 

spectra. 
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TABLE 1. Ground motions information 

Earthquake  Year Station Mw 
Rjb 

(km) 

Helena_ 

Montana-01 
1935 Carroll College 6 2.07 

Helena_ 

Montana-02 
1935 Helena Fed Bldg 6 2.09 

Kern County 1952 
Pasadena - CIT 

Athenaeum 
7.36 122.65 

Kern County 1952 
Santa Barbara 

Courthouse 
7.36 81.3 

Kern County 1952 Taft Lincoln School 7.36 38.42 

Southern Calif 1952 San Luis Obispo 6 73.35 

Parkfield 1966 
Cholame - Shandon 

Array #12 
6.19 17.64 

Parkfield 1966 San Luis Obispo 6.19 63.34 

Parkfield 1966 Temblor pre-1969 6.19 15.96 

Borrego Mtn 1968 
Pasadena - CIT 

Athenaeum 
6.63 207.14 

Borrego Mtn 1968 
San Onofre - So Cal 

Edison 
6.63 129.11 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Mean and target spectra 

 

 

4. COMPONENT DYNAMIC AMPLIFICATION 
FACTOR  
 
The component's acceleration in relation to the floor 

acceleration is examined in this section. Elastic SDOF 

systems make up the NSCs examined in this study. In 

comparison to the main structure, the NSC's mass is 

thought to be quite low. Floor response spectra (FRS) is 

a decoupled approach that evaluates the primary system 

and non-structural component separately in a 

predetermined sequence. The linear time history 

analysis's input is scaled ground motions. From the 

model at the floor, absolute acceleration responses are 

collected and fed into the NSC to produce the relevant 

FRS. With a 5% damping ratio, the FRS was attained. 

The FRS is performed, and its results are normalized by 

the appropriate peak floor acceleration (PFA). The 

component dynamic amplification factor is represented 

by the ratio FRS/PFA (CDAF). Understanding the 

seismic behaviour of non-structural components requires 

knowledge of the CDAF [12, 13]. Figure 3 shows the 

CDAF spectra for different primary structural periods for 

a 5% damping ratio of the NSC. The vibration period (𝑇𝑝) 

of the primary structures shown in the Figure 3 represent 

the very stiff to flexible structures. The peak in the CDAF 

spectra was observed in the range of 0.7 ≤ 𝑇𝑠 𝑇𝑝⁄ ≤ 1 for 

the considered primary structures. The definitions of 

ASCE 7-16 [28] are contrasted with the CDAF in the 

present study. According to ASCE 7-16, for flexible 

NSCs with vibration periods greater than 0.06 seconds, 

the components amplification factor (𝑎𝑝) is 2.5. The 

value of the amplification factor for stiff NSCs (𝑇𝑠 < 0.06 

sec) is 1. It is clear from Figure 3 that the CDAF peaks 

are either underestimated or overestimated by the ASCE 

7 standards. 

Since NSCs come in a variety of periods and damping 

ratios (𝜉𝑠), it is necessary to evaluate the impact of these 

characteristics on the seismic behaviour of non-structural 

components [43]. Determining component dynamic 

amplification factors for various 𝜉𝑠 (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 

1%, 2%, 5%, and 10%) is the purpose of this work. The 

CDAF spectrum for various damping ratios (0.1%, 2%, 

and 10%) is shown in Figure 4. As predicted, lower 𝜉𝑠 

values led to greater amplification factor values. The 

damping ratio of NSC is discovered to have a greater 

impact on the main structure's vibration periods. It is 

important to note that the impact of 𝜉𝑠 is negligible for 

both extremely short and very long NSC periods. To do 

so, this work tried to create a prediction model for the 

CDAF utilizing machine learning methods such as 

artificial neural networks (ANNs). Amplification factors 

were determined for various 𝜉𝑠 (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 

2%, 5%, and 10%), tuning ratios, 𝑇𝑠 𝑇𝑝⁄  (0 to 40 with 0.5 

increment), and primary structural periods, 𝑇𝑝 (0.1 to 1 s, 

with 0.1 increment, and 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 s). 
 

 

 
Figure 3. Component dynamic amplification factors for 

different primary structural periods  
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Figure 4. Component dynamic amplification factors at different NSC damping ratios 

 

 

5. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN) MODEL  
 

Biological neural networks are simplified models that are 

used to express ANNs analytically. Massive data sets, 

difficult problems, and muddled circumstances may all 

be handled by neural networks. Because of this, neural 

networks are frequently a more accurate instrument for 

forecasting than traditional computational methods [44]. 

The current study employs a two layered feed-forward 

neural network to precisely forecast the CDAF. One of 

two levels, the other being the output layer, is the hidden 

layer. With only one hidden layer, neural networks can 

accurately estimate any function [45]. The tuning ratio 

(𝑇𝑠 𝑇𝑝⁄ ), damping ratio (𝜉𝑠) of the NSC, and primary 

structural period (𝑇𝑝) are all considered as model inputs. 

The predicted output of the model is represented by the 

CDAF values. The performance of the model is more 

strongly influenced by the architecture of the networks. 

Insufficient hidden neurons will make learning harder for 

the network. Yet, the likelihood of the network 

overfitting the training set increases with the number of 

hidden neurons. By experimenting with the number of 

hidden neurons, we were able to fix the set with the 

lowest mean squared error (MSE). The optimal number 

was determined to be 35 hidden nodes, which 

corresponds to that number. Consequently, the 35 

neurons in the hidden layer were considered while 

creating the ANN 3-35-1 model (Figure 5). The hidden 

neurons must be trained using an appropriate learning  
 

 
Figure 5. ANN 3-35-1 model 

 

 

method. The network is trained using the Bayesian 

Regularization (BR) back propagation (BP) method. 

Moreover, the output and hidden layers both employ the 

Tan-sigmoid transfer function. Using the MATLAB 

R2019b environment, the neural network model for this 

investigation was developed. In all, 9639 CDAF values 

representing 17 primary structural periods, 81 NSC 

tuning ratios, and 7 NSC damping ratios were generated 

by simulation in this work. A training set, which makes 

up 70% of the whole dataset, and a testing set, which 

makes up 30% of the total dataset, are further separated 

into each dataset. The complete dataset must be pre-

processed before training. The dataset must be 

normalized between -1.0 and 1.0 to give the variables an 
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equal weight. Using Equation (3), this normalization may 

be carried out.  

𝑥𝑛 =
2(𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛)

(𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛)
− 1  (3) 

where 𝑥𝑛 is the normalized value. 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 , are the 

minimum and maximum values of the variable 𝑥, 

respectively. By specifying the performance assessment 

functions, the ANN model's predictive power is assessed. 

In this study, performance was measured using the mean 

square error (𝑀𝑆𝐸), and coefficient of correlation (𝑅). 

The performance functions (Equations (4) and (5)) are 

defined as follows: 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  
∑(𝑦𝑠−𝑦𝑝)

2

𝑁
  (4) 

𝑅 = √
∑ 𝑦𝑠

2−∑(𝑦𝑠−𝑦𝑝)2

∑ 𝑦𝑠
2   (5) 

where, 𝑁 is the number of data points, and 𝑦𝑠 and 𝑦𝑝  are 

the simulated and predicted outputs. Table 2 displays the 

model's performance results. The error (𝑀𝑆𝐸) should be 

as low as feasible, and the 𝑅 value ought to be high. The 

connection between the predicted CDAF and the 

simulated CDAF is shown in Figure 6. The component 

dynamic amplification factor values are accurately 

predicted by the model, as seen by the correlation 

coefficient's proximity to unity. 
 

 

6. VALIDATION OF THE ANN PREDICTION MODEL  
 

This section looked at how well the ANN model 

predicted the dynamic amplification factors of non-

structural parts that were connected to the main structure. 

For this validation, the damping ratios of NSC (0.6% and 

3%) were used to construct the CDAF spectra of the 

primary structure under consideration. The ANN 

prediction model is not developed using the damping 

ratio values that were taken into consideration for 

validation. The predicted and simulated CDAF spectra 

are displayed in Figure 7. The predicted and simulated 

spectra for each of the instances under consideration have 

a comparably high level of agreement. Table 3 displays 

the maximum and lowest parameters used in creating the 
 
 

TABLE 2. Results of the ANN model’s performance 

Dataset 𝑹 𝑴𝑺𝑬 

Training 0.974 0.0019 

Testing 0.966 0.0022 
 

 
 

 
Figure 6. CDAF predicted by ANN and simulations   
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulated and ANN’s predicted CDAF spectra 

 

 

TABLE 3. Limits of various variables 

 
Input variables Output 

𝑻𝒑 (sec) 𝑻𝒔 𝑻𝒑⁄  𝝃𝒔 (%) CDAF 

Max 4.0 40.0 10.0 19.598 

Min 0.1 0.00 0.1 0.000 

 

 

ANN model. Thus, neural networks may be used to 

analyze the seismic behaviour of non-structural 

components. The ANN analysis approach reduces 

computational time by skipping the typical complicated 

analysis. 
 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Component dynamic amplification factors are crucial 

because they represent the amplification of NSCs in the 

floor response spectrum. Hence, the present study 

explores the quantification of such amplification by 

means of a component dynamic amplification factor. The 

primary structure is therefore examined for the 

aforementioned factors. The amplification factors are 

compared to those found in the code-based formulae. The 

study allows for the following conclusions to be drawn: 

• The component dynamic amplification factors show 

significant peak values in the range of 0.7 ≤
𝑇𝑠 𝑇𝑝⁄ ≤ 1 for the considered primary structures. 

• The damping ratio (𝜉𝑠) of NSC has a greater impact 

on the dynamic amplification factors at vibration 

periods of the primary structure.  

• The influence of 𝜉𝑠  is negligible for both extremely 

short and very long NSC periods. 

• The ASCE 7’s definition under- or overestimates 

the amplification factors for periods closer to the 

vibration periods of the primary structure. So, the 

impacts of the dynamic properties of the NSC and 

primary structure should be included in the present 

code-based formulation.  

• Machine learning (ML) technique like ANN is 

utilized to develop the prediction model for CDAF 

spectra. ANN is proved to be more effective and 

powerful tool in this study for establishing the 

relation between the input and output variables.  
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
  ار یاجزا با استفاده از روابط بس یرا بر رو  یطراح یروهای، ننوین  یساختمان نیبوده است. قوان محققینمورد توجه  ریدر طول چند دهه اخ یسازه ا ریغ یاجزا یعملکرد لرزه ا

  اجزا  یک ینامید تشدید بیضرا ن،یا. بنابردنر یگ یم هستندکه به آن متصل  یطبقه ا ی بیشتر ازشتاب معمولا اجزای غیرسازه ای متصل به یک کف سازه ایکنند.  یم فیساده تعر

پریودهای ارتعاشی  ، و  غیر سازه ایاجزای    شده  میتنظ  یهاو نسبت   ییرای مختلف م  یهانسبت   یبرا  اجزای غیر سازه ای در شتاب    میزان تشدید  ی ساز  یکم  ی کار برا  ن یدر ا

پایین   دست مقادیر را  آییین نامه های فعلیبر  یمبتن یهاتوسط فرمول CDAF نقاط پیکمشاهده شد که  ،به دست آمده لیو تحل هیتجز جی. از نتاشوندیمحاسبه م اصلی سازه

ه ( توسعه داده شدANN)  یمصنوع  یعصب  یهابا استفاده از شبکه  CDAFs  نییتع   یبرا   ینیبشیپمدل    کبرای رفع این مشکل، ی.  نمایندیاز حد برآورد م  شیب  ایگرفته    در نظر

 . دهد یکاهش متا حد قابل توجهی را  دهیچیپ  لیو تحل هیضرورت تجز ANN تمیالگور ک یاز  ادهرو، استف نی بود. از ا 0.97مدل  یهمبستگ  بی. ضراست
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Fusing textual information, as type of information fusion, has been of great significance to those 
interested in making informative texts out of the existing ones. The main idea behind text fusion, like 

any other type of information fusion, is to merge the partial texts from different sources in such a way 

that the outcome can hold a reasonably high relevance with regard to certain objectives. In this paper, a 
fuzzy framework is proposed for text generation, according to which a range of relevant texts are merged 

to yield producing a new text that can help the users fulfill a certain functionality in plausible manner. 

The focal point in our approach with regard to fusion is the distance between the class prototype of a text 
on the one side and the feature vectors belonging to different subsets of the existing texts on the other 

side. Results of experiments, show that the suggested framework can be a suitable alternatives for 

performing fusion in the cases that the identity of the existing texts from the viewpoint of the texts 
considered is unclear. This would turn into an effective utilization of the existing texts for the purpose 

of generating new texts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
In recent years, text fusion has been of great significance 

to those interested in making informative texts out of the 

existing ones [1]. Texts fusion, in this way, has got 

numerous applications with regard to issues such as text 

summarization and text mining as well [2, 3]. The main 

idea behind text fusion, like any type of information 

fusion, is to merge partial texts from different sources in 

such a way that the outcome can hold a reasonably high 

relevance with regard to certain objectives. 

Provided that organizational texts can help their users 

perform their functionalities in a reasonable way, one 

interesting application of text fusion is to merge the 

existing texts in such a manner that the outcome can hold 

such characteristic. For instance, if the functionality 

under consideration is "planning", the purpose of text 

fusion would be to provide a new text through merging 

the existing one, that can help planners do their 

functionality of planning in a plausible manner. Since the 

functionalities of a text may occasionally share similar 

aspects that could reflect in the way their essential 
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segments show up in the corresponding texts, we 

therefore need to make use of those approaches to fusion 

which can handle the ambiguity or uncertainty which 

may arise due to such sort of similarity in functionalities. 

In this sense, fuzzy logic can be considered as a helpful 

means for handling this uncertainty or ambiguity. Taking 

this point into account, a fuzzy framework is proposed in 

this paper for text fusion according to which a variety of 

texts are to be selected whose merging can yield a high 

expectation for helping the user fulfill a certain 

functionality. 

The main concern in our approach is the distance 

between the prototypical classes of text considered for a 

variety of pre-defined functionalities on the one side, and 

the feature vectors belonging to different subsets of the 

existing texts, on the other side. Feature vectors in our 

approach are represented in terms of a number of 

membership degrees, each standing for the status of 

affiliation toward a certain feature in the desired class of 

text. In this paper, to evaluate the performance of our 

proposed framework we decided to compare it with the 

performance of OWA operators which are well- known 
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for information fusion purposes. Therefore, beside the 

proposed framework as a novel approach to text fusion, 

a part of the novelty in our work lies in examining the 

capability of OWA operators in fusing the textual 

information from the viewpoint of synthesizing a new 

text that can meet certain goals. Results of 

experimentation show that the suggested framework can 

be regarded a suitable alternative for fusion in the case 

that the identity of the existing texts from the viewpoint 

of the considered functionalities is not clear.  

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS  
 

By text integration or fusion, we mean to blend or fuse 

some pre-experienced texts to finally form a new text 

which can meet certain goals and /or certain criteria. A 

classical approach to integrating text can lie in multi- 

document text summarization according to which a final 

summery is to be made based on the information 

encapsulated in each document [4]. The main assumption 

in case of such an approach is that, each document may 

include its own peculiar information that can contribute 

to the final summery. Many methods have been proposed 

for multi-document text summarization out of which the 

recent works based on using deep neural networks are of 

particular significance [5]. The significance of deep 

neural net based text summarization mostly goes back to 

the fact that past experiences of summarization through 

joining different parts (from different documents) would 

have the ability to realize a new summary in a promising 

way. Another perspective in text integration can be met 

in integrating and blending concepts for creative 

generation of stories [6, 7] and automatic story telling [8] 

specially for generating game scenarios. Within this 

context, those who design games may generate and also 

explore some scenarios of game with high complexity 

through three main stages of domain implementation, 

solution generation and story board generation based on 

a kind of composition between the related items [9]. It 

seems that the main advantage of the proposed 

framework, compared to deep neural network-based 

document summarization, is no need for training patterns 

due to its dependence on the presence of linguistically- 

significant notions (such as What, Where, When, …) 

while considering some membership functions. In fact 

the effect of the very training which is essential to 

operationalizing deep neural network is somewhat 

encapsulated in the corresponding membership 

functions.  

Fusion of dynamic web contents/ services through an 

extreme personalization as well as heterogeneous devices 

together with a  interaction channels using content 

caching and adaptive aggregation algorithms as well as 

fuzzy utility based patterns mining are typical examples 

for fusion [10, 11].  

Semantic data/information integration using fuzzy 

rules may also be widely used for text fusion [12], 

datasets integration [13] and information fusion [14] as 

well. Here, the relevant information is fused on the basis 

of a kind of logical reasoning to enhance the power of 

current semantic web systems [15] and search engines 

[16]. In this respect, the process of fuzzy conceptual 

matching can help an efficient retrieval of intelligent 

information and knowledge, and would be able to be 

integrated into the other commercial search engines [16]. 

Information fusion under fuzzy environment can also be 

applied for retrieving fuzzy information, whose fuzzy 

numbers are to represent the strength degrees according 

to which criteria of priority are met for the documents 

[17]. On the basis of the concept of fusing enterprise 

information, a kind of neural network has been presented 

which functions on the ground of choquet fuzzy integral 

[18].  

Beside the above approaches, compositional 

adaptation techniques used in case-based reasoning have 

also the ability to combine the experienced sources (of 

information),  like book chapters or texts to be used in 

learning in the form of a new configuration that can serve 

the current problems of teaching or research/ 

development support in a plausible manner [19, 20]. 

Although the propositions used for presenting the 

resources have crisp nature, it can however be possible to 

make use of fuzzy logic in these approaches both at 

representation and inference levels to provide the final 

solution in a favorable way. 

Concept composition can also be considered as an 

approach to creating textual contents [21, 22].   

In the meantime, due to the achievements of issues 

like semantic web, many researchers have tended to 

developing digital libraries based on ontological 

structures to share exchange and retrieval information 

efficiency [23]. Moreover, fuzzy queries have also been 

taken into account to build their queries in a more precise 

way in order to give assistance to readers for searching 

information [24]. In this regard, fuzzy ontology is utilized 

to present uncertain information in the case of digital 

libraries whereas fuzzy queries are used to retrieve 

information from this ontology. It is obvious that, using 

such a system can give more precise integrational results 

[24, 25]. It should also be mentioned that, collecting large 

amount of documents, in the way delivered by the search 

engines in Internet, is difficult and time-consuming for 

users to read and analyze. Here, the burden of managing 

information can be greatly eased through detecting 

common and distinctive topics within a set of documents 

as well as generating multi-document summaries. To 

achieve this goal, we first apply the well-known 

ordered weighted averaging (OWA) fusion operator to 

text fusion while examining the results, and then propose 

a new fuzzy framework according to which the input text 

is transformed into a set of membership degrees with 
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regard to a set of nominal values, and an appropriate 

distance function is then considered to measure the 

distance between the feature vector comprising these 

membership degrees and the ideal prototype vectors 

already defined for the prototype classes of a text.  In both 

cases (applying OWA operators and proposed 

framework) possible types of texts (research, 

development, analysis, …) are represented in terms of a 

variety of key segments whose nominal values (L, M, H) 

take part in characterizing the types of the texts. Here, 

linguistically significant notions like What, Where, 

When , Who, … are used to determine the status of each 

nominal value. We found out through experimentation 

that the results obtained through the new framework is 

quite close to those obtained through applying AVG 

OWA. Moreover it was perceived that the proposed 

framework functions better than i) MIN OWA in the 

sense of  avoiding the items in the resulted text which are 

not necessarily compatible with the requirements of the 

desired key segment, and ii) MAX OWA in the sense of  

observing some crucial items in the resulted text which 

are usually neglected by this operator mostly due to the 

point that text fusion through MAX OWA calls for severe 

constraints. The benefit of such an approach goes back to 

the fact that the input texts are treated in a generic way 

thus providing a chance for the system to merge them in 

a way as generic as possible.  

 
 
3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
 

3. 1. Basic Concepts          The basic idea behind our 

approach is based on the point that there exists a number 

of key segments in a text whose status of emphasis gives 

sense to the type of functionality which is expected to be 

performed by it when a text is exposed to its user. A 

partial ontology of these key segments that ought to be 

observed by texts authors in some way is shown in Figure 

1 [26]. This ontology has in reality been designed to 

describe each key segment in depths; in such a way that 

the entire key segments can be differentiated properly in 

the input text. 

Taking this ontology into account, each class of text 

functionality can be represented in terms of the related 

key segments as features and their values as the feature’s 

values. The feature’s values in our approach are Low (L), 
 

 

 

 
Figure 1. The Ontology of Text’s Key Segments 
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Medium (M) and High (H), which are decided based on 

the status of the explanations regarding linguistically-

significant notions such as What, Which, Who, Whom, 

Where, When, How and Why that are the items to be 

tackled in generating texts. Having represented classes of 

text functionality in the above manner, our main 

objective would be to find a certain combination, out of 

the existing texts, whose similarity degree regarding the 

corresponding features’ values in the desired class of 

functionality as the purpose of fusion can be sufficiently 

high. To show the similarity degree, in our approach, 

membership degrees of the existing features’ values with 

regard to the prototypical values for the same features in 

the desired class of text functionality are taken into 

account. These prototypical values are in reality the 

quantitative versions of the linguistic variable values “L”, 

“M” and “H” which have been considered to indicate the 

status of the existing key segments (General Background, 

Existing Viewpoints, …) for different text 

functionalities. In our approach we decided to consider 

“1” for “L”, “2” for “M” and “3” for “H” as the simplest 

version. The ground for calculating such a measure is 

decided to be the total number of the predicates as well 

as the arguments, which tackle the afore-mentioned 

linguistically- significant notions for each key segment as 

an feature. This is because, provided that these notions 

are significant from the view-point of a text’s status of 

richness, the status of the related predicates/arguments 

can naturally be a good indicator to show how far it can 

be regarded close to the corresponding feature value in 

the desired class of text functionality. To show that a 

certain combination of texts (with certain 

functionalities), belongs adequately to a certain class of 

text functionality, in our approach we make use of a 

number of criteria that tackle respectively (i) the fact that 

the similarity of this combination to the desired class 

ought to be more than the corresponding similarities for 

the other combinations, and (ii) the fact that this 

similarity ought to be more than a certain threshold. 
 
3. 2. The Proposed Approach Based on Text 
Fusion          The main point in our framework is merging 

a range of relevant texts to yield producing a new text that 

can help the users fulfill a certain functionality. It would 

thus be important to first select those texts as the input 

texts whose topics are somewhat similar in some aspects. 

Having done so, the next step would be to identify the 

significant key segments in each input text through 

detecting the entities which have been realized to be 

essential for each key segment as illustrated in the 

ontology of Figure 1. To perform this task, linguistically 

significant notions such as What, Where, Who, … are 

searched for, to determine the status of membership 

degrees with regard to the considered linguistic variable 

values “L”, “M” and “H” for the corresponding key 

segments. As the next step, the possible combinations of 

the feature vectors comprising these membership degrees 

are constituted, and out of these combinations those 

which hold the minimum distance toward the 

prototypical feature vectors predefined for each text 

functionality, are selected as the most appropriate 

alternatives for fusion. Below, the above mentioned steps 

are discussed in detail. Figure 2 illustrates the essential 

steps to the proposed framework for fusion. 
 

3. 2. 1. Text Functionalities and Status of 
Linguistic Variable Values for the Selected 
Features         With respect to fusion issues, identifying 

the features of those texts that are to be fused, is of great 

importance.  
To facilitate the fusion process, the major key 

segments (Figure 1) are used as the features: General 

Background, Existing viewpoints, Key issue, Proposed 

approach realization/ implementation, Validation/ 

Verification, Comparative analysis & capability 

interpretation, Conclusion & prospect anticipation. We 

have realized that such features are consistent for a 

variety of texts whose functionality is to help users with 

their tasks in the corresponding organizations. 

Interestingly the key segments discussed above are also 

popular among many knowledge workers like those 

involved in research, innovation, development, planning 

and analysis issues with the final goal of disseminating 

their works' results in terms of suitable texts. Examples 

for the important functionalities in an organization, are 

Planning/ Scheduling, Research, Innovation, 

Development/ Optimization/ Improvement. Education/ 

Promotion, Analysis/ Assessment/ Assurance, Guidance, 

and Justification.  

As far as linguistically significant notions are 

concerned, "L" (Low), "M" (Medium) and "H" (High) 
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stand for the extent that notions like "What", "Who", 

"Whom", "Where", "When", "How", and "Why", are to 

be addressed to create a partial text for each of the afore-

mentioned key segments. For example with regard to the 

key segment "General Background", the items with 

regard to "Necessity", "Essential Definitions", "History", 

"Exemplars", "General Perspectives", "Advantages & 

Disadvantages", "Requirements of Problem 

Framework", and "Main Phases" are considered as 

"Whats", the agents who have taken part in the "History" 

of an issue are considered as "Whose", the space and time 

where a "framework" can function well are considered as 

"Wheres" and "Whens", the way a problem framework 

works as well as the way a problem is "decomposed into 

main phases" are considered as “Hows", and finally the 

reason that the "necessity" of an issue is justified as well 

as the reasons a "framework" may or may not function 

properly with regard to certain situations are considered 

as "Whys". Referring to Figure 1, the interpretation of 

"Whats", "Whose", "Whoms", "Wheres", "Whens", 

"Hows" and "Whys" can be equally performed for the 

other types of key segment taking into account their 

hyponyms. It is to be noted that the nominal values 

already agreed for each functionality are responsible for 

doing this task to indicate how far the above-mentioned 

notions ought to be addressed. Table 1 illustrates the 

status of the corresponding nominal values with regard to 

these notions. 

We may see from the table that the depth of a notion 

depends on the amount of a nominal value. Let us say, 

the notion "How" is also called for when we have a 

transition from the nominal value "L" to the nominal 

value "M", and in the same manner, by transition from 

"M" to "H", the notion "Why", which organically stands 

for an explanation with more depth, would be worth 

being added. 

Taking this point into account, for each feature, the 

fuzzy membership functions can be considered based on 

 

the nominal values already discussed. Table 2 shows the 

corresponding nominal values for the selected text 

features. The membership functions for these values are 

also shown in Figure 3. 
 

 

TABLE 1. Status of the nominal values 

Nominal Value Status of Linguistically Significant notions 

L (Low) 
Addresses What, Where, When, Who , and  

Whom 

M (Medium) 
Addresses What, Where, When, Who, Whom, 

and How 

H (High) 
Addresses What, Where, When, Who, Whom, 

How, and Why 

 

 

TABLE 2. Status of linguistic variables values for the selected 

features taking into account the existing functionalities 
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Figure 3. Membership functions for each of the linguistic variable values for the features in the text 
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3. 2. 2. Process of Fusion Using Weights          In order 

to perform fusion, we first need to make a membership 

degree matrix for each input text document within which 

each row represents the status of membership degrees for 

the related key segment. Figure 4(a) illustrates such a 

matrix for the i-th  and jth text documents. 
To fuse these texts documents, all their combination 

forms have to be considered. For instance, if there are 

three texts documents to be fused, the possible 

combinations would be as follows: 

(doc i) , (doc j), (doc k), ( doc i , doc j), (doc I, doc k), ( 

doc j, doc k), ( doc I, doc j, doc k) 

Let us consider the combination of the ith and jth text 

documents. Taking into account the matrix 

representation for each text (as shown in Figure 4(a)), the 

result of fusion can be represented as the matrix of Figure 

4(b). 

To obtain a text suitable for a certain functionality, 

matrix of each texts' functionalities, which is represented 

in Table 2, has to be compared with the equivalent 

membership degrees from the matrix of document.  

Suppose that our purpose is to select a combination of 

texts which can best fit the functionality of "research". 

To figure out the best combination for fusion, the 

following conditions should be satisfied as the necessary 

criteria. 

Condition 1: distance (Research, Xi) < distance 

(Development, Xi), distance (Learning, Xi),….. 

Condition 2: (distance (Development, Xi)- distance 

(Research, Xi) ) + (distance (learning, Xi) – distance 

(Research, Xi) )...  →  Max 

Based on the type of the functionality expected from 

fusion, the coefficients called "importance coefficient" is 

to be considered for different functionalities, in order to 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. (a) Matrix for the i-th and jth text documents (b) 

Fusion of matrix i-th and jth text documents 
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To determine the importance coefficient (w), suppose 

that WL=1, WM=2, WH=3, for each function, W should 

be calculated per each feature in a way that ∑w =1 can be 

satisfied. 

For instance, weights for each feature can be 

calculated as follows: 
 

WH:               3    3   3   3    3   3   3 

Research : [ H   H  H   H   H  H  H ] 

WResearch : [3/21 3/21 3/21 3/21 3/21 3/21 3/21 ] 
 

While for Learning the same weights would better be 

calculated as follows: 
 

WL,M,H :      1   3    2  1   1   1    1 

Learning:[ L  H   M  L   L   L   L  ] 

WLearning: [1/10 3/10 2/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 ] 
 

It is to be noted that Ws can also be determined by 

OWA. For this purpose, three forms of OWA for the 

discussed importance coefficients are considered as 

follows [27, 28]: 

• Max: or oring aggregation operator is given by: W' = 

[l, 0,..., 0] 

• Min: or anding aggregation operator is given by: W' 

= [0, 0,..., 1] 

• Average: W' = [1/n, 1/n,..., 1/n] 

In this approach, the best combinations for the 

existing functions are calculated and upon the requested 

objective, the combination results are represented and 

compared with the results achieved for applying OWA. 
 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

To validate the performance of the proposed framework, 

a number of texts with unclear nature from the view-point 

of the desired class of functionality were selected as the 

input texts. These texts are the research papers addressed 

in the literature [29, 30] as text1, text2 and text3. Let us 

say, text1 is on “Particle Swarm Optimization” (as 

mentioned in the literature [29]),  text2  is on “Evolving 

the Structure of the Particle Swarm Optimization 

Algorithms” (as mentioned in the literature [30]), and 

text3 is on “Optimization of Nonlinear Constrained 

Particle Swarm” (as mentioned in the literature). We 
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selected these research papers as input texts since they 

address the same topic of “particle swarm”, so as to 

conduct fusion in a way that can make sense with regard 

to the considered text’s key labels (General Background, 

Existing Viewpoint, Key Issue, …). Experimentation 

was done in such a manner that, each input text was 

investigated from the perspective of the key segments as 

the features discussed in the paper, taking into account 

the status of the nominal values belonging to them. As 

discussed in section 3.2.1, these nominal values stand for 

the extent that notions like "What", "Who", "Whom", 

"Where", "When", "How" and "Why" are addressed in 

the way already discussed with regard to the ontology of 

the key segments in Figure 1.  

Result of experimentation for each feature has been 

shown in Table 3 by a separate color for the three input 

texts. The number of predicates/ arguments detected for 

each feature in the input texts is also mentioned in Table 

3. 

Having normalized the given numbers in Table 4 into 

the range of [1 10] using  

X= Lower band+ (Upper band – Lower band) α /Max 

process is performed based on the weights that have 

been explained in the previous section.  

In this example, as the presupposed range is [1 10] 

and the Max value is 200, the normalizing formula would 

be: 

x=1+(10-1)α /200) 

Simulation results are presented in Table 4. As it is 

seen, each number defines the status of the texts that are 

appropriate to be combined for a certain functionality. 

The feature values for the selected texts for fusion are 

as follows: 

General Background, Existing viewpoints, Key issue, 

Proposed approach realization/ Implementation, 

Validation/ Verification, Comparative analysis & 

capability interpretation, Conclusion & prospect 

anticipation. 

Text1: [50, 10, 35, 26, 200, 15, 4] → Normalized Text1: 

[3.25, 1.45, 2.57, 2.17, 10, 1.67, 1.18] 

Text2 : [ 4, 21, 37, 70, 0, 14, 5 ] → Normalized Text2: 

[1.18, 1.94, 2.66, 4.15, 1, 1.63, 1.22] 

Text3 : [ 7, 11, 18, 45, 0, 29, 8 ] → Normalized Text3: 

[1.31, 1.49, 1.81, 3.02, 1, 2.30, 1.36] 

The orders of certain functionalities which have been 

considered as the purpose of fusion are respectively: 

research, development, learning, justification, guidance, 

innovation and analysis. 

The results of fusion with the mentioned feature 

values are as follows. As it is illustrated, to generate text 

for "research", combination of Text2 and Text3 are 

appropriate according to the proposed approach, while to 

generate a text for "development/planning", the 

combination of Text1 & Text3 would be suitable. In the 

same way, we may have different combinations of texts 

based on the type of the desired functionality.  

Results of applying Max OWA reveal that, if the 

objective is to have a text for "research", Text2 is more 

suitable, while for having a text for 

"development/planning", Text1 is appropriate. 

Applying Min OWA shows that the combination of 

Text1 and Text2 leads to a proper result once “research” 

has been considered as the desired text functionality. 

Finally, applying AVG OWA, illustrates the same results 

as those obtained by applying the proposed framework. 

Figure 5 shows the results obtained. 

For the moment, to combine the texts, the parts 

corresponding to the related features are just added 

together, paying no attention to the fact that they may 

have some common parts. This may lead to a possible 

presence of somewhat similar parts in the text obtained 

as the result of fusion. To circumvent this problem, a 

variety of techniques such as semantic information 
 

 

TABLE 3. Number of predicates for each feature in selected 

Texts 

 Text Functionalities 

Text's Key Labels Text1 [29] Text2 [30] Text3 [31] 

General Background 50 4 7 

Existing Viewpoints 10 21 11 

Key Issue 35 37 18 

Proposed Approach Realization/ 

Implementation 
26 70 45 

Validation/ Verification 200 0 0 

Comparative Analysis & 

Capability Interpretation 
15 14 29 

Conclusion & Prospect 

Anticipation 
4 5 8 

 

 

TABLE 4. Definition of simulation results 

Numerical 

Result 
Suitable Text 

0 
None of the combinations are suitable for the desired 

functionality 

1 Text1 is suitable for the desired functionality 

2 Text2 is suitable for the desired functionality 

3 Text3 is suitable for the desired functionality 

4 
The combination of Text1 and Text2 are suitable for 

the desired functionality 

5 
The combination of Text1 and Text3 are suitable for 

the desired functionality 

6 
The combination of Text2 and Text3 are suitable for 

the desired functionality 

7 
The combination of Text1 and Text2 and Text3 are 

suitable for the desired functionality 
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Figure 5. Implementation Results for Fusion 

 

processing as well as natural language processing may 

come effective to resolve this kind of overlap or 

redundency. Approaching this problem can be 

considered as a continuation of the present work in 

future. 

Figure 6 shows a part of the result of text fusion that 

has been obtained through the above mentioned fusion 

methods. It should be noticed that our proposed 

framework for fusion in some sense can be regarded as 

an approach to summarization since its main concern is 

to pick out those parts in the input text whose significance 

is in the way they comply with some desired 

functionalities. Let us say, it can be regarded as a kind of 

multi-document summarization with respect to certain 

functionalities for a text (research, planning, assessment, 

…) taking into account text’s key labels (such as 

“General Background”, “Existing Viewpoints”, 

“Proposed Approach Realization Implementation”, …) 

as the important aspects in a summery. 

 

 

 

Each Number Shows Which Combination of Texts Are 

Appropriate for Purpose-Oriented Fusion 

 
0: None of the Texts is good for fusion 

1: Text1 is good for fusion 

2: Text2 is good for fusion 
4: Text1 & Text2 

5: Text1 & Text3 

6: Text2 & Text3 
7: Text1 & Text2 & Text3 

The results of Proposed Approach for Fusion : 

6     5     0     0     0     0     0 
 

The results of Max OWA: 

2     1     0     0     0     0     0 

 

The results of Min OWA: 

4     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 

The results of AVG OWA: 

6     5     0     0     0     0     0 

Research Text 

Proposed Approach: Fusion of Text2 [30] and Text3  
 

General Background: 
 

The partial texts obtained through applying our framework to Text2 [30] 

 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique well developed in literature [8]. 

Standard PSO algorithm randomly initializes a group of particles (solutions) and then searches for optima by updating all 

particles along a number of generations. In any iteration, each particle is updated by following some rules [16]. Standard model 

implies that particles are updated synchronously [16]. This means that the current position and speed for a particle is computed 

taking into account only information from the previous generation of particles. 
 

The partial texts obtained through applying our framework to Text3  

 

The particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSOA) was firstly proposed in literature [4, 5] and has deserved some attention 

during the last years in the global optimization field. PSOA is based on the population of agents or particles and tries to simulate 

its social behavior in optimal exploration of problem space. During time (iterations in the optimization context) each agent 

possesses a velocity vector that is a stochastic combination of its previous velocity and the distances of its current position to 

its own best ever position and to the best ever swarm position. The weights of the last two directions are controlled by two 

parameters called cognitive and social parameters [6]. 
PSOA belongs to a class of stochastic algorithms for global optimization and its main advantages are the easily parallelization 

and simplicity. PSOA seems to outperform the genetic algorithm for some difficult programming classes, namely the 

unconstrained global optimization problems [6]. In spite of the referred advantages, PSOA possesses some drawbacks, namely 

its parameters dependency and the slow convergence rate in the vicinity of the global minimum. 

 

MAX OWA: Text2 [30] 
 

General Background: 
 

The partial texts obtained through applying MAX OWA to Text2 [30] 

 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique well developed [8]. Standard PSO 

algorithm randomly initializes a group of particles (solutions) and then searches for optima by updating all particles along a 

number of generations. In any iteration, each particle is updated by following some rules [16]. Standard model implies that 

particles are updated synchronously [16]. This means that the current position and speed for a particle is computed taking into 

account only information from the previous generation of particles. 
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Figure 6. The results of Texts Fusion 

 

 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

A fuzzy framework was presented in this paper, which is 

capable of fusing the input texts in such a manner that the 

outcome can have the claim of belonging to certain text 

functionalities by considering  a number of text’s key 

labels. As discussed in the paper, each class of text 

functionality is represented in terms of some key 

segments as features and the related values, which are 

decided based on the status of the explanations regarding 

some linguistically- significant notions. It was discussed 

that the membership degrees of the features' values in a 

combination of texts is calculated based on the total 

number of the predicates/ arguments that tackle them for 

each key segment as a feature. To show that a certain 

combination of texts belongs sufficiently to a certain 

class of functionality, we made use of a variety of criteria 

that can assure this belongingness in a reasonable 

manner. Results of an experimentation on some texts 

(picked out from some research papers) show the fact that 

MIN OWA: Fusion of Text1 [29] & Text2 [30] 
 

General Background: 
 

The partial texts obtained through applying MIN OWA to fuse Text1 [29] & Text2 [30] 
  

Although the principle of Particle Swarm Optimization is a quite new approach, its ancestors reach back into history as it 

emerged from biological research and simulation on swarming animals. The first computer-related work in this area was 

provided by Craig Reynolds which published a paper about simulating bird swarms in literature [6]. The idea was to simulate 

realistic swarms mainly for computer graphics and movies. The result was some simulated swarm of whose the individuals 

called \Boids\ [7]. These were directed by three simple rules, which were implemented and caused a near-realistic swarming 

behaviour:  

  Separation: Do not run into flockmates 

  Alignment: Align the own heading to the average of the neighbours 

  Cohesion: Move toward the average position of neighbours. 

For making this possible a new software was written named MASSIVE which controls this mass of agent technology-equipped 

computer actors (CGIs) and their states. 

A quite funny anecdote about this battle sequence is that in the early testing-runs it was working way too good. The directors 

noticed some group of orcs which fled the battle because they were too scared. This was adjusted later on, as orcs are said to 

fear nothing at all... 

The concepts embedded into the Boids were refined and later led into some new area of computer graphics which is called 

behavioral animation. The most impressive usage are probably the immense battle sequences in the trilogy Lord of the Rings 

where about 250,000 individual fighters. 

 

AVG OWA: Fusion of Text2 [30] and Text3 

General Background: 

 

The partial texts obtained through applying AVG OWA to fuse Text2 [30] & Text3 

From Text2 [30] 

 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique developed in literature [8]. 

Standard PSO algorithm randomly initializes a group of particles (solutions) and then searches for optima by updating all 

particles along a number of generations. In any iteration, each particle is updated by following some rules [16]. Standard model 

implies that particles are updated synchronously [16]. This means that the current position and speed for a particle is computed 

taking into account only information from the previous generation of particles. 

 

From Text3  

 

The particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSOA) was firstly proposed in literature [4, 5] and has deserved some attention 

during the last years in the global optimization field. PSOA is based on the population of agents or particles and tries to simulate 

its social behavior in optimal exploration of problem space. During time (iterations in the optimization context) each agent 

possesses a velocity vector that is a stochastic combination of its previous velocity and the distances of its current position to 

its own best ever position and to the best ever swarm position. The weights of the last two directions are controlled by two 

parameters called cognitive and social parameters [6]. 

PSOA belongs to a class of stochastic algorithms for global optimization and its main advantages are the easily parallelization 

and simplicity. PSOA seems to outperform the genetic algorithm for some difficult programming classes, namely the 

unconstrained global optimization problems [6]. In spite of the referred advantages, PSOA possesses some drawbacks, namely 

its parameters dependency and the slow convergence rate in the vicinity of the global minimum. 
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the proposed framework can be a suitable alternative for 

performing fusion in the cases that the class identity of 

the input text documents is unclear. Moreover, It should 

be noticed that the proposed framework for fusion can be 

regarded as an approach to multi-document 

summarization as well since its main concern is to pick 

out those parts in the input texts whose significance is in 

the way they comply with some desired functionalities.  

As the final point, it is observed that, from the 

viewpoint of fusion methodology, the proposed 

approach to text fusion can be regarded similar to the 

fusion operator AVG OWA. This seems to be mainly 

due to the smooth distribution of weights in both AVG 

OWA –based fusion and our proposed framework as 

well. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
تون موجود هستند، از اهميت همجوشي اطلاعات متني، به عنوان نوعي از همجوشي اطلاعات، براي آنان كه علاقمند به استخراج و توليد محتواهاي حاوي اطلاعات از ميان م

دارد،ادغام بخشهايي از متون برگرفته از منابع مختلف  ايده اصلي كه در پس همجوشي متن همانند هرنوع ديگري ازهمجوشي اطلاعات وجود  بسزايي برخوردار گرديده است.  

جهت توليد متن پيشنهاد مي   است به قسمي كه نتيجه حاصل از انسجام منطقي اي در راستاي اهداف خاص مورد انتظار از متن برخوردار باشد.در اين مقاله يک چارچوب فازي

ام  گردند كه نياز كاربر رابصورت قابل قبولي برآورده سازند. نکته اصلي در چارچوب پيشنهادي ما در خصوص بخشهايي از متون مرتبط طوري با هم ادغ   شود كه برمبناي آن

زمايش نشان مي دهد كه همجوشي، فاصله ميان طبقه نمونه متن از يکسو و بردار ويژگي هاي زيرمجموعه هاي مختلف از متون موجوداز سوي ديگر است. نتايج حاصل از آ

وليد كارآمد ادي مي تواند جايگزين مناسبي براي انجام همجوشي در مواردي باشد كه هويت متون موجوداز وضوح كافي برخوردار نباشد. اين امر منجر به تچارچوب پيشنه

 متون جديد بر مبناي متون موجود مي گردد.
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Load shedding is generally regarded as the final option to evade voltage collapse and blackout following 

major overloads. The traditional method of load shedding curtails random loads regardless of their 
importance until the system’s voltage is improved. Shedding random loads without considering their 

priority will lead to power interruption in vital infrastructures. Hence, to improve the existing power 

system protection scheme, development of a more effective and efficient load shedding method is 
necessary. In this paper, an optimal under voltage load shedding (UVLS) method is proposed for 

optimum prediction of amount of load shed and the best location for load curtailment. Moreover, the 

proposed method is designed to maintain the vital loads in the system during the load shedding process. 
In this work, the stability index (SI) and feed-forward backpropagation neural network (FFBPNN) were 

adopted to avoid voltage collapse and blackout by mitigating voltage instability following overloads in 

distribution system. The performance of the proposed method to several overload scenarios is 
investigated. Case studies performed on the IEEE 33-bus system exposed significant robustness and 

performance of the recommended technique. Compared to other approaches, the proposed approach is 

efficient in counteracting under-shedding occurrence, enhancing the voltage profile, and improving the 
stability of the system, whilst maintaining vital loads in the system during load shedding. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.04 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
In the past several decades, many large-scale blackout 

incidents have occurred [1]. These incidents are not 

acceptable because they result in massive catastrophes to 

society's economic and social advancement. Protection 

measure via under voltage load shedding (UVLS) is the 

final and effective option to counteract a voltage 

instability situation [2]. Moreover, UVLS is used to 

prevent voltage collapse and power blackouts [3]. 

Various UVLS methodologies have been used 

to maintain system stability [4]. The trend of recent 

studies reflects the development of load shedding 

methodologies using computational intelligence (CI) 

methods. Using CI methods, nonlinear problems can be 

solved effortlessly. Consequently, many researchers have 

utilized CI methods in order to optimize the load 

shedding algorithm by minimizing the voltage drop and 

fulfilling all the constraints [5].  

 

*Corresponding Author Institutional Email: 
he190076@siswa.uthm.edu.my (S. Sundarajoo) 

Singh et al. [6] optimized a load shedding problem 

based on voltage dependent load model, considering the 

stability constraints using black hole (BH) optimization. 

A metaheuristic algorithm known as moth swarm 

algorithm (MSA) was used by sayed et al. [7] to 

optimally solve a load shedding problem by minimizing 

the amount of load shed, reducing real power loss, and 

improving voltage profile. Another metaheuristic 

algorithm known as, improved moth flame optimization 

(IMFO), was applied by Sayed et al. [8] to lower the load 

shedding amount, enhanced the loadability of the 

network and prevent voltage collapse. Another UVLS 

method was proposed by Modarresi et al. [9] which has 

estimateds the load shedding amount based on the local 

measurements employing an adaptive neuro-fuzzy 

inference system (ANFIS). 

A hybrid technique incorporating genetic algorithm 

(GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) to obtain 

the optimum amount of load to be shed for overloaded 
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systems was presented by Larik et al. [10]. To sum up, 

the major shared disadvantages of the aforementioned CI 

based load shedding frameworks were high 

computational time and pre-mature convergence. These 

drawbacks can result in non-optimal load shedding. 

Cruz et al. [11], applied a reliability index, the system 

average interruption duration index, known as SAIDI, 

during load shedding optimization along with PSO to 

improve the reliability of distribution systems. Javadi and 

Amraee [12] presented a mixed integer programming 

(MIP), and loading margin based UVLS model to 

minimize the amount of load shedding. Tian and Mou 

[13] proposed a system analysis-based dispersed load 

curtailment framework in order to prevent voltage 

collapse by adopting a segmentation technique utilizing 

voltage control sensitivity. However, these papers did not 

consider the priority of load (i.e., vital, semi-vital, and 

non-vital) while applying the load shedding strategy. 

Thus, the performance of the aforementioned UVLS 

algorithms may not be adequate. 

In order to address this issue, Sarwar et al. [14] used 

a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) method 

while considering the load priority and load ranking 

using voltage stability index. Similarly, by considering 

the load priority, a method to predict the minimum load 

shedding amount was reported by Mansouri et al. [15]. 

However, in the abovementioned papers, overload 

problems in the distribution system are ignored. 

Therefore, the effectiveness of these UVLS methods to 

prevent voltage collapse following overloads in 

distribution system may not be satisfactory. 

From the discussion above, it can be noted that 

considerable efforts are accomplished to propose new 

UVLS frameworks. However, a substantial number of 

past works on load shedding schemes are developed for 

transmission systems, and only a scant number of past 

works are reported for distribution systems. Similarly, 

the voltage stability issues are ignored in most of the 

previous studies. It is worth noting that the distribution 

system is close to the electricity users [16]. Thus, 

distribution system needs utmost attention and 

robustness. Moreover, distribution system interacts with 

oversensitive consumers such as health care, industrial 

and digital loads. The most important aim of the present 

distribution system is to offer valuable and continuous 

electricity to the users [16]. Likewise, the electricity users 

expect the least number of blackouts [17]. Also, the 

present distribution systems are more severely 

overloaded to meet the growing load demand. Therefore, 

the distribution system's stability and protection should 

be improved.  

To satisfy the aforesaid crucial but unaddressed 

inadequacies, this paper develops an UVLS scheme by 

adopting stability index (SI) and artificial neural network 

(ANN) to tackle overloaded situations and prevent 

voltage collapse in distribution systems. The proposed 

UVLS technique is applied on a well-known benchmark 

system, the IEEE 33-bus system with different overload 

scenarios. The main contributions of this work are three-

fold: 

• A comparatively minor fraction of the past studies 

adopted SI as an indicator to determine the stability 

of buses in the system. Similarly, meager interest has 

been given to ANN based approaches for UVLS. 

Therefore, SI and ANN are incorporated for the first 

time to be applied for a load shedding strategy. By 

doing so, the computational time is fast, and the 

result obtained is optimal. Also, this study may assist 

future works to implement SI and ANN for various 

optimal load shedding strategies. 

• The proposed load shedding framework consists of 

three main modules, namely SI module (SIM), 

system load priority module (SLPM), and ANN 

module (ANNM), to perform optimal load shedding 

following overloads in the distribution system. By 

employing these modules, the proposed method can 

optimally determine the adequate load curtailment 

amount and the best location for load curtailment 

whilst preventing under-shedding.  

• The proposed algorithm considers the priority of the 

loads in the system (vital, semi-vital, and non-vital) 

to avoid power interruption in critical infrastructures 

such as healthcare facilities during load shedding. 

This is achieved by using the load priority limit data 

of the network. 

The rest of this article consists of the following 

sections: Section 2 concisely demonstrates the proposed 

strategy. Section 3 discusses the efficacy of the proposed 

technique by simulations on the IEEE 33-bus system. 

Lastly, section 4 concludes the research paper. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
 
In this work, the fundamental objectives in designing an 

optimal UVLS methodology are: (1) to enhance the 

voltage profile of the system by shedding an optimum 

amount of load, (2) to find the optimum location to shed 

the load, and (3) to prevent the vital loads in the system 

from being shed during the UVLS process. The outline 

of the suggested UVLS procedure is presented in a block 

diagram, as exhibited in Figure 1. The details of the 

modules used in this work are described in the following 

subsections.  

 

2. 1. Stability Index Module       Generally, SI is used 

to assess the stability condition of the buses in a system 

[18]. SI will receive real-time voltage of sending and 

receiving bus, active and reactive power of receiving bus, 

and the resistance and reactance values of each line from 

the distribution system data and load flow analysis. 
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Accordingly, SI can be applied as an indicator in this 

work to determine the weak buses in the system that 

could lead to voltage collapse following overloads. By 

doing so, the optimum locations to shed the loads in the 

system can be determined. Hence, this paper incorporates 

the SI as a module known as SIM. 

SI is derived from a standard two-bus distribution 

network, as presented in Figure 2. The equation of SI is 

stated in Equation (1):  

𝑆𝐼𝑟 = |𝑉𝑠|
4 − [4(𝑃𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑄𝑠𝑟𝑖𝑗)

2
− 4(𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑗 −

𝑄𝑠𝑥𝑖𝑗)
2
] |𝑉𝑠|

2  
(1) 

where, SIr is the receiving bus’s SI value, the sending end 

bus voltage is Vs, the real power at the receiving bus and 

the reactive power at the sending bus are Pr and Qs, 

respectively. The resistance and reactance of line i – j are 

rij and xij.  

Note that larger SI value is required for buses in the 

system to be stable against voltage instability and prevent 

voltage collapse when the load demand increases. As a 

rule of thumb, voltage collapse is expected to occur as the 

SI value approaches to zero. In order to improve the SI 

value to a satisfactory value, the system’s loading must 

be reduced. This can be achieved by shedding some loads 

from certain buses in the system. The total amount of load 

to be curtailed from the optimum locations identified by 

the SIM should be determined by applying an appropriate 

technique. As mentioned earlier, ANN is used as the tool 

to find the optimum load shedding amount in this work. 

 

2. 2. System Load Priority Module       The SLPM is 

implemented to identify the type of loads in each bus of 

the system. As mentioned before, the proposed method 

curtails loads from the non-vital loads at first. Therefore, 

the type of loads (vital, semi-vital, and non-vital) are 

required to be known. This is done to prevent the 

proposed method from shedding vital loads in the 

network. The type of loads in each bus of the system is 

categorized according to the importance of the loads. The 

loads include residential loads, industrial loads, 

commercial loads, and uninterruptible loads. 

Uninterruptible loads include health care, navigation, 

military, and public service loads. The uninterruptible 

loads are vital loads and should be served without any 

disconnection. For those purposes, the proposed load 

shedding method will shed loads in each bus of the 

system according to the load priority category rather than 

shedding random loads in each bus. This will ensure the 

vital loads in each bus of the system to operate without 

any interruption. 

 

2. 3. Artificial Neural Network Module       ANN 

commences computations to imitate the learning 

procedures of the human brain [19]. ANN is one of the 

CI techniques that can be employed as a tool to achieve 

the optimal solution. As reported by Qiao et al. [20], 

ANN is the most capable algorithm to curtail loads, 

which are optimum. For that capability, ANN is 

implemented to find the optimum load shedding amount 

in this paper. 

The ANNM implemented in this paper retrieves the 

load priority data from the SLPM. The ANNM plays a 

significant part in predicting the optimal amount of load 

to be curtailed from the optimum locations determined by 

the SIM. Input, hidden, and output layers are the three 

composition layers required to model a feed forward 

neural network with error backpropagation learning 

(FFBPNN).   

The input layer is the first layer, the output layer is the 

last layer, and the layer in the middle of the input and 

output layer is the hidden layer. Every neuron in a 

particular layer is linked to each neuron in the following 

layer. In this paper, the type of training used to train the 

neural network is known as backpropagation. 

Backpropagation is a type of supervised training. The 

FFBPNN model is designed with two inputs in the input 

layer and one output in the output layer. The inputs of the 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Proposed load shedding scheme outline 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Two-bus system 
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FFBPNN model are comprised of post-overload 

active load demand at bus i, signified as Pi, and 

percentage of vital load requirement at bus i, represented 

as Xi. The hidden layers are comprised of one layer of 

nodes between input and output layers. The output layer 

of the network consists of one output which is the amount 

of load to be shed, denoted as Pshed. The neural network 

model used in this module is presented in Figure 3.   

The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm is utilized 

to solve the optimization problem in FFBPNN. LM 

algorithm is one of the most efficient algorithms for fast 

convergence rate and least error [13, 20]. The training 

data set is divided into three portions; 70% utilization for 

training, 15% for validation to decrease overfitting, and 

15% for testing to achieve a decisive result. At times, the 

output of the network may distinguish from the targets 

after training, especially when the data set varies. Hence, 

stochastic gradient descent is employed in 

backpropagation to reduce the error in order to obtain a 

suitable network output.  

The cross-validation methodology is adopted to 

achieve the finest training. By doing so, the most efficient 

FFBPNN is stimulated. One hidden layer is kept 

permanent, while the number of neurons is varied in each 

trial to obtain the minimum value of the mean square 

error (MSE). Throughout the procedure of determining 

the suitable total neurons in the hidden layer, 

approximately 50 tests were conducted starting from 1 to 

50 neurons. Finally, the network with the minimum value 

of MSE is chosen to be used to obtain the optimal load 

shedding amount. Figure 4 represents the overall 

framework of the ANNM for the proposed method. The 

comprehensive methodology of the recommended 

approach is shown in the flowchart as presented in Figure 

5. 
 
 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
To prove the efficacy of the suggested technique, the 

IEEE 33-bus system, a well-known distribution system, 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Neural-network model used in ANNM 

 
Figure 4. Overall framework of the ANNM 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Flowchart of proposed method 

 

 

is used, as shown in Figure 6. Baran and Wu [21] 

established the IEEE 33-bus system. The test network 

comprised 33 buses, 32 branches, and 33 constant loads. 

The 33-bus system operates at a rated voltage of 

12.66kV. The bus data and line data of the 33-bus system 

were obtained from Montoya et al. [22]. In the original 

case, the total power demand of the system is 3.715MW 
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and 2.3Mvar. The load priority limits comprising the 

percentage of vital loads in each bus are listed in Table 1.  

To assess the robustness of the proposed method 

following overloads, three scenarios, namely without 

overload, 25% overload, and 50% overload, are 

stimulated. Additionally, four case studies were 

conducted comprising the aforementioned scenarios to 

examine the system's response to the proposed load 

shedding method. The details of the case studies are listed 

in Table 2. Additionally, the proposed method will be 

compared with the conventional and PSO based load 

shedding method to verify the efficacy of the proposed 

technique at the end of this section.  

The simulations are performed in MATLAB 

environment in a 64-bit computer with i7-4720 2.60GHz 

CPU and 8.0GB RAM.  

 

 

 
Figure 6. One line diagram of IEEE 33-bus system 

 
 

TABLE 1. Vital load percentage for IEEE 33-bus 

Bus  Percentage (%) Bus  Percentage (%) 

1 0 18 34 

2 34 19 60 

3 23 20 53 

4 64 21 20 

5 15 22 50 

6 43 23 4 

7 35 24 15 

8 21 25 10 

9 5 26 59 

10 21 27 2 

11 0 28 28 

12 52 29 15 

13 11 30 55 

14 47 31 25 

15 57 32 30 

16 61 33 3 

17 37   

TABLE 2. Case studies 

Case  Description 

1 Without load shedding 

2 With proposed load shedding technique 

3 With conventional load shedding technique 

4 With PSO based load shedding technique 

 
 

3. 1. Case 1: Without Load Shedding       The first 

case for the overload scenarios is without any load 

shedding method. As the system is exposed to massive 

overloads, the voltage profile and the SI values of every 

bus reduce, as shown in Figure 7. In this situation, the 

voltage profile of the system falls below the allowable 

limit (0.9 pu) for scenarios with an overload of 25% and 

50%. Hence, it is clear that the network requires a load 

curtailment strategy to prevent voltage collapse and 

instability. 

 

3. 2. Case 2: With Proposed Method       In this case, 

the proposed method is simulated. The ANN structure 

used in the proposed method is as presented in Table 3. 

The proposed method allows shedding of loads at weak 

buses according to the SIM, while the vital loads in every 

bus of the system are maintained according to the SLPM. 

The summary of the proposed UVLS results are 

presented in Table 4. 

Furthermore, Figure 8 shows the voltage profile, the 

SI values, the percentage of load shed, and the amount of 

load shed. According to Figure 8, the system’s voltage 

profile is guaranteed for every overload scenario, where 

the computed voltage of every bus in the system is above 

0.92 pu, which is higher than the permissible voltage of 

0.9 pu.  

 
3. 3. Case 3: With Conventional Method       In this 

case, the conventional UVLS method was simulated 

using the voltage levels and the amount of load to be shed 

for every voltage level as listed in Table 5.  
 

 

 
Figure 7. Without load shedding: (a) System voltage profile 

(b) System SI values 
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TABLE 3. Neural network training parameters 

Parameter  Descriptions 

Input layer 1 

Input layer neurons 2 

Hidden layers 1 

Hidden layer neurons 10 

Output layer 1 

Output layer neurons 1 

Layer 1 activation function Tansig 

Layer 2 activation function Purelin 

Performance function Mean squared error (MSE) 

Maximum epoch 1000 

Maximum validation checks 6 

 
 

TABLE 4. Proposed method results summary 

Overload scenarios (%)  0% 25%  50% 

Total load shed amount (MW) 0 1.18 2.10 

Total load shed percentage (%) 0 0.25 0.38 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.91 0.92 0.921 

 
 

 
Figure 8. With proposed load shedding method: (a) System 

voltage profile (b) System SI values (c) Load shed 

percentage (d) Load shed amount 

TABLE 5. Conventional load shedding stages 

Stage  Voltage Threshold (pu) Load Shedding Value (%) 

1 0.9 20 

2 0.88 20 

3 0.86 10 

 

 

The voltage profile, percentage of load shed, and the 

amount of load shed with the conventional method are 

shown in Figure 9, whereas Table 6 summarizes the 

results obtained using the conventional UVLS method. It 

is evident from Table 6 that the conventional method 

shed insufficient amount of load for each overload 

scenario. This condition is known as under-shedding, 

which leads to instability of the system and may result in 

voltage collapse and cascaded blackouts. 

 

3. 4. Case 4: With PSO Method       In this case, one of 

the most employed and well-known CI methods, the PSO 

algorithm has been utilized for load shedding procedure. 

The PSO is used to obtain the optimal load shed amount. 

Minimization of load shedding amount is taken as the 

objective of the optimization model. By doing so, the 

 

 

 
Figure 9. With conventional UVLS method: (a) System 

voltage profile (b) Load shed percentage (c) Load shed 

amount 

 

 
TABLE 6. Conventional UVLS results summary 

Overload scenarios (%)  0% 25%  50% 

Total load shed amount (MW) 0 0.20 0.62 

Total load shed percentage (%) 0 0.04 0.11 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.91 0.905 0.903 
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PSO based optimal load shedding method is simulated to 

be compared with the results achieved by the proposed 

approach for further validation. The voltage profile, load 

curtailment percentage, and the amount of load shedding 

obtained utilizing PSO based load shedding method are 

given in Figure 10. Table 7 summarizes the results 

obtained using that method. It can be noticed from Table 

7 that the PSO based method also resulted in under-

shedding and it failed to improve the voltage profile 

above the acceptable limit. 

 

3. 5. Comparative Study Results       A feasible UVLS 

method should be capable of curtailing the mismatch 

amount of load and preserving the system voltage to 

prevent voltage collapse and blackout. The three different 

methods examined in this paper for scenarios of 25% 

overload and 50% overload are compared in this section 

as shown in Table 8. 

It can be noticed from Table 8 that the amount of load 

shed by the conventional technique and the PSO 

technique are lower than the amount of power imbalance. 

This creates an under-shedding event due to the 

inadequate load shedding performed for the overload 

events. On the contrary, the proposed method does not 

suffer from under-shedding in every overload scenario. 

This is due to the ability of the proposed technique to find 

the load curtailment amount, optimally. 
 

 

 
Figure 10. With PSO based load shedding method: (a) 

System voltage profile (b) Load shed percentage (c) Load 

shed amount 

 

 
TABLE 7. PSO-UVLS results summary 

Overload scenarios (%)  0% 25%  50% 

Total load shed amount (MW) 0 0.89 1.10 

Total load shed percentage (%) 0 0.19 0.20 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.91 0.913 0.89 

TABLE 8. Comparative study results 

Overload Parameter Proposed PSO Conventional 

25% 

Power imbalance 

(MW) 
0.92 0.92 0.92 

Amount of load 

shed (MW) 
1.18 0.89 0.20 

Under-shedding 

(MW) 
- 0.03 0.72 

Minimum voltage 

(pu) 
0.92 0.913 0.905 

50% 

Power imbalance 

(MW) 
1.85 1.85 1.85 

Amount of load 

shed (MW) 
2.10 1.10 0.62 

Under-shedding 

(MW) 
- 0.75 1.23 

Minimum voltage 

(pu) 
0.921 0.89 0.903 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper proposed an optimal UVLS method to 

mitigate voltage collapse following overloads in 

distribution network. Some of the prominent features of 

the proposed method include, managing power 

imbalances, preventing under-shedding, and improving 

load shedding efficiency by maintaining vital loads 

during load shedding. The proposed method can 

determine the best location for load shedding using SIM. 

Furthermore, an intelligent FFBPNN-based method is 

designed to predict load curtailment amount efficiently 

using ANNM. On the other hand, the vital loads in the 

system were maintained according to the SLPM. The 

proposed approach was tested on the IEEE 33-bus test 

network and the results were compared with other 

approaches. The results from simulation unveiled that the 

proposed method can significantly prevent voltage 

collapse following overloads in distribution system.  
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
نتی کاهش بار، بارهای  بار به طور کلی به عنوان گزینه نهایی برای جلوگیری از فروپاشی ولتاژ و خاموشی پس از اضافه بارهای عمده در نظر گرفته می شود. روش سکاهش  

نظر گرفتن اولویت آنها منجر به قطع برق در    تصادفی را بدون توجه به اهمیت آنها تا زمانی که ولتاژ سیستم بهبود یابد، محدود می کند. ریزش بارهای تصادفی بدون در

ت. در این مقاله، یک  زیرساخت های حیاتی می شود. از این رو، برای بهبود طرح حفاظتی سیستم قدرت موجود، توسعه یک روش کاهش بار موثرتر و کارآمدتر ضروری اس

شده و بهترین مکان برای کاهش بار پیشنهاد شده است. علاوه بر این، روش پیشنهادی برای  تهبینی بهینه مقدار بار ریخ( برای پیشUVLSروش بهینه کاهش بار تحت ولتاژ )

( برای  FFBPNNخور )( و شبکه عصبی پس انتشار پیشSIحفظ بارهای حیاتی در سیستم در طول فرآیند کاهش بار طراحی شده است. در این کار، شاخص پایداری )

بار در سیستم توزیع، اتخاذ شد. عملکرد روش پیشنهادی برای چندین سناریو اضافه بار بررسی  با کاهش ناپایداری ولتاژ به دنبال اضافه جلوگیری از فروپاشی و خاموشی ولتاژ  

ها، رویکرد  یر روش استحکام و عملکرد قابل توجه تکنیک توصیه شده را نشان داد. در مقایسه با سا  IEEEگذرگاهی    33شده است. مطالعات موردی انجام شده بر روی سیستم  

 ریزش، افزایش پروفیل ولتاژ، و بهبود پایداری سیستم و در عین حال حفظ بارهای حیاتی در سیستم در طول ریزش بار، کارآمد است.پیشنهادی در مقابله با وقوع کم
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Due to the strong electromechanical coupling, small size and high sensitivity, piezoelectric 

nanomaterials have been widely used in generators, sensors and other fields. In this paper, the 
characteristics of energy collector in IIoT power supply system based on piezoelectric nano-materials 

are analyzed. PVDF piezoelectric nanofibers are prepared by electrospinning technology. The material 

and control chips are integrated into a bimodal piezoelectric energy collector. The effectiveness is 
analyzed experimentally. The experimental results show that the resonant frequency of energy collection 

varies with the length of the cantilever arm. When the length of the cantilever arm is 12mm, the 

installation error of 1.0mm length leads to 3.5% of the resonant frequency error. The optimal load of 
piezoelectric vibration collectors with different cantilever arms is 400K. The output power of CUB, BRG 

and BTG are 50.7 μ W 55.6 μ W and 51.8 μ W, respectively. At the same time, the working frequency 

band of energy collectors with various cantilever structures is 12Hz to 18Hz. The optimal excitation 

frequency is 16Hz. In summary, the energy collector of power system constructed by piezoelectric nano-

materials proposed by many researchers has high efficiency, which can provide a quick solution for IIOT 
in Industry 4.0 and enhance the power generation mechanism. It is of great significance to the 

development of IIOT in practice. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.05 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

The mini energy collectors based on environmental 

energy acquisition and conversion technology have 

received extensive attention at industry 4.0 [1]. The 

micro-vibration energy collector converts the vibration 

energy in the environment into electric energy, which has 

the advantages of green environmental protection. The 

technology has the advantages of simple structure, low 

maintenance cost and small size. It has important 

practical value in wireless sensor network systems such 

as environmental safety and structural health monitoring 

and has become the potential research direction in the 

field of micro energy for industry 4.0. The vibration 

energy collector has a high-quality factor and high output 

performance during resonance, but the resonant 

frequency cannot be changed with the vibration 

frequency of the environment. The bandwidth is narrow. 

 

*Corresponding Author Email:  xueliang_kang@126.com (X. Kang) 

It cannot work with the vibration environment with a 

large frequency variation. However, for a specific 

application environment, the vibration generally has 

some dominant frequencies. At these dominant 

frequencies, the vibration energy density is large, and the 

peak point is corresponding to the spectrogram. To 

maximize the output power of the micro-vibration energy 

collector, the resonant frequency must be consistent with 

the dominant frequency in the environment. 

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is powered by 

traditional batteries. The battery life is limited and needs 

frequent replacement. This conventional technology 

increases environmental pollution as well. The energy 

collector supplies power to ultra-low-power 

microprocessor devices by extracting energy from the 

surrounding environment (such as wind, heat and 

vibration). Since the vibration energy collector has the 

characteristics of low cost and high power, it has attracted 
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the interest of researchers. At present, the vibration 

electromechanical conversion mechanism is mainly 

realized by three mechanisms of electrostatic field, 

electromagnetic field and piezoelectric energy.  Among 

them, piezoelectric vibration energy collectors do not 

require additional power when converting mechanical 

energy to electrical energy. It has positives of easy 

fabrication, simple electromechanical structure and high 

power density. Therefore, the piezoelectric vibration 

energy collector became a hot area of research in the field 

of micro energy research for industry 4.0. The energy 

collector in the IoT power supply system can convert the 

surplus mechanical energy into electrical energy in the 

environment. It has the advantages of wide application 

range and high output voltage. It can supply power to 

low-power sensors [2]. However, most of the research on 

piezoelectric energy collectors focuses on the energy 

harvesting performance in the atmospheric environment, 

and the characteristic analysis has still to be further 

explored. In addition, traditional piezoelectric power 

generation materials such as ZnO still have problems 

such as high toxicity, poor flexibility or low mechanical 

durability, which restricts their practical application in 

the field of micro-nano-scale piezoelectric power 

generation in industry 4.0. Polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) is an organic piezoelectric material with 

excellent piezoelectric properties, good flexibility and 

biological phase fusion. PVDF piezoelectric nano fibers 

are prepared by electrospinning technology. The material 

can be applied to the energy collector in an IIoT power 

supply system based on piezoelectric nano materials, 

which is of great significance for improving collection 

performance and promoting the development of the IIoT 

[3]. The energy collector based on piezoelectric 

nanomaterials has attracted wide attention from 

researchers. This piezoelectric “Nano-generator” 

converts dynamic mechanical energy into a higher 

piezoelectric energy, producing a pulsed AC high-

voltage output to the external circuit that can be used to 

drive low-power microelectronic devices and nano-

sensor devices in industry 4.0 to promote IIoT. It has 

shown great potential for building self-powered systems. 

Most of the research studies on piezoelectric nano 

materials, piezoelectric power generation devices and 

self-powered systems focus on the collection of energy 

generated during solid state contact. It is necessary to 

artificially input mechanical energy and control it to 

produce stable dynamic changes to achieve stable 

continuous electric pulse output [4]. The spontaneous 

acquisition should also be achieved along with the 

continuous electric pulse. Compared with the air flow in 

an open environment [5], the microfluidic chip 

technology can control the gas phase or liquid phase fluid 

in a smaller enclosed space. Therefore, it is an ideal 

platform for constructing micro-nano-scale power supply 

systems. The challenge is the assembly of piezoelectric 

materials in the chip and the oscillation under the action 

of micro fluids to construct the microfluidic energy 

collectors. In addition, it has also been widely used in the 

manufacture of masks. In the modern medical market, 

this material can effectively reduce the harm of airborne 

virus transmission [6]. In the nano biosensor, it also 

effectively reduces the impact of plant pathogens on crop 

productivity [7]. During COVID-19, nanomaterials 

played an important role in the medical Internet of Things 

industry, effectively improving the performance of 

biosensors [8]. 

The energy collector is usually composed of a 

cantilever beam and a mass, which is a typical second-

order vibration system. The resonant frequency is 

determined by the stiffness of the cantilever beam, the 

equivalent mass of the system and the pre-stress. The 

commonly used adjustment methods include cantilever 

beam length adjustment, pre-stress adjustment and mass 

adjustment. The cantilever beam length adjustment 

method is simpler [9]. However, for the mini energy 

collector of a micro-electromechanical system, once the 

length of the cantilever beam cannot be changed after the 

process is completed, other adjustment methods can be 

used. In addition, smart masks driven by the nano Internet 

of Things can effectively resist hazardous substances in 

the air, so as to protect human health. At the same time, 

the nano Internet of Things has inspired the emergence 

of intelligent plant pathogen diagnosis biosensors, 

making them develop towards the fifth generation of 

intelligent biosensors based on 2D MXenes, and 

gradually being applied to hospitals. It is worth noting 

that by 2021, the global market scale of the nano Internet 

of Things has reached 38.8 billion yuan, with a huge 

market scale and broad prospects. However, there is still 

a gap in the scale of the current nano Internet of Things 

market in China, which is mainly reflected in the 

investment of private capital. There are also gaps in the 

corresponding research. The research on nanotechnology 

in China is still in infancy, and there is still a big gap 

between China and foreign countries. 

 

1. 1. Related Work         To produce dynamic changes 

to achieve stable electric pulse output, Hao et al. [6] have 

assembled an airflow conditioning structure and 

combined it with a piezoelectric power generation 

device. The spontaneous pulse without interference in the 

mechanical energy of the fluid form can produce a stable 

electrical output. This result is of great significance for 

promoting piezoelectric power generation devices and 

their applications in industry 4.0 for self-powered 

systems. Almonacid et al. [10] have changed the pre-

stress of the cantilever beam by magnetic attraction and 

repulsive force. The resonance frequency is adjusted 

between 67.6-98Hz, but the structure is somewhat 

complicated. Zhuang et al. [11] have processed the 

cantilever beam using MEMS technology, and printed 

the colloidal mixture of zinc particles. By changing the 

mud concentration and viscosity at the resonant 
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frequency of 0.1, Hz can be changed at a minimum, but 

the operation is difficult. Wang et al. [12] have changed 

the centroid of the mass by rotating the screw on the mass 

to realize the adjustment of the resonant frequency of the 

device. The screwing and unscrewing of the screw can 

increase or decrease the resonant frequency. The result 

can be directly adjusted in the range of 130-180 Hz for 

generating quick power. 

Many scholars have done a lot of research work to 

improve the performance of piezoelectric energy 

collectors for industry 4.0. Lu et al. [13] have used the 

method of optimizing parameters to establish 

mathematical theoretical models to broaden the 

frequency. But they ignore the relationship between 

internal impedance and optimal load impedance of 

energy collectors. It does not accurately indicate the 

nature of maximizing output power. Abasian and Tabesh 

[14] have studied broadband by using the method of 

adjusting the frequency. However, this kind of situation 

can only work when the frequency changes slowly. The 

accuracy of the frequency regulator is higher, and the 

intelligent micro-regulator is difficult to implement. 

Arunkumar et al. [15] have introduced the dynamic 

amplifier to build the mathematical model to study the 

broadband piezoelectric energy collector, but it ignores 

the electromechanical coupling effect of the energy 

collector.  

Xie at al. [16] have used dynamic amplifiers to 

determine the electromechanical model and studied the 

effects of dynamic amplifiers on output power, but they 

ignored the effects of system damping and load resistance 

on system performance. In response to the above 

drawbacks, the characteristics of the energy collector in 

the IoT power supply system based on piezoelectric Nano 

materials are analyzed. The prepared PVDF Nano fibers 

are used to construct the piezoelectric energy collector in 

the IoT power supply system. The characteristics are 

analyzed effectively by the characteristic analysis 

method, which provides a basis for improving the 

performance of the piezoelectric energy collector. 

There is a scope for further innovations to generate 

quick power for Industrial IoT and for industry 4.0, 

Hence, the energy collector based on piezoelectric Nano 

materials in the power supply system is proposed in this 

paper. 

 

1. 2. Research Contributions             In this paper, the 

author has described PVDF piezoelectric Nano fibers.  
By using electrospinning technology, these PVDF 

piezoelectric Nanofibers are prepared, which are then 

applied to the energy collector of the IoT power supply 

system to analyze the features of the energy collector. 

This concept assists in improving the performance of the 

piezoelectric energy collector. 

Piezoelectric Energy Collector Modeling and 

theoretical concepts are discussed in the paper. The 

distributed parameter model and Single-degree-of-

freedom model are also analyzed. 

To analyze the characteristics of the vibration energy 

collector, a single-degree-of-freedom model is used. 

The characteristics of energy collectors in power 

supply systems based on piezoelectric nanomaterials are 

discussed with three topologies, including CUB (uniform 

cantilever beam structure), BRG (the non-uniform 

cantilever beam structure with rectangular grooves) and 

BTG (the non-uniform cantilever beam structure with 

triangular grooves). 

The results show that the output voltage and 

performance of the non-uniform cantilever beam 

structure (BRG) with rectangular grooves is significantly 

higher than that of CUB and BTG under different load 

conditions. The output power is much larger than that of 

the uniform cantilever beam structure.  

The specific latest technology is shown in Figure 1. 

The research is structured into 5 sections. The 

proposed research is described in section 2.  Results are 

discussed in section 3. Development of the Industrial 

IoT’s and devices are discussed in section 4. The 

outcome is discussed in section 5 as conclusions. 

 
 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
 
2. 1. Preparation of PVDF Nanofibers         The PVDF 

piezoelectric nano fibers are prepared through 

electrospinning technology. The material is applied to the 

energy collector of the IoT power supply system based 

on piezoelectric nano materials to analyze the features of 

the energy collector. The PVDF powder (molecular 

weight 534000, Sigma-Aldrich) is used as a precursor. 

Acetone and N-dimethylformamide (DMF, both 

purchased from Sinopharm Group) are used to configure 

an electrospinning precursor. Microelectrodes and 

microfluidic chip abrasives are prepared using AZ5214-

ESU9-GM1070 photoresist. Microfluidic chips are 

assembled using polydimethylsiloxane two-component 

silicone rubber (PDMS, Sylgard 184). 

DMF and acetone are mixed in a ratio of 3:7 by 

volume and stirred uniformly. The concentration of the 

PVDF precursor fluid is configured as needed. A certain 

amount of PVDF powder is weighed, mixed with the  
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the overall concept and 

corresponding technologies of the research organization of 

the paper 
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mixture of DMF and acetone. It is heated and stirred for 

2 hours at 60°C to obtain the clear transparent liquid as 

the electrospinning precursor solution. The precursor 

fluid is drawn into the syringe and the syringe is mounted 

on a microinjection pump (Longerpump TJP-3A/W0109-

1B). The syringe needle is joined to the positive pole of 

the DC voltage source, and the two aluminum foils 

attached to the receiving plate are joined to the negative 

pole of the DC voltage source [17]. The direction of the 

needle is perpendicular to the surface of the receiving 

plate and the distance is 15 cm. Thereafter, spinning is 

carried out under the conditions of a voltage of 13 kV, a 

propulsion speed of 50 L/min, an ambient temperature 

and humidity of 35°C and 30% RH, respectively. The PV 

wafer is attached to the parallel aluminum foil of the 

receiving plate to receive PVDF nanofibers. The spinning 

time is 30 min. After the end of the spinning, the substrate 

covered with the PVDF nanofibers is taken out and 

placed in a drying oven at 80°C for 1h to remove excess 

solvent. The obtained white fiber membrane is the 

prepared PVDF Nanofiber. 

 

2. 2. The Construction of Piezoelectric Energy 
Collector and Theoretical Model       The prepared 

PVDF nanofibers are applied to an energy collector of an 

IoT power supply system. The structural diagram of the 

piezoelectric vibration energy collector in the IoT power 

supply system is shown in Figure 1. The entire energy 

collector consists of the single-degree-of-freedom 

piezoelectric bimorph cantilever system with a 

concentrated mass tM
 at the end and the elastic-amplifier 

system consisting of a spring-mass-damping. The 

piezoelectric cantilever system consists of the metal 

substrate, the bimorph (integrated by piezoelectric 

nanofibers and a control chip), the terminal concentrated 

mass tM
, and the load circuit. The bimorphs PZT1 and 

PZT2 are bonded to the upper and lower surfaces of the 

metal substrate by epoxy resin. They are polarized in the 

thickness direction [18]. The polarization directions are 

opposite (as shown in Figure 2 “↓” and “↑”). They are 

connected in series to the applied load resistor LR
. The 

resistance is the equivalent impedance of the AC-DC 

circuit, filter circuit, and resistor R  connected to the 

electrical output of the energy collector. The change in 

load resistance LR
reflects the change in the equivalent 

impedance at the output. 

The Elastic Amplifier system consists of a spring 

mass damping system, with mass, stiffness and damping 

coefficients of bM
, bK

 and bC
, respectively. The left 

end of the piezoelectric bimorph cantilever is fixed to the 

mass bM
of the elastic amplifier. The elastic amplifier is 

mounted on the foundation. y is the fundamental 

vibration displacement. i is the current flowing through 

the load resistor LR
. Through the elastic amplifier 

 

y
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x
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PZT2

Mt Mb
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Figure 2. Piezoelectric cantilever vibration energy harvester 

structure 
 

 

system, the vibration generated by the foundation is 

amplified and transmitted to the piezoelectric bimorph 

cantilever system. It amplifies the bending vibration 

displacement of the piezoelectric bimorph cantilever 

system to improve the output capacity of the energy 

collector.  

 

2. 3. Theoretical Models           The theoretical model 

of cantilever beam-mass block structure has distribution 

parameter model and single degrees of freedom model. 

The distributed parameter model requires an equation to 

calculate the frequency. This process is complicated and 

has high precision. In the actual operation process, 

because of installation error in the dimensions of the 

piezoelectric cantilever beam, the distributed parameter 

model also causes an error in the resonant frequency of 

the structure.  

The single-degree-of-freedom model simplifies the 

structure into a spring-mass system. The single-degree-

of-freedom model is used to analyze the characteristics 

of the vibration energy collector. The single degree of 

freedom model of the vibration energy collector is shown 

in Figure 3. 

 
 

k
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Figure 3. Single degree of freedom equivalent model 
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The cantilever beam is equivalent to the spring with a 

spring constant k . The system mass m is the sum of the 

mass 0m and the equivalent mass m

of the piezoelectric 

cantilever. Where, 

33

140
bm m =

. bm is the mass of the 

cantilever beam. The damping coefficient c of the system 

includes mechanical damping and electrical damping, 

which is approximately equivalent to linear viscous 

damping [8]. The vibration Equation (1) is as follows: 

m m mmu cu ku ma+ + =
 (1) 

where mu
is the displacement of the centroid in the z  

direction. a  is the environmental acceleration. 

The resonant frequency of the vibrating energy 

collector is given in Equation (2). 

1

2

k
f

m
=

 
(2) 

By changing the mass m , the adjustment of the 

structural resonance frequency can be achieved [19]. In 

the equilibrium state, the concentrated force mF
 is 

exerted by the centroid of the mass. The elastic restoring 

force 
=- mF ku

of the cantilever is balanced. 

The displacement ( )u x of the cantilever beam is 

shown in Equation (3): 

( ) ( )  2 3 / 2 0,
6

m
m

F
u x x l l x x l

EI
=  + −   

 
(3) 

where EI is the section bending stiffness of the cantilever 

beam; l and ml are the length of the cantilever beam and 

the mass. The centroid displacement of the mass is shown 

in Equation (4): 

( )
( )

2

m
m x l

u xl
u u l

x
=


= +

  
(4) 

The elastic coefficient of the cantilever beam can be 

obtained from the mechanical equilibrium relationship as 

given in Equation (5). 

3 2 2

12

4 6 3m m m

F EI
k

u l l l ll
= − =

+ +
 

(5) 

 

2. 4. Characteristics of Energy Collector (EC)         

The piezoelectric EC theoretical model is used to analyze 

the characteristics of the energy collector. The 

characteristics are based on energy collected, voltage 

amplitude, motion displacement and output voltage. This 

sub-section derives the EC characteristics through 

mathematical modeling.  

The energy collector output voltage amplitude and 

phase angle expression are given in Equations (6) and (7). 

( )( ) ( )

2

2
2 2 2 2

=

4e e

U
V

A A



    − +
 

(6) 

( )

( )
1 1 3

2 2

2
tan tan

e

V

e

A a

A

 


  

− −
 

= − + 
−    

(7) 

where, ( )e A
represents the attenuation coefficient of the 

amplitude function of piecewise linear piezoelectric 

system with single degree of freedom. ( )e A  represents 

the equivalent linear natural frequency of a single-

degree-of-freedom piecewise linear piezoelectric system. 
( )2 2

3 2/a a  = +  represents the proportional 

parameter between the system’s motion displacement 

and the output voltage.  

Considering the proportional relationship between 

the output voltage of the energy collector and the motion 

displacement [20], the displacement solution 

characteristics of the energy collector are first 

determined. Assuming that the motion displacement 

kinetic singularity of the energy collector dynamic 

differential equation is ( )0 0,A  , the expressions of the 

energy collector’s displacement and the initial phase 

angle versus time are given in Equation (8). 

( )

( )

2

2

sin
2

cos
2

e

e

dA U
A A

dt

d U
A

dt A


 



 
  




= − −



 = − + −
  

(8) 

The singularity ( )0 0,A  corresponding to the steady-

state motion needs to satisfy the following relationship as 

given in Equations (9) and (10). 

( )
2

0 0 0sin 0
2

e

U
A A


 


− − =

 
(9) 

( )
2

0 0

0

cos 0
2

e

U
A

A


  


− + − =

 
(10) 

To analyze the characteristic of the output voltage 

cycle of the EC [21], a small amount of disturbance 

( )0 0,A  
 is applied to the stable point of the energy 

collector. The expression is given in Equation (11). 

0

0

A A A

  

= + 


= +   

(11) 

Equation (9) is substituted into Equation (11) to 

obtain Equation (12). 

( )
( ) ( )( )

( )

( )
( ) ( )

2

0
0 0 0

2

0
0 0

0

sin
2

cos
2

e

e

d AdA U
A A A

dt dt

dd U
A

dt dt A A


  



 
   



 
+ = − +  − + 




 + = − +  + −
 +   

(12) 

where,

0dA

dt  and 

0d

dt



 are substituted into Equation (12), 

and the results are subjected to Taylor series expansion 

processing. Considering that A  and   are small 
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disturbances, the higher order values of A  and    are 

negligible relative to the one-time term. Therefore, only 

the ones of A  and   are retained, and the 

expressions of 

( )d A

dt



 and 

( )d

dt



 are show in Equation 

(13). 

( )
( )( )

( )

2

0 0

2 2

0 02

0 0

cos
2

cos sin
2 2

e

d A U
A A

dt

d U U
A

dt A A


  



  
  

 

   
= −  + −   

 


    
= −  + −    
     

(13) 

To obtain the characteristic criteria of increments A  

and  , the expression including excitation frequency 

  and steady-state motion singularity 0A
 is used to 

replace 

2

0cos
2

U


  and 

2

0sin
2

U


 , as shown in 

Equation (14). 

( )
( ) ( )( )

( )
( )( ) ( )

0 0 0

0 0

0

1

e e

e e

d A
A A A A

dt

d
A A A

dt A

   


   

 
= −  + − 




 = −  − 
  

(14) 

The characteristic Equation (14) is derived by 

Equations (15) to (17). 

( ) ( )( )

( )( ) ( )

0 0 0

1 2

3 4 0 0

0

01

e e

e e

A i A A
C i C

C C i A A i
A

  

  

− − −
−

= =
− − − −

 

(15) 

Then  

( ) ( )1 4 02 ep C C A= − + =
 

(16) 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
22

1 4 2 3 0 0e eq C C C C A A  = − = − −
 

(17) 

The characteristic equation of Equation (15) can be 

derived by Equation (18). 

2 0i pi q+ + =
 (18) 

At the same time, the value of the discriminant   can 

be obtained as in Equation (19). 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )

2 22 2

0 0 0

2

0

4 2 4

4 0

e e e

e

p q A A A

A

   

 

 = − = − − −

= − 
 

(19) 

Based on the theory of motion stability, since the 

value of the discriminant  is always greater than or 

equal to zero, the characteristics of the energy collectors 

is determined by the value of p and q . 

When 0q  , the two roots of Equation (18) are real 

roots and different signs. The singularity at this time is 

unstable, and the steady state motion of the energy 

collector cannot be achieved [22]. When 0q   and 0p 

, the singularity is stable, and the steady state motion of 

the energy collector can be achieved. At the same time, 

since 
( )02 ep A=

 is the equivalent attenuation 

coefficient of the energy collector amplitude, indicating 

that the positive damping 0p   is always true. 

Therefore, the piecewise linear system stability condition 

is given in Equation (20). 

( ) ( )( )
22

0 0 0e eq A A  = − − 
 

(20) 

Combined with Equation (19), the relationship 

between the output voltage and the motion displacement 

of the energy collectors is 

2

2 2

3

a
V

a




=

+
. The branch 

characteristics of the energy collector’s output voltage 

amplitude-frequency curve are analyzed. 

 

 

3. RESULTS 
 
3. 1. Experimental Environment         PVDF 

piezoelectric Nano fibers prepared by electrospinning 

technology are used to construct energy collectors in 

piezoelectric nano material-based IoT power supply 

systems. The characteristic test instrument of the energy 

collectors in the constructed piezoelectric nano material-

based IoT power supply system is shown in Figure 4. 

The energy collector is mounted on the exciter. The 

sinusoidal signal generated by the signal generator drives 

the exciter through the power amplifier. The data 

acquisition module acquires the signal of the acceleration 

sensor. At the excitation acceleration of 6m/s2, the 

frequency is swept from small to large. The output 

voltage of the collector is measured by an oscilloscope, 

and the output voltage at resonance maximized. The 

resonance frequency of the collected vibration energy 

collector varies with the length of the cantilever beam as 

shown in Figure 5. 
 

3. 2. Experimental Observations         From the 

experimental results in Figure 5, the theoretical 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Piezoelectric micro-vibration energy harvester 

physical map 
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Figure 5. Vibration energy collector resonant frequency 

with cantilever beam length results 

 

 

calculation results of the single degree of freedom model 

established in this paper are slightly higher than the 

experimental measurements. The error is extremely 

small. The main reason for the error is that the bending 

moment of the cantilever beam and the rotation effect of 

the mass are not considered in the single degree of 

freedom model. It is not suitable for the characteristic 

analysis of the mass collector and the short cantilever 

beam structure energy collector. In addition, the 

looseness of the base to the cantilever beam causes the 

increase in the effective length of the cantilever beam. 

When the length of the cantilever beam is 12 mm, an 

installation error of 1.0 mm length will cause an error of 

3.5% of the resonance frequency. 

To effectively analyze the characteristics of energy 

collectors in IoT power supply systems based on 

piezoelectric nano materials, the energy collector 

characteristics of three topologies with CUB, BRG and 

BTG are studied. When the excitation frequency is 11 Hz 

and the acceleration is 6m/s2, the voltage effective values 

of the three piezoelectric vibration energy collectors vary 

with load, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Output voltage varies with load 

From Figure 6, the output voltage of the non-uniform 

cantilever beam structure (BRG) with rectangular 

grooves is significantly higher than that of CUB and BTG 

under different load conditions. This shows that BRG 

with rectangular grooves outperforms the other two 

topological energy collectors. 

When the excitation frequency is 11 Hz and the 

acceleration is 6m/s2, the output power of the three 

piezoelectric vibration energy collectors varies with load 

in Figure 7. 

From the experimental results in Figure 7, the optimal 

load of the piezoelectric vibration collectors of different 

cantilever structures is 400 K, but their output powers are 

different. The uniform cantilever beam structure (CUB), 

the non-uniform cantilever beam structure (BRG) with 

rectangular grooves, and the non-uniform cantilever 

beam structure (BTG) with triangular grooves have 

output powers of 50.7 μW, 55.6 μW and 51.8 μW, 

respectively. The experimental results show that the 

output of the piezoelectric vibration energy collector of 

the non-uniform cantilever beam structure with grooves 

is high. Among the cantilever beams with different 

topologies, the non-uniform cantilever beam structure 

with rectangular grooves has the best performance. The 

output power is much larger than that of the uniform 

cantilever beam structure. 

The characteristics of piezoelectric vibration energy 

collectors are studied and the relationship between the 

output power and the excitation frequency is explored 

experimentally. When the excitation amplitude is 1mm, 

the load impedance is 250 kΩ. The excitation 

acceleration is 6m/s2. The relationship between the 

output voltage and the excitation frequency of the three 

kinds of topological piezoelectric vibration energy 

collectors is shown in Figure 8. 

When the excitation amplitude is 1mm, the load 

impedance is 250 kΩ, and the excitation acceleration is 

6m/s2. The relationship between the output power and the 

excitation frequency of the three topological 

piezoelectric vibration energy collectors is shown in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 7. Output power varies with load 
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Figure 8. Output voltage varies with load 
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Figure 9. Output power varies with load 

 

 

It can be seen from the experimental results of Figures 

8 and 9 that the operating frequency of the piezoelectric 

vibration energy collector is between 12 Hz and 18Hz. 

The working bandwidth is 6 Hz. In the entire operating 

frequency band, the output voltage and output power of 

the piezoelectric energy collector with the rectangular 

and triangular grooved beam topology is always greater 

than the power of the piezoelectric energy collector of the 

uniform beam topology. Among the different structural 

grooves, the performance of the rectangular groove is the 

best. The optimum excitation frequency of all 

piezoelectric vibration generators is 16 Hz. The 

maximum output power at the optimum excitation 

frequency is 60.5 μW, 62.4 μW and 66.1 μW, 

respectively. The experimental results show that the 

energy collector output voltage and output power based 

on the rectangular slot are significantly larger than the 

uniform cantilever beam structure. The output power of 

the energy collector based on different topologies is 

related to the excitation frequency. 

The above experimental results show that the 

performance of the piezoelectric energy collector based 

on the non-uniform thickness of the cantilever beam is 

better than that of the piezoelectric energy collector based 

on the uniform cantilever beam structure. The non-

uniform cantilever beam with rectangular groove has the 

best performance. The energy collectors of various 

cantilever structures have an operating frequency band of 

12Hz to 18Hz and an optimum excitation frequency of 

16Hz. The characteristics of the single-degree-of-

freeness energy collector under the best matching 

resistance are shown in Table 1. 

The experimental results in Table 1 are compared 

with those of the single-free elastic system piezoelectric 

cantilever energy collector made by Wang et al. [12]. The 

piezoelectric crystal materials have different 

characteristics, and the resonant frequencies are different 

between the short-circuit state and the open-circuit state. 

However, the electrical output characteristics and 

vibration characteristics of the two have the same trend 

with the frequency and the output power with the load 

resistance. The validity of the energy collector 

characteristic analysis in the IoT power supply system 

based on piezoelectric nanomaterials is verified. 

 

 

4. DISCUSSION 
 

The development of the Industrial IoT is the most 

promising technology for the promotion of industry 4.0 

and global market opportunity. In 2020, there are more 

than 30 billion IoT devices in the industry supporting 

IIoT worldwide. Ideally, billions of smart devices will 

connect to the wireless networks through IIoT. The 

battery life of devices is a significant topic to study, 

because installing a battery in a small device is not 

feasible in all circumstances. In addition, battery 

maintenance and replacement costs are very high.  

In recent years, the development of the IIoT has 

attracted a large amount of investment, especially for 

improving the battery life of the devices. However, 

generating power quickly for billions of devices is a 

challenging game. Researchers have proposed innovative  
 

 

TABLE 1. Comparison of energy harvester characteristics 

under the best matching resistance 

Resistance Node 
Single degree of freedom 

Peak 

43.4 kΩ 
Working frequency/Hz 44.7 

Output Power/mW 444.9 

91.8 kΩ 
Working frequency/Hz 45.4 

Output Power/mW 436.3 

140.2kΩ 
Working frequency/Hz 46.1 

Output Power/mW 427.7 

 Bandwidth/Hz 6 
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solutions for this problem. Although traditional battery 

power supplies can solve the power supply problem, they 

must be purchased, maintained, and post-processed. 

When the equipment is installed in a remote location, it 

is more difficult to maintain the power supply [23]. As an 

alternative, energy harvesting technology can directly 

power remote IoT devices and sensors with great 

performance. The energy collector of the IoT power 

supply system based on piezoelectric Nano materials 

studied in this paper is an effective power supply facility 

designed by energy harvesting technology. PVDF 

piezoelectric Nano fibers are prepared by electrospinning 

technology with excellent piezoelectric properties and 

good flexibility and bio-phase PVDF organic 

piezoelectric materials. The energy collector applied to 

the IoT power supply system is prepared using this 

material to increase collection performance. 

With the energy harvesting solution, the power 

system can operate independently. Energy harvesting is a 

procedure to collect energy that is available in the 

environment and transform it into electrical energy. The 

converted power can be utilized directly or can be 

preserved for future use. For remote deployment devices 

that do not have access to the local grid, energy 

harvesting solutions excel in providing alternative power 

to a wide range of electronic devices. The energy 

collected can be derived from radio energy, vibrational 

kinetic energy of the piezoelectric element, pressure 

energy, or light energy of the photovoltaic cell. The 

collected energy is transformed into electrical energy and 

stored in the durable storage battery. Energy harvesting 

systems typically include circuitry for generating or 

harvesting energy. In this paper, the nano materials are 

used to collect energy and to transform it into electric 

energy to promote renewable solutions in industry 4.0. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Industrial development for generating renewable energy 

solutions is the most promising research area nowadays. 

The renewable solutions are utilizing science and 

technologies to achieve the goal. The battery life of 

devices/equipment is a serious issue to address. Battery 

maintenance and replacement costs are very high.  The 

innovative technique is proposed based on nano materials 

to generate renewable energy solutions by using energy 

collector. The energy is then converted into the desired 

form to generate renewable energy solutions. In this 

paper, the renewable energy solution is presented by 

utilizing the characteristics of the energy collector in the 

power supply systems of industry 4.0 based on 

piezoelectric nano materials to enhance the quick power 

generation. The PVDF piezoelectric nano fibers with 

high aspect ratio are prepared by electrospinning 

technology. The prepared PVDF piezoelectric nano 

fibers are applied to the energy collector of the power 

supply system in industry 4.0, and their characteristics 

are further analyzed. Two models are discussed in the 

paper, namely, single-degree-of-freedom model and 

distributed parameter model. Piezoelectric vibration 

energy collectors and the relationship between the output 

power and excitation frequency has been studied in this 

paper. The results demonstrate that the performance of 

the rectangular groove is the best. The optimum 

excitation frequency of all piezoelectric vibration 

generators is 16Hz. The maximum output power at the 

optimum excitation frequency is 60.5 μW, 62.4 μW and 

66.1 μW, respectively. The energy collector in the IIoT 

power supply system based on piezoelectric Nano 

materials adopts dynamic technique to improve 

collection performance and generate quick power for 

improving the performance of energy-based equipment 

in industry 4.0. In future, energy harvesting solution can 

be applied where the power system can operate 

independently. It collects energy that is available in 

environment and transforms it into electrical energy. This 

converted power can be utilized directly or can be 

preserved for future use. The research work has 

important reference significance for the future industry 

4.0 energy collection and conversion. The research still 

has some defects. Due to limited time and resources, 

sample data collection is relatively simple. Further 

analysis is needed in the future. 
 

 

6. DATA AVAILABILITY 
 

The data can be shared on valid request. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
ایر زمینه ها استفاده شده است. در  با توجه به اتصال الکترومکانیکی قوی، اندازه کوچک و حساسیت بالا، نانومواد پیزوالکتریک به طور گسترده ای در ژنراتورها، حسگرها و س

با فناوری الکتروریسی تهیه    PVDFشود. نانوالیاف پیزوالکتریک  مبتنی بر نانومواد پیزوالکتریک تحلیل می   IIoTهای کلکتور انرژی در سیستم منبع تغذیه  این مقاله، ویژگی 

شود. نتایج تجربی نشان  شوند. مواد و تراشه های کنترل در یک جمع کننده انرژی پیزوالکتریک دووجهی یکپارچه شده اند. اثربخشی به صورت تجربی تجزیه و تحلیل میمی

میلی متر طول منجر   1.0میلی متر است، خطای نصب  12بازوی کنسول تغییر می کند. هنگامی که طول بازوی کنسول می دهد که فرکانس رزونانس جمع آوری انرژی با طول 

به   BTGو  CUB ،BRGاست. توان خروجی  K   400 از خطای فرکانس رزونانس می شود. بار بهینه کلکتورهای ارتعاش پیزوالکتریک با بازوهای مختلف کنسول ٪3.5به 

هرتز است. فرکانس    18هرتز تا    12است. در عین حال، باند فرکانس کاری کلکتورهای انرژی با ساختارهای مختلف کنسولی    μ W  51.8و    μ W  ،55.6  μ W  50.7ترتیب  

بسیاری از محققان پیشنهاد شده است، راندمان   هرتز است. به طور خلاصه، جمع کننده انرژی سیستم قدرت ساخته شده توسط نانومواد پیزوالکتریک که توسط   16بهینه تحریک  

 .در عمل اهمیت زیادی دارد IIOTارائه کند و مکانیسم تولید برق را افزایش دهد. برای توسعه  Industry 4.0در  IIOTبالایی دارد که می تواند راه حلی سریع برای  
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A B S T R A C T

 

Bi-directional power converters are utilized for effective management of available electrical energy 
associated with renewable energy systems with the use of an energy storage system. Improved hybrid 

three quasi z source converter (IHTQZSC) is proposed in this paper which has been providing a higher 

voltage gain without any switched capacitor or charge pump cells. IHTQZSC has been intended for bi-
directional power transfer and control applications in this paper. The converter ensures a widespread 

voltage gain in a single stage DC↔AC power conversion system with lesser shoot-through time instants. 

The competence of the converter is acclaimed with voltage stress, current stress, peak switching device 
power and power losses compared with the other high voltage gain converters. Impact of voltage gain 

and power drawn by the converter on the efficiency has been explained. The four-quadrant power control 
is achieved with the constant switching frequency predictive controller. The DC-link voltage of the 

converter is controlled with a PI controller, and a predictive controller is used for the grid current 

tracking. The bi-directional working of the converter is illustrated with MATLAB/Simulink software 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.06 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

Recent developments in the fields of renewable energy 

extraction, electric vehicles (EVs) and energy storage 

systems (ESS) are associated with an efficient power 

electronic interface (PEI). PEI plays a critical role in DC-

DC, DC-AC, AC-AC and AC-DC power conversion 

systems either by step-up or step-down the voltage and 

allowing uni-directional or bi-directional power transfer. 

High gain DC-DC converter along with 9 level multilevel 

inverter is used for interfacing hybrid energy system to 

the utility [1]. An interleaved DC-DC converter has been 

designed to reduce voltage stress and providing higher 

voltage gain compared with a conventional boost 

converter [2]. The diode bridge rectifier (DBR) is used 

along with a further stage of DC-DC converter in uni-

directional AC-DC power conversion [3, 4]. A voltage 

source converter (VSC) is used on behalf of DBR for AC-

DC power conversion, popularly known as a PWM 

rectifier, which can improve the power quality on the 

source side and allows bi-directional power transferring 
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[5-8]. So far, the different PEI discussed are of two-stage 

power conversion systems. A DBR or a VSC facilitates 

in rectification stage and a DC-DC converter is 

accustomed to either step-up or step-down the dc voltage 

[9]. Bi-directional PEI is preferred over uni-directional 

PEI, particularly in EVs and ESS, as it reduces the cost 

and volume of the system. Furthermore, AC-DC bi-

directional PEI is capable of maintaining an active and 

reactive power balance in the system.  

Impedance source converters (ISC) are providing 

higher voltage gain in a single-stage power conversion 

system. Shoot-through phenomena in VSC are avoided 

with the introduction of dead time in between switching 

devices on the same leg. Dead-time is no need to provide 

among the switches of the same leg in ISC. Shoot-

through states (STS) are intended for voltage boost 

functionality in ISC, whereas STS are avoided in VSC. 

These shortcomings in VSC are overcome with the ISC, 

which can use the STS to boost the input voltage while 

the power is transferring to the loads in normal switching 

states. The family of ISC is developed based on the 
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operating principle of the basic z source converter (ZSC) 

[10]. Quasi Z source converter (QZSC) inherits the 

features of ZSC without any change in voltage gain, 

developed to provide a common DC-rail with reduced 

capacitor stress [11].  

Further, different ISC are developed to meet high 

voltage gain, reduced voltage and current stresses [12-

16]. QZSC is facilitated as a bi-directional DC-DC 

converter [17]. Battery assisted ZSC with an ultra-

capacitor as an input source is worked as a bi-directional 

converter for electric drive applications [18]. All regions 

of locomotive operation are discussed with bi-directional 

ZSC [19]. The working of ISC depends on the insertion 

of STS along with the conventional switching states. The 

pulse width modulation (PWM) methods are developed 

to include STS along with non shoot-through switching 

states (nSTS) for the voltage buck-boost action of ISC, 

among which simple boost control (SBC) method is 

eminently implemented in most of the applications [20]. 

The DC-link voltage of the ISC are regulated along with 

the inductor current ripples with a dual-loop control 

method, requires two PI controllers [21]. ISC has been 

developed with switched capacitor or charge pump based 

configuration. It has been identified that atleast a 

capacitor is carrying a load current in these converters, 

which can increase the rating of the capacitor such that 

size and cost of the converters has been increased [22-

25]. MPC is a very attractive control method that can be 

implemented for most power electronic applications. PI 

controllers are not needed with the MPC. Direct MPC has 

been changed to working at a constant switching 

frequency in a grid-connected IHTQZC [26]. The 

comparison of traditional VSC and ZSC is carried out in 

fuel cell applications [27].  

Significant research has to be enforced to analyze the 

performance of high voltage gain bi-directional ISC in 

various applications. Low voltage gain ZSC and QZSC 

are assigned in most of the applications so far developed. 

This paper elaborates on the ability of high voltage gain 

IHTQZSC among other ISC by considering the details 

about the voltage and current stresses, pea switching 

device power and power losses that occurred in the 

converters. This paper addresses bi-directional power 

conversion working of IHTQZSC. Instead of two PI 

controllers [20] for DC-link voltage regulation, a single 

PI controller is addressed in this paper. The grid current 

of the converter is controlled with a predictive controller 

(PC), which accomplishes a constant switching 

frequency. Section 2 of the article explains the bi-

directional IHTQZSC configuration and working. 

Voltage gain, voltage stress, current stresses and power 

losses in the impedance network of high voltage gain ISC 

are presented in section 3. DC-link voltage control and 

grid current control are discussed in section 4. The 

performance of the converter providing reactive power 

support to the grid and the bi-directional power flow 

capability is illustrated with the SimPower System tool in 

MATLAB software, in section 5 of this paper. 

 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF IHTQZSC 
 

Impedance network consists inductors (L1, L2, L3 and L4), 

capacitors (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6) and bi-directional 

switches (S1, S2 and S3) inserted in between dc source and 

the VSC. The configuration of the bi-directional 

IHTQZSC is shown in Figure 1. Switches are introduced 

in place of diodes of [27], for allowing bi-directional 

power. For a VSC, the relation between peak AC voltage 

(vpeak) and the DC-link voltage (VDC) is expressed in 

Equation (1): 

DC
peak

V
v  = M

2
 (1) 

where M is modulation index. 

The converter steps-up the input voltage of the battery 

(VBat) for maintaining the required DC-link voltage VDC 

at PWM inverter and feeding power into the grid. 

Similarly, the converter steps-down the voltage VDC at 

the PWM rectifier to meet VBat and feeding the power 

into the DC source. Therefore, the converter operation is 

explained firstly as a PWM inverter with input voltage 

boost mode, and secondly, PWM rectifier with voltage 

buck mode. 

 

2. 1. STS Operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Inverter 
with Voltage Boost          The voltage boost operation is 

achieved with the insertion of STS in addition to nSTS. 

The converter undergoes shoot-through, at a time 

duration of dSTT for a switching cycle of time period T, 

so that the switches in the three legs are turned on 

simultaneously and it causes VDC=0. Hence the zero 

power, i.e., PGrid=0 transfers to the grid represented with 

dashed lines shown in Figure 2.  

Here dST is the shoot-through duty ratio. The switches 

S1, S2 and S3 in the converter are turned off in this mode. 

It allows capacitors to discharge energy into the 

inductors. The voltage across the inductors, switches, 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Circuit Diagram of IHTQZSC 
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Figure 2. IHTQZSC as PWM inverter in STS 

 

 

current through the diodes and capacitors are expressed 

in Equations (2) to (8): 

2 41 CL C Batv v v V= + + ; 2 1 4L C Cv v v= +  (2) 

3 3 6L C Cv v v= +  ;  4 3 5L C Cv v v= +  (3) 

1 1 2 4S C C Cv v v v= + +  ; 2 3 4S C Cv v v= +  (4) 

3 3 5 6S C C Cv v v v= + +  (5) 

1 2C Li i= −   ; 2 1C Li i= − ; 1 2 3 0S S Si i i= = =  (6) 

3 3 4( )C L Li i i= − + ; 4 1 2( )C L Li i i= − +  (7) 

5 3C Li i= −  ;  6 4C Li i= −  (8) 

 

2. 2. nSTS operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Inverter 
with Voltage Boost            General sinusoidal pulse 

width modulated (SPWM) signals are sent to the switches 

in the three legs of the converter at a time duration of (1-

dST)T. The switches S1, S2 and S3 in the converter are 

turned on to allow charging of the capacitors as shown in 

Figure 3.  

In nSTS mode, the energy from the dc source is fed 

into the grid.  Every switch in the converter has a duty 

ratio of (1-dST) in nSTS mode. The voltage across the 

inductors, diodes, current through the switches and 

capacitors are expressed in Equations (9) to (16): 

1 1L C Batv v v= − + ;    2 2L Cv v= − ; (9) 

 

 

 
Figure 3. IHTQZSC as PWM inverter in nSTS 

3 5L Cv v= − ;  4 6L Cv v= − ; 3 4DC C Cv v v= +  (10) 

1 2 3 0S S Sv v v= = =  (11) 

1 2 2 1 1L C L C Si i i i i+ = + =  (12) 

3 6 4 5 3L C L C Si i i i i+ = + =  (13) 

2 4 2 3 3 5 2L C C L C C Si i i i i i i+ − = + − =  (14) 

4 6 4C C L Coni i i i+ = − ;  (15) 

Con a a b b c ci S i S i S i= + +  (16) 

According to the volt-s and ampere-s balance 

principle the steady state voltage across capacitors and 

current through the inductors are expressed in Equations 

(17) to (23). Equation (1) has been expressed in terms of 

G in Equation (22). For a SBC [20], M=1- dST. Here ICon 

is the average current through the converter terminals and 

RL is the equivalent resistance about the power injected 

into the grid. 

1

1 -

(1 - 4 )

ST
 C Bat

ST

  3d
V  V

  d
=  (17) 

2 5 6
(1 - 4 )

ST
 C C C Bat

ST

d
V V V  V

  d
= = =  (18) 

4

2

(1 - 4 )

ST
 C Bat

ST

d
V  V

  d
=  (19) 

3

1

(1 - 4 )

ST
C Bat

ST

d
V V

  d

−
=  (20) 

1

(1 - 4 )
DC Bat

ST

V V
  d

= ;   ST
ST

1
B = 

(1 - 4d )
 (21) 

DC
peak

V
v  = G

2
; STG= MB  (22) 

1

1 2 3 4

1 -

(1 - 4 )

ST
 L Con

ST

 L L L L

  d
I  = I

  d

I I I I  = = =

;
(1 )ST DC

 Con
L

d V
I

R

−
=  (23) 

 

2. 3. STS Operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier 
with Voltage Buck Action          The VSC acts as a 

PWM rectifier. The DC-link voltage VDC is stepped down 

to meet the battery voltage VBat with power flowing from 

the grid to the battery. Reverse phenomena occur here, in 

comparison with section 2.1. Thereby the voltage across 
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the inductors and current through the capacitors are 

expressed with a negative sign compared with the 

equations represented in section 2.1. The insertion of STS 

provides voltage buck action. Figure 4 illustrates the STS 

operation of the converter, at a time duration of dCKT, 

makes the switches in the three legs are turned on 

simultaneously, causes VDC=0 and hence the zero power, 

i.e., PGrid=0 transfers to the battery from the grid 

represented with dashed lines. The switches S1, S2 and S3 

in the converter are turned off in this mode, allows the 

inductors to charge the capacitors.  

 

2. 4. nSTS Operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier 
with Voltage Buck Action            Similar to section 2.2, 

switches S1, S2 and S3 in the converter are turned on, the 

energy from the grid is fed into the battery as well as the 

capacitors are discharging shown in Figure 5. Every 

switch in the converter has a duty ratio of (1-dCK). The 

voltage across the inductors and current through the 

capacitors are expressed with negative sign. The steady 

state voltage across capacitors, dc-link voltage and 

inductor currents are expressed in Equations (24) to (30). 

Here IBat is the current drawn by the DC source.  Both 

PWM inverter working and PWM rectifier working are 

accomplished with the insertion of STS for a time interval 

of dSTT or dCKT. Based on Equations (21) and (29),  

ST CKd =d . 

 

 

3. PARAMETER DESIGN OF IHTQZSC 
 

Voltage stress and current stress of every component in 

the configuration of the IHTQZSC are deduced for the 
 

 

 
Figure 4. IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier in STS operation 

 

 

design of active and passive components. The voltage 

and current stresses are equal in the converter while 

working as a PWM inverter or PWM rectifier since the 

shoot-through duty ratio values are equal. The values of 

capacitances expressed in Equations (31) and (32) are 

selected based on their voltage stress, which is maximum 

in STS. Hence the Equations (6) to (8) are considered for 

capacitance calculation by allowing a ripple percentage 

of rv in capacitor voltage.  

1 1 - ) C CK DCV  (   3d V=  (24) 

2 5 6   C C C CK DCV V V  =d V= =  (25) 

3 1 - 2 ) C CK DCV  (   d V=  (26) 

4 2 C CK DCV d V=  (27) 

1 - ) Bat CK DCV  (   4d V=  (28) 

 Bat CK DCV  B V= ;   CK CKB = (1 - 4d )  (29) 

1 2 3 4
1 -

(1 - 4 )

CK
 L L L L Bat Con

CK

  d
I I I I  =I I

  d
= = = =  (30) 

The current stress through the inductors is maximum 

in STS, hence Equations (2) and (3) are chosen for 

evaluating the inductance value by allowing a percentage 

current ripple of ri. Inductance value is expressed in 

Equation (33). Voltage stress across the switches and 

current stress in the switches are expressed in Equation 

(34). 

1

2 5 6

(1 - 4 )

(1 - 3 )

(1 - 4 )

ST ST Bat
 

v ST Bat S

ST Bat
   

v Bat S

d  d I
C  

r  d V f

 d I
C  C C

r V f
= =

=

=

 (31) 

3

4

(1 - 4 )

(1 - 2 )

0.5(1 - 4 )

ST ST Bat
 

v ST Bat S

ST Bat
 

v Bat S

d  d I
C  

r  d V f

 d I
C  

r V f

=

=

 (32) 

1 2 3 4

(1 - )

(1 - 4 )

ST ST Bat
    

i ST Bat S

d  d V
L  L L L

r  d I f
= = ==  (33) 

1 2 3

1 2 3

3

 S S S DC

  Sa Sb Sc Saa Sbb Scc DC

 S S S ST Con

Bat
  Sa Sb Sc Saa Sbb Scc

V V V  V

V V V V V V  V

I I I  B I

4I
I I V I I I  

= = =

= = = = = =

= = =

= = = = = =
 

(34) 

 

Figure 5. IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier in nSTS operation 
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1 2 3 4ST L L L Li I I I I= + + +
 

(35) 

1

2 3

ST
Sa a

i
i i= +  (36) 

4

3 cos

Grid
peak

Bat

P
i

V M 
=  (37) 

The product of voltage and current stress provides peak 

switching device power (SDP) of the converter. Shoot-

through current and switch Sa current through the 

switches in the converter legs [28] is expressed in 

Equations (35) and (36). iSa has a maximum value when 

ia is at its peak value, expressed in Equation (37). The 

current through switch Sa has a peak current of either iSa 

or ipeak. Total SDP of IHTQZSC is sum of the SDP of the 

switches in the converter and expressed in Equation (38): 

 6 max1 1 2 2 3 3SDP V I V I V I V i or iS S S S S S DC Sa peak= + + +  (38) 

 

3. 1. Power Losses         The total power losses in the 

impedance network are due to the losses in inductors, 

capacitors and switches. Power loss in the inductors and 

capacitors are given in Equations (39) and (40). rind, rcap 

and rd are the internal resistances of the inductors, 

capacitors and the switches. ton and toff are the turn on and 

turn off transition times of the switches at a switching 

frequency of fs. The Ohmic losses and switching losses 

in the impedance network and converter legs are 

expressed in Equations (41) and (44).   

2 2 24(1 )ind ST ST Con indP d B I r= −  (39) 

212
(1 )

ST
Cap Bat cap

ST

d
P I r

d
=

−
 (40) 

2 2 2
1 2 3( )Nw ohm S rms S rms S rms DP I I I r− = + +  (41) 

1 1 2 2 3 3( )
2

on off
Nw turn S S S S S S s

t t
P V I V I V I f−

+
= + +  (42) 

2
2

, 2 2 2

(1 )16 16

9 9 cosL1

Grid ST
inv sw rms ST

Bat

P d
I d I

G V 
−

−
= +  (43) 

 

3. 2. Comparative Analysis with other High 
Voltage Gain ISC           The voltage boost factor (BST), 

maximum voltage and current stress in the converter 

elements and peak SDP are preferred for the 

identification of the competence of IHTQZSC with 

another high voltage gain ISC. It has been noticed that 

IHTQZSC provides a wider voltage gain compared with 

other higher voltage gain ISC with a lower shoot-through 

duty ratio has shown in Figure 6(a). The maximum value 

of the capacitor voltage stress of IHTQZSC is lower than 

the voltage stress reported in literature [14, 15] at higher 

voltage gain requirements. Except Zhu et al. [12] 

reported that the remaining converters have an equal 

amount of maximum inductor current stress listed in 

Table 1. IHTQZSC has a lower switch current stress 

compared with current stress in the switches reported by 

Jagan et al. [14] and Zhu et al. [15]. The proposed 

converter has a lower value of maximum voltage stress 

in the switches of the impedance network. IHTQZSC has 

a nearer SDP value considered by Jagan et al. [14] and 

Zhu et al. [15] are shown in Figure 6(b). 

2
2

2 2 2

(1 )16 16
6

9 9 cos

Grid ST
inv sw ST Bat d

Bat

P d
P d I r

G V 
−

 − 
= + 

  

 (44) 

6
3 2

on offST
inv turn DC S

t tI
P V f−

+
=  (45) 

 

 
TABLE 1. Voltage and Current Stress of IHTQZSC 

 [12] [13] [14] [15] Pst - IHTQZSC 

VCMax

VBat
 (1 ) / (1 )ST ST STB  -d  +d  STB  - )ST ST STd (2  d B  (3 2 )ST ST STd d B−  1 - )ST ST(   2d B  

ILMax

ICon
 (1 ) / (1 )ST ST STB  -d  +d  1 - )ST ST(   d B  1 - )ST ST(   d B  1 - )ST ST(   d B  1 - )ST ST(   d B  

ISMax

ICon
 STB  1 - )ST ST(   d B  STB  STB  STB  

VSMax

VBat
 

STB

(1 ) / (1 )ST ST STB  -d  +d  

/ (1 )ST ST STB d  +d  

STB  

ST STd B  

1 - )ST ST(   d B  

STB  

ST STd B  

1 - )ST ST(   d B  

STB  

ST STd B  

1 - )ST ST(   d B  

STB  

VSMAX, VCMAX   Maximum voltage in switch and capacitors;  ILMAX, ILMAX  Maximum current through switches and  inductors 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Power loss variation with G (b) SDP variation 

with G 

 

 

The converters reported by Jagan et al. [14], Zhu et 

al. [15] and IHTQZSC are having very nearer voltage 

gain and an equal amount of inductor maximum current 

stress. The maximum current stress and voltage stress in 

the switches of IHTQZSC are lower than other 

converters. IHTQZSC has lower SDP compared with 

reported data by Nozadian eta l. [13] Jagan et al [14] and 

has a very nearer SDP value compared with data reported 

by Zhu et al. [12] and Zhu et al. [15]. Hence the power 

losses are considered for highlighting the significance of 

IHTQZSC, plotted in Figure 6(a). It has been verified that 

IHTQZSC has a lower power loss compared to data 

reported by Jagan et al. [14] and Zhu et al. [15] among 

high voltage gain non-coupled ISC. 

 

 

4. CONTROL METHOD 
 

CSF-PC controller is utilizing for the controlling of 

IHTQZSC [27] as shown in Figure 7. The converter has 

been controlled on DC-side of the converter to attain a 

constant DC-link voltage VDC. But VDC has been varying 

from zero to a peak value. Hence it can be challenging to 

control direct VDC. That’s why VDC has been expressed 

as a sum of VC3 and VC4. The DC-link voltage VDC is 

regulated with a PI controller. The bode diagram in 

dotted line shown in Figure 11 represents a negative gain 

margin and phase margin due to RHP zero makes the  
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Figure 7. Grid-Tied IHTQZSC with CSF-PC 

 

 

uncompensated system becomes unstable. With the 

proper selection of parameters kp=0.0003 and ki=0.02 in 

PI controller, bode diagram for the compensated system 

represented in solid line in Figure 7 exhibits system 

stability.  

PC is implemented for grid current tracking by 

predicting the two orthogonal voltage vectors. Here RS is 

considered for the filter resistance and VCon is the voltage 

across the converter. vabc and iabc are grid voltage and 

currents. The grid current equation is expressed in 

Equation (46). The predicted grid current during a 

sampling time of TS with Euler’s approximation is 

represented in αβ reference frame in Equation (47).  

abc
S S abc Con abc

di
L R i v v

dt
= − + −  (46) 

( )( 1) 1- ( ) ( ) - ( ),
R T TS s si k i k v k v kg g Con g
L LS S

   
 

+ = + 
 
 

 (47) 

( )

( )

2
*

2
*

( 1) - ( 1) ;

( 1) - ( 1)

g g

g g

C  C C 

C i k   i k

C i k   i k

 

  

  

= +

= + +

= + +

 (48) 

*
r r

2
(P )

3
g ef g ef gi v Q v  = +  (49) 

*
r r

2
(P )

3
g ef g ef gi v Q v  = −  (50) 

The quadratic cost function is defined for identifying the 

optimal switching vectors mentioned in Equation (48).  
*

gi   and 
*

gi   are the reference values of grid current, 

evaluated by considering the required amount of active 

and reactive powers Pref and Qref injected or consumed 

from the grid, respectively. The predicted orthogonal 

voltage vectors 
*

Con,v   and 
*

Con,v   are obtained with the 

maxima-minima concept represented in Equation (51).  
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 (51) 

VDC has been controlled with PI controller by generating 

dST and the four-quadrant operation of power is 

controlled with the implementation of PC for grid current 

tracking by generating 
*

Con,v   and 
*

Con,v  . These optimal 

voltage vectors send the modulating signals to the SBC 

along with dST from the PI controller. Constant switching 

frequency is obtained with the use of a modulator in the 

SBC controller, operates the converter in STS and nSTS 

mode.   
 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Performance of IHTQZSC has been analysed during the 

four-quadrant power control with MATLAB Simulink 

results. The direction of iabc is considered positive when 

the converter acts as PWM rectifier feeding power into 

the DC source. The system parameters are - Inductance 

1mH, Capacitance 470µf, switching frequency 10kHz, 

grid voltage 220Vrms, grid inductance 15mH, input 

voltage 200V and sampling time of 25µs. 

Active power (P) and reactive power (Q) along with 

iabc and vabc are chosen grid side parameters for the 

identification of the converter response. VBat, VC3, VDC 

and inductor current or DC source current IL1 are 

considered as DC side parameters.  

QI , QII, QIII and QIV are quadrants  

Figure 8 shows the response of the converter while 

operating in QI, consumes P of 1000W at unity power 

factor (upf) up to 0.4s and afterward absorbs Q of 

1000VAr. It means the converter acts as a PWM rectifier 

and provides VAr support to the grid. Hence the peak of 

iabc has been changed to 5.23A from 3.7A. The controller 

affords a quick response from the converter with a change 

in Q. The converter draws a DC source current of 5A at 

VBat of 200V and maintaining VC3 at and 306.6V, VDC at 

413V. The converter shifts its operation from QI to QIV at 

0.6s with a change in Q from 1000VAr to -750VAr. Such 

that, iabc has been changed its peak value from 5.23A to 

4.63A. The DC source side parameter values are 

continued without any variation as there is no change in 

VBat observed in Figure 9. 

After 0.8 s, the converter acts as a PWM Inverter 

change its operation from QIV to QIII with a change in P 

from 1000W to -2000W as well as change in Q from -

750VAr to -500VAr. The response of the converter is 

shown in Figure 10. The peak of iabc has been changed 

from 4.63A to 7.63A. The DC source current IL1 has been 

shifted to 10A with a change in P. A sudden shift in P 

caused a small voltage dip in VC3 and VDC of the 

converter and restored within a single cycle. The 
 

 
Figure 8. Response of IHTQZSC working in QI 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Response of IHTQZSC during QI to QIV 

 
 

 
Figure 10. Response of IHTQZSC during QIV to QIII 

 

 

converter shifts its operation from QIII to QII after 1 s due 

to a change in Q from -500VAr to 1200VAr. iabc has been 

changed its peak value to 8.63A from 7.63A as shown in 

Figure 11. The DC source side parameters are continued, 

with constant VBat. 

The transition of converter operation from QII to QI 

occurred at 1.2s observed in Figure 12, with the change 

in Q from 1200VAr to zero VAr. Simultaneously VBat has 

been reduced to 125V from 200V. With the change in 

VBat along with Q change, iabc, iL1, VC3, and VDC  of the 

converter are disturbed for a period of three cycles and 

restored back to steady-state with the values at 7.4A, 

10A, 281V and 438.2V, respectively. The impact of 

converter voltage gain and the power drawn from the 

converter on efficiency is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 11. Response of IHTQZSC during QIII to QII 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Response of IHTQZSC during QII to QI 

 

 

 
Figure 13. The efficiency variation of IHTQZSC 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

IHTQZSC ensures a wider range of voltage gain, among 

other high voltage gains ISC does not need any switching 

capacitors or charge pump cells. The voltage stress in the 

switching devices, capacitors, the current stress in the 

inductors and switching devices are deduced in this 

paper. The worthiness of the converter has been 

commended by comparing the voltage stress and current 

stress, peak SDP and power losses in the present 

converter with another high gain ISC. The converter has 

been working in all four quadrants, by injecting or 

consuming both active and reactive powers with the use 

of a predictive controller implemented for grid current 

tracking with a good dynamic response with the change 

in dc source voltage as well as grid power. With the 

ability of bi-directional power control, high voltage gain, 

lower voltage stress and current stress in the converter 

elements with lesser peak SDP, the converter can be 

utilized in electric vehicles, energy storage systems, and 

in hybrid energy source systems. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
گیرند. سازی انرژی مورد استفاده قرار می های انرژی تجدیدپذیر با استفاده از سیستم ذخیرههای قدرت دو جهته برای مدیریت مؤثر انرژی الکتریکی موجود مرتبط با سیستم مبدل

ن هیچ خازن سوئیچ یا سلول پمپ شارژ ارائه می دهد. در این در این مقاله پیشنهاد شده است که افزایش ولتاژ بالاتری را بدو  z (IHTQZSC)مبدل هیبریدی سه شبه منبع  

تک    DC↔ACبرای کاربردهای انتقال قدرت و کنترل دو جهته در نظر گرفته شده است. مبدل افزایش ولتاژ گسترده ای را در یک سیستم تبدیل توان    IHTQZSCمقاله  

در مقایسه با دیگر مبدل های  مرحله ای با لحظه های تیراندازی کمتر تضمین می کند. صلاحیت مبدل با تنش ولتاژ، تنش جریان، توان دستگاه سوئیچینگ پیک و تلفات توان  

ده است. کنترل توان چهار ربعی با کنترل کننده پیش بینی فرکانس افزایش ولتاژ بالا تحسین شده است. تأثیر افزایش ولتاژ و توان گرفته شده توسط مبدل بر بازده توضیح داده ش

کنترل می شود و یک کنترل کننده پیش بینی برای ردیابی جریان شبکه استفاده می شود. کار دو   PIمبدل با یک کنترل کننده    DC-linkسوئیچینگ ثابت به دست می آید. ولتاژ  

 .ن داده شده استنشا MATLAB/Simulinkطرفه مبدل با نرم افزار 
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Caverns are massive underground openings excavated for purposes like defense installations and nuclear 

waste disposal which becomes challenging for weak strata consisting of fractured rock masses and may 
result in future calamities. This study is dedicated to ascertain stability of a horseshoe cavern in different 

types of granitic rock masses as well as fractured rocks. Two different types of granitic formations are 

accounted and displacements obtained along cavern periphery have been illustrated in the preliminary 
part of this study. An increment in vertical displacement at the crown of 260% and lateral displacement 

of almost 170% for both walls were observed for moderately weathered rock. Further, implications due 
to orientation and frequency of joint sets on the displacements incurred has also been explored. This 

study acquires its novelty by considering combinations of joint sets with varying spacings for 

investigating their implications on cavern walls. Presence of discontinuities depicted that horizontal joint 

spaced closely increased the deformation magnitude which reduced with decrement in joint frequency. 

Subsequently, along with horizontal joints at 4m interval, vertical and oblique joints sets were also 

incorporated at different frequencies. Consideration of vertical joints at 2m spacing with horizontal joints 
resulted in 313.2% increase in vertical displacement at cavern crown as well as 340% and 363% increase 

in lateral deformation at the left and right wall, respectively in comparison to intact rock. In case of 

oblique joints spaced at 2m with horizontal joints, increment in vertical deformation at the crown 
proliferated to 329% in comparison to intact rock. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.07 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
The scope of better mechanisms related to ground control 

and advancements in the field of numerical modelling 

techniques has allowed us to assess the stability of the 

walls of subterranean structures such as large 

underground caverns. A cavern is a hollow passage 

beneath the earth, which has one of its openings to the 

surface of earth. The main concern is to ensure 

longstanding stability of these structures, which notifies 

us for everlasting operational necessities. One example 

of such debacle pertaining to underground structures 

include subsidence of the Seoul subway tunnel in South 

Korea [1]. 

The Hoek-Brown empirical failure criteria have been 

extensively utilized for asserting rock-mass parameters 

 

*Corresponding Author Email: rijukuili@gmail.com  (S. Kuili) 

[2]. Other popular empirical approaches pertaining to 

behaviour of rock mass have also been bestowed by 

several researchers [3, 4]. Stability assessment of specific 

underground projects with the usage of various numerical 

modelling tools has been explored over the past decades. 

A parametric study performed using Universal Distinct 

Element Code (UDEC) concluded that some parameters 

of faults were really crucial for asserting the stability of 

these structures [5]. Research study pertaining to the 

assessment of stress variations between a slope and 

tunnel was carried out for both single as well as multiple 

tunnel scenarios [6]. Three-dimensional numerical 

modelling code (3DEC) has also been utilized by 

researchers to assess the promulgation of cracks along the 

walls of underground structures as well as asserting their 

responses under the dynamic loads [7, 8]. A research 
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study utilized Intelligent Committee Machines for 

forecasting the Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) generated 

due to bench blasting on rock slopes [9]. The stability 

aspect due to different extreme loading conditions has 

been given a lot of importance over the past decades. 

However, the depletion of static stability on account of 

poor geological formations along with presence of joints 

still needs in-depth assessments for mitigating future 

catastrophic failures. A jointed rocky medium is an 

accumulation of intact rock separated by the presence of 

discontinuities. The presence of discontinuities 

substantially weakens the in-situ rock mass. Researchers 

had adopted discrete element method in order to evaluate 

the implications of existing joints to ascertain the hydro-

mechanical response of an underground storage facility 

[10]. However, the static response of any underground 

structures constructed under jointed geological 

formations is also crucial to investigate. The deleterious 

implication of underground openings substantially 

increases when the existing geological formations 

comprises of weak rock types. This study has shed light 

into the response of an underground cavern under 

different types of rock formations along with various 

joint sets. Studies have also been extended to analyze the 

behaviour of rocks under nonlinear loading which 

forecasted increment of dynamic Young’s Modulus with 

amplitudes [11]. A study highlighted the behaviour of 

jointed rock mass under different types of loads by 

proposing a failure criterion which accounts for major 

principal strain as it was observed that the state of strain 

gains equal importance to the stress state [12]. A research 

study looked into the extent of ground subsidence due to 

the construction of tunnels [13]. Assessment of tunnel 

stability has also been carried out by various researchers 

[14, 15]. Researchers have also looked into implications 

of tunnel stability in liquified soil conditions [16]. All the 

aforementioned literatures convey the stability aspect of 

underground structures under various scenarios but fails 

to dispatch the quantitative responses of underground 

structure peripheries which is highly linked to the type of 

surrounding rock masses as well as presence of 

discontinuities. 

Application of distinct element code to ascertain the 

stability of underground caverns have gained an impetus 

over the past years due to its robustness in handling large 

discontinuities. In recent years, many studies have been 

conducted to ascertain the stability of underground 

openings using 3DEC, which is a distinct element code 

[17-19]. An investigation on predicting lateral 

displacement of rock mass at locations situated away 

from cavern walls using distinct element code in 

interconnected medium has also been performed with in-

depth insight into the squeezing action of cavern walls 

[20]. However, the aforementioned study negated the 

aspect of surrounding geological rock types and 

conveyed the lateral deformations at various locations 

located transverse to the cavern walls. Stability analysis 

of large underground cavern has also been performed via 

FEM which aided in obtaining significant insights 

regarding the stresses of the neighboring rocks as well as 

rock supports [21]. Predictive modelling study has also 

been performed via Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for 

proper assessment of underground opening and 

surrounding soil interaction on the settlement of surface 

and subsurface soil layers [22]. Stability analysis on 

tunnels were also performed using a discontinuum model 

generated by 3DEC numerical code [23]. Significant 

insights were attained through the aforementioned 

studies; however, the quantitative assessments of 

deformations of underground openings due to jointing as 

well as type of geological formations were not 

emphasized till date. The present study has been focused 

on attaining quantitative estimates of deformations along 

cavern periphery and provides a holistic insight regarding 

its stability under various jointed geological formations. 

When underground excavations are carried out, the 

displacements due to overburden are found to occur at the 

crown and side walls of the cavern. Due to such opening, 

the equilibrium of stress is disturbed and it adjusts to 

achieve a new state of equilibrium by undergoing 

deformations resulting in sagging of roof as well as 

inward movement of side walls. Based on the 

aforementioned literatures presented, it has been 

observed that, there persists scanty studies to assess the 

displacements of cavern walls in different types of rocky 

formations as well as caverns constructed in fractured 

rocks. This study emphasizes on the assessment of 

underground cavern’s response in terms of peripheral 

displacement by incorporating joints as well as numerous 

joint sets in the rock mass with the aid of 3DEC. The 

existing geological formations as well as presence of 

discontinuities are one of the crucial aspects which needs 

utmost supervision before the construction of any 

underground structures. The presence of fractured rock 

mass substantially weakens the neighboring rock strata 

which proliferates drastically when the strength of the 

surrounding rock mass is even less. The novelty of this 

study has been acquired by considering two different 

types of geological formations as well as different types 

of joint sets with varying frequencies which are quite 

prevalent at different places globally and the 

deformations encountered along the walls of horseshoe 

cavern due to the aforementioned aspects have been 

delineated in this study. The following subsections 

provides insight into the numerical modeling aspect via 

3DEC software followed by the modelling details which 

has been adhered in this study. The second section of this 

article conveys the utilized rock mass parameters along 

with properties of discontinuities as well as sheds light 

into the application of in-situ stresses in the generated 

model. Finally, both the lateral as well as vertical 

displacements has been procured along the cavern 

periphery due to different types of geological formations 

as well as various joint sets which has been incorporated 
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in the model. The terminating part of this article presents 

the significant insights via concluding remarks attained 

through this numerical modelling study.   

 

1. 1. Numerical Modelling         Stability analysis of a 

horseshoe cavern was conducted under two different 

types of ground conditions having intact rock of different 

rock strength. Spacing of discontinuities and inclusion of 

joint sets has also been varied in this study to ascertain 

the change in displacements along the cavern walls. The 

entire cavern has been modelled using two types of 

geological rock formation with the usage of 

discontinuum 3D numerical models i.e., 3DEC. 3DEC is 

a three-dimensional modelling tool based on Distinct 

Element Method mainly utilized for modelling 

discontinuum. Discontinuities are regarded as boundary 

conditions between blocks and vast displacements along 

discontinuities as well as rotation of blocks are 

permitted1. The applicability of FEM in the simulation of 

large deformations is quite cumbersome, whereas, 

Distinct Element Method (DEM) models every particle 

as an individual entity and represent granular material as 

an idealized assembly of particles. This aspect conveys 

that the DEM approaches are quite suitable for 

investigating the phenomena occurring at the length scale 

of particle diameter and simulating the bulk behavior of 

particles. In case of 3DEC, the independent blocks act 

either as a rigid or deformable material. Deformable 

blocks are further segregated into a mesh of finite 

difference elements, and individual element reacts 

according to a specified linear or nonlinear stress-strain 

law.  

 

1. 2. Model Details         The horseshoe cavern adopted 

for this study has a length of 1050m, width of 25m and 

40m height. Cavern roof was modelled as an arch with 

5m rise. Cavern considered for this study was assumed to 

be situated at 50m below ground level. To reduce the 

influence of artificial boundaries, a span of 5D was 

provided (where “D” refers to cavern diameter) at the 

sides in transverse direction and from cavern base to the 

model bottom. Further, different models were generated 

by changing the frequency of horizontal joints for a single 

type of rock formation and these models were analyzed 

to assess the cavern stability. Numerous combinations of 

joint sets were also incorporated in the model in similar 

type of rock formation for analyzing the effect of 

jointing.  

The extent of area where discontinuities were invoked 

into the model along with the excavated opening as well 

as the sequence for initiating the excavated portion of the 

opening is illustrated in Figure 1. Discontinuities invoked 

into the model comprises of the following: 

a. Horizontal joints at spacing of 2m, 4m and 6m. 

 
1 

https://usermanual.wiki/Document/Manualof3DECV410.1356105871.
pdf 

 
Figure 1. Generation of the model depicting cavern 

dimensions and extent of discontinuities 
 

 

 

b. Horizontal joints at 4m spacing along with vertical 

joints at spacing of 2m, 4m and 6m. 

c. Horizontal joints at 4m spacing along with oblique 

joints at spacing of 2m, 4m and 6m. 

The aforementioned extent of discontinuities invoked 

into the model has been explored for the first time in 

terms of delineating the stability of horseshoe cavern. 

The entire domain of the generated model was divided 

into deformable blocks with the help of ‘gen edge’ 

command, with each block further discretized into 

tetrahedrons with predominant geometrical/geological 

features forming boundaries of different blocks. Regions 

lying close to excavation were meshed with smaller size 

and coarser mesh sizes were adopted for locations away 

from the cavern. The authors would like to highlight that 

the process of generating the model as presented in this 

study has been kept exactly the same as per previous 

published studies [8, 20]. A flowchart of the adopted 

research methodology is presented in Figure 2 

delineating every step which have been undergone in this 

study for extracting the deformations along cavern 

periphery. Preliminary parametric assessments include 

assessing the cavern stability without joint sets in two 

different types of rock formations. Both values of 

horizontal and vertical displacement were noted at 

intervals of 210m along the length of cavern and the 

maximum procured displacements have been reported in 

this study. Later part of this study embraces inclusion of 

horizontal joint sets as well as horizontal joint set along 

with vertical or oblique joint sets at different spacings and 

subsequently maximum displacements in both directions 

have been considered as the displacements occurring 

along the walls of cavern. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the adopted research methodology 

pertaining to this study 
 
 

2. ROCK MASS PARAMETERS 
 

Granitic formations with two different RMR values have 

been considered in this study with an overburden of 50m. 

The rock formations were classified into hard and 

moderately hard rock with RMR value of 65 and 54 

respectively. Physico-mechanical properties of different 

materials utilized in model generation are presented in 

Table 1 and the joint properties are summarized in Table 

2. 

Material properties were introduced in the model 

using ‘prop mat’ command. Subsequently, with the usage 

of ‘change mat’ command, rock properties were assigned 

to the corresponding blocks. Joint properties were 

assigned with the help of ‘change joint’ command. For 

both ends of the generated model, displacements in x and 

z directions were restrained, and displacements in three 

different directions were restricted at the model base. 

 

2. 1. In-situ Stress       The vertical in-situ stress of 

8.12MPa and 7.25MPa were introduced by considering 

the density of rock mass as per Table 1. Orientation of 

cavern has been attained in a way such that maximum 

stress in horizontal direction of magnitude 12.18MPa and 

10.88MPa is experienced along the cavern length and 

minimum horizontal stress magnitude of 8.932MPa and 

7.98MPa is addressed normal to axis of cavern.  

KH (maximum horizontal stress/Vertical stress): 1.5 

Kh (Minimum horizontal stress/Vertical stress): 1.1 

Due to the existence of numerous discontinuities in 

the generated model, the estimation of existing stresses is 
 

 

TABLE 1. Physico-Mechanical properties of rocks 

RMR 

Elastic 

modulus 

(Pa) 

Shear 

modulus 

(Pa) 

Cohesion 

(Pa) 

Friction 

angle 

(Deg.) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

65 17.3e9 10.4e9 1.2e6 70 2.8e3 

54 3.8e9 2.3e9 0.56e6 60 2.5e3 

TABLE 2. Input properties of joints and joint sets 

Normal stiffness (Pa) Shear stiffness (Pa) Friction angle (Deg.) 

9.0e9 0.9e9 42 

 

 

very difficult via both analytical computations as well as 

field measurement. A research study delineated that for 

complex geological formations, application of proper 

boundary stresses should be performed for attaining the 

existing stresses in the generated model which has been 

adhered in this study also [24, 25]. The existing stress 

conditions were ascertained in the generated model with 

the usage of ‘In situ’ command and incorporation of 

gravity loading was attained with the usage of ‘gravity’ 

command. Automatic damping was used to dampen the 

equations of motion under applied initial as well as 

induced conditions and this was achieved with ‘damp 

auto’ command. Subsequently, analysis was performed 

in multiple stages involving in-situ equilibrium, arched 

roof excavation as well as excavation of cavern body both 

in non-fractured and fractured medium as illustrated in 

Figures 3 to 6. 
 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The model was analyzed in two types of rock formation 

and the maximum displacements in both directions were 

procured at the observation points denoted on the cavern 

profile as per Figure 7. Later, joint sets were included in 

the model by considering only hard rock properties. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Cavern created within the block 
 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4. Cavern created within horizontal joints at spacing 

(a) 2m, (b) 4m and (c) 6m 

 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5. Cavern created with horizontal joints (4m) and 

vertical joints at (a) 2m, (b) 4m and (c) 6m spacings 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. Cavern created with horizontal joints (4m) and 

oblique joints at (a) 2m, (b) 4m and (c) 6m spacings 

 

 

Displacements at these corresponding points were found 

out varying the spacing of joint sets. 

Stage 1: Investigations were performed in intact rock 

mass having two different types of rock properties. The 

displacements reported hereafter includes the direction of 

displacement which has been denoted with proper sign. 

For vertical displacements, displacements occurring in 

the downward direction is presented with a negative sign 

whereas along the cavern walls, positive displacements 

indicate displacements towards the right side and 

negative displacements indicates displacement are 

occurring towards the left side. Figure 8 shows the 

displacement at the cavern crown for both rock 

formations. Table 3 depicts the maximum displacements 

in both directions at the left wall. 

The maximum vertical displacement procured at the 

right wall of cavern has also been assessed and the 

magnitudes are depicted in Table 4. It can be observed 

that magnitude of increase in lateral displacements along 

the side walls was significantly higher as compared to 

displacements in vertical direction. 

The vertical displacement was found to be -1.89mm 

at the crown in case of hard rock, which increased to -

6.84mm for moderately hard rock. Similar trend of 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Observation points of cavern 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Displacements at the crown of cavern for two 

types of rock formation 

TABLE 3. Displacements at left wall for both rock formations 

Maximum Displacement 

(mm) 
Hard rock 

Moderately weathered 

rock 

Vertical -0.123 -0.854 

Horizontal 9.17 24.7 

 

 

TABLE 4. Displacements at right wall for both rock formations 

Maximum Displacement 

(mm) 
Hard rock 

Moderately 

weathered rock 

Vertical -0.213 -0.735 

Horizontal -10.8 -29.2 

 

 

increase in horizontal displacement was found while 

carrying out the analysis in both rock formations. The 

horizontal displacement at cavern crown was found to be 

-0.324mm in case of hard rock, which increased to -

1.64mm in case of moderately hard rock. This aspect 

depicted that vertical displacement at the cavern crown is 

the predominant one which increased drastically in case 

of moderately weathered rock. 

In case horizontal displacements at the side walls, 

similar trend of increment in the deformation magnitude 

has been observed for moderately weathered rock. The 

maximum horizontal displacement at the left wall 

observed to be 9.17mm for hard rock condition which 

substantially increased to 24.7mm in case of moderately 

weathered rock. The maximum horizontal displacement 

at the right wall was higher in moderately hard rock 

formation with a value of -29.2mm as compared to -

10.8mm in hard rock formation. It can be observed that 

magnitude of increase in lateral displacements along the 

side walls was significantly higher as compared to 

displacements in vertical direction. 

Stage 2: The later part of this study comprises of 

asserting the stability of cavern under the influence of 

different types of discontinuities. Horizontal (H) joint 

sets were incorporated in the model with different joint 

spacings. Three different frequencies of horizontal joint 

spacing have been explored in this study in order to attain 

comprehensive insight regarding the displacements 

incurred along the cavern periphery with respect to the 

joint spacings. Displacements in both directions were 

extracted at the observation points at different intervals 

along the cavern length and the maximum displacement 

has been reported hereafter. 

The crown of cavern incurred maximum vertical 

displacement after the incorporation of horizontal joints. 

In case of intact rock mass, maximum displacements in 

vertical and horizontal direction were observed to be -

1.89mm and -0.32mm, respectively; which increased 

considerably after the inclusion of horizontal joints. After 

the inclusion of horizontal joints at a spacing of 2m, the 

maximum vertical and horizontal displacements showed 

considerable increase with values of -4.14mm and -
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0.955mm, respectively. This suggests that presence of 

discontinuities significantly proliferated the vertical 

displacement at cavern roof. Maximum vertical and 

horizontal displacements were found to be -3.48mm and -

0.513mm, respectively when the spacing of joints 

increased to 4m. When the joint spacing was further 

increased to 6m, the maximum vertical and horizontal 

displacements were found to be -1.96mm and -0.389mm, 

respectively. The frequencies of the joint sets are quite a 

significant parameter in terms of asserting the 

displacements along the cavern periphery. Higher spacing 

of horizontal joint sets depicted less increment in both 

horizontal and vertical displacements at the cavern 

peripheries which increased drastically with the reduction 

of spacing of the horizontal joints. The maximum 

displacements at crown under horizontal jointing are 

depicted in Table 5. Tables 6 and 7 depicts the 

displacements at the left and right wall of cavern, 

respectively. 

The presence of horizontal joints increased the 

magnitudes of horizontal displacements along the cavern 

walls as compared to intact rock mass. In the later part, 

along with horizontal joint sets, two different types of 

joint sets i.e., vertical and oblique joint sets, have also 

been incorporated in the model having hard rock 

properties. The displacements in both directions were 

analyzed along the periphery of cavern. The spacing of 

the horizontal joints has been kept as constant i.e., 4m, so 

that significant insights can be attained due to 

incorporation of other joint sets as well as variations in 

their frequencies. The joint sets incorporated in the model 

are as follows: 

1. Horizontal joints and vertical joints at 4m and 2m 

spacing, respectively. 

2. Horizontal joints along with vertical joints both at 4m 

spacing. 

3. Horizontal joints and vertical joints at 4m and 6m 

spacing, respectively. 

4. Horizontal joints at 4m spacing and oblique joints at 

2m spacing. 

5. Horizontal joints and oblique joints at 4m spacing. 

6. Horizontal joints at 4m spacing along with oblique 

joints at 6m spacing. 
 

 

TABLE 5. Displacements observed at cavern crown 

Max. Displacement 

(mm) 

No 

joints 

H joints 

at 2m 

H joints 

at 4m 

H joints 

at 6m 

Vertical -1.89 -4.14 -3.48 -1.96 

Horizontal -0.32 -0.955 -0.513 -0.389 

 
 

TABLE 6. Displacements obtained at the left wall 

Maximum 

Displacement (mm) 

No 

joints 

H joints 

at 2m 

H joints 

at 4m 

H joints 

at 6m 

Vertical -0.12 -0.703 -0.484 -0.229 

Horizontal 9.17 12.6 11.8 11.2 

TABLE 7. Displacements obtained at the right wall 

Maximum 

Displacement (mm) 

No 

joints 

H joints 

at 2m 

H joints 

at 4m 

H joints 

at 6m 

Vertical -0.21 -0.94 -0.37 -0.32 

Horizontal -10.8 -13.4 -12.6 -11.4 

 

 

Figure 9 depicts that the maximum displacements 

procured in vertical direction at the cavern crown were -

7.81mm, -6.26mm and -5.59mm with an increase in 

spacing of vertical joints. The maximum horizontal 

displacements observed at the crown were -0.682mm, -

0.427mm and -0.373mm, respectively with an increase in 

spacing of vertical joints. This suggests that 

incorporation of multiple joint sets increased the vertical 

displacement at the cavern crown significantly, whereas, 

the change in horizontal displacement at the cavern 

crown were observed to be insignificant. Moreover, as 

the vertical joint spacing was increased, reduction of 

vertical displacement at the cavern crown was also 

observed. 

Figure 10 shows the highlights of the displacement at 

the left wall of cavern. The lateral displacement procured 

at the left wall was significantly higher due to the 

inclusion of multiple joint sets. With the increment in 

spacing of vertical joints, maximum vertical 

displacements procured at left cavern were -0.802 mm, -

0.696 mm and -0.494 mm, respectively; showing a 

decrement in the vertical displacement magnitude with 

increase in vertical joint spacing. Incorporating vertical 

joints at 2m interval along with horizontal joints spaced 

at 4m interval induced a lateral displacement of 40.3mm, 

which drastically reduced to 23.8mm in case of vertical 

joints spaced at 6m intervals along with horizontal joints 

at 4m spacing. 

Further, oblique (O) joint sets at different spacings 

i.e., 2m, 4m and 6m, respectively, were incorporated in 

the model along with horizontal (H) joint set spaced at 

4m interval and the displacements at cavern crown have 

been reported in Table 8 and displacement at the right 

wall has been illustrated in Figure 11. 

The maximum displacements in vertical direction 

observed at the cavern crown after inclusion of oblique 
 

 

 
Figure 9. Displacements at cavern crown after vertical joint 

set inclusion 
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Figure 10. Displacements at left wall of cavern after vertical 

joint set inclusion 

 

 
TABLE 8. Displacements with horizontal and oblique joints at 

cavern crown 

Maximum 

Displacement (mm) 

H joints 

(4m) with O 

joints (2m) 

H joints 

and O 

joints (4m) 

H joints 

(4m) with O 

joints (6m) 

Vertical -8.10 -7.40 -7.17 

Horizontal -1.47 -1.21 -1.19 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Displacements at right wall of cavern after 

inclusion of oblique joint set 
 

 

joint sets were -8.1mm, -7.40mm and -7.17mm. Similar 

trend of decrement in the magnitude of vertical 

displacement was procured for the cavern roof with the 

increment in the spacing of the oblique joint set. 

Maximum displacement in the horizontal direction also 

reduced with the increment in spacing of oblique joints. 

At the right wall of cavern, maximum vertical 

displacements observed were -1.48mm, -1.27mm and -

1.03mm comprising of horizontal joints at 4m intervals 

along with oblique joints spaced at 2m, 4m and 6m 

respectively. Maximum lateral displacements observed at 

the right wall of cavern for the aforementioned scenario 

were -32.6mm, -25.1mm, and -19.8mm respectively with 

the increase in spacing of oblique joints. The 

incorporation of oblique joints along with horizontal 

joints substantially increased the magnitude of lateral 

displacements along the right wall of cavern, however, 

the magnitude of lateral displacements procured for the 

oblique joint with horizontal joints was lower as 

compared to lateral displacements pertaining to the 

model having vertical joints along with horizontal joints. 

The assessment of both displacements attained along 

the cavern periphery as per this study depicts a crucial 

insight into the stability of underground cavern under 

both intact rock mass formation as well as in jointed 

medium. The agglomeration of discontinuities increases 

the chances of collapse of underground structures which 

has been highlighted in this study. The magnitudes of 

both vertical as well as lateral displacements as attained 

in this study would aid the readers to adopt various 

remedial measures which would aid in asserting the 

stability of underground caverns constructed in fractured 

rock masses. Presence of multiple joints having different 

orientations increased the magnitudes of displacements 

along the cavern periphery which is crucial to consider 

before the construction of underground cavern at such 

locations. It was also observed that increased frequency 

of joints induces substantial increment in the 

displacements which reduces with the increment in 

spacing of joints. Table 9 conveys a comparative study of 

the displacements procured at the crown, left wall and 

right wall of the cavern for two types of joint sets as per 

this study. The horizontal, vertical and oblique joints 

have been abbreviated as H, V and O joints respectively 

in Table 9. It was also observed that the magnitude of 

horizontal displacement at crown for models consisting 

of oblique joints was greater in comparison to the models 

comprising of vertical joints; however, the magnitudes of 

procured lateral displacements were substantially less as 

compared to the vertical displacements. 

It can be observed that for underground caverns 

constructed in a medium comprising of horizontal and 

vertical joint sets will induce more lateral displacement 

at the side wall as compared to medium comprising of 

horizontal and oblique joint sets. However, the vertical 
 

 

TABLE 9. Comparative study of displacements due to varying 

joint sets 

Max. 

Displacement 

(mm) 

H (4m) 

and V 

(2m) 

joints 

H (4m) 

and O 

(2m) 

joints 

H and 

V joints 

(both 

4m) 

H and 

O joints 

(both 

4m) 

H (4m) 

and V 

(6m) 

joints 

H (4m) 

and O 

(6m) 

joints 

At cavern crown 

Vertical -7.81 -8.10 -6.26 -7.40 -5.59 -7.17 

Horizontal -0.68 -1.47 -0.42 -1.21 -0.37 -1.19 

At left wall 

Vertical -0.80 -1.64 -0.69 -1.19 -0.49 -0.96 

Horizontal 40.3 27.1 36.2 20.2 23.8 18.6 

At right wall 

Vertical -0.78 -1.48 -0.51 -1.27 -0.39 -1.03 

Horizontal -50.0 -32.6 -41.8 -25.1 -31.0 -19.8 
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displacements procured at the cavern crown depicted 

higher magnitudes for the model comprising of oblique 

and horizontal joint sets in comparison to the models 

consisting of horizontal and vertical joint sets. It was also 

observed that with proliferation in spacing of vertical or 

oblique joints in the model resulted in lower magnitudes 

of displacements in both the directions. The observed 

displacements for models with discontinuities were 

higher as compared to model having only intact rock 

formation. The subtle comprehension of displacements 

obtained in this study under various types of rocky 

formations aids to provide a holistic insight regarding the 

remedial measures to be taken into account for 

ascertaining long term stability of underground caverns. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The stability analysis of underground cavern has been 

performed in this study with the aid of 3DEC software 

under various types of intact rock as well as jointed rock 

mass formations and the maximum displacements 

procured at the cavern periphery has been reported in this 

study. Preliminary part of this study comprises of 

assessment of cavern wall deformations under two 

different types of geological rock mass formations 

followed by assessing the cavern stability with horizontal 

joints at different spacings and the following conclusions 

have been attained. 

● The percentage increase in vertical displacement at 

the crown was nearly 260% when analysed with 

moderately hard rock properties in comparison to 

hard rock properties. The percentage increase in 

horizontal displacement when analysed with 

moderately hard rock properties were almost 170% 

for both right and left walls in comparison to hard 

rock properties.  

● The vertical and lateral deformations were much 

more predominant at the cavern crown and cavern 

walls respectively. 

● Incorporation of horizontal joints in the models 

resulted in increased instability to the cavern walls 

as compared to intact rock mass. Presence of joints 

especially its frequency, plays a significant role on 

the magnitude of both vertical and horizontal 

displacements. 

● This study indicated that as the frequency of 

horizontal joints reduced, the vertical displacement 

at the cavern crown also reduced and similar trend in 

the lateral displacements were also observed at the 

cavern walls. 

Multiple joint sets in the form of vertical as well as 

oblique joints were also included in the model along with 

horizontal joints. The vertical joints and oblique joints 

were varied at a spacing of 2m, 4m, and 6m whereas 

horizontal joint spacing was kept as 4m and following 

conclusions have been attained. 

● Comparative study between models comprising of 

intact rock mass as well as horizontal joint at 4m 

with vertical joints at 2m depicted 313.2% increase 

in vertical displacement at cavern crown and 

percentage increase in horizontal displacements at 

left and right wall of cavern were found out to be 

340% and 363% respectively. Whereas in 

comparison to model consisting of horizontal joint 

along with vertical joints at 6m spacing, the 

percentage increase in vertical displacement at 

crown was observed to be 196%. For the model 

comprising of horizontal joint set with vertical joints 

at 2m interval, the percentage increase in horizontal 

displacements was observed to be 160% and 187% 

at the left and right wall respectively in comparison 

to the model having horizontal joint along with 

vertical joints at 6m interval. 

● Comparison between intact rock mass model and 

model comprising of lateral joints along with oblique 

joints at 2m spacing showed 329% rise in vertical 

displacement at cavern crown. The percentage 

increase in vertical displacement reduced to 279.3% 

when the spacing of oblique joints was increased to 

6m. 

● The models containing horizontal joints in 

combination with vertical and oblique joints 

revealed that displacements at the cavern crown is 

higher with oblique jointing and the cavern sidewalls 

depicted comparatively higher magnitudes of 

horizontal displacements in presence of vertical 

joints. 

The executed numerical modelling study elucidates 

the response of massive buried caverns under various 

types of rocky formations. Such studies will lead to safe 

design and execution of cavern projects as well as aid in 

taking proper remedial measures while designing in 

intricate rocky formations. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
های سنگی  های ضعیف متشکل از تودهاند که برای لایهای حفاری شدههای هستههای زیرزمینی عظیمی هستند که برای اهدافی مانند تأسیسات دفاعی و دفع زبالهغارها دهانه

های سنگی گرانیتی و همچنین  ممکن است منجر به فجایع آینده شود. این مطالعه به بررسی پایداری یک غار نعل اسبی در انواع مختلف تودهشود و  برانگیز می شکسته چالش

این مطالعه نشان    اتیهای شکسته اختصاص دارد. دو نوع مختلف از سازندهای گرانیتی محاسبه شده و جابجایی های به دست آمده در امتداد حاشیه غار در قسمت مقدمسنگ 

برای هر دو دیوار برای سنگ با هوازدگی متوسط مشاهده شد. علاوه بر این،    ٪170و جابجایی جانبی تقریباً    ٪260داده شده است. یک افزایش در جابجایی عمودی در تاج  

ن ترکیبی از مجموعه های پیامدهای ناشی از جهت گیری و فرکانس مجموعه های مفصلی بر روی جابجایی های ایجاد شده نیز بررسی شده است. این مطالعه با در نظر گرفت

دهد که فاصله مفصل افقی به شدت باعث ها نشان مینها بر دیواره های غار، تازگی خود را به دست می آورد. وجود ناپیوستگیمفصلی با فواصل مختلف برای بررسی تأثیر آ

نیز در فرکانس  متری، مجموعه درزهای عمودی و مایل    4یابد. متعاقباً همراه با اتصالات افقی در فاصله  شود که با کاهش فرکانس اتصال کاهش می افزایش بزرگی تغییر شکل می 

درصدی جابجایی عمودی در تاج غار و همچنین افزایش    2/313متری با اتصالات افقی باعث افزایش    2های مختلف گنجانده شد. در نظر گرفتن درزهای عمودی در فاصله  

متر با اتصالات افقی، افزایش تغییر شکل    2رب با فاصله  درصدی تغییر شکل جانبی در دیواره چپ و راست نسبت به سنگ سالم شد. در مورد اتصالات مو  363درصدی و    340

 در مقایسه با سنگ دست نخورده افزایش می یابد.  ٪329عمودی در تاج به 
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

The impact of aluminium nitride (AlN) Spacer, Gallium Nitride (GaN) Cap Layer, Front Pi Gate (FG) 
and Back Pi Gate(BG), Dual Floating material  High K dielectric material such as Hafnium dioxide 

(HfO2), Aluminium Oxide (Al2O3), Silicon nitride  (Si3N4) on Aluminium  Galium Nitride/ Gallium 

Nitride (AlGaN/GaN), Heterojunction High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) of 6nm technology is 
simulated and extracted the results using the Silvaco Atlas Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) 

tool.The importance of High K dielectric materials like Al2O3 and Si3N4 were studied for the proposal of 

GaN HEMT. AlN, GaN Cap Layers, and High K Dielectric material are layered one on another to 
overcome the conventional transistor draw backs  like surface defects, scattering of the electron, and less 

mobility of electron. Hot electron effect is overcome by Pi type gate.Triple tooth floating material is 

placed in the buffer layer to improve breakdown voltage. Therefore, by optimizing the HEMT structure 
the inabilities for certain devices are converted to abilities. The dependency on DC characteristics and 

RF characteristics due to GaN Cap Layers, Multi gate (FG &BG), and High K Dielectric material, Dual 

triple tooth material in buffer layer  with recessd gate  is established. Further Compared Single Gate (SG)  
Passivated HEMT, Double Gate (DG) Passivated HEMT, Double Gate Triple (DGT) Tooth Passivated 

HEMT, High K Dielectric Front Pi Gate (FG) and Back Pi Gate  (BG), Asymmetric High K Dielectric 

Front Pi Gate (FG) and Back Pi Gate (BG) with recessed gate Nanowire HEMT. It was observed that the 
proposed resulted with increased Drain Current (Ion) of 7.5 (A/mm), low Leakage current (Ioff) 3E-15 

(A), Transconductance (Gm) of 4.8 (S/mm), Drain Conductance (Gd) of 2.5 (S/mm), Maximum 

Oscillation frequency (Fmax) 745 GHz, Minimum Threshold Voltage (Vth) of -4.5V, On Resistance (Ron) 
of 0.12(Ohms) at Vgs =0V. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.08 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

As Gallium Nitride (GaN) wide band gap material, it 

possesses exclusive required material properties like high 

thermal stability, high breakdown voltage, high 

saturation velocity voltage, high current density, and high 

saturation velocity it can be implemented in high-power 

microwave applications [1]. In semiconductor 

optoelectronics models, GaN-based transistors have its 

own importance. Heterostructure, high electronic 

mobility Transistor is formed between semiconductor 

 

*Corresponding Author Institutional Email: vahividi@gmail.com  

(B. Balaji) 

material of different Band gaps where electrons are 

generated and travel with rapid speed (mobility of 

electron) [2]. The large bandgap, high velocity, high 

current, and less On Resistance (Ron) characteristics, 

reflect high efficiency for HEMT [3]. The size reduction 

is the current trend in implementation to result in high 

performance but the reduction in size of transistor, device 

is permissible to some extent only if the device is further 

decreased which leads to short channel effects, leakage 

current [4]. A small transistor means more numbers in the 

transistor in the same area with a wafer of the same size, 
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more chips per wafer the manufacturer can fabricate. It 

indicates the advancement of technology towards nano 

world [5]. High performance is obtained due to advanced 

nanowire technology [6]. For example, it reflects in clock 

time per instruction within the same time more 

instruction can be executed [7]. More function units in 

one chip can be integrated reducing the power 

consumption requirements [8]. Reduction in transistor 

size focuses on decreasing gate length [9]. When clock 

speed is taken into consideration for processors, the gate 

length is the primary to be considered. More we reduce 

the gate length faster than the device works; very fast 

calculation is performed [10-12]. High doping causes 

drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) which causes the 

current to leak, high subthreshold conduction is the state 

where FET, which is not completely ON, not completely 

OFF [13]. This will be presented if the transistor gate 

length is reduced beyond the limitation. To overcome this 

limitation Heterojunction High Electron Mobility 

Transistor came (HEMT) into existence [14, 15]. 

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Gallium Nitride (GaN), 

Indium Phosphide (InP), and Silicon Carbide (SiC) can 

meet the requirements. Among these materials, in high–

power applications GaN make its use due to its high 

saturation velocity, high wideband gap, and high critical 

field properties [16, 17]. The material properties and 

electronic properties of GaAs, GaN, SiC, and Si are 

sorted in Table 5. From this table content, it is observed 

that Gallium Nitride ideal candidate to proceed for 

implementation in the advancement of Power Electronics 

[18]. It is observed by Johnson's figure of merit that GaN 

ideal candidate for high temperature and high power due 

to its high electron mobility, saturation velocity, and high 

breakdown voltage [19]. The narrow channel plays a key 

role that triggers the device to work at microwave 

frequencies, this is provided by GaN [20]. HEMT is 

constructed by deploying two semiconductor substances 

with identical lattice constant, and distant band gap 

materials are stacked on one another. At the inter-

junction of these two material Bidirectional Electron Gas 

(2DEG) is formed. A broad class of HEMTs is existent 

namely Gama gate, T gate, Gate Field plate (GFP), 

Camel shape Gate (CG), Discrete Field Plate (DFP), 

Multiple Grating Field Plate (MGFP) Gate HEMT [21]. 

These are limited by Early High Leakage current, 

Breakdown effects, and shorter channel effects. 

Conventional transistors are optimized to overcome these 

effects [22]. For the existing HEMT to improve the 

characteristics of the device GaN layers, Front Pi Gate, 

and Back Pi Gate are incorporated [23]. These Cap layers 

passivation layers provide sealing the first layer of 

nanowire HEMT structure from external atmospheric 

fluctuations. The proposed Asymmetric High K 

Dielectric Front Pi Gate (FG) and Back Pi Gate (BG) 

with recessed gate Nanowire HEMT overcomes the 

limitation of Dual gate HEMT and exhibits optimized 

nanowire HEMT Structure which gives optimistic DC 

and RF characteristics [24]. The results show that high K 

dielectric FG & BG nanowire HEMT results improved 

on current, trans conductance, drain conductance, 

maximum oscillation frequency, improved cutoff 

frequency, with reduced leakage current. 

 

 

2. STRUCTURE 
 
The complete structure for the proposed Asymmetric 

Front Pi Gate &Back Pi Gate recessed with Dual floating 

material in buffer layer high electron mobility transistor 

(HEMT) device with the gate electrode, Source & Drain 

is shown in Figure 1. The High K Dielectric materials 

HfO2, Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2, Si, and Si3N4 with K values and 

gap (EV) are listed in Table 1. 

Hafnium oxide (HfO2), Silicon (Si). Silicon Dioxide 

(SiO2) Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3), Titanium Dioxide 

(TiO2), and Silicon Nitride (Si3N4) are the material with 

High K dielectric constant. These materials play a key 

role during the process of semiconductor manufacturing 

[25, 26]. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. High K Dielectric FG-BG G13 & G23 recessed, 

Dual floating material GaN HEMT nanowire HEMT 

structure with Si3N4 /Al2O3 passivation layers 

 

 
TABLE 1. High K Dielectric material HfO2, Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2, 

Si, Si3N4 with K Values and gap (EV) are listed in table 

Material K Values Gap(eV) 

Si 3.9 1.1 

SiO2 3.9 9 

Si3N4 7 5.3 

Al2O3 9 8.8 

TiO2 80 3.5 

HfO2 25 5.8 
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Among these materials SiO2 is conventional material 

where it has been used for past decades in FET, As the 

size of FET decreases the thickness of SiO2 is reduced, 

where the gate capacitance is reduced, and thereby 

current improved, increasing the device performance. 

As the thickness is continuously reduced beyond the 

limit leakage current increased and led to high power 

utility (consumptions) and the reliability of the device 

reduced (degrades). High dielectric materials lead to an 

increase in gate capacitance, with no leakage effects. The 

capacitance is related as in the following equation  

𝐶 =
𝑘𝐴Ɛ𝑜

𝑡
  (1) 

A is the area of the capacitance, is free space 

permittivity, k   is dielectric constant of the material, t is 

capacitor oxide insulator thickness. As the capacitance is 

related to k by altering k we can improve the capacitance, 

where the derive current can be improved. 

𝐼𝐷,𝑆𝑎𝑡 =
𝑊𝐶𝜇(𝑉𝐺−𝑉𝑡ℎ)²

2𝐿
  (2) 

The drain current equation is expressed in Equation 

(2). Here ID,Sat  Saturation Drain Current is directly 

proportional to capacitance, W is the width of the 

transistor channel, the length of the channel, μ is the 

mobility of the carrier. Vth is the threshold voltage. Since 

Si3N4, Al2O3 are the elements that are stable thermos 

dynamically and have a high melting point. Al2O3 has 

low defect density, highly uniform, scalable in 

nanometers, is robust nature and can be manufactured. 

20nm Al2O3 thickness was deployed. Al0.75 Ga0.25N, 

Al0.52Ga0.45N, AlN (Spacer layer), GaN, AlN, 

Al0.52Ga0.45N, Al0.75Ga0.25N these materials are deployed 

in this sequence respective with 36nm, 38nm, 34nm, 

43nm, 34nm, 38nm, 36nm. Spacer Layer is to improve 

the density of 2DEG (2-Dimensional Electron Gas) 

Aluminum Nitride is stable at temperatures over 2000o in 

inert atmosphere. It possesses high thermal conductivity. 

The unique properties of AlN make its usage in lighting, 

renewable energy, electronics, optics, etc. It is a solid 

nitride of Aluminum material. At room temperature, it 

has approx. 6eV of the band gap. AlN layer used for 

carrier confinement reduction in alloy scattering 

improved scattering. GaN Cap layer of 2nm is deployed 

on the top of the structure. By using GaN cap layer carrier 

mobility improved, improve transport mechanism. The 

probability of penetrating the mobility electron into 

AlGaN is reduced due these layers. High conduction is 

possible due to the presence of cap layer. Scattering of 

Alloy reduced, and better confinement of carrier, 

improved conductivity and mobility is observed by 

employing the cap layer on the top of heterostructure 

which proposed makes easy to fabric ohmic contact.  

AlGaN is the barrier layer where it is layered with 

various thicknesses. Leakage current is reduced Ion/Ioff is 

increased by this employing. It shows influence in Ron 

characteristics. High thickness of AlGaN shows the 

degradation of system performance. It avoids the 

penetration of electrons into buffer layer. Trapping 

effects reduction happens so that the dynamic Ron 

improved [27]. Back barrier layer (BBL) thickness 

results in reduction in leakage current and dynamic Ron; 

BBL can be varied from 0 to 200nm; GaN channel is 

wurtzite crystal structure. It possesses high bandgap of 

3.49 (EV) with electron mobility of 900 (cm2 /vs), 

electron peak velocity is 2.7 x 107
 (cm/s), 2DEG sheet 

electron density is 20 x 1012 (cm-2), Critical breakdown 

field 3.3 (MV/cm), thermal conductivity > 1.7 (W/cm-

K), Relative dielectric constant ( ) -9.0 GaN material 

possess high thermal conductivity, high saturation drift 

velocity. These properties are required for the device to 

work in high frequency for having high power switching 

and to work at high temperatures [28]. Hetero-junction is 

formed when two material of different band gaps with 

almost the same lattice constant. The field effect 

transistor that incorporates hetero-junction is called the 

high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) [29]. The 

junction is the interface between two materials. In 

junction 2-dimensional electron gas raises and flows 

from the source to drain [30]. The mobility of the electron 

depends on the material used to form a hetero-junction. 

Two-dimensional gas characterizes the properties of 

electron mobility, electron density, gate bias ON current 

or drive current, Transconductance (gm), threshold 

voltage (Vth), and cut-off frequency are determined 

depending on 2-dimensional electron gas. The 

improvement of the device's 2D Gas properties play a 

vital role and understanding the key mechanism of 2DEG 

is necessary [31]. For high power, high-frequency 

application AlGaN/GaN Aluminum Galium 

Nitride/Galium Nitride is used due to its high frequency 

and high-power application [32]. ∏ shaped gate formed 

by dividing T gate pillar into 2 symmetric halfs [33]. 

G13, G14 are the front gate legs and G23, G24 is right 

gate legs. Experimentation is performed by recessing legs 

of front gate and back gate with different cases. G13 leg 

recessed, G13 & G23 recessed, G24 & G14 recessed. 

Compared to T shaped gate ∏ shaped gate possess low 

channel temperature. When G13 and G23 is recessed ∏ 

shaped gate structure thermalization to electron happens 

and in ∏ gate energy loses so this tends to reduce peak 

channel temperature [34]. In ∏ structure parasitic 

capacitance increase which reflects on fT reduction; this 

can be overcome by increasing the height of pillar Gate 

recess technique improves the device performed by 25 

percent [35]. Triple tooth floating metal removes the gate 

which is virtually present between gate and drain.  

The advantages of the proposed structure are to 

reduce hot electron effect, under which maintaining the 

device performance stable and well into the millimeter 

wave frequency range. Proposed dual gate HEMT offers 

improved transconductance and better immunity and 
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reduces short channel effects subthreshold swing 

compared to single gate HEMT and disadvantage is the 

devise should be operated in orderly manner following 

set of rules to sustain the device performance for longer 

period   

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Using the Silvaco TCAD tool proposed transistor 

characteristics simulations are performed. Figure 1 

shows  high K dielectric FG-BG G13 & G23 recessed, 

dual floating material GaN HEMT nanowire HEMT 

structure with Si3N4 /Al2O3 passivation layers.The two 

gates play a key role in improving drain current and 

conductance of the Device.  

Table 2 shows the dimensions of the proposed 

structure and Table 3 shows the physical properties of 

dielectric passivation materials Si3N4, SiO2, and Al2O3. 

Multi combination of Al2O3 and Si3N4   showed improved 

results for the proposed structure 

Further, the performance of the device can be 

optimized. GaN cap layers are placed on AlGaN layer to 

optimize the results. The location of the gate is an 

important parameter that improves the performance. It 

 

 
TABLE 2. Dimension along the X-axis and Y-axis of the 

proposed structure 

Material Xmin 
Xmax 

(nanometer) 

Ymin 

(nanometer) 

Ymax 

(nanometer) 

Al0.52Ga0.45N 0 320 0 33 

AlN 0 320 33 34 

Al0.75Ga0.25N 0 320 34 36 

Al0.52Ga0.45N 0 320 36 38 

GaN 0 320 38 43 

Al0.52Ga0.45N 0 320 43 4 9 

AlN 0 320 49 50 

GaN 0 320 50 350 

Sapphire 0 320 350 750 

 

 
TABLE 3. Physical properties of dielectric passivation 

materials 

 SiO2 Al2O3 Si3N4 

Thermal Conductivity (w/cm/ k) 0.014 18 0.37 

Melting Point (oC) 1600 2072 1900 

Density(g/cm3) 2.2 3.95 3.1 

Energy gap at 300k(Ev) 9 7.6 5 

Refractive index 1.46 1.77 2.05 

Dielectric Constant 3.9 10 7.5 

consists of a front gate in the upper part and a back gate 

in the lower part of the proposed structure. The cap layers 

are placed using GaN material on either side of the front 

gate and back gate. The top layer gets protection from the 

external environment, and electron scattering reduces 

and optimizes performance.  

The novel 6nm nanowire HEMT transistor is 

executed on the Silvaco TCAD tool, and the complete 

results are discussed in this section. 

Figure 2 shows drain current changes concerning 

various drain voltage characteristics of HEMTs with 

various physical structures of 6 nanometers at Vgs = 0V 

for the proposed structure that is G13 & G23 recessed 

with dual floating material, G13 & G23 recessed FG 

(Front Gate)- BG (Back Gate) GaN HEMT, G14 & G24 

recessed FG-BG GaN HEMT, G14 recessed FG-BG GaN 

HEMT, the proposed structure exhibits high drain 

current.  It results in an increased drain Current (Id) of 7.5 

A/mm appearing for the proposed structure. 

From Equation (3) Cutoff frequency (fT) depends on 

the length of the gate (Lg) and the saturation velocity of 

the material and transconductance. As drain current 

increases, transconductance increases. As the 

transconductance is directly proportional to the cutoff 

frequency, the cutoff frequency increased to 743GHz. So, 

by proper placement of the transistor gate, the required 

cutoff frequency can be attained. 

𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡

2𝐿𝐺∏
  (3) 

Figure 3 shows the Oscillating frequency (fmax) 

concerning gate voltage, of HEMTs with various 

physical structures of 6 nanometers at Vgs = 0V i.e. For 

the proposed structure that is G13 & G23 recessed with 

dual floating material, at gate voltage Vds = 0.2V is 

shown. It resulted in maximum oscillating frequency 

(fMax) of 743GHz appeared same as High K dielectric FG 

& BG nanowire HEMT for the proposed structure also. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Drain Current changes concerning various Drain 

voltage characteristics for HEMTs with various physical 

structures of 6-nanometer technology at Vgs = 0V 
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Figure 3. Maximum Oscillation frequency with various gate 

voltages for the proposed structure that is G13 & G23 

recessed with dual floating material, high K dielectric FG & 

BG HEMT 

 

 

Transconductance (gm) is defined as the ratio of 

change in drain current (Id) to the change in the change in 

the gate to source voltage (VGS) represented in Equation 

(4): 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑑𝐼𝐷

𝑑𝑉𝐺𝑆
  (4) 

Figure 4 shows Transconductance (Gm) concerning 

gate Voltage Vgs for HEMTs with various physical 

structures of 6 nanometers at Vds = 0.2V i.e. The 

proposed structure, G13 & G23 recessed with dual 

floating material, G13 & G23 recessed FG (Front Gate)- 

BG (Back Gate) GaN HEMT, G14 & G24 recessed FG-

BG GaN HEMT, G14 recessed FG-BG GaN HEMT. It is 

shown that increased Transconductance of 4.8 (S/mm). 

Appeared for the proposed structure. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Transconductance of various gate voltages for 

Proposed Structure ,G13 & G23 recessed FG(Front Gate)- 

BG(Back Gate ) GaN HEMT ,G14 & G24 Recessed FG-BG 

GaN HEMT ,G14 Recessed FG-BG GaN HEMT at Vds 

=0.2 

As ionized impurities scattering suppressed high 

mobility for the free carrier is observed and even gate to 

source resistance also reduced high transconductance is 

observed due to the usage of higher conduction band 

discontinuity-based materials. As sufficient space layer 

distance in gate to channel distance used current in active 

region is more which makes best use of the proposed 

structure in precision sensors, advanced radars, power 

electronics. high gain, high switch speeds, low noise and 

very good high frequency performance, low parasitic 

drain and source resistance are the required 

characteristics for the device to operate in millimeter 

range frequency. In order to obtain these requirements 

buffer layers, floating material, recessed gate are 

included in novel proposed structure.     

Figure 5 shows the maximum oscillation frequency 

with various gate voltages for the proposed structure that 

is G13 & G23 recessed with dual floating material, high 

K dielectric FG & BG nanowire HEMT at gate voltage 

Vds = 0.2V is shown. It resulted same maximum 

oscillating frequency (fT) of 743GHz, similar to high K 

dielectric FG & BG GaN HEMT. 

Figure 6 shows On Resistance (Ron) concerning drain 

voltage (Vds) characteristics of HEMTs with various 

physical structure 6 nanometers at gate Voltage = 0V i.e., 

for the proposed structure, G13 & G23 recessed FG 

(Front Gate)- BG (Back Gate ) GaN HEMT, G14 & G24 

recessed FG-BG GaN HEMT ,G14 recessed FG-BG GaN 

HEMT at gate voltage Vgs = 0V is shown. It resulted in 

on resistance of (Ron) of 0.12 (Ohms) appeared for the 

proposed structure. 

Figure 7 shows drain conductance (Gd) concerning 

drain voltage (Vds) characteristics of HEMTs with 

various physical structures of 6 nanometers at Vds = 0.2V 

i.e., for the proposed structure, G13 & G23 recessed FG 

(Front Gate)- BG (Back Gate) GaN HEMT, G14 & G24 

recessed FG-BG GaN HEMT ,G14 recessed FG-BG GaN 

HEMT, Vgs = 0V is shown. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Cut-off frequency variations at different gate 

lengths for various Physical structures at Vds = 0.2V 
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Figure 6. On Resistance variation to various Drain voltage 

for Proposed Structure, G13 & G23 recessed FG (Front 

Gate)- BG(Back Gate ) GaN HEMT ,G14 & G24 Recessed 

FG-BG GaN HEMT ,G14 Recessed FG-BG GaN HEMT 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Drain conductance (Gd) with respect to drain 

voltage (Vds) characteristics of HEMTs with various 

physical structures of 6 nanometers i.e., for Proposed 

Structure ,G13 & G23 recessed FG(Front Gate)- BG(Back 

Gate ) GaN HEMT ,G14 & G24 Recessed FG-BG GaN 

HEMT ,G14 Recessed FG-BG GaN HEMT  

 

 

It resulted in increased drain conductance (GD) of 

2.5(S/mm) appeared for the proposed structure. Tables 4, 

and 5 show the Electrical properties and physical 

properties of GaN in comparison with other available 

materials. This elevated differentiation shows the 

advantages of GaN which is used in constructing the 

proposed model to produce the novel structure. 

The methods used in the simulation of all structures 

are presented here in Table 6. In Table 7 models required 

for the simulation for the proposed device are models 

required illustrated. Table 8 contains the final obtained 

results for the various structures like Multi gate field 

plated (MGFP), Discrete field plate (DFP), Gate field 

plate (GFP), Camel shaped gate HEMT, Gama field plate 

(GFP), Camel shaped gate, Gama shaped gate HEMT, 

proposed structure for asymmetric high K dielectric 
 

TABLE 4. Electrical Properties of AlGaN, GaN Materials 

Characteristics  
Gallium 

Nitride 

Aluminum 

Gallium 

Nitride 

Saturation Velocity of electrons (cm/s) 2.5E7 11E7 

Valance Band DOS (cm-3) 2.51E18 2.06E18 

The affinity of Electron (EV) 4 3.411 

Mobility of Electron (cm2/vs) 900 300 

Conduction Band DOS (cm-3) 2.2318 2.718 

 

 
TABLE 5. Electrical and physical properties of Si, GaN,4H 

SiC, GaAs 

Property GaAs Si GaN 4H SiC 

Energy band (Ev) 1.4 1.12 3.2 3.4 

Thermal conductivity (W/cm/K) 0.5 1.5 4.9 1.3 

Dielectric constant, Ɛ 13.1 11.8 9.7 9.5 

Electron mobility(cm2/vs) 6000 1350 900 1300 

Saturation velocity Vsat (107 cm/s) 1.3 1 2 3 

Critical field ECF (MV/cm) 0.4 0.25 3 4 

 

 
TABLE 6. Methods used for simulation of Device Even power 

Methods Interpretation 

Taun 
Used in interface defect level electron 

concentration lifetime 

Taup 
Used in interface defect level hole concentration 

lifetime 

f. conmun 
Indicates composition, temperature, and electron 

models which depend on doping functionality 

Material align 
Specifies the fraction of the difference joining 

material 

 

 

TABLE 7. Model used for simulation of the device 

Model  Interpretation 

  

Bgn 
Indicates Bandgap narrowing. Composition, temperature, 

and doping-dependent bandgap narrowing. 

Fldmob Used for a model for lateral electric field 

Inif Al voltage is reset and initiated from zero 

Gummel It represents a numerical solution technique 

Vsatmod 
The velocity of saturation model for the mobility of 

electron 

 

 

Front gate (FG) and Back gate (BG) caped recessed with 

Dual floating material GaN HEMT resulted in best 

results compared to other existing results. High drain 

current, High transconductance, High drain conductance,  
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TABLE 8. Comparison of existing Transistors and Proposed structure 

Gate Shape MGFT DFP GFP Camel Gama T Pi SG-P DG P DGT TP 
Proposed 

Structure 

(Lg) nm 20 20 20 20 20 20 6 6 6 6 6 

Ion (A/mm) 2E-2 5E-2 5.5E-2 7E-2 1 2 4 4.4 4.6 4.9 7.5 

Ioff(A) (E-11) 360 250 60.2 47 43.2 18 8.65 1 2.63E-1 5.6E-2 8E-4 

Ion/Ioff (E+8) 5.56E-05 2.00E-04 9.14E-04 0.001 0.02 0.1 4.62E-01 4.40E+00 1.75E+01 8.75E+01 0.93E+4 

fmax (GHz) 38 50 65 80 100 425 485 490 500 520 745 

fT (GHz) 14 18 40 60 90 310 400 537 540 560 743 

gm (S/mm) 0.098 0.217 0.297 0.327 0.501 0.9 1.51 1.45 1.72 2.7 4.8 

Vth (V) -1 -1 -1 -1.4 -1.5 -2.8 -3.7 -3.76 -3.8 -4 -4.3. 

gd (S/mm) 0.084 0.091 0.095 0.098 0.116 0.148 0.353 0.456 0.534 0.657 2.5 

Ron (Ωmm) 3.8 3.6 2.5 1.8 1.5 1 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.6 0.12 

 

 

Low On-Resistance, High cut off frequency, High 

maximum oscillation frequency (fmax), low leakage 

current, and High Ion/Ioff are obtained. With these 

obtained results further, it can be applied to suitable 

application.  

AlGaN/GaN material exhibits high breakdown 

voltage and high electron mobility, with this property 

device can be applied for high frequency and high-power 

applications. 

GaN possess high saturation velocity and high two-

dimensional electron Gas density at the two-layer hetero 

interference due to this reason GaN is consider as 

important candidate with high power switching transistor 

for future nano world. This hetero combination exhibits 

excellent power handling capabilities. Carrier 

confinement is improved by introducing increased Al 

mole fraction in AlGaN. 

Gallium Nitride High Electron Mobility Transistor 

provides higher power density, small passive component, 

higher efficiency. GaN is feasible in both vertical and 

lateral structure. For high power modules vertical GaN 

devices are used whereas for high frequency and medium 

power application lateral GaN are used. Only lateral GaN 

are in availability and are in current trend. The drawback 

of GaN cascade includes packing complexity when two 

devices are connected in series, parasitic inductance 

affects switching performance of the device. The device 

includes low Cgd gate to drain capacitance and Cgs gate 

to source capacitance. Due to this reason total gate charge 

is smaller for GaN based switch. As switching speed is 

directly proportional to total gate change high switching 

speed is efficiency is realized for GaN HEMT. For high 

power electric Devices GaN is prominently implemented 

due to its unique features such as high thermal stability 

and large conduction band discontinuities, high 

saturation drift. The thermal conductivity is lower than 

Silicon and Silicon carbide. This Silicon nature tends to 

higher thermal resistance leads to higher operation 

temperature for same dissipated power.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

Asymmetric high K dielectric front gate and back gate 

(BG) with recessed gates, dual triple tooth metal for 6nm 

HEMT are proposed in this paper and its performance is 

analyzed for obtaining optimized results. The proposed 

structure is collated with a few existing HEMT 

structures. The DC characteristics and RF characteristics 

are sorted out and reported improved increased drain   

current (Ion) of 7.5(A/mm), low leakage current(Ioff)  3E-

15 (A),  Transconductance (Gm) of  4.8(S/mm), Drain 

Conductance (Gd)  of 2.5(S/mm), Cutoff frequency(fT) of   

743 GHz  Maximum Oscillation frequency (Fmax) 745 

GHz, Minimum Threshold Voltage (Vth)  of   -4.5V, On 

Resistance (Ron)of 0.12(Ohms) at Vgs =0V. The 

dominant characteristics of the proposed device aid to 

apply in millimeters wave application. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
بالا مانند    K، مواد شناور دوگانه مواد دی الکتریک با  (BG)پشت    Piو دروازه   (FG)جلو    Pi، دروازه  (GaN)، لایه درپوش نیترید گالیم  (AlN)تاثیر اسپیسر نیترید آلومینیوم  

، ترانزیستور متحرک الکترون  )(AlGaN/GaNبر روی نیترید گالیم آلومینیوم/ نیترید گالیم  )4N3Si (، نیترید سیلیکون  )3O2Al(، اکسید آلومینیوم  )2HfO(دی اکسید هافنیوم  

اد  استخراج شده است. ابزار. اهمیت مو  Silvaco Atlas (TCAD)نانومتری شبیه سازی شده و نتایج با استفاده از طراحی به کمک رایانه فناوری    6با فناوری   (HEMT)بالا  

الکتریک با پتاسیم بالا، و مواد دی  AlN  ،GaNهای درپوش  مورد مطالعه قرار گرفت. لایه  GaN HEMTبرای پیشنهاد    4N3Siو    3O2Alدی الکتریک با پتاسیم بالا مانند  

شوند. اثر الکترون داغ توسط  بندی میروی یکدیگر لایههای سطحی، پراکندگی الکترون، و تحرک کمتر الکترون،  های معمولی ترانزیستور مانند نقص نشینی برای غلبه بر عقب 

های های دستگاه، ناتوانی HEMTسازی ساختار گیرد تا ولتاژ شکست را بهبود بخشد. بنابراین، با بهینهگانه در لایه بافر قرار می کند. مواد شناور دندان سهغلبه می  Piگیت نوع 

 Kالکتریک با  و مواد دی  FG  &  (BG، گیت چندگانه ) GaNهای درپوش  به دلیل لایه  RFهای  و ویژگی  DCهای  به ویژگیشوند. وابستگی  ها تبدیل میخاص به توانایی

، (DGغیرفعال شده دو گیت    HEMT)،  (SGغیرفعال شده تک گیت    HEMTگانه دوگانه در لایه بافر با گیت فرورفته ایجاد شده است. مقایسه بیشتر  بالا، مواد دندانه سه

(HEMT    غیرفعال شده دندانه سه گانه(DGT)  گیت پی دی الکتریک بالا ،(FG)   و گیت پی عقب(BG)  جلوی دی الکتریک با ،K    بالا نامتقارن دروازهPi (FG)   وBack 

Pi Gate (BG)   با گیت توکار نانوسیمHEMT.   )7.5مشاهده شد که پیشنهادی منجر به افزایش جریان تخلیه )یون  (A/mm)  نشتی کم  ، جریان(Ioff) 3E-15 (A)  ،

، مقاومت روی  4.5-V (Vth)گیگاهرتز، حداقل ولتاژ آستانه   745 (Fmax)، حداکثر فرکانس نوسان 2.5 (S/mm) (Gd)، رسانایی تخلیه  4.8 (S/mm) (Gm)رسانایی 

Ron) 0.12 ( در )اهمVgs = 0V 
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

In computer vision, contour/edge detection is a crucial phenomenon. Edge detection is an important step 

in contour detection, which is helpful in the identification of important data. The accuracy of the edge 

detection process is heavily dependent on edge localization and orientation. In recent years, due to their 
versatility, soft computing approaches have been considered effective edge detection strategies. Broadly, 

edge detection accuracy is deeply affected by weak and dull edges. In recent works, edge detection based 

on fuzzy logic (FL) was proposed, and image edges were improved using guided filtering. However, 
guided image filtering (GIF) does not take into account the local features of an image. To include local 

features of an image for edge detection, an improved version, i.e., an offset enable sharpening-guided 
filter is used in this paper, and FL is used for edge detection. The figure of merit (FoM) and F-score are 

used to evaluate the method's accuracy. Using visual representations and performance metrics, the results 

are compared with those from cutting-edge techniques. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.09 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
Edge detection is quite vital in various processes like 

object detection, image processing, and computer vision. 

The information gained from edge detection is crucial for 

numerous other visual tasks [1-3]. As a result, stable 

detection of image edge features is necessary to 

effectively carry out such tasks. An edge can be defined 

as the black pixels in binary images with white 

neighbours [1]. A group of pixels with abrupt intensity 

fluctuations, similar to a step function, constitutes an 

ideal edge. An edge contour is defined by Torre et al. [4] 

as a collection of points with sharp brightness 

fluctuations. Such abrupt variations in brightness could 

be brought on by variations in the image's texture, 

grayscale, or colours. According to Shui et al. [5], the 

edges were discovered to be in between regions and the 

background. Since traditional approaches like Canny [6], 

Gao et al. [7], etc. are based on masks; the challenge of 

efficient mask generation is still an open problem. These 

masks additionally alter the pixel positions due to the 

convolution effect. Moreover, all the existing methods, 
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due to the behaviour of masks, are not very accurate in 

either accepting the correct edges or rejecting the false 

edges, leading to inaccurate edge identification. Edge 

detection methods using thresholds either accept 

incorrect edges or reject legitimate ones. Therefore, to 

address this problem in Canny Edge detection, two 

thresholds were used, but even using more than one 

threshold failed to solve the problem. Threshold-based 

systems are like binary systems, where if the gradient of 

a pixel is greater than the threshold, then the chosen pixel 

is considered an edge pixel; otherwise, it is chosen as a 

non-edge pixel. It is to be further noted that threshold will 

depend on the pixel values of an image; therefore, 

threshold-based methods fail or require other 

morphological operations as done in Canny method [6]. 

For an edge detector to be considered reasonably 

accurate, it must be able to recognise actual edge 

contours with reasonable precision [8]. This is necessary 

because edge contours are used in computer vision and 

image processing activities to link different feature 

regions [9]. In order to handle a variety of noise sources, 

it is required that the edge detectors be very resilient 
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under a variety of imaging conditions. In addition to 

being able to extract edge contours in real-time, the 

optimal edge detection method should also be 

manageable in terms of memory and storage 

requirements [8, 9].  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in 

section 2, related work is presented. In section 3 of the 

paper, the proposed method is discussed. In section 4 of 

the paper, results are discussed, and finally, the major 

conclusions of the paper are discussed in section 5. 
 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 

This section provides an overview of both traditional and 

cutting-edge methods.  

 

2. 1. Kernel Based Methods         The classical edge 

detection methods are based on masking and are very 

easy to implement. Some of the basic algorithms of these 

methods were developed by Gao an improved Sobel edge 

detection [7] which was based on the pixel gradient [10]. 

These methods generate a large number of spurious 

edges, and the detected edges are thick. In recent work, 

in place of traditional square masking, a hexagonal 

masking scheme is proposed where square masks are 

converted into hexagonal masks using the interpolation 

method and corresponding new pixel values are obtained 

[11]. Later on, the hexagonal scheme is considered under 

Canny edge detection method, and the superiority of 

hexagonal masking has been proven [12]. As an 

application, the usefulness of Canny edge detection in 

content-based image retrieval is discussed by Fadaei 

[13]. 
 
2. 2. Machine Learning Based Methods        A 

probabilistic boundary (Pb)-based edge detection method 

was proposed by Martin et al. [14]. In this method, a 

texture feature description and an approach using image 

local cues and logistic regression were developed for 

recognising edges. An advanced version of the Pb 

method, i.e., the multi-scale probabilistic boundary 

(MsPb)-based edge detection technique, was introduced 

by Ren et al. [15]. Arbelaez et al. [16] expanded the Pb 

approach [14] and proposed a global probabilistic 

boundary (g-Pb) approach that makes use of multi-scale 

and spectral clustering.  

 
2. 3. Deep Learning Based Methods         Recently, 

deep learning algorithms have made incredible progress 

in the area of image edge identification. As explained in 

the following two sub-sections, the currently available 

deep learning-based edge detection techniques can be 

loosely classified into supervised and unsupervised 

learning-based techniques. 
 

2. 3. 1. Supervised Learning-based Methods      
Currently, supervised learning is used to perform the 

majority of image processing tasks. Payet and Sinisa [17] 

applied image edges for boundary detection. Dollar et al. 

[18] introduced an advanced probabilistic boosting tree 

classification. For edge detection, Rahebi et al. [19] 

employed an artificial neural network. Etemad and 

Chelappa [20] proposed a neural network based edge 

detector. Lim et al. [21] used a random forest classifier 

for effective edge detection based on a sketch marker. 

The holistically nested edge detection (HED) was 

developed. This method considers convolutional neural 

networks [20] for feature extraction and a deep 

supervised network [22] for the classification of edges. 

The HED technique also has the capacity to 

autonomously learn and may be successfully applied to 

handle difficult ambiguities in edge detection. Still, edge 

refinement is needed, as discussed by Elharrouss et al. 

[23], where a cascaded convolutional neural network 

(CNN) is used for the refinement of edges. The summary 

of the discussed methods is presented in Table 1. 
 

 
TABLE 1. State-of-the-art methods 

Authors Techniques 

Canny et al. [6] Masking 

Gao et al. [7] Masking 

Fadaei and Abdolreza [11] Hexagonal Masking 

Firouzi, et al. [12] Hexagonal Masking 

Martin et al. [14] Probabilistic boundary (pb) 

Ren et al. [15] 
Multi-scale probabilistic boundary 

(MsPb) 

Arbelaez et al. [16] Global probabilistic boundary (g-Pb) 

Dollar et al. [18] Probabilistic boosting tree 

Rahebi et al. [19] Artificial neural network 

Lim et al. [21]  Random forest classifier 

Elharrouss et al. [23] CNN 

Xiaofeng et al. [24] Sparse code gradients (SCG) 

Isola et al. [25] Crisp boundary detection 

Fano [26] Transmission of information 

Yang et al. [27] Convolutional encoder-decoder 

Anandan et al. [28] Hierarchical model-based motion 

Xia and Kulis [29] Unsupervised image segmentation 

Baterina et al. [30] Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

Kumar et al. [31] ACO 

Kumar et al. [32] ACO+ Guided Filtering 

Ravivarma et al. [33] Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

Verma et al. [34] Fuzzy + Guided Filtering 
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Kumar and Raheja [35] Fuzzy + L0 Guided Filtering 

Raheja and Kumar [36] FL 

Kaur et al. [37] Fuzzy Logic 

Aborisade [38] FL 

Begol and Maghooli [39] FL 

Zhang et al. [40] Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy 

Dorrani et al. [41] Edge detection fuzzy ant colony 

Siddharth et al. [42] Edge detection + ANN 

Ranjan et al. [43] Fuzzy + Weighted Guided Filtering 

 

 

2. 3. 2. Unsupervised Learning Based Methods        
In an unsupervised learning based methods, edge 

contours can be identified from the main understanding 

of the image without the need for edge features to be 

manually labelled for training. As per Xiaofeng et al. [24] 

SCG can be used to remarkably increase the performance 

of edge detection methods. For extracting edge contours, 

Isola et al. [25] used a pointwise mutual information 

architecture [26]. For the purpose of extracting object 

contours, Yang et al. [27] proposed a completely 

convolutional encoder-decoder network. The basic 

concept behind this network was based on a full 

convolution network [28]. Xia and Kulis [29] proposed 

unsupervised semantic segmentation for edge detection 

using encoder-decoder architecture. 

 

2. 4. Soft Computing Based Image Edge Detection     
In soft computing techniques, the ACO technique was 

also employed for edge identification, but accuracy was 

limited because there was only one optimal solution and 

many of the genuine edges were ignored [30]. By 

employing guided image filtering to strengthen weak 

edges, the drawbacks of the ACO edge detection 

approach were reduced [31, 32]. In other recent work, the 

performance of a Sobel operator-based edge detection 

mechanism is further improved by 8-directional mask 

developments, and the inverse of entropy is used for 

threshold detection [33]. This method produces better 

results as compared to the traditional Sobel operator, but 

is still unable to detect some of the genuine edges. Verma 

et al. [34] considered image sharpening along with PSO 

for edge detection; however, the main limitation is noise 

in edge detection. 

 

2. 5. FL Based Image Edge Detection        Fuzzy set-

based edge detection is based on fuzzy theory. Here, the 

intensity of the pixels is represented in terms of 

membership functions. The membership functions are 

derived for both inputs and outputs. For pixels, 

neighbourhood fuzzy rules are developed, and a fuzzy 

inference engine is used for the output prediction. 

Recently, for accurate edge detection, guided image 

filtering was combined with FL [35, 36]. In a method 

based on fuzzy rules that Kaur et al. [37] explored, edge 

detection was performed using sixteen fuzzy rules. To 

address more noteworthy vulnerabilities in edge 

detection, more studies have been conducted with higher 

types of FL, particularly fuzzy type 2 [38, 39]. Zhang et 

al. [40] developed an adaptive neuro-fuzzy system for 

edge detection. An edge detection mechanism based on 

ACO and fuzzy logic was proposed by Dorrani et al. [41] 

to minimize false edges. An edge detection approach, 

based on Kalman filtering and ANN was proposed by 

Siddharth et al. [42].   

 
2. 6. Edge Detection Based on GIF and Fuzzy Logic       
Recently, edge identification based on FL and image 

sharpening using GIF was proposed by Ranjan et al. [43]. 

In the next sub-section GIF is discussed.  

 
2. 6. 1. Guided Image Filtering (GIF)         Guided 

image filtering is a filtration process where edges are 

preserved, and the filtered image pixels are scaled and 

shifted version of the original unfiltered image. The 

scaling and shifting co-efficient are dependent on the 

mean and variance of input and guided image. 

Considering an image Y, which could be either the input 

image X or another image, serves as the initial filtering 

guide for GIF. Further assuming that ‘Xp’ and ‘Yp’ 

represent the intensities values at pixel ‘p’ of the input 

and guided images, respectively. Let Ωh represent the 

kernel window centred at pixel ‘h’. Now, GIF is defined 

as: 

1
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where w =9, 
hm and 2

h are the mean and variance of the 

guided image Y in the local window. The term 

( )( )
2

p h q h

h

Y m Y m

 

− −

+

 plays an important role in deciding filter 

weights. The above term can be positive and negative 

depending on the position of Yp and Yq and if they are on 

the same side of an edge or on the opposite side. The 

parameter  is utilized to modify the level of smoothing. 

The smoothness of the image will grow as is raised. 

 
2. 6. 2. Limitations of the Previous Works          The 

previous works do not consider the local patches 

intensity variations thus problem of broken edges 

occur which leads to in-accurate edge detection. In the 
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local patches where edges occur, variance is 

comparatively larger than in patches without edges. 

The GIF is based on the variance of local patches; if 

the variance exceeds a threshold, only the selected 

patches are kept; if the variance is below a threshold, 

the local patch is smoothed. Thus, in the resultant 

image, edges are highlighted, which leads to better 

edge detection. Still, this method has a shortcoming as 

it heavily depends on thresholds. Moreover, in Ranjan 

et al. [43] work, triangular membership functions are 

considered, which are well suited to ramp-like 

intensity variations that are not always evident in 

different images. 

 

2. 7. Aim of Proposed Works          In this work, the 

broken edge problem is minimized by considering 

offset-based guided filtering, which considers the local 

intensity variations with the help of intensity offsets. 

The main objectives of the proposed work are: 

1. To capture local intensity variation using offset 

enable GIF (OEGIF) 

2. To use the Gaussian membership function to 

capture variations in intensity. 
 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
 
The proposed method is an advanced version of the 

previous work [43]. The main problem in edge detection 

is the detection of weak edges; in doing so, some spurious 

edges are detected. The fundamental issue with guided 

filtering is that it smoothes the pixels without edges but 

does not enhance the quality of the edges.  In this work, 

an enhanced version of guided image filtering is used, 

which improves the edges before FL is used for edge 

identification. The main steps for the proposed edge 

detection method are described in Algorithm 1. 
 

Algorithm 1: Proposed Edge Detection Mechanism 

Step 1: Choose input and guided image 

Step 2: Apply guided filtering, choose smoothing parameter using 
equation 6 

Step 3: Evaluate offset (
p

) based on LoG filter  

Step 4: Evaluate final offset ( '

p
) based on LoG filter using 

equations 5,7  

Step 5: define input and output membership function for edge and 
non edge pixels 

Step 6: set fuzzy rules 

Step 7: Get edge enhanced image from steps 4, apply FL and 
classify pixels as   edge and non edge 

Step 8: Apply performance measure to evaluate accuracy 

 

3. 1. Offset Enabled Guided Image Filtering 
(OEGIF)        Adaptive Guided Image Filtering is based 

on the shifting technique of pixel value and an offset is 

added to the pixel under investigation. The following 

equations provide the AGF's filter kernel and weighting 

function:  
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where  is the smoothing parameter, and '

p is the extra 

offset. The offset is chosen as 
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where Ymax and Ymin is maximum and minimum values of 

the pixels in given window. It is further important to note 

that the smoothing parameter also satisfies: 

2 / 255r =  (6) 

It is further to note that the pixel offset is also constraint 

by the minimum and maximum values of the pixel 

intensity in the chosen window using:  
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max max
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where ηp is the optimal offset which depends on the 

strength of the edge and obtained from LoG filter [44]. 

To numerically illustrate the advantage of the 

proposed method, a butterfly image initial patch is 

considered (Figure 1(a)). In Figure 1(b), a sharpened 

image of Ranjan et al. [43] work along with a local patch 

is shown. Finally, in Figure 1(c) enhanced image with a 

local patch is shown. The difference in the pixel values 

of Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c) is due to the offset. It is 

clear that the quality of the enhanced image is much  

 

 

 
(a) Original Patch (b) Ranjan et. al [43] (c) proposed 

Figure 1. Comparison of image sharpening 
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better in comparison to Ranjan et al. [43] work, but the 

mean value of the image is almost the same. Thus, the 

offset changes the intensity in such a way that the overall 

mean intensity remains the same, but edge distinction 

improves. 

 

3. 2. FL Based Edge Detection           Figure 2 illustrates 

the design of a fuzzy-based edge detection system. In the 

initial step of FLED, input and output membership 

functions are selected, and the image's pixel values are 

fuzzified. The Mamdani fuzzy inference engine is then 

used to apply IF-ELSE rules, and lastly, defuzzification 

is performed to produce crisp values and the desired 

results. 
 
Membership Functions:  
Gaussian membership function is considered at the input, 

while at the output triangular membership function is 

considered. The Gaussian membership is of the form 

[29]: 

1
( ; , , ) exp

2

m

A

x u
x c u m
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 −
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While the triangular membership function is specified as 

[29]:  

( ); , , , max min , ,0B
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x a b c d

b a c d


 − −  
=   

− −  

 
(9) 

Next fuzzy rules are devised. 

 

Fuzzy Rules 
Figure 3 depicts the rules' formation on a 3x3 mask. In 

the illustration, "W" stands for white pixels, "B" for black 

pixels, and "E" as an edge pixel. A total of 28 rules are 

devised for edge pixels. If a pixel is surrounded by eight 

white or black pixels, then the pixel under investigation 

is considered to be noise; similarly, a single pixel change 

is also considered a non edge. It is important to note that 

at least two white pixels surrounded by black pixels or at 

least two black pixels surrounded by white pixels will 

qualify for a possible edge. 

 

 

4. RESULTS  
 

The performance evaluation of the proposed edge 

detector is done on a large image dataset, and for  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Diagram of FL-based edge detection [43] 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Fuzzy rules pattern for edge pixels [43] 

 
 
illustration, four images, i.e., ‘butterfly’, ‘crow’, ‘church, 

and ‘Lena, are considered (Figure 4). The performance 

metrics FoM and F-Score are evaluated as detailed in 

Table 2. The FoM, measures how far the pixels have been 

shifted from their initial places. The optimal F-score, 

which is based on the confusion matrix, is 1, which 

indicates that the edge detection was accurate. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Image datasets 

 

 
TABLE 2. Performance Measures 

Metrics Formula 

FoM  

2
1

1 9

max( , ) 9

Bn

iA B

FoM
n n d=

 
=  

+ 


 

nA  = Ideal edges

 nB  = detected edges 

d = displacement between (nA, nB) 

F Score  
F-score= 2TP/(2TP+FP+FN) 

TP: True Positive 
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In Figure 5, in the first column, three images are 

shown. The detected edges from the Ranjan et al. [43] 

work are shown in Figure 1(b), and finally, in Figure 1(c), 

the results for the proposed method are shown. In the case 

of the butterfly image, Ranjan et al. [43] fail to detect the 

edge in the north-west region of the image, which is 

successfully detected in the proposed method. In the case 

of the crow image, the difference is clearly visible. 

Finally, in the case of the church image in Ranjan et 

al. [43] work, at the dome area, double edges, i.e., false 

edges, can be seen. However, the proposed method is free 

of double edges.  

In the recent past, the "Lena" image was used for 

illustration of results; thus, for a fair comparison, the 

"Lena" image is used in the subsequent results. Figure 

6(a) shows the original image, and Figure 6(b) shows the 

important marked points. In Figure 6(c), the results of 

guided image filtering are shown, while for adaptive 

guided filtering, the results are shown in Figure 6(d). 

The edges in Figures 6(c) and 6(d) appear very 

similar, but differences can be seen in the hair edges and 

the face and forehead. Figure 7(a) depicts the input 

membership function, which has a mean (u) of 0 and a 

variance (s) of 0.1 and ‘m’=2 (Equation (8)), and Figure 

7(b) depicts the output membership function for black 

and white pixels. Referring to Equation (9), for black 

pixels a=0 and b=0.7 and for white pixels c=1 and d=0. 

In Figure 8(a), demonstrate the result of canny edge 

detection and It is evident that while the majority of edges 

are correctly recognised, a disproportionate number of 

 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5. (a) Original image (b) Ranjan et. al. [43] (c) 

Proposed 
 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6. (a) Original Lena image (b) Marked Lena image 

(c) Guided filtering [40] (d) adaptive guided filtering 

(Proposed) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. (a) Input membership function (Gaussian) (b) 

Output membership function (Triangular) 
 

 

them are incorrectly accepted. For example, in 

comparison to the marked edges in regions 2, 4, and 5, 

there are numerous edges that are falsely detected. As a 

result, cranny edge detection is quite noisy. Sobel edge 

detection is displayed in Figure 8(b), and it can be seen 

that while some actual edges are correctly recognised, 

others are mistakenly rejected and can be seen in the 

highlighted regions 1, 2, 3, and 6. 
 

 

 
(a) Canny 

 
(b) Sobel 

 
(c) Fuzzy 

 
(d) ACO 

 
(e) ACO+ GIF 

 
(f) FL+L0 + GIF 

 
(g) PSO 

 
(h) PSO+ GIF 

 
(i) FL+ OEGIF 

Figure 8. Comparison of edge detection methods 
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Although fuzzy edge identification performs better than 

Canny and Sobel approaches, as can be seen in marked 

regions 2, 3, and 4, some true edges are still mistakenly 

rejected (Figure 8(c)). Additionally, the face boundary is 

incorrectly detected, and noise can be observed across the 

hat area. ACO edge detection is displayed in Figure 8(d), 

and it can be seen that while some actual edges are 

correctly recognised, many of them are mistakenly 

rejected. These locations are indicated as 1, 2, 3, and 6. 

The results of Kumar et al.'s [32] edge detection method, 

which is based on ACO and guided filtering, are shown 

in Figure 8(e). As can be observed, the number of falsely 

rejected real edges falls as compared to the ACO method, 

although they are still numerous and can be seen in 

highlighted regions 1 and 6. Figure 8(f) shows the 

outcome of fuzzy + guided filtering edge detection. In 

this method, the problem of broken edges has been cured, 

but the area around the neck and face is not well 

identified. Results for PSO edge detection are displayed 

in Figure 8(g), and it can be seen that, with a little more 

noise, it performs remarkably similarly to Sobel 

approach. However, marked regions 1 and 6 still reveal 

missing edges. Results for Verma et al. [34] whose 

method is based on PSO and sharpening, are displayed in 

Figure 8(h), and it is evident that its performance is good. 

Although the majority of edges have been located, 

designated regions 3 still have some missing edges. The 

result for fuzzy and adaptive sharpening is presented in 

Figure 8(i), and it can be seen that performance is 

excellent for the most part and noise is significantly 

reduced as compared to the PSO+ sharpening method. 

Table 3 compares the effectiveness of various edge 

detection techniques using FoM and F-Score. The F-

score for Canny is 0.49 and FoM is 0.3, while for the 

Sobel method, the F-score is 0.4 and FoM is 0.42. The F- 

 

 
TABLE 3. Classical and State-of-the –art methods comparison 

(FoM and F-Score) 

Reference Methods FoM F-Score 

Canny [6] Masking 0.3 0.49 

Gao et al. [7] Masking 0.42 0.40 

Lim et al. [21] Sketch Token - 0.73 

Kumar and Raheja [35] Fuzzy 0.4 0.64 

Kumar et al. [31] ACO 0.44 0.72 

Kumar et al. [32] ACO+ GIF 0.46 0.81 

Raheja and Kumar [36] Fuzzy+ L0 +GIF 0.5 0.84 

Setayesh et al. [45] PSO 0.51 0.84 

Verma et al. [34] PSO+ GIF 0.51 0.851 

Ranjan et al. [43] Fuzzy+ W-GIF 0.58 0.859 

Ranjan et al. Proposed 0.63 0.87 

(-)  *Data Not Available  

score for the learning-based sketch method token is 0.73. 

In the case of fuzzy and ACO-based methods, the F-score 

is 0.64 and 0.72, respectively, with the FoM around 0.4. 

Thus, various methods without edge enhancement do not 

perform well. Kumar et. al. [32] proposed the ACO+ 

Guided Filtering method, and the F-score improved to 

0.81 with a FoM of 0.46. Raheja and Kumar [36] 

proposed Fuzzy + L0 guided filtering method, and the F-

score improved to 0.84 with a FoM of 0.5. Verma et al. 

[34] proposed PSO+ sharpening, and the F-Score 

improved to 0.851. Ranjan et al. [43] proposed Fuzzy+ 

Weighted Guided Filtering with an impressive FoM of 

0.58. The performance of the proposed work is very 

impressive, with a FoM of 0.63 and an F-Score of 0.87. 

The result is improved due to the reduction in incorrect 

edges and noise. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Edge detection is a significant phenomenon that has 

applications in both engineering and medicine. Since 

edges are complex in nature, there are many different 

kinds of edge detection methods that have been 

investigated, ranging from classical masking-based 

methods to soft computing and deep learning-based 

methods. This work proposes an edge detection 

technique based on FL and AGIF. The adaptive guided 

images filtering method is useful for improving weak 

edges and smoothing low variance zones. The 

suppression of inaccurate edges is the key characteristic 

of the proposed edge detection method. The FoM and F-

score are used to compare the performance of various 

edge detection methods. The FoM for the proposed 

method is 0.63, and the F-score is 0.87. In the future, 

fuzzy logic structure can be combined with deep neural 

network for more accurate contour/edge classification. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
م مفید است. دقت فرآیند در بینایی کامپیوتر، تشخیص کانتور/لبه یک پدیده حیاتی است. تشخیص لبه یک مرحله مهم در تشخیص کانتور است که در شناسایی داده های مه

سباتی نرم به عنوان استراتژی های موثر تشخیص تشخیص لبه به شدت به محلی سازی و جهت گیری لبه بستگی دارد. در سال های اخیر، به دلیل تطبیق پذیری، رویکردهای محا

 (FL)بر اساس منطق فازی  لبه در نظر گرفته شده اند. به طور کلی، دقت تشخیص لبه عمیقاً تحت تأثیر لبه های ضعیف و کسل کننده است. در کارهای اخیر، تشخیص لبه  

گیرد. برای  های محلی یک تصویر را در نظر نمی ویژگی (GIF)شده  یافتند. با این حال، فیلتر تصویر هدایت پیشنهاد شد و لبه های تصویر با استفاده از فیلتر هدایت شونده بهبود  

سازی افست در این مقاله استفاده شده است، و  شونده شفافهای محلی یک تصویر برای تشخیص لبه، یک نسخه بهبودیافته، به عنوان مثال، یک فیلتر هدایتگنجاندن ویژگی 

FL    شود. برای ارزیابی دقت روش از رقم شایستگی  تشخیص لبه استفاده می برای(FoM)     و امتیازF  های بصری و معیارهای عملکرد، استفاده می شود. با استفاده از نمایش

 شوند.های پیشرفته مقایسه مینتایج با نتایج حاصل از تکنیک 
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

This paper demonstrates the effect of adding basalt fibers into a concrete matrix and altering tie spacing 

on the behavior of short concrete columns since short columns are more robust than long ones and are 

primarily used in structures. Also, the impact of changing the reinforcement ratio on column behavior is 
numerically discovered. Three volume fractions of basalt fiber and three-tie spacing are adopted. The 

results illustrate that no-fiber columns sustain more than 50 % of the failure load before cracking, while 

this percentage raised to 75 % upon adding basalt fiber to concrete. 0.3 % of basalt fiber increases the 
compressive strength, cracking and ultimate column loads better than 0.6 %. Likewise, the impact of 

basalt fiber on the crack load is more pronounced than on the maximum load of the column. Basalt fiber 

columns exhibit lower longitudinal displacement than no-fiber ones at the cracking state. The shortening 
increases with increasing tie spacing, whereas decreasing tie spacing barely increases the ultimate load 

of the column. The numerical analysis provides close results to the experimental ones and shows that 

increasing the reinforcement ratio raises the column's load capacity. For the same tie spacing, increasing 
the reinforcement ratio raises the loading capacity of columns, and the longitudinal displacement barely 

increases upon increasing spacing. Generally, basalt fibers delay cracking and improve the column 

loading capacity. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.10 
 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

BF Basalt fiber Pcr/Pcro 
Crack load of fiber column to crack load of 

analogous no fiber column ratio 

BFRC Basalt fiber reinforced concrete Pcr/Pu Cracking to maximum load ratio 

COV Coefficient of Variation Pu Maximum load, kN 

f'c Compressive strength, MPa S Tie-spacing, mm  

FE Finite element SD Standard Deviation 

LVDT Linear Variable Differential Transformer Δcr longitudinal displacement at cracking load, mm 

Pcr Cracking load, kN  Δu longitudinal displacement at maximum load, mm 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
Basalt fiber is a new natural fiber extracted from frozen 

lava of volcanic rocks gathered on the surface of the 

earth's crust [1-4]. Basalt fiber has high stability and 

insulating features [5, 6]. The main property that makes 

basalt fiber attractive for the use in concrete is its high 

ability to absorb strain energy upon increasing the load 

and enhancing the ductility [7], besides its contribution 

 

*Corresponding Author Email: adilmahdi@uowasit.edu.iq  

(A. M. Jabbar) 

to reduce the drying shrinkage, which improves the 

impermeability of concrete and increasing the strength 

and load capacity of structural elements. Many studies 

investigated the impact of adding basalt fibers on the 

mechanical properties of concrete. Different percentages 

as volume fractions or as a percent of cement content 

were added to the concrete matrix to show their effect and 

to decide the best content. Each researcher selected the 

optimal ratio according to the added percentages in the 
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experiments where these percentages differ from one to 

another. Qin et al. [8] found that increasing basalt fiber 

content raised splitting tensile strength, and 1.25 % 

awarded the highest increment. Kirthika and Singh [9] 

decided that 0.75 % gave more increment in tensile 

strength, while 0.5 % accorded the best compressive 

strength. Ramesh and Eswari [10] found that 1.5 % basalt 

fiber content awarded the highest tensile strength, while 

Jia et al. [11] found that 0.2 % basalt fiber assigned the 

highest tensile strength among three percentages: 0.1, 

0.2, and 0.3 %. 

For compressive strength: several researchers 

suggested that basalt fibers have no significant effect. 

The researchers attributed that to reducing workability 

upon adding basalt fibers because of the large surface 

area of the microfiber and suggested using a 

superplasticizer to improve the concrete workability1. 

Sun et al. [12] found that the 6 mm length fiber and 0.2 

% volume fraction awarded the best effect on concrete 

specimens. Jia et al. [11] concluded that the compressive 

strength was slightly enhanced upon adding basalt fiber 

up to 0.2 %, while at 0.3 % basalt fiber, the compressive 

strength decreased. Li et al. [13] found that the 

compressive strength slightly declined with the addition 

of basalt fibers as compared to plain concrete. However, 

the failure mode was changed from brittle to ductile in 

compression. Dilbas and Cakir [14] found that the 0.25 

% basalt fiber awarded the best increment in compressive 

strength, while 1.0 % content gave the best result for 

tensile strength. 

Ayub et al. [6] investigated the impact of 1.0 %, 2.0 

%, and 3.0 % basalt fiber on the mechanical properties of 

high-performance concrete (HPC). The results showed 

that adding basalt fiber at 1.0 % and 2.0 % slightly 

increased compressive and tensile strength, while 3.0 % 

basalt fiber content decreased compressive strength by 

9.45 % compared to HPC without fiber.  

Ghanbari et al. [15] investigated the addition of basalt 

fibers to ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC). The 

results showed that 0.5 %, 1.0, and 1.5 % basalt fiber 

raised compressive strength by 44 %, 51 %, and 41 %, 

respectively. High et al. [16] clarified that 1.78 kg/m3 

basalt fibers raised the compressive strength of normal 

concrete at 3 days by 5.48 %, at 7 days by 14.12 %, and 

at 28 days by 5.63 %. Krassowska and Kosior [17] 

showed the incorporation of 2.5 kg/m3 and 5.0 kg/m3 

basalt fiber into normal concrete increased the 

compressive strength by 4.75 % and 0.98 %, respectively. 

Hirde and Shelar [18] clarified that the maximum 

increment in compressive strength was at 3 % content, 

while 4 % awarded the highest increment in splitting 

tensile strength by 33.6 %. Iyer et al. [19] showed that 18 

kg/m3 was the best content to improve compressive and 

flexural strengths. Incorporating basalt fibers into 

concrete reduced drying shrinkage and contributed to 

 
1 www.galencomposite.ru 

minimizing the voids in size and quantity [20]. On the 

other hand, incorporating basalt fibers with the concrete 

matrix can enhance the absorbed energy and ductility 

[21]. Also, the numerous basalt filaments for any volume 

fraction and their orientation in different directions 

contribute to disrupting cracks in the concrete and 

impeding their progress, which highly improves the 

strength [15, 21]. Therefore, basalt fibers act to confine 

concrete internally.  

Generally, it appears that adding basalt fibers to 

normal, high, and ultra-high-strength concrete can 

enhance their mechanical properties. Increasing 

compressive strength can affect the loading capacity of 

the compressive members, such as columns in buildings 

and infrastructures. 

Columns are the prime compression members [22]. 

The loading capacity of short columns depends on the 

concrete cross-section resistance and the stresses carried 

by the longitudinal rebar [23]. However, steel ties are 

always used as transverse reinforcement to prevent the 

buckling of individual longitudinal bars and to hold them 

in place before and during concrete pouring [23]. 

Therefore, ACI 318-Code [7], Eurocode 2 [24], and other 

codes regarded only the concrete cross-section and 

longitudinal rebars and excluded transverse steel ties in 

determining the nominal strength of columns, despite the 

ties having a significant action in confining the concrete. 

The confining role of the ties for concrete can increase 

the compressive strength of the concrete and thus 

increase the bearing capacity of the column [25, 26]. 

Mokhtar et al. [27] investigated the influence of tie 

spacing on the behavior of short columns. They found 

that decreasing tie-spacing increases bearing capacity. 

Also, the longitudinal displacement increased with 

decreasing the tie spacing due to raising the confinement 

effect on concrete. Hoshitha et al. [20] also studied the 

effect of tie spacing on short columns. Test results 

showed increasing cracking and ultimate loads with 

decreasing spacing between ties. That was due to the 

enhancement of lateral confinement for the concrete core. 

Naji et al. [28] investigated on Columns Reinforced with 

Steel Fibers Mokhtar et al. [27] studied the influence of 

distribution ties on short-column loading capacity. The 

results showed that more stress occurred near the fixed 

end of the column. Nemati- Aghamaleki et al. [29] 

studied on compressive behavior of concrete-filled 

double-skin circular tubes with active confinement. 

According to the action of basalt fibers in providing 

internal confinement and ties in providing external 

confinement for concrete in columns, the idea of this 

study arose. Therefore, this study aims to demonstrate the 

effect of tie spacing and the addition of basalt fibers to 

the concrete matrix on the behavior of short column and 

their loading capacity. Three tie-spacing and three basalt 

fiber volume fractions are assumed. Three columns with 
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variable tie spacing per mix are cast to arrive at nine 

columns. Furthermore, three bar diameters are adopted as 

additional parameters, which are numerically 

investigated via Abaqus software to show their impact on 

the short-column behavior, as illustrated in Figure 1.  

 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
 
2. 1. Test Specimens         Nine identical circular section 

short columns were prepared for testing. The column had 

a diameter of 150 mm and a length of 750 mm. The 

longitudinal rebars were equal for all columns using 4 

bars of 8 mm diameter to give a reinforcement ratio of 

1.13 %. The ties were 5.5 mm diameter bars. The 

concrete cover was 20 mm. The tie spacing was 80 mm, 

120 mm, and 180 mm, as shown in Figure 2. Another 

parameter adopted was the addition of basalt fibers to the 

concrete matrix to clarify their effects. According to the 

results obtained from the literature, the lower percentages 

of basalt fibers have a better effect on concrete strength. 

Therefore, three-volume fractions were assumed; 0.0, 0.3 

%, and 0.6 %. 

 

2. 2. Material Properties and Mix Proportion       
The mechanical properties of steel rebars used in the 

columns are listed in Table 1. Tensile testing of rebars are 

performed according to ASTM A370 [30] and EN 10002 

[31].  
An identical mixture was used for all columns. The 

change was in chopped basalt fiber volume fraction and 

high-range water reducer admixture (HRWRA) dosages. 

Ordinary Portland cement (ASTM Type I) conforms to 

ASTM C150-16 [30], a fine natural aggregate with a 

fineness modulus of 2.75 and compacted density of 1656 

kg/m3, was used in the mixtures. Coarse aggregate was 

natural crushed gravel with a maximum size of 14 mm 

and compacted density of 1527 kg/m3. Fine and coarse 

aggregate conform to Iraqi Specifications (IS No. 

45/1984) [32]. Three volume fractions of basalt fiber 

were added to a similar concrete mixture, 0.0 %, 0.3 %, 

and 0.6 %. Therefore, three mixes were prepared to cast 

nine columns. 

Chopped basalt fibers as short filaments collected in 

slices of 12 mm long and (16-18) μm diameter were 

utilized, as shown in Figure 3. Basalt fiber has a modulus 

of elasticity of (85-90) GPa, a density of 2800 kg/m3, and 

3.2 % elongation at breaking [3]. Basalt fiber 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Parameters and experiments scheme 

 

 

  
Figure 2. (a) Details of columns showing the spacing between the ties (b) Rebar configuration 
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TABLE 1. Mechanical properties of steel rebars used in the experiments 

Nominal 

diameter mm 

Actual 

diameter, mm 

Rebar 

area, mm2 

Yield stress, 

fy, MPa 
SD 

Ultimate strength, 

fu, MPa 
SD 

Modulus of 

elasticity, Es, GPa 

Maximum 

elongation, % 
SD 

8.0 7.954 49.69 563 3.64 624 4.06 200 7.678 0.19 

5.5 5.100 20.43 394 1.85 443 0.83 200 1.192 0.02 

 
 

is an inert substance; it does not participate in chemical 

reactions [6]. The mix proportion is listed in Table 2. 

The water-to-cement ratio was kept constant at 0.5. 

Upon adding basalt fibers, the workability was 

excessively decreased. Therefore, Sika Viscocrete-180G 

has a specific gravity of 1.065 gm/cm3 and was used as a 

high-range water reducer and super plasticizing 

admixture having a polycarboxylates polymer base. 

The prepared mixture was cast into the column mold 

and compacted with a 16 mm steel rounded end rod to 

ensure that the concrete reached all parts inside the mold, 

as shown in Figure 4. Three or more cylinders with 

(100x200) mm size were also cast from the same mixture 

as control specimens for testing cylinder compressive  

 

 
Figure 3. Chopped basalt fibers 

 
 

TABLE 2. Mix proportions of concrete used in the experiments 

Mix 

symbol 

Cement 

content, kg/m3 

Fine aggregate, 

kg/m3 

Coarse aggregate, 

kg/m3 

Water content, 

kg/m3 

Basalt fibers HRWRA 

Vf * % Content, kg/m3 % ** Dosage, L/m3 

MBF0.00 430 823 847 215 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

MBF0.30 430 823 847 215 0.30 8.43 0.75 3.23 

MBF0.60 430 823 847 215 0.60 16.90 1.25 5.38 

* Volume fraction of concrete 

** Percent of cement content 

 
 

strength. All specimens were entirely covered with 

polyethylene sheets to prevent water evaporation. 

Twenty-four hours after casting, the specimens were de-

molded, then cured in water for 28 days. One day before 

testing, the specimens were taken out of the water and 

left to dry to examine in a saturated, dry surface 

condition. 
 

2. 3. Test Setup and Instrumentation      A 

compression bearing was subjected to the top section of 

the column. Two steel bolsters representing bases support 

the column from top and bottom. They were made of a 

steel ring have a diameter slightly larger than the column 

diameter. These bolsters were used to install the column 

in the testing device, as shown in Figure 5. Rubber pads 

of 150 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness were placed 

between the base of the bolsters and the concrete column 

at the top and bottom to avoid the impact load. A 

universal testing machine of 1000 kN capacity was 

applied to test the columns. A load cell of 1000 kN 

capacity was placed over the upper bolster to record the 

load increment. An LVDT tool was used between the 

upper and lower bolsters to record the axial displacement.  

A data logger was used to record the loads and 

displacements at each increment.   
For (100x200) mm concrete cylinder specimens, a 

Matest compressive testing device with 2500 kN capacity 

was used. All columns and control specimens were tested 

at 28-day ages.  
 

 

 
Figure 4. Concrete pouring into a mold 
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Figure 5. Test setup and instrumentation 

 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

The devices used to record the loads and displacements 

were tested before the actual loading of column 

specimens. The column was preloaded by 40 kN for 3 

minutes to observe the measuring system. Next, the 

actual loading was carried out with an increase of 40 kN 

per grade up to 160 kN, then 20 kN until failure. Each 

load grade was sustained for 2 minutes to observe the 

appearance of cracks and allow the stability of the load 

to record the data. The loading system is shown in Figure 

5. 

  

3. 1. Compressive Strength Results          Three or 

more concrete cylinders were tested per every mix at 28 

days, and the average value was regarded for 

compressive strength. Test results are shown in Table 3. 

According to the compressive strength results, it is 

clear that raising basalt fiber content to 0.6 % enhances 

compressive strength. However, 0.3 % of basalt fibers 

increase compressive strength more than 0.6 %. The best 

increase in compressive strength was 23.69% at 0.3% 

basalt fibers. Comparing this result to Kirthika and 

Singh's [9] results, they found that 0.5% increased 

compressive strength by 26.8%. Also, Dilbas and Cakir 

[15] found that 0.25% of basalt fibers (BF) awarded the 

best compressive strength.  

The micro diameter of basalt fibers awards plenty of 

filaments. The low percentage of basalt fiber can orient 

in all directions within the concrete matrix. The bonding 
 

 

TABLE 3. Cylinder compressive strength per basalt fiber 

content 

BF 

content, % 

Comp. 

strength, f'c, 

MPa 

Percentage of 

increase in f'c, 

% 

SD COV 

0.00 32.42 0.00 1.516 0.047 

0.30 40.10 23.69 1.091 0.027 

0.60 35.46 9.38 1.346 0.038 

strength between the filament and concrete matrix 

increases because of its micro diameter, giving high 

internal confinement and reducing early shrinkage. These 

features enhance compressive strength.  
On the other hand, the microfilament is flexible and 

can be bent and curled during mixing and running in a 

concrete mixture. When the number of filaments is extra-

large, the percentage of curled ones increases to entrap 

dry mortar inside and form voids. Therefore, the number 

of voids increases inside the concrete microstructure, and 

the voids increment reduces the strength. Furthermore, 

the micro diameter of filaments raises the fibers' surface 

area to increase the water molecules' demand. So not all 

filaments will get the quantity of water they need to 

adhere to them. When the fiber content is relatively high, 

the number of non-bonded filaments increases, besides 

increasing the voids formed by the curled fibers; 

therefore, the strength comparatively decreases. 

 
3. 2. Short Column Results        Table 4 lists the test 

results of cracking and ultimate loads sustained by short 

columns with the corresponding longitudinal 

displacements. The columns are divided into three groups 

according to the basalt fiber content. Each group consists 

of three columns with three different tie spacing. 

Columns are coded with the letter “C” to indicate a 

circular column, the letter “S” indicates tie spacing, and 

the number following it refers to tie spacing value. The 

other number refers to the basalt fiber percentage. For 

instance, CS80-0.3 represents a short circular column 

with 80 mm tie spacing and 0.3 % of basalt fibers.  

Short columns without fibers sustain more than 50 % 

of the failure load before cracking, whereas incorporating 

basalt fibers into the concrete matrix raised the cracking 

load to about three-quarters of the failure load.  

 

3. 3. Effect of Basalt Fiber Content on Short 
Column Loading Capacity       The addition of basalt 

fibers to the concrete matrix enhanced short column 

capacity. The 0.3 % of basalt fibers increased loading 

capacity by more than 50 % at the cracking state and 

between (15-19) % at the ultimate state. At 0.6 % of 

basalt fiber content, the cracking load was increased by 

about 50 % over the no-fiber short columns, while at the 

maximum loading, the increase was between (7.7-11.0) 

%. Generally, 0.3 % of basalt fiber enhanced the bearing 

capacity of the short column more than that of 0.6 % at 

cracking and ultimate state, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

The results also clarified that the effect of basalt fibers on 

cracking loads was more than on the maximum loads. 

The cracking load was about 55% of the ultimate load for 

no fiber columns, while this ratio increased to 75% 

approximately for BFRC columns, as shown in Figure 8.  

On the other hand, basalt fibers reduced the 

longitudinal displacement at the cracking state. However, 

at the ultimate state, there was no evident effect for the 

fibers on the longitudinal shortening.  
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TABLE 4. Short-column test results for cracking and ultimate state 

Column ID 
BF 

content 
f’c 

Cracking 

load, Pcr, kN 
Δcr, mm 

Ultimate load, 

Pu, kN 

Ultimate 

displacement, Δu, mm 
Pcr/Pu Pcr/Pcro 

CS 80-0.00 0 32.42 256.40 1.65 470.18 3.2 0.545 1.00 

CS120-0.00 0 32.42 258.89 1.86 461.64 3.0 0.561 1.00 

CS180-0.00 0 32.42 257.05 1.80 453.72 3.2 0.567 1.00 

CS 80-0.30 0.3 40.10 405.80 1.20 558.65 3.2 0.726 1.58 

CS120-0.30 0.3 40.10 406.87 1.22 532.73 3.6 0.764 1.57 

CS180-0.30 0.3 40.10 399.65 1.18 521.33 3.7 0.767 1.55 

CS 80-0.60 0.6 35.46 386.50 1.28 521.67 3.7 0.741 1.51 

CS120-0.60 0.6 35.46 386.02 1.34 498.73 3.7 0.774 1.49 

CS180-0.60 0.6 35.46 382.50 1.33 488.50 3.2 0.783 1.49 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Cracking load increment ratio vs. basalt fiber 

content 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Ultimate load increment ratio vs. basalt fiber 

content 
 

 

As stated previously, basalt microfilaments with 16-

18 μm diameter can bond firmly with concrete matrix to 

form a spatial network surrounding the granules of coarse 

aggregate. Therefore, that network can improve the 

combination of concrete ingredients. The spatial network 

encases the coarse aggregate to hinder its movement 

 

 
Figure 8. Effect of basalt fibers on cracking and ultimate loads 

 

 

during compression. Also, it can enhance the interfacial 

transition zone between coarse aggregate and cement 

paste and reduce the number and size of voids inside the 

concrete microstructure. These improvements are 

positively reflected in the concrete strength and are more 

effective when filament distribution is uniform and in all 

orientations. When the number of filaments steadily 

increases, and some remain uncombined to the matrix, 

the voids increase and cause reduced strength 

comparatively. 

High bonding strength due to the micro diameter with 

the huge number of combined filaments requires more 

energy to overcome the bonding strength between 

filaments and concrete matrix. These features enhance 

cracking loading. Therefore, the cracking loads in BFRC 

short columns are more than in no fiber columns. Similar 

reasons apply to the longitudinal displacement of BFRC 

short columns. 
 

3. 4. Effect of Tie Spacing On Loading Capacity       
Three tie spacing were used in the three groups of 

columns: 80 mm, 120 mm, and 180 mm, to clarify the 

influence of changing tie spacing along with basalt fiber 
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content on the cracking and ultimate loading capacity. 

According to the results, the smaller the tie spacing, the 

slightly higher the loading capacity of the short column 

at the peak state.  
For conventional concrete columns, the increment 

ratio in ultimate load was 1.85 % and 3.63 %. For BFRC 

columns with 0.3 %, the increment ratio was 4.9 % and 

7.2 % upon reducing spacing by 40 mm and 100 mm, 

respectively. For 0.6 % of basalt fibers, the increment 

ratio in ultimate load was 4.6 % and 6.8 %, respectively, 

as shown in Figure 9. The increase in the loading capacity 

of BFRC columns was more than that of conventional 

concrete columns. 

At a cracking state, non-apparent variation in the 

loads occurred for the same basalt fiber content, which is 

considered logical since the effect of fibers and steel ties 

occurs after cracking, as illustrated in Table 4.  

Both ties and basalt filaments provide confinement to 

the concrete. Steel ties externally confine the concrete 

core, and basalt filaments provide internal confinement 

to the matrix because of their relatively high bond 

strength with concrete. The external and internal 

confinements restrict the concrete from expanding 

laterally. Therefore, they enhance the concrete strength 

in tension and compression. Additionally, the internal 

confinement of basalt fiber can improve the compressive 

strength and delay the initial cracking, which, in turn, 

increases the loading capacity of short columns. 

However, the influence of internal confinement 

caused by basalt fiber on small specimens of concrete 

cylinders is more pronounced than on larger column 

specimens. That may be because the small size of 

concrete cylinders awards further restriction of stress 

transmission through small size.  

 
3. 5. Failure Pattern       Through the test, columns did 

not originate transverse cracks, while vertical cracks 

occurred near supports before failure. Upon increasing  

 

 

 
Figure 9. Influence of basalt fibers and tie spacing on 

ultimate load 

 
1 http://www.wiley.com/go/permissions 

the load, the cracks developed gradually, then the 

concrete was crushed, and the column failed. However, 

the steel ties remained sound when the columns were 

damaged. All the columns have failed due to the crushing 

of concrete at the upper or lower third or both ends near 

the bolsters, as illustrated in Figure 10. That was because 

the stresses were concentrated near the loading point. 

During crack propagation and before failure, the concrete 

cover fell off. At fracture, the cracks propagated 

longitudinally and focused near the bolsters. After the 

peak, the load dropped slowly but never less than 40 % 

of the column loading capacity, which refers to ductility 

acquired by the column when adding basalt fibers. 

Generally, BFRC short columns were cracked later than 

the non-fibrous columns. 

 

 

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF COLUMNS 
 

A numerical analysis via Abaqus software was developed 

to trace the structural behavior of columns under axial 

compressive loading. It was performed by displacement 

control to capture the load at each increment.  

 

4. 1. Numerical Simulation of Columns       The 

analyzed column consists of a concrete column with a 

circular section of 150 mm diameter, longitudinal rebars 

of 8 mm diameter, transverse ties of 5.1 mm diameter, 

and steel supporting plates. The concrete column and 

steel plates are discretized with a 3-dimensional 

continuum of 8 nodes and a reduced integration element 

(C3D8R). Steel rebars are discretized by 2 nodded link 

elements (T3D2). C3D8R has 8 nodes with 3 degrees of 

freedom per node. This element can model solids in 3 

dimensions with or without reinforcement. It can 

consider tensile cracking, compressive crushing, and 

large strains [33]. T3D2 element is used to model one-

dimensional rebar regarding axial strain only as a truss 

element1. Figure 11 depicts the discretization of the 

columns.  
 

 

 
Figure 10. Failure patterns of short columns 
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Figure 11. The meshing of concrete columns and rebars 
 

 

The relationship between the concrete and rebars is 

assigned via the embedded region. The rebars are 

embedded inside the host region of concrete. The steel 

plates are constrained as a rigid body to prohibit 

deformation during loading. The lower plate is assigned 

as fixed support by preventing the transition and rotation 

in all directions. The load is applied to the upper steel 

plate. The elements of all parts are seeded by a 20 mm 

mesh size in all orientations. The interaction between the 

steel plates and concrete column is selected to be a 

contact with the normal behavior of hard contact type to 

prevent penetration between them and tangential 

behavior with a friction coefficient of 0.45 between 

concrete and steel. The analysis is done with a static 

general step.  

 
4. 2. Material Models       The elastic behavior of 

concrete is defined by its modulus of elasticity and 

Poisson's ratio. The plastic behavior of concrete is 

defined by the concrete damage plasticity (CDP) model 

to define different transition laws of strength under 

compression and tension [33]. To define the CDP model, 

the stress-inelastic strain including compression 

hardening and softening, and tensile stiffening are 

determined according to the experimental results for 

compressive strength. Hognestad and Eurocode, Eu-2004 

[24] formula is adopted to capture the compressive 

stresses at the successive strains as follows; 

𝜎𝑐 = 𝑓𝑐
′ [2 (

𝜀𝑜

𝜀𝑐𝑜
− (

𝜀𝑜

𝜀𝑐𝑜
)

2
)]  (1) 

𝜀𝑜 =
0.4 𝑓𝑐

′

𝐸𝑐
  (2) 

𝐸𝑐 = 3320√𝑓𝑐
′ + 6900  (3) 

𝜀𝑐𝑜 =
2𝑓𝑐

′

𝐸𝑐
  (4) 

𝜀𝑝𝑙. = 𝜀 −
𝜎𝑐

𝐸
  (5) 

𝑑𝑐 = 1 −
𝜎𝑐

𝑓′𝑐
  (6) 

where: 

𝜎𝑐 = Compressive stress at corresponding strain, MPa 

𝜀𝑐𝑜 = Compressive strain at compressive strength. 

𝜀𝑜 = Strain at 40% of compressive strength (elastic limit). 

𝐸𝑐 = Modulus of elasticity, MPa. 

𝜀𝑝𝑙. = Plastic strain, and dc = damage parameter 

The yield tensile strength is considered (1/10 -1/12) 

of compressive strength. Steel rebars are defined by the 

yield stresses for 5.1 mm bars and 8 mm bars, as 

determined experimentally. The failure surface of the 

finite elements is defined by the five parameters adopted 

in Abaqus, which are the dilation angle (ψ), eccentricity 

(Ɛ), the ratio of biaxial to uniaxial stress (fbo/fco), the 

shape of failure surface (K), and the viscosity parameter 

(μ). These values are illustrated in Table 5. 

 

4. 3. Model Validation and Analysis Results        The 

performed finite element model was validated by 

comparing its results with the experimental ones. The 

ultimate loads, longitudinal displacements, and crack 

patterns are compared with the experimental results to 

gauge the efficiency of the simulated model for 

predicting the structural behavior of columns. 
 
4. 4. Loads and Longitudinal Displacements         The 

finite element (FE) loads and longitudinal displacements 

(Δ) are illustrated in Table 6. At the cracking state, the 

FE loads underestimate the experimental ones because 

the FE results in Abaqus depend on the cracking stress of 

concrete, which is determined to be 40 % of compressive 

strength. The ratio between an experiment to FE cracking 

loads ranges between (1.08-1.09) for columns without 

fibers and between (1.21-1.23) for BFRC columns. The 

increase in cracking loads for no fiber columns by (8-9) 

% indicates that cracking does not occur at 40 % of 

concrete strength. That is due to the effect of ties in the 

columns. The additional change in fibers column 

experimental results refer to the influence of basalt fiber, 

where the microfilaments provide confinement to the 

concrete matrix. That confinement delays cracking and 

restricts crack initiation and propagation until it acquires 

enough energy to overcome the bonding forces between 

microfilaments and the matrix. For columns without 

fiber, the cracking displacements underestimate the 

experimental results. For columns with fibers, the FE 

cracking loads underestimate the experimental ones by 

(8-9) %. That reflects the action of basalt fibers in 

restricting the cracking and providing confinement. 
At peak state, the FE loads approach the experimental 

ones. The ratio between an experiment to FE loads ranges 

between (0.94-1.03). The FE displacements are also close 

to the experimental results. The ratio between the 

experiment to FE displacement is (0.91-1.10). The results 

also clarify that the displacement increases with 

increasing tie spacing for all basalt fiber content, which 

is due to the increase of confinement effect of ties.  
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Generally, the displacement increases more than 

conventional concrete upon adding basalt fibers. Figures 

12, 13, and 14 depict relationships between loads and 

longitudinal displacement for whole columns. According 

to these figures, the columns' behavior is similar until 

cracking loads, after which differences appear up to 

failure. After maximum loads, the columns continue in 

almost horizontal loads with increasing longitudinal 

displacement indicating the ductility of the columns. 

4. 5. Crack Pattern         The numerical analysis results 

showed that all columns failed due to concrete crushing. 

The loading in Abaqus was carried out by displacement 

control. Upon increasing loads, the cracks initiated near 

the upper and lower supports then propagated to the third 

bottom in some columns or to the mid-length in others, 

as illustrated in Figure 15. However, the failure pattern 

of the FEA corresponded to the experimental results. 

 

 

TABLE 5. The properties of materials used to simulate the short columns in Abaqus 

Material Properties 

Concrete 

Elastic modulus, Ec Poisson's ratio 

Variable, according to f'c 0.18 

  fbo/fco K μ 

25 0.1 1.16 0.67 1E-12 

Steel rebars 

Diameter = 8 mm Diameter = 5.1 mm 

Es Yield stress Poisson's ratio Es Yield stress Poisson's ratio 

200 GPa 563 MPa 0.30 200 GPa 394 MPa 0.30 

 

 

TABLE 6. The FEA results compared to experimental results 

Column ID 
Pcr, kN Pcr 

EXP/FEA 

Δcr, mm Δcr 

EXP/FEA 

Pu, kN Pu 

EXP/FEA 

Δu, mm Δu 

EXP/FEA EXP FEA EXP FEA EXP FEA EXP FEA 

CS 80-0.00 256.4 237.8 1.08 1.65 0.97 1.71 470.18 495.64 0.95 3.2 3.17 1.01 

CS120-0.00 258.9 238.2 1.09 1.86 0.97 1.91 461.64 489.39 0.94 3.0 3.24 0.93 

CS180-0.00 257.1 237.6 1.08 1.80 0.97 1.86 453.72 482.34 0.94 3.2 3.57 0.90 

CS 80-0.30 405.8 331.9 1.22 1.20 1.46 0.82 558.65 539.99 1.03 3.2 3.49 0.92 

CS120-0.30 406.9 330.6 1.23 1.22 1.46 0.84 532.73 533.39 1.00 3.6 3.69 0.98 

CS180-0.30 399.7 329.2 1.21 1.18 1.46 0.81 521.33 526.04 0.99 3.7 3.94 0.94 

CS 80-0.60 386.5 320.2 1.21 1.28 1.46 0.88 521.67 510.83 1.02 3.7 3.37 1.10 

CS120-0.60 386.0 318.9 1.21 1.34 1.46 0.92 498.73 504.37 0.99 3.7 3.46 1.07 

CS180-0.60 382.5 317.3 1.21 1.33 1.46 0.91 488.50 497.25 0.98 3.2 3.51 0.91 

 
 

  
Figure 12. Load-longitudinal displacement relation of the 

column without basalt fiber 
Figure 13. Load-longitudinal displacement relation of the 

column with 0.3% basalt fiber 
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Figure 14. Load-longitudinal displacement relationship of the column with 0.6% basalt fiber 

 

 

 

Figure 15. A crack pattern of the columns 

 
 

The longitudinal bars and transverse ties did not reach 

yielding at the ultimate loads for all columns. That 

referred to the failure was occurred due to concrete 

crushing. The longitudinal bars sustained (70-88) % of 

yield stress at the maximum loads. The longitudinal bars 

of columns CS80-0.3, CS120-0.3, and CS180-0.3 endure 

the highest stress. On the other hand, the middle tie bore 

the higher stress at the ultimate load, which indicated a 

column tendency to buckle. 
 

4. 6. Parametric Study       A numerical study was 

performed to demonstrate the effect of reinforcement 

ratio on the column loading capacity by changing the 

longitudinal bar diameter. Three bar diameters were 

adopted: 6mm, 8mm, and 10mm, to award 0.64 %, 1.13 

%, and 1.78 % reinforcement ratios (ρ), respectively. The 

yield stress of the bar was not changed, and all other 

parameters remained the same. The results of FEA are 

illustrated in Table 7. 

 
TABLE 7. Loading capacity and Longitudinal displacement upon changing reinforcement ratio 

Column ID 
db=6 mm, ρ=0.64 % db=8 mm, ρ=1.13 % db=10 mm, ρ=1.78 % 

Pu, kN Δu, mm Pu, kN Δu, mm Pu, kN Δu, mm 

CS 80-0.00 458.54 3.24 495.64 3.17 510.57 1.95 

CS120-0.00 451.36 3.47 489.39 3.24 500.00 1.99 

CS180-0.00 444.83 3.58 482.34 3.57 495.24 2.10 

CS 80-0.30 504.71 3.49 539.99 3.49 575.30 2.30 

CS120-0.30 496.10 3.68 533.39 3.69 564.60 2.34 

CS180-0.30 489.20 3.94 526.04 3.94 554.75 2.36 

CS 80-0.60 473.98 3.44 510.83 3.37 530.96 2.08 

CS120-0.60 465.73 3.49 504.37 3.46 521.03 2.10 

CS180-0.60 460.90 3.53 497.25 3.51 514.00 2.20 
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According to the results of numerical analysis, 

increasing the reinforcement ratio raises the loading 

capacity of the column for all basalt fiber contents. The 

0.3 % basalt fiber content causes the highest increment in 

column loading capacity. 

At 0.0 % basalt fiber ratio, raising the reinforcement 

ratio from 0.64 % to 1.13 % and 1.78 % increases the 

maximum loading by 8 % and 11 %, respectively. While 

at 0.3 % and 0.6 % basalt fiber content, increasing the 

reinforcement ratio from 0.64 % to 1.13 % and 1.78 % 

raises the ultimate loading of the column by (7.5-8) % 

and (12-14) %, respectively.  

On the other hand, for the same tie-spacing, 

increasing the reinforcement ratio raises the load capacity 

of columns where the 0.3 % basalt fiber content awarded 

the highest increment in all cases, as shown in Figures 

16, 17, and 18. 

Despite increasing reinforcement ratio in the column, 

the failure remained due to concrete crushing before the 

rebars reached yielding. 

When the tie-spacing decreases and the reinforcement 

ratio increases, the loading capacity of the column further 

increases. It is well known that the stresses in columns 

are borne by concrete and steel rebar. Therefore, 

increasing the area of rebars with its relatively high yield 

stress increases the stresses sustained by the column 

section. Also, decreasing tie spacing increases external 

confinement on a concrete core to raise the loading 

capacity of the column. 

The longitudinal displacement slightly increased 

upon increasing tie spacing. However, it decreased with 

increasing the reinforcement ratio. Furthermore, for a 

1.78 % reinforcement ratio, the lowest longitudinal 

displacement was recorded numerically. Also, no 

significant changes occurred in longitudinal 

displacement at a higher reinforcement ratio. 

Axial deformation is proportional to the axial load and 

column length and inversely proportional to the sectional 

area and elastic modulus. Since column length, cross-

sectional area, and elastic modulus are constant, the 

change in rebar area is considered the prime determinant 

for axial deformation besides the load. Therefore, when 

the reinforcement area increases, the longitudinal 

displacement decreases.  

 

 

  
Figure 16. The effect of bar diameter on loading capacity when tie 

spacing is 80 mm 

 
 

Figure 17. The effect of bar diameter on loading capacity 

when tie spacing is 120 mm 

 
Figure 18. The effect of bar diameter on loading capacity when tie spacing is 180 mm 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This research presents experimental and numerical 

investigations on the combined effect of basalt fibers and 

tie spacing on the behavior of short columns. Loading 

capacity at cracking and ultimate state with 

corresponding longitudinal displacements and the crack 

pattern is experimentally discovered. Then a numerical 

analysis is performed via Abaqus software to clarify the 

effect of reinforcement ratio on the loads and 

displacements. The following conclusion can derive: 

Short concrete columns without fibers sustained more 

than 50 % of the failure load before cracking. Addition 

of basalt fiber delays cracking and increases the cracking 

load to about 75 % of the failure load. 0.3 % of basalt 

fibers increases the compressive strength and short 

column's load at cracking and ultimate state more than 

0.6 %. The impact of basalt fibers on cracking load is 

more pronounced than on maximum load. 

Basalt fiber reduces the longitudinal displacement at the 

cracking state. However, it has no evident effect on the 

displacement at the ultimate state. 

The smaller the tie spacing, the slightly higher the 

ultimate load of the short column. Adding basalt fibers 

reduces the longitudinal displacement at cracking. The 

longitudinal displacement increases upon increasing tie 

spacing. 

The numerical analysis awarded results close to the 

experimental ones at ultimate loading. Also, the 

empirical and numerical failure was the same for all 

columns by crushing concrete, while the longitudinal and 

tie rebars did not yield at maximum load. 

Increasing the reinforcement ratio with keeping tie-

spacing constant increases the loading capacity of 

columns. The increment in ultimate loads increases with 

decreasing tie spacing. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
های بلند هستند و تر از ستون های کوتاه قویدهد، زیرا ستونهای بتنی کوتاه نشان می الیاف بازالت به یک زمینه بتنی و تغییر فاصله اتصال را بر رفتار ستون این مقاله اثر افزودن 

بخش حجمی از الیاف بازالت و فاصله سه کراواتی  شوند. همچنین تأثیر تغییر نسبت آرماتور بر رفتار ستون به صورت عددی کشف شده است. سهها استفاده میعمدتاً در سازه

درصد بار شکست را قبل از ترک خوردگی تحمل می کنند، در حالی که این درصد با افزودن الیاف   50اتخاذ شده است. نتایج نشان می دهد که ستون های بدون الیاف بیش از 

افزایش می دهد. به همین ترتیب، تاثیر    ٪0.6ستحکام فشاری، ترک خوردگی و بارهای ستون نهایی را بهتر از  الیاف بازالت ا  ٪0.3درصد افزایش می یابد.   75بازالت به بتن به  

بدون الیاف نشان می دهند. کوتاه الیاف بازالت بر بار ترک بیشتر از حداکثر بار ستون است. ستون های فیبر بازالتی در حالت ترک، جابجایی طولی کمتری نسبت به ستون های 

دی نتایج نزدیک به نتایج  با افزایش فاصله کراوات افزایش می یابد، در حالی که کاهش فاصله کراوات به سختی بار نهایی ستون را افزایش می دهد. تجزیه و تحلیل عد  شدن

ه اتصال، افزایش نسبت آرماتور ظرفیت بارگذاری ستون  تجربی را ارائه می دهد و نشان می دهد که افزایش نسبت آرماتور ظرفیت بار ستون را افزایش می دهد. برای همان فاصل

ی اندازد و ظرفیت بارگذاری ستون  ها را افزایش می دهد و جابجایی طولی به سختی با افزایش فاصله افزایش می یابد. به طور کلی، الیاف بازالت، ترک خوردگی را به تاخیر م

 را بهبود می بخشد. 
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

A compound of a modified incinerator system with an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) was analyzed and 

optimized regarding exergy and energy. This paper provides an overview of system performance 
considering thermal aspects in a conceptual design to understand the technical effects of the system on 

future energy systems; it also provides a way to increase efficiency up to an amount that did not exist 

before in practice by using optimization. The conceptual design uses multiple flue gas regeneration units, 
and R124 is used as ORC working fluid. The power plant is modeled and optimized for its thermal 

performance. An innovative cycle is designed to reuse the wasted heat, which makes the evaporator more 

efficient and increases the overall exergy efficiency of the power plant. Then, the exergy destructions 
and systems efficiency are observed. The results indicate that 3.19 MW output power could be generated 

from municipal wastes with capacity of 400 tons/day. The highest destruction of exergy for the 

incinerator unit and boiler were approximately 8 kW and 6.4 kW, respectively. For the primary cycle the  

power output capacity was almost 2.8 MW. Also, this research increased their exergy efficiency by using 

heating flow streams. The ORC cycle could not produce high power but generally improve the exergy 

and energy efficiency. The proposed combined cycle with flue gas reheating units and optimization 
increases the system output power from 3.02 to 3.19 MW.  Furthermore, energy and exergy efficiency 

increased by 10% and 9%, respectively. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.11 
 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

Abbreviations Greek letters 

Cond Condenser unit η Energy efficiency 

ORC Organic Rankine cycle ε exergy efficiency (-) 

MSW municipal solid waste Ẇ net net power output (MW) 

LHV lower heating value (kJ/kg) Subscripts 

CHP Combined Heat and Power ch chemical 

e specific physical exergy (kJ/kg) D destruction 

Ė the flow rate of exergy (kW) e outlet 

h specific enthalpy (J/kg) G generator 

ṁ the flow rate of mass (kg/s) i inlet 

Q̇ rate of heat transfer (kW) p product exergy (kW) 

R gas constant (kJ/kg K) s supplied exergy (kW) 

s entropy (kJ/kg K) t overall 

T temperature (K) j Outlet exergy (kW) 

Ẇ power (kW)   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Over the years, humans have been disturbed by the steady 

increase in municipal waste generation. Municipal waste 

in cities and crowded areas is a significant environmental 

problem. Although burial or burning of these wastes is 

used. By using these wastes could create economic 

interest and decrease environmental pollution [1]. Hence, 

it seems that a win-win situation must be achieved to 

solve both problems to some extent, which many 

countries in the world have done by building waste 

incineration plants [2]. Today, an incinerator is any 

process in which waste burns to become harmless 

substances or produce energy. Many of these materials 

used in the combustion process and are incinerated cost 

much less than fossil fuels. Urban society inevitably has 

garbage that is increasing daily. Waste incineration is 

used for electricity or heat production and reduces its 

volume and pollution by more than 80%, which is very 

suitable for waste storage and disposal [3]. 

Electricity generation from the incineration of solid 

municipal waste is a proper use of such wastes; which is 

preservation of fossil fuel resources, leads to less 

pollution than the fossil fuel. In simulation software, 

Chen et al. [4] simulated the incineration and gasification 

unit of municipal waste in two reactors. The main goal is 

to achieve a higher heat conversion percentage and 

calorific value. Their results show that gas entry from the 

combustion chamber to the gasification chamber 

increases the percentage of heat conversion. Pan et al. [5] 

simulated a municipal waste incinerator and Organic 

Rankine Cycle system. They have also, reached the 

optimal values of the cascade supercritical CO2 cycle. 

Shahnazari et al. [6] investigated the most helpful method 

for the thermochemical processing of MSW. Siddiqi et 

al. [7] estimated electricity generation via combustion of 

MSW along with Rankin cycle for the waste generated in 

Pakistan. There are various parameters for reviewing and 

optimizing the generated electricity from municipal 

waste. One of the most important parameters can be the 

amount of electricity generated, which can be 

significantly increase by changing some conditions. For 

example, Sajid Khan et al. [8] increased the amount of 

electricity generated per waste unit by integrating solar 

and incinerator systems. Alrobaian [9] presented an 

exergy, energy, and economic (3E) analysis for 

improving the efficiency of the incinerator plant by 

recycling waste heat for the feed water preheating 

process. Kythavone and Chaiyat [10] investigate the 

evaluation of an ORC and MSW incinerating for 

pestiferous medical waste. Escamilla-Garcia et al. [11] 

conducted a scientific and economic analysis of MSW 

incineration output power in Mexico. Mohtaram et al. 

[12] studied an exergy-energy efficiency analysis of an 

incinerator cycle coupled with a different ORC. They 

have reported that turbine efficiency is also raised with 

decreased working fluid temperature and rising inlet 

pressure. Sorgulu et al. [13] experimentally designed a 

newly developed integrated ORC plant and reached 2.3 

MW electric power. Kavatia and Prajati [14] reviewed 

biomass-to-energy plants using vegetable waste with an 

ORC. Nami and Arabkoohsar [15] designed a waste-

driven combined heat and power (CHP) plant via parallel 

Rankine and Organic Rankine cycles and improved the 

power output by thermodynamic analysis. Ascanio et al. 

[16] presented a thermal-economic analysis of the 

electricity generation potential by combining the Rankine 

cycle and MSW incineration. The main drawback of 

waste incineration plants is their low efficiency of 

production power, which requires optimization and 

inventing better methods to get maximum power from 

waste. A steam power plant that uses an organic fluid 

instead of water, such as hexane, etc., is called ORC [17]. 

The most crucial benefit of the ORC is that it requires less 

heat to vaporize the working fluid [18]. The most 

important ability of ORC technology is utilizing all waste 

to generate electric power. A full review of this ORC 

application can be found in literature [19]. There is 

exhaustive literature about the combined cycle and ORC 

technologies, different working fluids, and benefits [20]. 

Therefore, more information about this technology is not 

explained here. In general, the design of an innovative 

cycle, especially about ORC, using energy and exergy 

analysis can help increase the efficiency of energy 

production and optimize as much as possible, which is 

the main requirement of the industry. 

This study analyses an incinerator CHP plant by two 

Rankine and ORC parallel cycles. A general exergy and 

energy analysis of the incinerator plant is accomplished. 

The innovation of this study is the concept design of 

cycles and multiple regeneration streams of heat for the 

ORC and main cycle. Also, this proposed combined cycle 

is optimized by a genetic algorithm, which tries to 

improve the system's electricity generation by optimizing 

output power. Waste incinerators are one of the best ways 

to reuse lost resources, so their strengthening plays a key 

role in improving the quality of urban life. Figure 1 

presents  a  general  flowchart  of  the  steps  of  this 

research. 

 

1. 1. Incinerator Power Plant and the Concept of 
Combined Power Plant           This part gives general 

information about incinerator power plants. Then, the 

regular Rankine cycle with a schematic diagram is 

explained, and the combined incinerator plant is 

introduced and explained. As shown in Figure 2, in the 

first step, municipal waste with an air intake stream 

enters the gasifier unit. The slurry ash goes down to the 

ash chamber and produces syngas, which penetrates the 

combustion chamber with the incoming airflow. The 

combustion product gas with water comes from pump-

fed  into  steam  generator  boiler  and,  superheats  steam  
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Figure 1. Steps of the research 

 

 

produce, and flue gas is released from the exhaust to the 

air, thus superheat steam sent to the steam turbine and 

output power for turning on the generator is generated. 

Then two-phase (steam-water) fluid comes out from the 

steam turbine, goes to the condensing unit (that feeds 

with cool water from the cooling unit), and goes back to 

the pump. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the modified 

power plant. MSW and primary air initially enter the gas 

generator (gasifier), where syngas is produced. Complete 

oxidation occurs in the combustion chamber by mixing 

produced syngas and the air intake stream; then, syngas 

with high enthalpy is created. In the steam cycle, water 

with combustion products gas goes into the boiler to form 

superheat steam and then goes to the steam turbine. 

During the main time, the boiler's flue gas stream (8) goes 

into ORC. After producing power by the turbine and 

superheating steam, 2 phase liquid exits the turbine. Then 

a warm liquid stream (6a) from the steam generator 

turbine goes straight to the feed water tank. Water and air 

are used as cooling fluids (6) to cool the turbine outlet 

flow in the condenser. Moreover, a stream of flue 

released gas (11b) from the condenser and sent it to the 

recuperator. Two parallel cycles with similar conditions 

have formed this power plant, producing 3.19 MW of 

total output power. The ORC is the last section of the 

incinerator to reuse the heat output of the cycle flue gas. 

The waste heat from the flue gas is transferred to the 

organic fluid in the evaporator, and the superheated fluid 

goes to the turbine. After that, hot ORC liquid goes into 

the recuperator, gives its heat to it, and then goes to the 

ORC condensing unit. One flue gas stream from the 

recuperator enters the evaporator (11) to increase cycle 

thermal efficiency. At last, the waste flue gas stream 

exited from the exhaust. R124, as an organic working 

fluid, is hired in the ORC system. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of the incinerator power plant [21] 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the concept design of incinerator CHP-ORC plant 

 

 

The system is assumed to work in Steady-state conditions 

for the proposed cycle, and air contents are set as 79% N2 

and 21% O2. The pressure drop in the boiler, evaporator, 

and condensers is 5%. Moreover, heat transfer from the 

combustion chamber is equal 2%. Moreover, air and flue 

gases are ideal [22, 23]. All operating parameters of both 

cycles are inserted in Table 1. 

 

 
TABLE 1. Technical properties of the combined cycle 

incinerator system 

Item Info./Value Reference 

Orc Working Fluid R124  

Orc Turbine Inlet 
Condition/Pressure 

(State/MPa/℃) 

Sat. Vap. /Superheat 

[24] P=0.8–1.2/P=1.3-2.3 

T=T Sat. /T=Tsat+5 

Evaporator Pinch Point (℃) 5  

Condenser Pinch Point (℃) 3  

Msw Compositions 
5.91% Ash 

[25] 
47.18% Carbon 

6.25% Hydrogen 

39.57% Oxygen 

0.91% Nitrogen 

0.18% Sulphur 

LHV of The Waste (kJ/kg) 12,500 [25] 

The Volume Percentage of Air 

During the Incineration Process 
80% [26] 

Syngas Temperature after 

Combustion (℃) 
1100 [27] 

Temp./Pressure of the Fluid after 

Turbine (℃/MPa) 
350/2.9  

Temp./Pressure of the Fluid 

After Condenser (℃/MPa) 
90/0.07(Condensed)  

Temp./Pressure of the Fluid 

Before Boiler (℃/MPa) 
290/10.1 [28] 

Orc Turbine Inlet Pressure (MPa) 2-4 [29] 

Orc Condenser Temperature (℃) 10 [29] 

The Efficiency of Orc Turbine 

(%) 
0.9 [29] 

The Efficiency of the Pump (%) 0.85 [29] 
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2. ANALYSIS 
 

This part explains the energy and exergy models of the 

modified incinerator power plant. 

 
2. 1. Energy Analysis            Each part is assumed to be 

a control volume for analyzing the system, and an energy 

conservation equation is created. By following the first 

rule of thermodynamics, works the level of steam turbine 

and ORC turbine (Ẇ turbine, ẆORC turbine), the 

electric power consumed by pumps (Ẇ pump, ẆORC 

pump), the pure power of each line of the system (Ẇ 

cycle, ẆORC cycle) and total power of the system (Ẇ 

net) are presented as follows [30-33]: 

Ẇturbine = ṁ(ℎ6 − ℎ5)  (1) 

ẆORCturbine = ṁ𝑂𝑅𝐶(ℎ10 − ℎ9)  (2) 

Ẇpump = ṁ(ℎ4𝑎 − ℎ4)  (3) 

ẆORC pump = ṁ𝑂𝑅𝐶(ℎ13𝑐 − ℎ13)  (4) 

Ẇcycle = (Ẇ𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 − Ẇ𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝)  (5) 

Ẇ𝑂𝑅𝐶 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = (Ẇ𝑂𝑅𝐶 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 − Ẇ𝑂𝑅𝐶 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝)  (6) 

Ẇnet = (Ẇ𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 + Ẇ𝑂𝑅𝐶 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒)  (7) 

The efficiency of the turbines and pumps are presented as 

follows: 

𝜂𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 =
(ℎ5−ℎ6)

(ℎ5−ℎ6𝑠)
  (8) 

𝜂𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 =
(ℎ4𝑎𝑠−ℎ4)

(ℎ4𝑎−ℎ4)
  (9) 

𝜂𝑂𝑅𝐶 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 =
(ℎ10−ℎ9)

(ℎ10−ℎ9𝑠)
  (10) 

𝜂𝑂𝑅𝐶 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 =
(ℎ13𝑐𝑠−ℎ13

(ℎ913𝑐−ℎ13)
  (11) 

The rate of heat transfer by the combustion chamber and 

condensing units is presented as follows: 

�̇�heating = 12500𝑘𝑤      (Minimum) [25]  (12) 

�̇�condenser = ṁ(ℎ6 − ℎ7)  (13) 

�̇�ORCcondenser = ṁ𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ13 − ℎ12)  (14) 

At last energy efficiency of the system is presented as 

follows: 

𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
Ẇ𝑛𝑒𝑡

�̇�heating
  (15) 

Applied equations derived for all sections of the concept 

incinerator power plant are inserted in Table 2. 

 

TABLE 2. Energy equations on the parts of the modified 

incinerator power plant 

Parts Equations Numbers 

Incinerator ṁ3h3+ṁ3bh3b=ṁ3ch3c (16) 

gasifier ṁ1LHV+ṁ1ah1a =ṁ3h3+ṁ2h2 (17) 

Boiler ṁ3ch3c+ṁ4ah4a=ṁ8h8+ṁ5h5 (18) 

Turbine Ẇ Turbine =ṁ5(h5-h6-h6a) (19) 

Pump Ẇ Pump =ṁ8(h4a-h4) (20) 

Evaporator ṁ8(h8+h11-h14) = ṁ9(h9-h13c) (21) 

ORC turbine Ẇ ORC Turbine =ṁ9(h10-h9) (22) 

ORC pump Ẇ ORC Pump =ṁ(h13c-h13) (23) 

Condenser ṁ6=(h6-h7) = ṁ7a(h7b-h7a) (24) 

ORC condenser ṁ12=(h12-h13) = ṁ13a(h13b-h13a) (25) 

Recuperator ṁ10=(h10-h12) = ṁ11a(h11b+h11a-h11) (26) 

 

 

2. 2. Exergy Analysis           This paper considered only 

physical and chemical exergies and neglected potential 

and kinetic exergies. The equation of exergy balance for 

a converting energy system is as follows [30, 31]: 

∑ �̇�𝑖𝑖𝑛 = ∑ �̇�𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑡 + �̇�𝐷  (27) 

In here, ∑ �̇�𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑡  and ∑ �̇�𝑖𝑖𝑛  are, respectively, outlet and 

inlet exergy, while �̇�𝐷 is destruction of exergy [32]. A 

proposed correlation by Song et al. [33] is used for 

effectively modeling an incinerator power plant for 

calculating the chemical exergy of waste as a fuel 

eMSW (kJ/kg). The chemical exergy of inlet waste Ė 

MSW (kW) is explained as follows: 

𝐸𝑀𝑆𝑊
̇ = �̇�𝑀𝑆𝑊𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑤  (28) 

With: 

eMSW=1812.5+31.8A+587.354H+295.606C+ 

17.735N+95.615S+17.506O  
(29) 

Here, A, H, C, N, S and, O are a mass combination of ash, 

hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen, 

respectively. 

Song et al. [34] also presented special exergy for ash 

e ash (kJ/kg). So ash exergy Ė ash (kW) is as follows: 

�̇�𝑎𝑠ℎ = �̇�𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑠ℎ  (30) 

𝑒𝑎𝑠ℎ = 0.01057𝑇 + 0.0004056𝑇2 − 54.44  (31) 

That T (k) is the ash temperature. 

An exergy modeling of the concept incinerator 

system parts is presented in Table 3 [35]. 
 

2. 3. Optimization           This part uses multi-objective 

optimization to optimize the hybrid power plant. So, 

objective functions must be defined for this purpose. The 
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TABLE 3. Exergy equations for each part 

Parts �̇�𝒔 �̇�𝒑 Number 

Incinerator Ė3+Ė3b Ė3c (32) 

gasifier Ė1+Ė1a Ė3-Ė2 (33) 

Boiler Ė3c Ė8+Ė5 (34) 

Turbine Ė5-Ė6- Ė6a Ẇ Turbine (35) 

Pump Ẇ Pump Ė4a-Ė4 (36) 

Evaporator Ė8+ Ė11-Ė14 Ė9-Ė13c (37) 

ORC turbine Ė17-Ė18 Ẇ ORC Turbine (38) 

ORC pump Ẇ ORC Pump Ė13c-Ė13 (39) 

Condenser Ė6-Ė7- Ė11b Ė7b-Ė7a (40) 

ORC condenser Ė12-Ė13 Ė13b-Ė13a (41) 

Recuperator Ė10-Ė12+Ė11a Ė11-Ė11b (42) 

 

 

objective function is the pure outlet system’s power 

(Ẇ𝑛𝑒𝑡) and the total power plant’s efficiency. The 

equation of the objective functions is a single equation as 

follows [36]: 

Objective Function =  𝜂𝑒𝑥 =
∑ Ẇ𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑛

𝐸�̇�𝑓
  (43) 

The method used in multi-objective optimization 

maximizes the 1st objective function, and naturally, the 

2nd objective function is also improved. We must have 

specific limits, values, and reasons for all optimization 

cases. The limitations are inserted in Table 4. 

Exergy and energy equations for all stages of the 

combined cycle are written down in Engineering 

Equations Solver (EES) software. Exergy, Energy 

balance equations, and applicable auxiliary equations are 

applied to the system components. The plant analysis is 

completed, the equations are entered into the Matlab 

software from ESS by the DDE method, the exergy 

destruction of the system calculating for generations and 

optimized by genetic algorithm. 
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The results performed on the incinerator power plant are 

carried out in this part. Based on the obtained results, 

changes in exergy and energy efficiency increase the 

 

 
TABLE 4. Limits of optimization [37, 38] 

Limits Rationale 

290℃ < Boiler inlet < 330 ℃ Material temperature limit 

10MPa< P Pump < 13 MPa  Material pressure limit 

900 ℃< Steam Turbine < 1100 

℃ 

Superheat temperature 

limitation 

50 ℃ < T Cond < 100 ℃ Thermal efficiency limitation 

efficiency of the incinerator power plant. Table 5 shows 

the technical characteristics of the incinerator plant 

resulting from the energy analysis. 

Table 6 reports the results of exergy performance in a 

waste incineration plant. This information determines the 

amount of exergy input and output and the exergy 

destruction of the critical parts when the incinerator 

operates at full load. 

Figure 4 compares the exergy efficiency in different 

sections of the incinerator combined cycle. Incinerators 

and boilers have the lowest exergy efficiency in all cases, 

and a significant part of the exergy input to these parts is 

destructed. 

Figure 5(a) shows the variability of the thermal 

efficiency of the two different designs of the modified 

cycle for the 6a stream (as shown in Figure 3). As the 

figure illustrates, the cycle’s thermal efficiency rises with  

 

 
TABLE 5. Technical parameters values 

Parameter (Unit)  Value 

The flow rate of fuel (kg/s)  1 

The heat transferred into the boiler (MW) 9.25 

The flow rate of steam (kg/s) 3.08 

Energy efficiency (%) 25.49 

Electrical efficiency (%) 20.9 

 

 
TABLE 6. The results of exergy analysis were performed at 

full load before optimization 

Parameters (Unit) Values 

Steam generator Boiler inlet/outlet/destructed 

exergy (MW) 
14.57/8.1/6.47 

Steam Turbine inlet/outlet/destructed exergy 

(MW) 
7.39/5.99/1.4 

Condenser inlet/outlet/destructed exergy (MW) 4.17/2.2/1.97 

Recuperator inlet/outlet/destructed exergy (MW) 0.561/0.56/0.001 

Exergy efficiency (%) 23.69 

 

 

 
Figure 4. The exergy efficiency in different sections of the 

plant 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. (a) 6a stream effects on the exergy & energy 

efficiencyat different inlet temp (b) Effect of 11b stream in 

combined cycle exergy and energy efficiency 

 

 

increasing boiler inlet temperature. Furthermore, the 

modified cycle design increases the thermal efficiency by 

15% for the same two conditions. Moreover, Figure 5(b) 

shows the effects of the 11b stream on the exergy and 

energy efficiency of the combined cycle. As shown in 

this figure, energy efficiency increases with the existence 

of the 11b stream, but exergy efficiency decreases. 

However, total efficiency increased. 

Figure 6(a) illustrates the different values of the 

superheater temperature change on the cycle exergy 

efficiency. This figure demonstrates that increasing the 

temperature in the evaporator (in ORC) decreases the 

destruction of the exergy. In other words, flows 8 and 11 

increase the inlet temperature to the evaporator and the 

energy and exergy efficiency of the organic Rankine 

cycle. Figure 6(b) shows that boiler outlet  temperature 

decrease (Not significantly) exergy efficiency and has no 

effects on the energy efficiency. (The temperature varies 

from 900 to 1200 degrees Celsius) 

Figure 7 illustrates the effects of the Boiler inlet 

temperature from the pump station on the exergy and 

energy efficiency and confirms this trend by increasing 

the inlet temperature of the boiler from the pump, energy, 

and exergy efficiency increasing. In other words, 6a 

flows increase boiler inlet temperature and the energy 

and exergy efficiency of the main cycle. 

 

3. 1. Optimization Results and Records        The 

optimization variables (genes) and thermal design results 

for the optimized incinerator combined cycle are shown 

in Table 7. Moreover, Ẇ net is a rise from 3017 to 3186 

kW. 
Figure 8(a) shows an increase in the energy and 

exergy efficiency of the plant after and before 

optimization. Figure 8(b) shows the extracted plot of 

Matlab software and determines the plant's maximum 

output power calculated by a genetic algorithm. As it is 

clear in the figure, the maximum available output power  

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Energy & Exergy efficiency in various 

evaporator temp (b) boiler outlet tempreture effects on the 

exergy and energy efficiency 
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Figure 7. Boiler inlet temperature effect of energy and exergy efficiency 

 

 
TABLE 7. Optimal design parameters of the CHP plant by 

genetic algorithm 

Decision variable Value 

Boiler inlet Temperature  330 ℃ 

Boiler inlet Pressure  10112 kPa 

condenser inlet Temperature  92.06 ℃ 

Condenser inlet Pressure  50.14 kPa 

Incinerator outlet Temperature  976.2 ℃ 

 

 

can be reached at a temperature of 330 degrees Celsius 

(input to the boiler) and a pressure of about 10 MPa. 

The increase in energy efficiency and exergy 

compared to nami and arabkoohsar [15] research is 

almost the same (both 9% and 10%), although this  

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. (a) Exergy and energy efficiency before and after 

optimization (b) Optimization 3D plo  

 
 
research has reached this increase in efficiency with a 

simpler and naturally cheaper method. Also, this research 

has directly increased the amount of output power, which 

was mentioned in the previous research implicitly and not 

in a clear and specific way. 

 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, general analysis and optimization of the 

modified waste incinerator power plant were carried out 

and reviewed. After performing a parametric study and 

comparing the performance of different ORC working 

fluids, R124 is suggested as the best fluid from the 

viewpoint of exergy efficiency. Furthermore, multi-
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objective optimization based on genetic algorithm is 

applied to find the optimum point considering both 

exergy and energy analysis. The main factors and their 

effect on the objective functions have been perused. The 

results show that with the increase of the steam generator 

boiler inlet temperature, the reduction of exergy 

destruction can be seen. Therefore, in the system’s 

design, a higher inlet temperature for the boiler than the 

pump station should be considered. On the other hand, 

with the increase in the output temperature of the boiler, 

exergy efficiency decreases, while increasing the inlet 

temperature of the evaporator, the destruction of exergy 

decreases. As a result, the design of reheating flows from 

other parts of the cycle (using a recuperator) and heating 

the evaporator as much as possible increases the 

superheat steam temperature and reduces exergy 

destruction in the organic Rankine cycle. Also, by using 

optimization and genetic algorithm, the best temperature 

and pressure were obtained to achieve the highest output 

power. 
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 چکیده 
مقاله   نی قرار گرفت. ا یساز نه یو به لیو تحل هیمورد تجز یو انرژ یاگزرژ در راستای بهبود بازدهی بهمراه یک سیکل آلی رانکینزباله سوز اصلاح شده   ستم یس کیاز   ی بیترک

  ی برا یراه یساز نهیبا استفاده از به نیدهد. همچن یارائه م ندهیآ یانرژ یها ستمیبر س ستمیس یدرک اثرات فن یبرا ابداعی یطراح کیدر  ستمیس یبر عملکرد حرارت یمرور

  عامل  الیبه عنوان س  R124  از  کند و  یاستفاده م   اتلافیگاز    یایاح  جریان   نیز چندا  ابداعی  یکند. طراح  یکه قبلاً در عمل وجود نداشت، فراهم م  یتا مقدار  بازدهی  شیافزا

  ی تلف شده طراح   یاستفاده مجدد از گرما  یبرا  مبتکرانهچرخه    کیشده است.    نهیو به  یزآن مدل سا  ی عملکرد حرارت  ی محاسبهبرا  روگاهیشود. ن  ی استفاده مسیکل آلی رانکین  

مگاوات   19/3که    دهدی نشان م  جی. نتامحاسبه گردید  ستم یس  یی و کارا  ی تخریب شدهرژگز . سپس اشد  روگاه ین  یاگزرژ  ی راندمان کل  شیشده است که باعث کارآمدتر شدن و افزا

  کل یس  یبرا  لووات یک  4/6و    لووات یک  8با حدود    بیبه ترت   بویلرمربوط به واحد زباله سوز و    اگزرژی   بیتخر  نیشتری. بشودیم  دیتول  ی تن زباله شهر  400از    یجتوان خرو

  سیکل آلی رانکین داد.    شیآنها را افزا  اگزرژیراندمان    ، مجدد  شیگرما  یهاانیبا استفاده از جر  قیتحق  نیا  ن،یمگاوات است. همچن  2.8  بای تقر  یخروج  تیبا ظرف  هیاولرانکین  

  ، یساز نهیمجدد گاز دودکش و به شیگرما یبا واحدها یشنهادیپ  یب یترک  کلیبخشد. سیرا بهبود م  ی انرژ یو بهره ور اگزرژی یکند اما به طور کل  دیتول  ییبالاتواند توان  ینم

 .افتی شیافزا %9و  %10 بیبه ترت  اگزرژی و  یبازده انرژ ن،یدهد. علاوه بر ا یم شیمگاوات افزا 3.19به  3.02را از   ستمیس یتوان خروج
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Cloud manufacturing (CMfg) is a new advanced manucatring model developed with the help of 
enterprise information technologies under the support of cloud computing, Internet of Things and 

service-based technologies. CMfg compose multiple manufacturing resources to provide efficient and 

valuable services. CMfg has a highly dynamic environment. In this environment, many disruptions or 
events may occur that lead the system to unplanned situations. In CMfg, a series of service providers are 

scheduled for production. During the production operation, some of them may be damaged, stopped, and 

out of service. Therefore, rescheduling is necessary for the continuation of the production process 
according to the concluded contracts and initial schedule. When any disruptions or other events occurred, 

the rescheduling techniques used to updating the inital schedule. In this paper, the dynamic rescheduling 

problem in CMfg is analyzed. Then the multi-objective rescheduling in CMfg is modeled and defined as 
a multi-objective optimization problem.  Defining this problem as a multi-objective optimization problem 

provides the possibility of applying, checking and comparing different algorithms. For solving this 

problem, previous optimization methods have improved and a multi-objective and elitist algorithm based 
on the Jaya algorithm, called advanced multi-objective elitist Jaya algorithm (AMEJ) is proposed. 

Several experiments have been conducted to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm. 

Computational results showed that the proposed algorithm performs better compared to other multi-
objective optimization algorithms. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.12 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud manufacturing is service-oriented and has a 

sharedable set of diverse and distributed production 

resources. CMfg aims to increase the efficiency of the 

production process, reduce manufacturing costs and 

optimize the use of resources by creating temporary, 

reconfigurable production lines to respond to customers’ 

requests [1]. As a result, CMfg can satisfy users’ specific 

manufacturing tasks by sharing on-demand networked 

manufacturing services [2]. 

CMfg compose multiple manufacturing resources to 

provide efficient and valuable services. With the help of 

CMfg resources, capabilities and manufacturing services 

can be shared [3]. In the CMfg environment, finding a 

better manufacturing resources composition is needed to 

achieve high-efficiency manufacturing processes [4]. 
 

*Coresponding Author Institutional Email: m.fazeli@stu.qom.ac.ir  

(M. M. Fazeli) 

CMfg has a highly dynamic environment. In this 

environment, many disruptions or events may occur that 

lead the system to unplanned situations. So the initial 

schedule needs to be reviewed. When any disruptions or 

other events occurred, the rescheduling techniques used 

to updating the inital schedule [5]. One of these events is 

service provider failures. Failure or inaccessibility of the 

service  provider puts the initial schedule in an invalid 

state and it is not possible to continue the production 

process so reviewing the initial schedule is vital and 

unavoidable. 

Rescheduling in CMfg should be considered as a 

multi-objective problem because 1) Several objectives 

must be simultaneously optimized 2) determining 

constraints in a single-objective optimization problem 

requires determining customer preferences, which is not 

always possible and correct 3) multi-objective 

approaches provide multiple options as result, each of 

which can be selected according to the system conditions 

and the opinion of the experts. 
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This paper analyses the dynamic rescheduling 

problem in CMfg. Then, the multi-objective rescheduling 

in CMfg is modeled and a multi-objective optimization 

problem is defiend based on the propsed model. To solve 

the rescheduling problem in CMfg, a multi-objective and 

elitist algorithm based on the Jaya algorithm, called 

advanced multi-objective elitist Jaya algorithm (AMEJ) 

is proposed. 

There are various algorithms for solving multi-

objective optimization problems, most of which require 

parameters tuning for proper execution. But AMEJ is a 

parameter-less algorithm that does not require any 

parameters for the algorithm to works correctly.  

The proposed algorithm is based on Jaya algorithm. 

Jaya is a parameter-less simple algorithm that multiple 

experiments showed that it has better performance than 

other multi-objective optimization algorithms [6]. 

AMEJ adds new operators to the base Jaya 

algorithm, which improves its performance and results. 

The computational results show that the proposed 

algorithm performs better than the base Jaya algorithm 

and other compared optimization algorithms. 

The innovations of this article can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. Mathematical modelling of rescheduling problem in 

CMfg. 

2. Defining the multi-objective rescheduling problem 

in CMfg as a multi-objective optimization problem 

that provides the possibility of applying, checking 

and comparing different algorithms on it.  

3. Proposing a competitive and appropriate algorithm 

to solve this problem. 

The rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2, the 

previous works are studied. Section 3 provides some 

preliminaries, mathematical model of CMfg, and 

objective functions for SBCOS and rescheduling 

problem. Section 4 proposes the AMEJ algorithm. The 

experiments results and analysis are presented in section 

5. Finally, section 6 concludes this research and outlines 

the directions for future researches. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 

In recent years, solving the SBCOS problem and 

scheduling in CMfg have been considered by a lot of 

researchers. In our previous work [7], we proposed an 

ensemble optimization approach that can be used as a 

flexible framework. This approach combins multiple 

optimization methods to improve service composition 

performance. Zhang and Ren [8] propose a multi-agent 

simulation model for CMfg. Their model can evaluate the 

manufacturing process and rescheduling strategies which 

can help to obtain more accurate value of parameters. 

Zhang et al. [9] considered disruption like random 

service breakdowns and proposed a framework for 

rescheduling the initial schedule of multiple distributed 

production services. Liu et al. [10] proposed a new 

efficient way to scheduling a multi-task problem in CMfg 

based on workload criteria. This work provides general 

guidance to schedule multiple tasks with different 

workloads in CMfg under different circumstances. Yang 

et al. [11] have investigated on scheduling multi-

population competitive field resources in CMfg. Their 

results showed that the FSRS-CMfg model can improve 

the quality of service critriation of scheduling the field 

manufacturing resource and proposed a higher precision 

of convergence without extensively increasing in the 

manufacturing time. Liu et al. [12] presented a model to 

solve the personal recommendation issue in CMfg and 

they proposed a swarm-based optimization algorithm 

named glow-worm for solving the multi-objective 

optimization problem. Zhou and Yao [13] proposed an 

artificial optimization algorithm to solve the service 

composition problem in CMfg based on cooperation of 

bees in a bee colony which uses multiple algorithms for 

selection of an optimal combination of services and 

considered QoS and randomly arriving of tasks as 

criterion. 

Rescheduling and real-time scheduling is an 

interesting topic in CMfg and manufacturing. Zhang et 

al. [6] proposed MMSC model for composition of multi-

task manufacturing services that considers multiple tasks 

in an uncertain environment to solve uncertainty 

problems such as urgent tasks and delivery delays; also a 

heuristic algorithm was proposed for the finding an 

optimal manufacturing service composition. Zhou et al. 

[14] proposed a model for simulation of dynamic service 

scheduling in CMfg. This simulation can be done from 

demanders, tasks, resources, or path perspective or 

combination of them. Zhou et al. [15] presented an event-

based dynamic task scheduling approach to solve the 

scheduling problem in the CMfg that tasks randomly 

arrive into the the system. In previous researches various 

models and algorithms have been proposed, there are 

some researches that focoused on scheduling models for 

multi-objective or single-objective problems [16], or 

association analysis approach [17] and Colony based 

Optimization algorithms like Ant Colony. But there are 

less studies on CMfg dynamic scheduling [18]. 

Champati and  Liang [19] proposed a huristic algorithm. 

Their algorithm can calculate the manufacturing time 

when a task canceled or rescheduled. They also used 

simulation to compare the performance of the proposed 

algorithm with other algorithms. Liu et al. [20] proposed 

a model for dynamic CMfg scheduling problem that 

considers dynamic task arrivals. In this model, the failure 

types and causes of exception conditions faced by cloud 

services are considered for updating programs and 

rescheduling production . 

Most of the optimization algorithms use multiple 

parameters and need parameters tuning [21]. But AMEJ 
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is a parameter-less algorithm that does not require any 

parameters for the algorithm to works correctly. The Jaya 

algorithm and teaching-learning-based optimization 

(TLBO) algorithm are two popular parameter-less 

algorithms . 

Rao et al. [22] introduced the TLBO algorithm. This 

algorithm has two phases; the teacher phase and the 

learner phase. The population of this algorithm is a group 

of learners. This population is updated and improved in 

the two phases mentioned [22]. After the success of 

previous algorithm, Rao [23] proposed another 

parameter-less algorithm named Jaya. This one-phase 

algorithm is simple and fast. Also Rao [23] showed that 

Jaya has better performance compared to other 

optimization algorithms. 

A review of the existing research literature showed 

that there are a few studies that have been conducted in 

relation to dynamic scheduling of CMfg [18]. Various 

evaluation indicators currently used in CMfg scheduling; 

most of them evaluate service composition based on 

quality of service. Yang et al. [24] used six second-level 

indexes (importance, supply and demand, cost, 

remaining time, reputation and predetermined cost) as 

indices for the service composition evaluation. Based on 

the evaluation of cloud service composition reputation 

(CSCR), Xie et al. [25] took two types of stability and 

collaboration ability as the first-level evaluation indices 

of the service composition and three types (execution 

time, cost and reliability) as the second-level indices. Li 

et al. [26] proposed six indices (reliability, reputation, 

combination collaboration, combination complexity, 

execution time and execution cost) to evaluate service 

composition . 

Chen et al. [27] studied real-time scheduling problem 

in the cloud. Resource allocation is the key feature that 

they considered for scheduling. They also proposed an 

artificial neural network model for prediction of the 

status of the task completion. This process can better 

allocate resources.  In other study Zheng and Zheng [28] 

proposed a simulation-based approach that combines the 

simulation with some network models. The aims of this 

approach is to analysis the robustness of cloud 

manufacturing systems. 

Other important articles in the subject area of this 

research are:  Arkat et al. [29] on their article entitled 

“Reactive Scheduling Addressing Unexpected 

Disturbance in Cellular Manufacturing Systems” 

focussed on scheduling in CMfg. Puspitasari et al. [30] 

on their work entitled “Generator Scheduling 

Optimization Involving Emission to Determine Emission 

Reduction Costs” also paid attention on cost anlysis of 

CMfg. Najafi and Nikaeen [31] addressed on their work 

for a constraint programming approach in order to solve 

multi-skill resource-constrained project on scheduling 

problem with calendars. Torkashvand et al. [32] 

discussed about the distributed production assembly 

scheduling using hybrid flowshop in assembly lines. 

Maghzi et al. [33] investigated on optimization of 

operating room scheduling using a fuzzy uncertainty 

approach and metaheuristic algorithms. Halty et al. [34] 

discussed on  Scheduling in cloud manufacturing 

systems. Rashidifar et al. [35] also presented a 

mathematical model for cloud-based scheduling using 

heavy traffic limit theorem in queuing process. Abtahi et 

al. [36] studied on stochastic model for the prioritized 

outpatient scheduling in a radiology center for the purose 

of effective and efficient services given to patients. Yazdi 

et al. [37] conducted an investigtaion by using a 

mathematical model for scheduling elective surgeries in 

order to minimize the waiting list in the emergency 

surgeries.  

 

 

3. PRELIMINARIES & BACKGROUND MODELS 
 
3. 1. Machine Breakdown and Rescheduling          In 

the manufacturing process, any machine may break down 

and be out of reach for a certain period of time. In this 

article, we assumed that one of the service provider’s 

machines breaks down for 𝑇 unit of times and after this 

amount of time it can be used again. As a result, we have 

two unscheduled events, one for when the machine 

breaks down and becomes unavailable, and the second 

for when it becomes available again. 
Rescheduling is used to update the initial schedule 

when events occurred that may lead the system to a 

unstable state [38]. So after any unscheduled events such 

as machine breakdowns, the initial schedule must be 

reviewed and the rescheduling process must be 

performed. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the schedules and the impact of 

a breakdown for three machines and four requests, each 

with three subtasks. For simplicity, in this example, we 

assumed that each service provider has only one 

machine. Figure 1(a) shows the Gantt chart of the initial 

schedule and the subtasks affected by the second machine 

failure. Figure 1(b) shows the modified schedule after the 

second machine becomes unavailable. Figure 2(a) shows 

the tasks that are affected by the re-availability of the 

second  machine  and  Figure  2(b)  shows  the  final 

schedule after the completion of the second rescheduling 

process. 

As shown in Figure 2(a), after the second machine is 

available again, ongoing requests are completed and the 

rescheduling process is done only for requests that have 

not yet started. 

 

3. 2. Non-dominated Sorting          The non-dominated 

sorting approach is a process for classifying the 

population in several ranks or Pareto fronts (PF). This 

approach is based on the Pareto dominance concept 

which is described for this research as follow [38]:  
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Figure 1. Schedule of 3 machines and 4 requests; (a) initial schedule; (b) reviewed schedule after the second machine breaks down 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Schedule of 3 machines and 4 requests; (a) the schedule after the second machine breaks down and the subtasks that were 

affected by the re-availability of the second machine; (b) reviewed schedule after the second machine becomes available 

 

 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 ≺ 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  ↔  

 ∀ 𝑓 ∈ {𝑇𝐶𝑇, 𝑇𝐶, 𝑆𝐼, 𝑆𝑇𝑇} 𝑓(𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗) ≤

𝑓(𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖) &  

 ∃ 𝑓′ ∈ {𝑇𝐶𝑇, 𝑇𝐶, 𝑆𝐼, 𝑆𝑇𝑇} 𝑓(𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗) <

𝑓(𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖)   
Where 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖   and 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗  are two solutions in 

result space and 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 ≺ 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 means 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  dominates 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗. In the non-dominated 

sorting approach, for a set of populations, all non-

dominated solutions that are not dominated by any other 

solutions are found. These solutions are rank one (first 

Pareto front). Then these solutions are deleted from the 

population and the same process is repeated until all 

solutions are ranked in their respective front. 

 

3. 3. Crowding Distance         The purpose of computing 

crowding distance (denoted by 𝐶𝐷𝑖 for crowding distance 

of 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖) is to determine the density of solutions 

around each solution in the result space. The following  

algorithm can be used to compute the crowding distance 

of each solution in the front 𝐹 [21]: 
Crowding Distance Computation Algorithm 

1. 𝑙 = |𝐹| 
2. for each 𝑖 in 𝐹 set 𝐶𝐷𝑖 = 0 

3. for each 𝑓 in {𝑇𝐶𝑇, 𝑇𝐶, 𝑆𝐼, 𝑆𝑇𝑇} 

    3.1 Sort 𝐹 in worst order of 𝑓 

    3.2 𝐶𝐷1 =  𝐶𝐷𝑙 =  ∞ 

    3.3 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = minimum value of 𝑓 in 𝐹 

    3.4 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = maximum value of 𝑓 in 𝐹 

    3.5 for 𝑗 = 2 to 𝑗 = 𝑙 − 1 set 𝐶𝐷𝑗 = 𝐶𝐷𝑗 +

 
𝑓(𝑗+1)−𝑓(𝑗−1)

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

Based on the above algorithm, the crowded-comparison 

operator (≺𝑛) is defined as follow: 

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗 <  𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖  |  (𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗 =  𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖  & 𝐶𝐷𝑗 > 𝐶𝐷𝑖  )

→ 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 ≺𝑛 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖   

Where 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖 and 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗 are the fronts to which 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  and 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗  belong respectively. 

 

3. 4. Constraint-Dominance Concept            a 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  is said to constrained-dominate a 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗   if 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  is feasible and 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 is not feasible or 

both solutions are infeasible and 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 has a smaller 

overall constraint violation or both solutions are feasible 

and 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  dominates 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗. This concept gives 

feasible solutions a higher rank than infeasible solutions. 

Between the feasible solutions, the superior (non-

dominated) solution, and between the infeasible 

solutions, the solution with the lowest value of overall 

constraint violation will have a higher rank [21]. 
 

3. 5. Jaya Algorithm            The Jaya algorithm used by 

multiple researchers in thier applications. It’s a 

parameter-less algorithm and in this algorithm, after 
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generating a random initial population, in each iteration, 

each of the solutions is updated using Equation (1): 

where 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑘,𝑖,𝑗 is 𝑗th objective function of 𝑖th 

solution in 𝑘th iteration and  𝐵𝑆𝑘,𝑗 and 𝑊𝑆𝑘,𝑗 are the 𝑗th 

objective function value of the best and worst solution in 

𝑘th iteration respectively. 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑1 and 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑2 are two 

random numbers in between 0 and 1 [23]. 

 

3. 6. Analyzing Dynamic Rescheduling Problem in 
CMfg             The following flowchart shows the 

rescheduling problem in a dynamic CMfg environment. 

The following abbreviation is used to simplify the 

flowchart: 

S: Broken service 

Z: Alternative service 

R(S): The time required to repair S 

T(S): The time required to complete the subtask by S 

W(Z): The time remaining until the start of the next 

subtask of Z 

T(Z): The time required to complete the sub-task by Z 

T’(Z): The time remaining until the completion of the 

current subtask of Z 

After receiving, the client request is virtualized and 

decomposed and then saved in the subtasks database. 

Also, all the services, including manufacturing services 

and logistics services, are virtualized and saved in the 

services database. 

Then the scheduler generates the initial schedule with 

the help of information stored in both databases. The 

schedule is given to the services and the actual 

manufacturing process start.  

 

 

 
Figure 3. Dynamic rescheduling problem in CMfg 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑘+1,𝑖,𝑗 =  𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑘,𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑1(𝐵𝑆𝑘,𝑗 −

|𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑘,𝑖,𝑗|) − 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑2(𝑊𝑆𝑘,𝑗 − |𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑘,𝑖,𝑗|)   
(1) 
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If any of the services break down during the 

manufacturing process, the event will be virtualized and 

stored in a priority queue. The next event is selected from 

the queue according to the following dispatching rules. 

These rules are in order of priority so the first rule is 

superior to the second one and so on. 

1. If there is an idle unreserved Z for S and T(Z) < R(S) 

+ T(S) 

2. If there is an idle reserved Z for S and W(Z) > T(Z) 

and T(Z) < R(S) + T(S) 

3. If there is an unreserved busy Z for S and T’(Z) + 

T(Z) > R(S) + T(S) 

4. If S was repaired 

Then the selected event information and the candidate 

services are given to the scheduler to revise the schedule 

and generate a new schedule.  

 
3. 7. CMfg Model         In this article, we assume that 

there are several customers in the CMfg system whose 

requests have reached the system simultaneously. The 𝑖th 

request submitted by the customers denoted by 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑖  

where 𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3, … , 𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞} and 𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞 is the total number 

of requests. 
Multiple subtasks (denoted by 𝑆𝑇) should performe 

to complete a request. So for 𝑖th request, we have 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑖 =
{𝑆𝑇𝑖,1, 𝑆𝑇𝑖,2, 𝑆𝑇𝑖,3, … , 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗} where 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 is 𝑗th subtask in 

the subtasks sequence of 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑖 . Total number of subtasks 

in a 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑖  is shown with 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖 so 𝑗 ∈ {1,2,3, … , 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖}. 

In the CMfg system, three main processes are done. 

First, all requests of customers are processed and 

decomposed, and subtasks sequences for each request are 

created. Then service provider (SP) send their 

manufacturing information to the CMfg system.  

In the next process, based on subtasks data of requests 

and providers' data, the CMfg system tries to find the 

most appropriate service for each subtask of each request. 

In the CMfg for each subtask of a request, multiple 

candidate services exist that can do that subtask 

(candidate services for subtask 𝑗 of 𝑖th request denoted 

by 𝐶𝑆𝑖,𝑗). If we show the total number of services in 𝐶𝑆𝑖,𝑗 

with 𝑛𝐶𝑆𝑖,𝑗, there are ∏ ∏ 𝑛𝐶𝑆𝑖,𝑗  
𝑚𝑖 
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖  of paths to do all 

requests. 

After fininshing the previous process, the service 

sequence is created based on the subtasks and services 

information. When the CMfg system processes are done, 

Based on the information like sequence of services and 

assigned tasks, each service provider will know its job. 

 
3. 8. Objective Functions         The rescheduling 

problem in the CMfg is a multi-objective optimization 

problem. the priori and a posteriori approaches are the 

main two ways that used for solving a multi-objective 

optimization problem: Priori approach converts a multi-

objective optimization problem into a single objective 

optimization problem by using some weights for the 

objective functions. In this approach, user preferences are 

considered as weights of objective functions. But the 

posteriori approach can find multiple solutions for a 

multi-objective optimization problem [21].  

In this research, the posteriori approach has been used 

to solve the multi-objective rescheduling problem in the 

CMfg. The objective functions used in this problem can 

be divided into two categories: global objective functions 

such as total completion time (TCT) and total cost (TC), 

and rescheduling-specific objective functions such as 

solution instability (SI) and subtask tardiness (STT).  

a. Total Completion Time (TCT): this objective 

function can be calculated by the following equation 

[6]: 

In this equation TMT is the total time needed to complete 

the request, TLT is the total time that consumed by the 

logistic processes and TWT is the total amount of time 

for just waiting for another proccess to be completed or 

receving the material for starting a procces. These values 

can be calculated by Equations (2)-(4): 

where 𝑀𝑇𝑖,𝑗 is the manufacturing time to complete 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 , 

and 𝐿𝑇(𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗, 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗+1) is the logistic time between service 

providers selected to perform 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗+1 , and 

𝑊𝑇(𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗) is waiting time to complete 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 on its 

corresponding service provider. 

b. Total Cost (TC): this objective function can be 

calculated by the following equation: 

In this equation TMC and TLC are the total cost that the 

manufacturing and the logistic processes needed 

respectively. These values can be calculated by 

Equations (7)-(8): 

where 𝑀𝐶(𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗) is the manufacturing cost of 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗, and 

𝐿𝐶(𝑆𝑃𝑖 , 𝑆𝑃𝑖+1) is the logistic cost to perform logistic 

service between 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗+1. 

c. Solution Instability (SI): Instability is defined as 

the number of subtasks assigned to another service 

𝑇𝐶𝑇 = 𝑇𝑀𝑇 + 𝑇𝐿𝑇 + 𝑇𝑊𝑇 (2) 

𝑇𝑀𝑇 =  ∑ ∑ 𝑀𝑇𝑖,𝑗
𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1   (3) 

𝑇𝐿𝑇 = ∑ ∑ 𝐿𝑇(𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗+1)
𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1   (4) 

𝑇𝑊𝑇 = ∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑇(𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗)
𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1   (5) 

𝑇𝐶 = 𝑇𝑀𝐶 + 𝑇𝐿𝐶  (6) 

𝑇𝑀𝐶 = ∑ ∑ 𝑀𝐶(𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗)
𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1   (7) 

𝑇𝐿𝐶 = ∑ ∑ 𝐿𝐶(𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗+1)
𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1   (8) 
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provider for performing after rescheduling [39]. This 

objective function is between zero and one, and the 

smaller it is, the greater stability of the solution. SI 

can be calculated by Equation (9): 

Where 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 is the selected service provider to perform 

the 𝑗th subtask of 𝑖th request. 

d. Subtask Tardiness (STT): This objective function 

is the difference between the initial schedule start 

time of subtasks and their real start time. STT can be 

calculated by Equation (10): 

Where 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 is the initial schedule start time of 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 

and 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 is the final schedule start time of 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗.  

The overall multi-objective rescheduling problem is 

summarized as follows: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝑇𝐶𝑇, 𝑇𝐶, 𝑆𝐼, 𝑆𝑇𝑇}   

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜: {

𝑇𝐶𝑇 < 𝑇𝐶𝑇0

𝑇𝐶 < 𝑇𝐶0

𝑆𝐼 < 𝑆𝐼0

𝑆𝑇𝑇 < 𝑆𝑇𝑇0

  

where 𝑇𝐶𝑇0, 𝑇𝐶0, 𝑆𝐼0 and 𝑆𝑇𝑇0 are the maximum time, 

cost, solution instability, and subtask tardiness based on 

customer preferences, respectively.  

 

 
4. THE PROPOSED ALFORITHM FOR 
RESCHEDULING 
 

To solve the rescheduling problem in CMfg, this paper 

proposed a multi-objective and elitist algorithm based on 

Jaya, called advanced multi-objective elitist Jaya 

algorithm (AMEJ). AMEJ is a parameter-less algorithm 

so there is no need for tuning any parameters for proper 

execution. 

There are two lists in AMEJ: 𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 to maintain 

the best solutions and 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 to keep the worse 

solutions in each iteration. 

In each iteration, the best solution (denoted by 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡) 

and the worst solution (denoted by 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡) are found 

using the non-dominated sorting approach, constraint-

dominance concept and crowding distance computation. 

Then all solutions in 𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 that is dominated by 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 

are removed from this list and the 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 solution is added 

to 𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. Similarly, all solutions in 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 that 

dominates 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 are removed from this list and the 

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 solution is added to 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. This process 

removes the dominated solutions (that is worse than the 

current 𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡 solution) from 𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and the dominant 

solutions (that is better than current 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 solution) from 

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 

Then both lists are sorted by the non-dominated 

sorting approach, constraint-dominance concept, and 

crowding distance computation and the best solution 

from 𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and the worst solution from 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

are found. These solutions are used to update the 

population-based on Equation 10 according to the Jaya 

algorithm. If these solutions have been used for more 

than two iterations to update the population, they will be 

removed from the relevant lists and other solutions will 

be found and used to update the population. This 

mechanism will lead to better dispersibility of solutions 

and will allow the appropriate solutions the opportunity 

to be reused again. 

The updated population is then concatenated with the 

initial population and the whole population is sorted by 

non-dominated sorting approach, constraint-dominance 

concept, and crowding distance computation. Then, 

using a random binary variable, it is determined to 

separate the number of initial population or twice the 

initial population from the best individuals of the whole 

sorted population. This population is used in the next 

iteration. This approach allows more individuals to be 

used to search the problem space in some iterations 

randomly. The flowchart for the AMEJ algorithm is 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
5. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
5. 1. Experimental Setup           In this section, AMEJ 

was compared with three multie-objective optimazation 

algorithms, including multi-objective Jaya algorithm 

(MOJaya), non-dominated sorting teaching-learning 

based optimization algorithm (NSTLBO), and the fast 

and elitist multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA2), 

based on various comparison criteria. 
All the experiments are programed by Python 3.8 

programing language on a 64-bit windows 10 OS with an 

Intel(R) Core i7 2.80 GHz processor and 16-GB RAM 

system. Source papers for the implementation of the 

comparison algorithms with explanations of their 

parameters are listed in Table 1.  

The initial population number and the number of 

iterations of each algorithm were considered 300 and 20 

times, respectively. In the rescheduling problem for 

cloud manufacturing, the constraints imposed on each of 

the objective functions can be considered as the min and 

max allowed values. In the following experiments, we 

considered values 75 and 100 as the min and max allowed 

values for all four objective functions.  

These constraints can be determined by the expert 

depending on the type of problem. The initial population 

was also randomly generated in the allowed space of the 

problem and according to the imposed constraints. 

𝑆𝐼 =
∑ ∑ 𝐶𝐻𝑖,𝑗

𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1

  

𝐶𝐻𝑖,𝑗 = {
0, 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗

1, 𝑆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗
  

(9) 

𝑆𝑇𝑇 = ∑ ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 − 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗
𝑛𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞
𝑖=1   (10) 
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the AMEJ algorithm 
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TABLE 1. Source articles and parameters of comparison 

algorithms 

Algorithm Name Source article Parameters 

MOJaya Rao et al. [40] Parameter-less 

NSTLBO Rao et al. [23] Parameter-less 

NSGA2 Deb et al. [41] 

crossover probability = 0.9 

mutation probability = 1/n 

n is the number of decision 

variables 

 
 

5. 2. Experimental Results         The first experiment 

is to compare algorithms based on the number of non-

dominated solutions found in 300 individuals of 

population. Figure 5 shows the result of this comparison. 
As shown in Figure 5, the number of non-dominated 

solutions found by AMEJ is more than other algorithms. 

This comparison criteria is simple but it can show the 

better performance of an algorithm in finding non-

dominated solutions in the problem space compared to 

others. 

The spacing measure is another comparison criterion 

used to compare multi-objective algorithms. This 

criterion shows how the solutions uniformly  distributed 

in a Pareto front. The spacing measure can be calculated 

by the following equation: 

where 𝑛 is the non-dominated solutions count and 𝑑𝑖 

calculated by Equation (12): 

where 𝑘 is the count of objective functions and 𝑓𝑚 is the 

value of the objective function for 𝑚th objective. �̅� is the 

normalized value of 𝑑𝑖 and calculated by Equation (13): 

The lower the value obtained for spacing measure by an  

 
Figure 5. Number of non-dominated solutions found by 

each algorithm 
 
 

algorithm, the better its performance based on this 

criterion. Figure 6 shows the comparison results of 

algorithms based on spacing measure: 

Individual displacement in the problem space can 

indicate the performance of the algorithm in improving 

all solutions. Figures 7 shows the position of the 

individuals in the problem space at the beginning and 

after the completion of the AMEJ algorithm for each pair  
 

 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of algorithms based on the spacing 

measure 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Distribution of individuals in the problem space at the beginning and end of AMEJ run 

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 = √
1

|𝑛−1|
∑ (�̅� − 𝑑𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1   (11) 

𝑑𝑖 = min
𝑖,𝑖≠𝑗

∑ |𝑓𝑚
𝑖 − 𝑓𝑚

𝑗
|𝑘

𝑚=1 ,   𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛  (12) 

�̅� = ∑ 𝑑𝑖/|𝑛|𝑛
𝑖=1   (13) 
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TABLE 2. Comparison of mean and standard division of non-dominated solutions of AMEJ and MOJaya 

 
TCT TC 

AMEJ MOJaya AMEJ MOJaya 

Mean 96.060076 95.186218 97.770860 97.545763 

Standard Division 3.667294 4.980794 4.329043 4.597407 

 
SI STT 

AMEJ MOJaya AMEJ MOJaya 

Mean 96.773871 96.098727 95.059678 94.650871 

Standard Division 3.954239 3.628339 4.570308 5.871844 

 

 

 
Figure 8. comparison of AMEJ and MOJaya based on 

cumulative mean in 20 iterations 
 

 

of objective functions. This figure shows the random 

distribution of individuals in the problem space at the 

beginning and the move towards collective improvement 

at the end. 

Since MOJaya is the base algorithm of AMEJ, the 

following two comparisons were performed between 

these algorithms. The results show that AMEJ 

performance is better than MOJaya.  

Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation of 

non-dominated solutions of each objective functions.  

Cumulative mean is another criterion used to 

compare AMEJ and MOJaya algorithms. To calculate 

this criterion in each iteration, the values of the objective 

functions are first normalized. Then for each solution, the 

sum of all objective function values with an equal weight 

of one is calculated. Then the mean of all calculated 

values is reported. For this experiment, all the solutions 

in the population were used. 

Figure 8 shows the result of the comparison of AMEJ 

and MOJaya based on the cumulative mean. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURES WORK 

 

CMfg has a highly dynamic environment. In this 

environment many disruptions or events may occur that 

lead the system to unplanned situations. When any 

disruptions or other events occurred, the rescheduling 

techniques used to updating the inital schedule. First, this 

paper analyzes the dynamic rescheduling problem in 

CMfg. Then the rescheduling problem in CMfg is 

modeled mathematically. To solve the multi-objective 

rescheduling problem in CMfg, this paper proposed the 

AMEJ algorithm which is an advanced multi-objective 

and elitist algorithm based on Jaya. 

To show the performance of the AMEJ algorithm, 

several experiments are performed. The results indicate 

that AMEJ has better performance than other multi-

objective optimization algorithms such as MOJaya, 

NSTLBO, and NSGA2. 

Considering the multi-objective nature of the 

rescheduling problem in CMfg, the procedure of 

modeling the rescheduling problem into a multi-

objective optimization problem that was presented in this 

article can be considered as a suitable approach in solving 

rescheduling problems in future researches. 

The proposed algorithm is also a generic algorithm 

that can be studied in other areas besides CMfg. Because 

the proposed algorithm can also be considered in single-

objective optimization problems, we will implement a 

priori approach-based algorithm inspired by AMEJ in our 

future work and we will conduct more comparisons 

based on standard benchmark functions. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
CMfg   های مبتنی بر خدمات توسعه یافته  های اطلاعات سازمانی تحت پشتیبانی رایانش ابری، اینترنت اشیا و فناورییک مدل ساخت پیشرفته جدید است که با کمک فناوری

ر این محیط، اختلالات یا اتفاقات زیادی ممکن محیطی بسیار پویا دارد. د  CMfgمنابع تولیدی متعددی را برای ارائه خدمات کارآمد و ارزشمند تشکیل می دهد.    CMfgاست.  

، یک سری از ارائه دهندگان خدمات برای تولید برنامه ریزی شده اند. در حین عملیات  CMfgاست رخ دهد که سیستم را به موقعیت های برنامه ریزی نشده سوق دهد. در  

رج شوند. لذا برای ادامه فرآیند تولید طبق قراردادهای منعقده و زمانبندی اولیه، زمانبندی مجدد تولید ممکن است برخی از آنها آسیب ببینند، متوقف شوند و از سرویس خا

فاده می شود. در این مقاله، مسئله  ضروری است. هنگامی که هر گونه اختلال یا رویداد دیگری رخ می دهد، از تکنیک های زمان بندی مجدد برای به روز رسانی برنامه اولیه است

مدل شده و به عنوان یک مسئله بهینه سازی چند هدفه تعریف می شود.   CMfgشود. سپس زمان بندی مجدد چند هدفه در  تحلیل می  CMfgدی مجدد دینامیک در  بنزمان

سازی های بهینهی حل این مشکل، روش تعریف این مسئله به عنوان یک مسئله بهینه سازی چندهدفه امکان اعمال، بررسی و مقایسه الگوریتم های مختلف را فراهم می کند. برا

پیشنهاد شد. چندین آزمایش برای تأیید  (AMEJ)گرا جایا  گرا بر اساس الگوریتم جایا به نام الگوریتم پیشرفته چندهدفه نخبهقبلی بهبود یافته و یک الگوریتم چندهدفه و نخبه

 کند.سازی چندهدفه بهتر عمل میهای بهینهاد که الگوریتم پیشنهادی در مقایسه با سایر الگوریتم عملکرد الگوریتم پیشنهادی انجام شده است. نتایج محاسباتی نشان د
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Future wireless networks will use Universal Filtered Multicarrier (UFMC) as a new waveform 
modulation technique. The UFMC waveform sensibly considers the sub-band filter specifications such 

as filter order, and shape to combine the key benefits of the present generation modulation waveforms 

while averting their disadvantages. Therefore, in UFMC-based systems, it is important to pay attention 
to how the sub-band filter is made. In this paper, the sub-band filter configuration is adapted according 

to the sub-band size such that the UFMC symbol generates the minimum level of interference with 

minimum frequency selectivity. Also, the total interference caused by inter-carrier interference (ICI) and 
inter-sub-band interference (ISBI) was studied by finding the closed form of its change in the UFMC 

signal with sub-band size and filter length. From this analysis, we determined the ICI increases and ISBI 

decreases with filter length.  Therefore, the proposed method optimizes the filter length in terms of sub-
band size and interference. By this approach, the filter length is shorter than the conventional method 

and hence improves the symbol utilization. With the proposed method, the overall signal-to-interference 

ratio (SIR) improved by 1 to 3 dB. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.13 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

The fast growth in smart terminals, real-time interactive 

services, and the internet of everything (IoE) inspired the 

evolution of fifth generation (5G) networks. The key 

technical challenges for realizing this future network 

include the physical layer transmission techniques that 

are required to support efficient spectrum utilization to 

get full data rate, lower system implementation 

complexity, lower out-of-band emission (OBE) to 

minimize the interference, ultra-low latency, and 

artificial intelligence (AI) based estimation algorithms 

[1-3]. In the present broadband wireless system, 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is 

one of the most frequently used modulation waveforms. 

However, OFDM has several weaknesses, such as large 

sidelobes, high bandwidth usage, and severe 

synchronization requirements, which makes it ineffective 

for 5G and beyond. For wide-area IoT applications, the 

communication link must support in-depth coverage, low 

power consumption, and low implementation complexity 
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(R. Manda) 

[4]. These limitations enforce to design of a new and 

flexible modulation waveform that needs to support 

asynchronous transmission, lower side lobes, and 

reduced latency with less baseband system complexity 

[5-9]. In the last few years, several waveform candidates 

such as Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(GFDM) [10], Filter Bank Multicarrier (FBMC) [11], 

Filtered OFDM [12], and UFMC [13] have been 

proposed for next-generation wireless systems with a 

lower OBE. Among them, the UFMC waveform is the 

most recommended candidate waveform in the 5G and 

beyond 5G wireless systems to meet the main key 

performance parameters such as lower OBE, flexible 

packet transmission, and highly suitable for short packet 

transmission [14, 15]. 

The UFMC waveform is a combined form of FBMC 

and F-OFDM, in which, a group of subcarriers (SCs) is 

filtered individually to make it more robust in relaxed 

synchronization conditions compared to OFDM. The 

sub-band filtering can be physical resource block (PRB) 

based, service-based, and user-based [16, 17]. The 
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UFMC is suitable for PRB-based sub-band filtering and 

massive machine-type communications. In case of the 

multi-service or multi-user approach the signaling 

overhead may save but the sub-band filtering disrupts the 

orthogonality between the subcarriers and introduces 

inter-carrier interference (ICI) and inter-sub band/service 

interference (ISBI). In addition, the UFMC system has a 

higher baseband complexity and computation complexity 

than traditional OFDM because of the quantity of IFFT 

blocks and sub-band filters. This computational 

complexity reduced with different approaches like 

simplified the baseband UFMC symbol to reduce the 

number of arithmetic operations discussed in literature 

[18-22]. Like a cyclic prefix (CP) in OFDM, the subband 

filter protects against multipath fading and inter-symbol 

interference (ISI) in the UFMC system. However, on 

both sides of the symbol, the ramp (filter tail) of the sub-

band filter causes interference on neighboring sub-bands, 

which depends on the filter length. In practice, the sub-

band filter length is preferred longer or equal to the 

wireless channel length to avoid the multipath fading 

effect [13]. But, in some scenarios, the short filter length 

can be sufficient to get marginal system performance, 

which means further the system overhead can be reduced 

reasonably. 

Recently, there are several filter optimization and 

baseband signal processing approaches have been 

proposed to mitigate the interference in the UFMC 

system [23-29]. Mukherjee et al. [23], Wang et al. 

[30]optimized the sub-band FIR filter based on the 

knowledge of expected timing offset and frequency 

offset to reduce the out-band radiation and hence reduced 

the ISBI. In this method of approach, the filter is fixed 

and chosen arbitrary without knowledge of the adjacent 

sub-bands. The active interference cancellation approach 

is suggested by Zhang et al. [24] uses a separate 

subcarrier on either side of the sub-band for interference 

cancellation and optimizing their weights within the 

power constraints to maximize the overall signal-to-

interference ratio (SIR). With this approach, the spectral 

efficiency degraded due to the use of dedicated 

subcarriers to cancel interference. An adaptive 

modulation and filter configuration was proposed by 

Chen et al. [25], which adaptively determined the sub-

band filter impulse response parameters to reduce the 

interference caused by carrier frequency offset (CFO). 

This method used some guard band between adjacent 

sub-bands that causes reduction in spectral usage with 

better BER performance compared to the conventional 

method. 

From the above literature, all the methods optimized 

the filter configuration to reduce the interference due to 

out of band emission, CFO and timing offset. some of 

these methods used extra subcarrier or guard interval, 

because of this the symbol utilization degraded. In this 

article, the filter length is adapted according to the sub-

band width to minimize interference without degrading 

the symbol utilization. Additionally, we derived the 

closed form for the interference in the UFMC symbol due 

to filtering operation and then optimize the filter length 

for sub-band size. Here, each user's sub-carriers (sub-

band size) allocation is determined by the service they 

seek, such as data, streaming video, or online interactive 

gaming. As a result, each sub-band has a different length 

and the correspondingly filter length varies. Here, the 

proposed method does not use any guard interval 

between adjacent sub-band. Consequently, the sub-band 

filter performs fewer calculations, increasing the symbol 

utilization ratio. 

Following are the remaining sections of the paper: 

The discussion of the UFMC transmitter model and its 

symbol model is given in section 2. Concerning the filter 

length and sub-band size, Section 3 focuses on the 

analysis of ISBI and ICI fluctuation and covers the 

computation of filter parameters for 5G-NR numerology. 

Section 4 covers the results and discussion section, and 

the performance comparison of the UFMC system. 

Section 5 is devoted to conclusion. 
 
 

2. UFMC WAVEFORM MODEL 
 

An overview of the UFMC system model can be seen in 

Figure 1. The basic principle of the UFMC modulator is 

to divide the total number of data subcarriers NDC 

(bandwidth) into a group of consecutive subcarriers 

(known as sub-band), a specific constellation modulated 

(Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)) data 

samples allocated to each sub-band and then performed 

N-point IFFT after subcarrier mapping on a total number 

of subcarriers (N) and zeros padded to the unallocated 

subcarriers. These time-domain sub-band signals are 

filtered individually with an FIR filter and summed to 

generate the UFMC signal. In the case of a multi-

service/user-based communication system, multiple 

PRBs allocated to each user or service are considered 

sub-band. 

Consider the UFMC system with B sub-bands and Qp 

subcarriers in each sub-band i.e., ∑ 𝑄𝑝
𝐵−1
𝑝=0 = 𝑁𝐷𝐶; 𝑝 =

0,1, … , 𝐵 − 1. The result of the subband filtering 

operation, which is the linear convolution of the sub-band 

signal 𝑠𝑝(𝑛) and the impulse response of the subband 

filter 𝑓𝑝(𝑛). 

𝑥𝑝(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑓𝑝(𝑙)𝑠𝑝(𝑛 − 𝑙)
𝐿𝑓−1

𝑙=0 = 0, 1, … , 𝑁 + 𝐿𝑓 − 2  (1) 

It is possible to express the final UFMC signal as: 

𝑥(𝑛) =   ∑ ∑ 𝑓𝑝(𝑙)𝑠𝑝(𝑛 − 𝑙)
𝐿𝑓−1

𝑙=0
𝐵−1
𝑝=0   (2) 

where 𝐿𝑓 is the subband FIR filter length, 𝑓𝑝(𝑙) represents 

the filter impulse response of pth sub-band, which is the 

center frequency shifted of the prototype filter impulse 

response (𝑓(𝑙)) corresponding to the sub-band. That is: 
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Figure 1. The UFMC system model 

 

 

𝑓𝑝(𝑙) = 𝑓(𝑙)𝑒
𝑗2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾0+𝐾𝑝𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡)𝑙  ;  𝑙 = 0, 1, … , 𝐿𝑓 − 1   (3) 

where, 𝐾𝑝𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑄𝑏
𝑝−1
𝑏=0 + 𝑄𝑝/2; 𝐾0 =

𝑁−𝑁𝐷𝐶

2
 

signifies the beginning subcarrier index of the lowest 

possible sub-band of the UFMC signal. Generally, the 

filter length for a different sub-band is not necessarily the 

same. The time-domain sub-band signal 𝑠𝑝(𝑛) represents 

the N-point IFFT of pth sub-band written as: 

𝑠𝑝(𝑛) =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑒𝑗

2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾0+𝐾𝑝+𝑘)𝑛𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0   (4) 

where the sequence 𝑆𝑝(𝑘) represents the pth sub-band 

data samples and 𝐾𝑝 =  ∑ 𝑄𝑏
𝑝−1
𝑏=0 . At the receiver, unlike 

CP-OFDM, the UFMC uses the complete symbol 

duration of samples. Therefore, the received UFMC 

symbol is padded with a sufficient number of zeros for 

processing through 2N-point FFT. After execution of the 

2N-point FFT, the even subcarriers were extracted for 

data detection (down sampled by a factor of 2). 

 

 

3. ADAPTIVE SUB-BAND FILTER DESIGN 

 

As we know that the FIR filtering operations provide less 

OBE and robustness in a relaxed synchronized system. 

But the filtering operation disrupts the orthogonality 

between the sub-carriers and causes interference. In 

general, the PRB-based sub-band filtering is most 

preferable to implemented in the UFMC waveform. In 

the case of multi-user and multi-services, there is design 

flexibility in the UFMC waveform to allocate multiple 

PRBs such that each service support multiple users, and 

one or more consecutive PRBs can be allocated to each  

(a) PRB based sub-band filtering

(b) User based sub-band filtering

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4

PRB 1 PRB 9

Inter sub-band/ service/user interference 

 
Figure 2. Types of sub-band filtering 

 

 

user as shown in Figure 2. The inter-symbol interference 

(ISI) can be minimized by sub-band filtering operation in 

the UFMC system, but it might be causing some 

significant ISBI in the case of multi-service or multi-user 

systems. On the other hand, for the non-adjacent sub-

bands/services, the ISBI is insignificant and does not 

affect the system performance. 

 

3. 1. Interference in the UFMC Symbol          As stated 

earlier, non-orthogonality brought on by filtering 

operations may cause interference between nearby 

subcarriers and sub-bands. To analyze the interference, 

let us define the ISBI and ICI in terms of desired data 

symbols and sub-band filter metrics. Consider the 

following assumptions for formulation and 

simplification: 
Assumption 1. The modulated data symbols mapping on 

subcarriers are uncorrelated with each other, and have 

zero mean (i.e., 𝐸[𝑆𝑝(𝑘)] = 0 and variance 

𝐸 [|𝑆𝑝(𝑘)|
2

] =  𝜎𝑠𝑝
2 

Assumption 2. The sub-band filter coefficients are 

normalized to have ∑ |𝑓𝑝(𝑙)|
2

 𝐿−1
𝑙=0 = 1 

Consider the energy of the UFMC symbol given as 

follows: 

𝐸𝑈𝐹𝑀𝐶 =  ∑ |𝑥(𝑛)|2𝑁+𝐿−2
𝑛=0   (5) 

The energy of the UFMC symbol can be expressed as: 

𝐸𝑈𝐹𝑀𝐶 =  ∑ 𝑥(𝑛) 𝑥∗(𝑛)
𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0 =

∑ (∑ 𝑥𝑝(𝑛)𝐵−1
𝑝=0 )( ∑ 𝑥𝑞

∗(𝑛)𝐵−1
𝑞=0 )

𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0  = 𝐸𝑆𝐵 + 𝐸𝐼𝑆𝐵𝐼  
(6) 

where x*(n) represents the complex conjugative of x(n). 

By substituting Equation (1) in Equation (9), the UFMC 

symbol energy can be composed of two components, one 

is the total sub-band energy (ESB) for 𝑝 = 𝑞 and another 

one is the ISBI component (EISBI) for 𝑝 ≠ 𝑞. These 

energy components can be expressed as: 

𝐸𝑆𝐵 = ∑ ∑ |𝑥𝑝(𝑛)|
2𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0
𝐵−1
𝑝=𝑞=0   =

 ∑ ∑ ∑ |𝑓𝑝(𝑙)|
2𝐿𝑓−1

𝑙=0
𝐵−1
𝑝=0

𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0 𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑝
  

(7) 
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𝐸𝐼𝑆𝐵𝐼 = ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑝(𝑛) 𝑥𝑞
∗(𝑛)𝐵−1

𝑞=0
𝑞≠𝑝

𝐵−1
𝑝=0

𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0  =

 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑓𝑝(𝑙)𝑓𝑞
∗(𝑙)𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑞

𝐿𝑓−1

𝑙=0
𝐵−1
𝑞=0
𝑞≠𝑝

𝐵−1
𝑝=0

𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0   
(8) 

where, 𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑞
 is the correlation sequence of the two 

different time-domain sub-band data sequence 𝑠𝑝(𝑛) 

and𝑠𝑞(𝑛), which can be defined as 𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑞
= 𝑠𝑝(𝑛 −

𝑙)𝑠𝑞
∗(𝑛 − 𝑙). By substituting Equation (3) here, we get: 

𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑞
=

 
1

𝑁2
∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑞

∗(𝑘)  𝑒𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾𝑝−𝐾𝑞)(𝑛−𝑙) 

min (𝑄𝑝,𝑄𝑞)

𝑘=𝑚=0 +

1

𝑁2
∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑞

∗(𝑚)  𝑒𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾𝑝−𝐾𝑞+𝑘−𝑚)(𝑛−𝑙) 

𝑄𝑞−1

𝑚=0
𝑚≠𝑘

𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0   

(9) 

𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑞
=

 
1

𝑁2 𝑒𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾𝑝−𝐾𝑞)(𝑛−𝑙)

 (∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑞
∗(𝑘)  

min(𝑄𝑝,𝑄𝑞)

𝑘=0 +

∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑞
∗(𝑚)  𝑒𝑗

2𝜋

𝑁
(𝑘−𝑚)(𝑛−𝑙)𝑄𝑞−1

𝑚=0
𝑚≠𝑘

𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0 )  

(10) 

Since the modulated data sequences (frequency-domain 

data sequences) are uncorrelated or low correlated for 

𝑝 ≠ 𝑞 and 𝑘 ≠ 𝑚. Therefore, neglecting the second term 

in Equation (10) we have: 

𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑞
=  

1

𝑁2
𝑒𝑗

2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾𝑝−𝐾𝑞)(𝑛−𝑙) ∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑞

∗(𝑘) 
min (𝑄𝑝,𝑄𝑞)

𝑘=0
  (11) 

For p = q the Equation (11) can be written as: 

𝑅𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑝
=  

1

𝑁2
 (∑ |𝑆𝑝(𝑘)|

2
 

𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0 +

∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑝
∗(𝑚)  𝑒𝑗

2𝜋

𝑁
(𝑘−𝑚)(𝑛−𝑙)𝑄𝑞−1

𝑚=0
𝑚≠𝑘

𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0
)  

(12) 

From (3), we have: 

𝑓𝑝(𝑙)𝑓𝑞
∗(𝑙) =  |𝑓(𝑙)|2 𝑒

𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾𝑝−𝐾𝑞+

𝑄𝑝−𝑄𝑞

2
)𝑙

  (13) 

Substitute Equation (12) in Equation (7), the total sub-

band energy can be written as: 

𝐸𝑆𝐵 =

 ∑ ∑ ∑ |𝑓𝑝(𝑙)|
2𝐿𝑓−1

𝑙=0

1

𝑁2
 (∑ |𝑆𝑝(𝑘)|

2𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0 +𝐵−1
𝑝=0

𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0

∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑝
∗(𝑚)  𝑒𝑗

2𝜋

𝑁
(𝑘−𝑚)(𝑛−𝑙)𝑄𝑞−1

𝑚=0
𝑚≠𝑘

𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0 )  

(14) 

According to Equation (14), the total sub-band energy 

𝐸𝑆𝐵 can be divided into two components: the sub-carrier 

energy (ESC) component for 𝑘 =  𝑚 and the ICI 

component (EICI) for 𝑘 ≠ 𝑚. Therefore, the complete 

UFMC symbol energy becomes: 

𝐸𝑈𝐹𝑀𝐶 =  𝐸𝑆𝐶 + 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝐼 + 𝐸𝐼𝑆𝐵𝐼  (15) 

From Assumption 2 and 𝑁 ≫  𝐿𝑓, the total desired data 

subcarriers energy of the UFMC symbol is given as: 

𝐸𝑆𝐶 =
1

𝑁2
∑ ∑ ∑ |𝑓𝑝(𝑙)|

2𝐿𝑓−1

𝑙=0  𝐵−1
𝑝=0

𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0
∑ |𝑆𝑝(𝑘)|

2𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0 =
𝑁+𝐿𝑓−1

𝑁2
∑ ∑ |𝑆𝑝(𝑘)|

2
 

𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0
𝐵−1
𝑝=0   

(16) 

and  

𝐸𝐼𝐶𝐼 =
1

𝑁2
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑝

∗(𝑚) 
𝑄𝑝−1

𝑚=0
𝑚≠𝑘

𝑄𝑝−1

𝑘=0
𝐵−1
𝑝=0 ∑ 𝑒𝑗

2𝜋

𝑁
(𝑘−𝑚)𝑛𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0 𝐸𝑓𝑝(𝑘, 𝑚)  (17) 

 

where 

𝐸𝑓𝑝(𝑘, 𝑚) = ∑ |𝑓𝑝(𝑙)|
2

  𝑒−𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁
((𝑘−𝑚)𝑙)𝐿−1

𝑙=0   (18) 

Substituting Equations (12) and (14) in Equation (9), the 

inter-sub-band interference energy can be written as: 

 

𝐸𝐼𝑆𝐵𝐼 =  
1

𝑁2
∑ ∑ ∑ |𝑓(𝑙)|2  𝑒

−𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁
(

𝑄𝑝−𝑄𝑞

2
)𝑙𝐿−1

𝑙=0 ∑ 𝑒𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁
(𝐾𝑝−𝐾𝑞)𝑛𝑁+𝐿𝑓−2

𝑛=0
∑ 𝑆𝑝(𝑘)𝑆𝑞

∗(𝑘)
min(𝑄𝑝,𝑄𝑞)

𝑘=0
𝐵−1
𝑞=0
𝑞≠𝑝

𝐵−1
𝑝=0       (19) 

 

According to Equations (17) and (19), the size of the sub-

band and the sub-band filter ramps have an impact on 

both ICI and ISBI. The filter ramps depend on the filter 

length, which is usually recommended to choose more 

than the channel length (CP length) to mitigate the 

multipath channel dispersion. The multipath channel 

effects may be partially mitigated by the filter ramp-up 

and ramp-down, but ISI cannot be fully removed. The 

sub-band filter length decides the level of non-

orthogonality factor between subcarriers, the OBE, and 

hence the interference (ISBI and ICI). To maintain a low 

degree of interference, the sub-band filter order is 

adjusted in this article for the sub-band size. In other 

words, depending on the sub-band width, the filter length 

or tail in the symbol duration can be adjustable. 

Therefore, the filter length design is an important part of 

the UFMC system. In the following subsection, we focus 

on the filter length selection according to the sub-band 

size. 

 

3. 2. Filter Length Design for Sub-band Filter        
The sub-band filter design flexibility is one of the most 

significant advantages of the UFMC waveform compared 

to others, which enables to adjustment of the sub-band 

filtering configuration according to the requirement of 

service, user, and channel conditions. The Gibb's 
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phenomenon states that the magnitude response of the 

filter exhibits nearly the same oscillatory behavior (i.e., 

ripples) after a limited value of its order. From this 

vantage point, we suggested an approach that modifies 

the FIR filter order about sub-band size, while 

maintaining a minimum level of OBE. In general, 

tolerance schemes have been used to build filter design 

algorithms because they give a close approximation of 

the ideal filter frequency response. The FIR filter design 

depends on the following parameters: passband (𝑓𝑝) and 

stopband edge frequencies ( 𝑓𝑠), maximum absolute 

errors known as ripples in the passband and stopband 

(𝛿𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑠) and filter length (L). The sub-band filter 

length (L) [31] is defined approximately as: 

𝐿 =  
−10 log(𝛿𝑝𝛿𝑠)−13

14.36 ∆𝑓
+ 1  (20) 

where Δf represents the normalized transition width, 

which is defined as the difference between stopband edge 

frequency and passband edge frequency𝑖. 𝑒. , ∆𝑓 =
(𝑓𝑠−𝑓𝑝)

𝐹𝑠
. The passband and stopband edge frequencies can 

be defined based on the bandwidth requirements of the 

sub-band/ service. The bandwidth (BW) of the filter is 

defined from the number of subcarriers allocated to the 

sub-band as 𝐵𝑊 =  𝑄𝑓𝑠𝑐,  where fsc is the subcarrier 

spacing, typically an integer multiple of 15 kHz 

according to the 5G NR numerology. The lower (𝑓𝑙) and 

upper (𝑓ℎ) passband edge frequencies of the sub-band are 

defined as: 

𝑓𝑙 =  𝐾0𝑓𝑠𝑐   𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓ℎ = (𝐾0 + 𝑄𝑝)𝑓𝑠𝑐  (21) 

Here the stopband frequency is determined from the 

general filter assumption, i.e., half of the sampling 

frequency 
𝐹𝑠

2
 or the guard band between the sub-band or 

service bands i.e., 𝑓𝑠 =
𝑁

2
 𝑓𝑠𝑐 and ∆𝑓 =

1

2
−

𝐾0+𝑄𝑝

𝑁
. 

Substitute ∆𝑓 in  Equation (20), we get: 

𝐿 =  
𝑁(−10 log(𝛿𝑝𝛿𝑠)−13)

7.18(𝑁−𝐾0−𝑄𝑝)
  (22) 

The sub-band filter length decides the level of non-

orthogonality factor between subcarriers, the OBE, and 

hence the interference (ISBI and ICI). In this paper, the 

sub-band FIR filter order is adapted for the sub-band size 

as mentioned in Equation (22) to maintain a minimum 

level of interference. That is the filter length or tail in the 

symbol duration due to filtering operation can be flexible 

based on the sub-band width. 

 

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

From the discussion in Section 3, the system performance 

is affected by the sub-band filter design for a given width 

of the sub-band in different ways. In this section, the 

performance of the proposed method is evaluated 

through MATLAB simulation under various scenarios. 

To demonstrate the results clearly without sacrificing 

their generality, we adopted the 3GPP bandwidth 

configuration/ radio frame structure, i.e., the channel 

bandwidth of 10 MHz, 15 kHz subcarrier spacing, 624 

data subcarriers, and the IFFT length N = 1024 for all 

simulation results. Let consider two different cases with 

different sub-band sizes (Q= 12 SCs and 36 SCs with 5 

sub-bands) as shown in Figure 3. The first case depicted 

in Figure 3(a), here the sub-band ramps (i.e., OBE) due 

to filtering operation extended to more than one sub-band 

for smaller sub-band size (Q), and the power distribution 

among the subcarriers in a sub-band is approximately 

equal. This results in less frequency selectivity and there 

is a high likelihood of accurate data detection in the sub-

band with a higher signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). In 

the second case (i.e., for larger sub-band sizes) shown in 

Figure 3(b), the ramp spread is less than one adjacent sub-

band with a fixed filter length and ineffective power 

distribution along the subcarriers in a sub-band. Which 

leads to greater frequency selectivity and reduced 

performance. 

 

 

 
(a) 5 SB, 12 SCs each 

 
(b) 5 SB, 36 SCs each 

Figure 3. Power spectral density of the UFMC signal with 

the following specifications: 64-QAM, filter length (Lf) = 

73, and N = 1024 
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The maximum to minimum filter gain ratio 

(MMFGR) can be used to define the frequency selectivity 

of the sub-band response shown in Figure 4. It is clear 

from Figure 4, for a fixed sub-band size, the MMFGR 

increases with filter length and for a fixed filter length, 

the MMFGR increase with sub-band width.  The UFMC 

system with a longer filter length results in a larger 

MMFGR (i.e., non-uniform power allocation among the 

subcarriers within a sub-band and higher at the middle of 

the sub-band) and higher frequency selectivity, but it 

leads to a high possibility of error at the edges of the sub-

band and causes a greater overall performance loss in 

terms of SNR. The higher value of MMFGR may also be 

impact on the best pilot pattern design to estimate channel  

impulse response and frequency offset error. Pilots 

should be assigned to the subcarriers with the highest 

filter gain (i.e., in the middle of one sub-band). This may 

increase the complexity of estimation algorithms at the 

receiver. 

For instance, to obtain a specific MMFGR for a 

particular total number of subcarriers and filter length, 

we can choose the suitable sub-band bandwidth. 

Similarly, it is simple to calculate the corresponding 

MMFGR for a particular filter length and sub-band 

bandwidth, which can be used to assess the performance 

loss. To maintain a minimum level of MMFGR, here the 

filter length is adapted according to the allocated 

bandwidth of sub-bands and analyzed the variation of the 

interference with respect to filter length and sub-band 

width. 

Figure 5 shows the variation of ISBI and ICI for 

simulation parameters (adopt from the 3GPP band 

configuration of 10 MHz bandwidth with 15 kHz 

subcarrier spacing) shown in Table 1. The simulation 

results from Figure 5 states that the cumulative ISBI 

decreases with the filter length due to lower OBE, and the 

ICI increases with filter length due to a higher level of 

non-orthogonality. In case of both uniform and non-

uniform subcarrier allocation, the ISBI decreases, and 
 

 

 
Figure 4. MMFGR variation according to the filter length 

and sub-band width 

ICI increases with the filter length. There is a tradeoff 

between the interference and the filter length (i.e., the 

ISBI dominates for a smaller filter length and the ICI 

dominates for a longer filter length. To reduce this effect 

the sub-band filter length is dynamically modified with 

sub-band size to minimize the overall interference in the 

UFMC symbol according to Equation (22). 

Figure 6 simulation results show how average ISBI 

and ICI vary for sub-band sizes of 12, 36, 48, 72, and 96 

with fixed and adaptive filter lengths. From this, we 

 

 
TABLE 1. Simulation parameters 

Parameter Name Value 

IFFT size (N) 1024 

Modulation order 64 QAM 

Stopband attenuation 40 dB 

Sub-band size (Q) Integer multiple of 12 SC 

Filter length (Lf) 
73 for conventional 

Variable for proposed 

Wireless channel model Rayleigh fading 

 
 

 
(a) uniform subabd-width allocation 

 
(b) non-uniform subabd-width allocation 

Figure 5. Interference variation in the UFMC symbol 
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concluded that the proposed model is superior in terms of 

ISBI/ICI compared to the conventional UFMC system. 

With the proposed adaptive filter approach, the total 

interference (ICI+ISBI) is reduced by around 1.5 to 3 dB 

than the conventional method as shown in Figure 6(b). 

Furthermore, the proposed approach gives a better signal-

to-interference ratio (SIR) compared to the conventional 

one as shown in Figure 7. The inclusion of the filter and 

the unequal power distribution to various subcarriers lead 

the average BER performance of the UFMC system in 

one sub-band to be worse than that of the OFDM system. 

This is because a frequency-selective filter responds 

more favorably in the middle of the sub-band than at the 

subcarriers on its edges as shown in Figure 3. As a result, 

there is a high likelihood of inaccurate detection at the 

edges, and the response at intermediate subcarriers may 

occasionally be excessively high. 

Figure 8 illustrates the BER performance comparison 

between proposed and conventional method for the 

simulation parameters mentioned in Table 1. With the 

proposed method the filter length selection is based on 

the sub-band width, and the filter length values are 11, 13 

and 15 for the sub-band widths of 12 ,36 and 60 SCs 

respectively. These values are shorter than the fixed filter 

length (i.e., 73) approach hence the symbol utilization 

improved with the proposed method as shown in Table 2. 

 

 

 
(a) ISBI and ICI variation 

 
(b) Total Interference (ISBI+ICI) 

Figure 6. Interference variation with sub-band size 

 
Figure 7. Signal to Interference Ratio versus sub-band size 

 
 

TABLE 2. Conventional (fixed filter length) versus proposed 

(adaptive filter length) model 

 

BW 

(MHz)/ fSC 

(kHz) 

Data SCs/ 

IFFT size N 

CP 

length 
Filter length 

Tail due 

to 

filtering 

Subcarrier per 

band 
   12 36 60  

Conventional 

[12] 

10/ 15 624/ 1024 72 73 72 

100/60 1200/ 2048 144 145 144 

Proposed 
10/ 15 624/1024 72 11 13 15 10 to 14 

100/60 1200/2048 144 9 11 11 8 to 10 

 
 

 
Figure 8. The UFMC system performance 

 

 

By proposed method, the total interference contributed 

from ISBI and ICI is less than the conventional fixed 

filter length method results in improved SIR and hence 

improved the average BER performance of the system 

shown in Figure 8. Here, we can observe that the system 

attained the acceptable BER of 10−3  at around 21 dB and 

23 dB with proposed and conventional methods, 

respectively. Finally, the overall simulation results 
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indicate that the proposed adaptive filter is appropriate 

for the UFMC system with multi-services. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
 
The sub-band filtering process may affect the system 

performance in different ways directly. It is necessary to 

consider every subcarrier within the sub-band when 

selecting a filter to achieve a particular performance. 

Here is an idea for simplifying the filter length choice 

process in terms of filter response metrics. The filter 

length is dynamically modified to minimize interference 

with sub-band width. The resultant filter length obtained 

from the proposed method is shorter than the 

conventional fixed length approach.  As a result, the SIR 

improved by 1 to 3 dBs thus improving the BER 

performance of the UFMC system. The computational 

complexity due to the filtering operation can be further 

reduced by applying the machine learning algorithms, 

this is the future scope of this work in progress. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
 UFMCبه عنوان یک تکنیک مدولاسیون شکل موج جدید استفاده خواهند کرد. شکل موج    Universal Filtered Multicarrier (UFMC)شبکه های بی سیم آینده از  

را ترکیب کند و در عین حال از  به طور معقولی مشخصات فیلتر زیر باند مانند ترتیب فیلتر و شکل را در نظر می گیرد تا مزایای کلیدی شکل موج های مدولاسیون نسل فعلی 

توجه به نحوه ساخت فیلتر فرعی حائز اهمیت است. در این مقاله، پیکربندی فیلتر زیر باند با توجه به   UFMCبراین در سیستم های مبتنی بر  معایب آنها جلوگیری کند. بنا

اشی از تداخل بین حامل  حداقل سطح تداخل را با حداقل انتخاب فرکانس ایجاد می کند. همچنین کل تداخل ن  UFMCاندازه زیر باند تطبیق داده شده است به طوری که نماد  

(ICI)     و تداخل بین زیر باند(ISBI)     با یافتن شکل بسته تغییر آن در سیگنالUFMC    با اندازه زیر باند و طول فیلتر مورد بررسی قرار گرفت. از این تجزیه و تحلیل، ما

کند. با این روش، طول فیلتر هادی طول فیلتر را از نظر اندازه زیر باند و تداخل بهینه مییابد. بنابراین، روش پیشنکاهش می ISBIبا طول فیلتر افزایش و  ICIتعیین کردیم که 

 دسی بل بهبود یافت. 3تا  1بین   (SIR)کمتر از روش معمولی است و از این رو استفاده از نماد را بهبود می بخشد. با روش پیشنهادی، نسبت کلی سیگنال به تداخل 
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

In the current research, a novel vertical axis wind turbine producing both power and ventilation is 
presented. The idea is similar to an ancient wind catchers. The wind capacity of the Manjil city in Iran 

has been studied and a typical home-scale wind turbine has been assessed. To modify the geometry, a 

3D semi-analytical code has been developed based on Double Multiple Stream Tube (DMST) theory. 
The validation analysis has been accomplished by the reference turbine. Using this code, the turbine 

performance including power coefficient and flow diversion index was studied. Particularly the effect of 

blade cone angle on the power deficiency and ventilation ratio was investigated. The results of the 
parameter study would reveal that for the optimal range of tip speed ratio, 2.9-3.2 based on the power 

curve, it is feasible to produce up to 400 m3/h ventilation flow and 50-200 W shaft power. It would be 

obtained by 20-degree blade inclination and is equivalent to 2.5% of the total flow entering the rotor. 
The power deficiency due to this change is 30% which is compromised by the ventilation capability. The 

results also revealed the optimal range of tip speed ratio is 2.9-3.2. . It is depicted that, power attenuation 
could be minimum when the suitable TSR and the appropriate geometry are selected. Finally, some 

generalized trends of the objective functions also have been drawn. The methodology is versatile for the 

ongoing problems in the field of vertical axis wind turbines. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.14 
 

 

NOMENCLATURE   

𝑎   Induction factor �̇�  Mass flow rate 

𝑉∞  Wind speed 𝑄  Local torque 

𝑉𝑒  Induced equilibrium velocity �̅�  Mean torque 

𝑉𝑛  Normal velocity 𝐶�̅� 
  Mean torque coefficient 

𝑉𝑡  Tangential velocity along the blade chord 𝐶𝑃  Power coefficient 

𝑉𝑠  Tangential velocity along the blade length 𝐶𝐿  Lift coefficient 

𝑊   Relative velocity 𝐶𝐷  Drag coefficient 

𝑉𝑧  Velocity along the rotor axis 𝐿  Lift 

𝑉𝑎  Axial induction velocity 𝐷  Drag 

𝐶𝑛  Normal force coefficient 𝑟  The local radius of the rotor 

𝐶𝑡  Tangential force coefficient ∆𝑧  Blade element height 

𝑓  Blade function 𝐵  Number of Blades 

𝑁  Normal force Greek Symbols 

𝑇  Tangential force 𝜆  Tip speed ratio 

𝑐  Blade chord 𝜔  Rotating speed 

𝐴  Swept area 𝛼  Angle of attack 

  𝜂  Non-dimensional blade length 
 

1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
The growth of science, technology, and industries, as 

well as the increase in population and the need for extra 
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energy, has led to the world dealing with environmental 

problems and renewable energy sources. Wind turbines 

are one of the best ways to supply green energy as they 

are cost-effective and environmentally friendly. It is 
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estimated that they can provide more than 20% of the 

world's energy demand [1]. Wind turbines come in 

different dimensions and types and can be installed in 

various sites from wind farms to rooftops. Wind energy 

systems also have a wide variety of components such as 

wind turbines, vibration absorbers, airborne systems, and 

flapping mechanisms. Wind turbines can be classified 

into two types: horizontal axis and vertical axis. 

Horizontal axis turbines have more power but require 

more investment and space. Vertical axis wind turbines 

(VAWTs) have several key advantages, including 

smaller dimensions, insensitivity to wind direction, and 

lower construction and service costs. VAWTs are 

suitable for installation in workshops, roofs, highways, 

and urban thoroughfares. 
Iran is located in a low-pressure region that is affected 

by strong summer and winter currents originating from 

the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Studies on Iran's wind 

potential have been conducted in the southeastern 

regions, including Zahedan, and the northern regions, 

including Manjil. Iran's first experience of producing 

industrial wind energy was achieved by installing a series 

of 500 kW wind turbines in Manjil and Rudbar in 2015, 

providing 1800 MW.h energy per year [2]. While the 

wind potential for using large scale horizontal axis wind 

rotors in Iran has been frequently studied, this article 

focuses on vertical axis turbines due to their lower cost, 

versatility, and suitability for small scale wind systems. 

The article reviews several new works dealing with Iran's 

wind potential and presents recent literature on related 

VAWT studies. Alamdari et al. [3]compared wind speeds 

at altitudes of 10, 30, and 40 meters above the ground in 

different climates across Iran. They estimated the average 

and distribution functions, as well as the probability 

density function, using data from 68 stations [3]. 

Mostafaeipour [4] studied wind energy feasibility in the 

Yazd region, measuring wind speeds monthly and 

annually at various altitudes between 1992 and 2005 at 

11 meteorological stations. In another study, researchers 

evaluated the economic potential of small wind turbines 

in Kerman. They examined three small turbines and 

demonstrated that the region has potential for wind 

energy utilization [5]. Many researchers have explored 

the potential of wind energy in various regions of Iran, 

such as Kerman and Manjil [6], and compared it with 

regions in Germany [7], Turkey [8], and Greece [9, 10]. 

In 2009, Paraschivoiu et al. [11] analyzed the 

performance of a vertical axis wind turbine with pitch 

angle control capabilities using the coupling method of 

the genetic algorithm with the DMST model. Their study 

focused on the performance and pitch control mechanism 

of the H-shaped turbine. The results showed that 

continuous pitch angle control has a relatively better 

performance than sinusoidal control and can increase 

turbine power by about 30% annually [11]. In 2017, 

Cheng et al. [12] compared the results of a two-

dimensional study and three-dimensional simulation of a 

vertical axis wind turbine with helical blades using the 

LES and RANS methods. They found that changes in the 

angle of attack and the wake created across the rear blade 

had a significant effect on the turbine power coefficient. 

They also observed that the tip vortices of the blade were 

one of the effective factors in power and noise factors in 

the three-dimensional simulation [12]. In 2018, Zanforlin 

and Deluca [13] examined the effects of Reynolds 

number and blade tip loss factor on the performance of a 

vertical axis wind turbine with straight blades. They 

found that both factors could affect turbine performance, 

with the effect of blade tip loss being predominant in 

medium and large turbine sizes and the Reynolds number 

effect being greater in small turbines [13].  

Rasekh et al. [14] in 2018 examined dynamic stall in 

the wind turbine blade and used two models, the 

Leishman-Beddoes semi-analytical dynamic stall and the 

numerical method. They compared results and revealed 

that dynamic stall in both methods depended on factors 

such as the initial and mean angle of attack, reduced 

frequency, and phase angle. They also observed that the 

Leishman-Beddoes method would have acceptable 

results with less computational cost. In 2021, Karimian 

and Rasekh [15] discussed the relation between power 

performance, acoustics, and geometry of a vertical axis 

turbine. They found that implementing some small 

changes in blade pitch angle could effectively enhance 

the power coefficient, with the greatest effect occurring 

at a low tip speed ratio. They also observed that small 

changes in pitch angle could reduce undesirable noise, 

especially at low turbine speed ratios [15].  

In 2019, Moghimi and Motawej [16] used the DMST 

method to study the aerodynamic performance of H-rotor 

turbines and Gorlov turbines. They examined the impact 

of various geometric parameters, including airfoil shape 

and chord, number of blades, helix angle, wind speed, 

and aspect ratio. The researchers concluded that thicker 

airfoils with longer chords were more suitable for turbine 

operation. Utilizing fewer blades, shorter chord lengths, 

and smaller aspect ratios can cover a wider range of tip 

speed ratios. They also claimed that the helical angle of 

the blade has little effect on the power coefficient, 

although it was expected to reduce torque oscillations 

[16]. In 2014, Sedaghat et al. [17] investigated a 

horizontal axis wind turbine with a continuous change in 

wind speed. They improved the BEM method by 

generalizing the quadratic equations about the angular 

induction factor. The researchers also determined the 

optimal point of turbine operation in terms of maximum 

power coefficient and maximum lift-to-drag ratio. 

Finally, they stated that using a turbine with a 

continuously variable speed has a higher power 

coefficient than conventional constant-speed wind 

turbines [17]. In 2015, Sedaghat et al. [18] attempted to 

achieve a higher lift-to-drag ratio by circulating the 
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turbine blades. They were able to achieve a lift-to-drag 

coefficient of 278 by applying this change and utilizing 

the Magnus effect. The researchers stated that this was 

true for a wide range of symmetrical airfoils [18]. 

Liu and Mak [19] investigated windcatchers in 2007, 

examining the impact of wind speed and direction. They 

found that the wind speed entering the windcatcher was 

approximately equal to the free wind speed in the 

environment, which created suitable conditions for 

ventilation. They also observed that as wind speed 

increased, the flow rate through the windcatcher could be 

expedited by utilizing a small azimuth angle between 5-

15 degrees. However, increasing this azimuth angle 

could decrease the flow rate through the windcatcher. 

They also noted that in cases of higher wind velocity or 

larger angles, the uniformity of the flow entering the 

wane would be decreased [19].  

In 2017, Chong et al. [20] introduced a cross-axis 

wind turbine design that used three vertical-axis blades 

and six horizontal-axis blades perpendicular to each 

other. They also used additional blades to divert the flow 

and installed them in the rotor plan of the horizontal-axis 

turbine blades. This design allowed the vertical-axis 

turbine blades to operate initially, followed by the 

horizontal-axis turbine blades, improving turbine 

performance [20]. While Iran has suitable windy areas, 

its contribution to the use of wind energy is still below 

average due to cheap fossil fuel energy resources in the 

Middle East hindering the development of large-scale 

wind farms and high-power offshore horizontal axis 

turbines. Therefore, it is more attractive and effective to 

use wind energy in domestic and urban applications, 

focusing on small and medium-sized vertical-axis 

turbines. These turbines can be more efficient and 

effective on an urban scale, achieving economic and 

environmental benefits. Adanta et al. [21] in 2023, 

conducted a study to optimize a pico-hydro-type 

crossflow turbine's performance by curving the upper 

surface of the blade and increasing the lift force. Their 

numerical solution results revealed that the upper CFT 

blade has a parabolic effect on the turbine's performance 

and specific speed. They recommended that a CFT with 

a curved blade is generally more suitable for low-

pressure conditions with extreme fluctuations [21]. 

The central idea and innovation of this study is to 

combine the power generation index with the home air-

conditioning concept. By using angled blades in the 

vertical-axis turbine, it is possible to divert the output 

current from the turbine in addition to power generation. 

After evaluating the wind energy potential in Manjil as a 

sample area, the power and ventilation characteristics of 

a V-shaped turbine with proposed dimensions and 

geometry were investigated, and the effect of cone angle 

on turbine performance and flow rate was examined 

assuming a separating baffle. The researchers developed 

a semi-analytical code based on the DMST method and 

made some corrections, which is another achievement of 

this study.  The steps for analyzing and evaluating the 

desired turbine are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND MODELING 
 
In this research, the analysis of the turbine is conducted 

based on the DMST method, which is implemented in 

MATLAB software. The momentum theory forms the 

foundation of this method, where the turbine rotor is 

divided into upwind and downwind semi-cycles, and the 

momentum equations of the flow are applied separately 

to each phase. The DMST method used in this study is an 

analytical method that offers the important advantage of 

quickly obtaining accurate results. Other similar methods 

include SST and MST. The DMST method outperforms 

similar analytical methods since it incorporates two 

operating discs and considers correction factors such as 

the Prandtl's factor. Figure 2 illustrates the division of the 

turbine rotor into stream tubes along the flow direction, 

with the azimuth angle ∆𝜃 corresponding to the 

segmentation of the stream tubes. When the free stream 

strikes the rotor blades upwind, it loses a part of its 

energy, and the velocity reduces to 𝑉𝑒. Similarly, the 

velocity 𝑉𝑒 reduces due to the downwind blades' passage. 

Eventually, the flow leaving the rotor reaches its 

minimum velocity, 𝑉𝑤. The velocities at the upwind and 

downwind sections are abbreviated as 𝑉𝑎𝑢 and 𝑉𝑎𝑑, 

respectively, and are affected by the induction factors in 

the upwind and downwind strokes [22]. These factors 

represent the effect of blade wake history on the current 

flow passing through the rotor, and they can be computed 

iteratively using the momentum equations in two actuator 

discs, upwind and downwind. 

(1) 𝑉∞ > 𝑉𝑎𝑢 > 𝑉𝑒 > 𝑉𝑎𝑑 > 𝑉𝑤  

(2) 𝑉𝑎𝑢 = 𝑎𝑢𝑉∞   

 

 

 
Figure 1. Evaluation of the V-shaped wind turbine structure 
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Figure 2. One typical Stream-tube used in the DMST 

method [22] 
 

 

(3) 𝑉𝑒 = 𝑉∞(2𝑎𝑢 − 1)  

(4) 𝑉𝑎𝑑 = 𝑎𝑑𝑉𝑒  

Initially assuming some values for the induction 

factor 𝑎, the flow velocity can be calculated in the desired 

section. Relative flow velocity is crucial in estimating 

aerodynamic performance, the instantaneous relative 

velocity and the corresponding apparent angle of attack 

are determined by Equations (5) and (6) [19]. Figure 3 

illustrates the position of a specific blade at four different 

moments during one cycle, demonstrating considerable 

variation in the magnitude and direction of the relative 

velocity and angle of attack. Using the prior quantities to 

obtain the lift and drag forces, one can easily determine 

the tangential and perpendicular force components.  
Figure 4 shows the DMST algorithm. Because the turbine 

blades have a finite length, some flow at the tip of the 

blade is diverted from the high-pressure surface to the 

low-pressure surface, causing blade tip vortices. These 

tip vortices generate a downwash flow and change the 

relative velocity vector, leading to a reduction in the 

effective angle of attack, particularly at the blade's tip, 

decreasing aerodynamic performance. 

To improve the DMST method, Prandtl's tip loss 

factor correction is used, based on Equation (8). The 3D-

lift coefficient and induced drag are determined 

according to Equations (7) to (9). The parameters 𝜂 and 

𝛼 represent the nodal non-dimensional spanwise position 

and geometric angle, respectively [22]. 

(5) 𝑊 = √(𝑉𝑛)2 + (𝑉𝑡)2 + (𝑉𝑠)2  

(6) 𝛼 = sin−1(𝑉𝑛 𝑊 ⁄ )  

(7) 𝑓 = 𝑁 2⁄ ((1 − 𝜂) (𝜂 sin|𝛼|)⁄ )  

(8) 𝐶𝐿(3𝐷) = 𝐶𝐿(2𝐷)(2 𝜋⁄ ) cos−1(𝑒−𝑓)  

(9) 𝐶𝐷(𝑖𝑛𝑑) = (𝐶𝐿(3𝐷)
2 (0.95𝜋. 𝐴𝑅)⁄ )  

 
Figure 3. Flow angle, forces, and velocity vector [22] 

 
 

Moving on to the next step, the lift and drag 

coefficients are estimated. The normal and tangential 

force coefficients can be computed. Once the force 

coefficients are obtained, the force magnitudes in each 

section can be determined according to Equations (10) 

and (11) [22]. In these equations, 𝜌 is the air density, c is 

the blade chord, ∆ℎ is the blade element increment, 𝑊 is 

the relative flow velocity, and 𝐶𝑛 and 𝐶𝑡 are the normal 

and tangential force coefficients, which are transformed 

by the lift and drag coefficients. By calculating the 

normal and tangential force coefficients, the new 

estimation of the induction factor can be obtained using 

Equations (12) and (13) [22].  

(10) 𝐹𝑁(𝜃) = (
1

2
𝐶𝑛. 𝜌. 𝑐. ∆ℎ. 𝑊2)  

(11) 𝐹𝑇(𝜃) = (
1

2
𝐶𝑡. 𝜌. 𝑐. ∆ℎ. 𝑊2)  

Consequently, the new approximations of relative flow 

velocity, angle of attack, and normal and tangential force 

coefficients are determined. The loop is repeated for each 

element of the blade and each azimuth angle until 

convergence is achieved. It is notable that the induction 

factor iterations are different upwind and downwind and 

must be examined separately. The final values of normal 

and tangential forces on each blade section can then be 

integrated to calculate the total forces applied to the entire 

turbine. One of the most interesting components of the 

total force is the one parallel to the turbine axis (z-

direction of the fixed coordinate axis). 

According to the simple momentum theory, the 

downward flow velocity and the related discharge rate 

(�̇�) can be predicted using Equations (14) and (15). 

(12) 𝑓 =
𝐵𝑐

8𝜋𝑟
∫ (𝐶𝑛

cos 𝜃

|cos 𝜃|
− 𝐶𝑡

sin 𝜃

|cos 𝜃| cos 𝛿
) (

𝑊 

𝑉𝑎
)

2
𝑑𝜃

𝜋 2⁄

−𝜋 2⁄
  

(13) 𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑤 
= 𝜋 (𝑓 + 𝜋)⁄   
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Figure 4. DMST algorithm [16] 

 

 

(14) 𝑉𝑧 = √(𝐹𝑁 sin 𝛿) cos 𝜃 𝜌. 𝐴⁄   

(15) �̇� = 𝐴. 𝑉𝑧  

In the subsequent step, Equation (16) to (18) are used to 

obtain the torque due to the tangential force and the 

turbine power [19]. The parameter �̅�   represents the 

rotor's average torque and the parameter 𝜆 represents the 

blade tip speed ratio. 

(16) �̅�  =
𝑁

2𝜋
∫ 𝑟. 𝐹𝑇(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃

 

 
  

(17) 𝐶𝑃 
= 𝜆. 𝐶�̅� 

  

(18) 𝑃 =
1

2
𝜌𝑉3𝐶𝑃  

The DMST algorithm is based on the upwind and 

downwind computation of the rotor. To initialize the 

process, some input variables such as blade length, rotor 

diameter, blade chord, airfoil type, rotational speed, and 

free wind speed must be defined and set. Then, the blade 

is discretized, and the azimuth angles are divided, which 

can affect the accuracy of the method. After calculating 

the tip speed ratio for blade elements, one can proceed to 

the next step, i.e., the calculations related to the upwind 

of the rotor. In this step, the induction factor is scheduled 

to be found, as mentioned before. It may be accomplished 

by trial and error and by applying some default values for 

the induction factor. When the appropriate induction 

factor is obtained, key parameters of aerodynamic 

performance, such as relative speed and effective angle 

of attack, can be calculated. 

By calculating the relative velocity and angle of 

attack, as well as the airfoil lift and drag coefficients, the 

blade's normal and tangential forces are calculated. Then, 

with proper transformation, the forces applied to the 

blade can be obtained, which include three force 

components: (1) in the direction of wind speed (x-axis), 

(2) perpendicular to the wind speed (y-axis), and (3) 

parallel to the turbine axis direction (z-axis). The torque 

applied to the blade is also calculated. The same process 

as for the upwind is repeated for the downwind stroke. 

The main difference is the lower inlet flow velocity. This 

intermediate velocity (𝑉𝑒) is derived as stated at the 

beginning of this section. Finally, the velocity of the 
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downward flow parallel to the z-axis and the 

corresponding discharge is being estimated. This issue is 

addressed by ventilation capacity in the subsequent 

sections. Similar to the moment formula, the power 

extracted in upwind and downwind strokes will be 

estimated separately, and the overall performance can be 

achieved. 
 

 

3. BASELINE TURBINE AND VENTILATION OF 
SEMI-ANALYTICAL CODE 
 

To validate the method, an H-type turbine suitable for 

urban and home scales, with geometric characteristics are 

summarized in Table 1. The power coefficient obtained 

from the proposed method and implemented code is 

compared with both experimental data given by Castelli 

et al. [23] and numerical analysis are given by Mohamed 

[24]. As depicted in Figure 5, the horizontal axis 

represents the blade tip speed ratio, and the vertical axis 

represents the turbine power coefficient.  

According to this figure, it can be seen that the DMST 

method presented in this study could appropriately 

estimate the power coefficient of the baseline turbine 

within a 14% relative error, which is acceptable when 

experiencing separation and complex wake interactions. 

By evaluating the proposed model, the baseline H-

type turbine (Figure 6) has been modified to meet both 

power and flow diversion objectives. Applying a conical 

angle would make the blade inclined concerning the 

turbine axis, resulting in a V-type turbine similar to 

 

 
TABLE 1. characteristics of basic turbine [23] 

NACA 0021 Airfoil type 

3 Number of blades 

0.08 m Blade chord 

1.5 m Blade height 

1 m Rotor diameter 

 

 

 
Figure 5. DMST method validation 

 
Figure 6. Baseline and modified V-type turbine (𝛿 = 20°) 

 

 

Figure 6. Assessing the wind energy potential of Manjil 

city, the V-type turbine will be modeled via the proposed 

DMST code, and its power and ventilation performance 

will be examined. The appropriate range of turbine 

operation in terms of production power and ventilation 

capacity is based on the presented parametric study. 

 

Case study: Manjil city wind energy potential  

Manjil, a city with a population of about 20,000 in Gilan 

province in northern Iran, is one of the most promising 

locations for wind energy in the country. The city 

experiences its strongest winds during spring and 

summer, which are commonly referred to as the "seven 

days Manjil winds." The establishment of different 

pressure patterns in the area is one of the reasons for the 

strong winds. This has resulted in one of the most robust 

local winds in the south of Caspian Sea. Additionally, the 

Sefidrood valley acts as a communication channel 

between Caspian Sea in the north and the vast land of 

Central Iran in the south. The difference in latitude and 

climate between these two zones results in significantly 

different conditions in air circulation patterns, pressure 

distribution, and temperature profiles. This leads to a 

massive rate of air exchange between Caspian Sea and 

the central land of Iran, although the Alborz mountain 

prevents it from being sustained continuously.  

Figure 7 displays the average wind speed profile for 

Manjil city between 2018 and 2020. The city has an 

average speed of 9.5 𝑚/𝑠 at a height of 10 meters, with 

the highest average speed of 15.9 𝑚/𝑠 occurring in July 

and the lowest average speed of 4.5 𝑚/𝑠 recorded in 

February. Figure 8 shows the frequency/probability 

distribution of the realized wind speed. The turbine 

design is proportional to the higher wind speed and the 

probability of occurrence of that high wind speed. The 

range of wind speed considered is 8 to 10 𝑚/𝑠. Based on 

the wind speed characteristics of Manjil, the maximum 

available power and annual wind energy of this site can 

be estimated as follows: 
 

 

4. TURBINE VENTILATION AND POWER 
PERFORMANCE 

 

In the preceding section, examined the available power 

in Manjil city. As previously mentioned, the main 
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Figure 7. Average wind speed in Manjil [7] 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Wind speed histogram of Manjil [7] 

 

 

concept is to combine the performance of old 

windcatchers used in desert areas of Iran with vertical 

axis turbines. The operation of the windcatcher can be 

described based on the principle of suction and discharge 

flow or based on the temperature difference. To build a 

similar mechanism, fresh air must first enter the room, 

and then hot and polluted air must be expelled from the 

room. By installing a V-shaped turbine on the roof of 

houses and placing a partition wall or baffle, as shown in 

Figure 9, it is possible to separate the supply flow from 

the stair flow.  

Utilizing suitable V-rotor turbine, one may achieve 

both power generation and ventilation in a confined 

location. The airflow entering the upwind phase of the 

rotor will be partially diverted along the z-axis and used 

to create the inflow channel, which supplies fresh air. 

After circulating inside the room, it will be drawn out by 

the downwind phase of the turbine, which creates a 

suction flow in the upward z-direction. The fresh air and 

stale air channels are separate in order circulation 

occurred. They would not be mixed but are placed next 

to each other.  

 
Figure 9. Schematic of the location of turbine and supply 

and return ducts of ventilation 
 

 

Applying a conical angle on the base turbine is 

beneficial due to its flow-diverting and ventilation 

capability, but it will affect the output power of the 

turbine. Figure 10 shows that two cone angles of 10 and 

20 degrees were applied, which caused the output power 

of the turbine to decrease. As the conical angle increased, 

the maximum extracted power decreased, but the slope of 

the power curve was smoothed, indicating a more 

extended range of wind speeds. This power reduction can 

be attributed to the reduction in the effective blade height 

and ultimately the reduction in the swept area by the 

rotor. Additionally, power loss at higher wind speeds 

decreases with increasing cone angle. In other words, the 

output power sensitivity to velocity change is attenuated.  

The power coefficient representation based on the 

corrected reference area is shown in Figure 11. It can be 

observed that by applying the cone angle, the optimum 

tip speed ratio corresponding to the maximum power 

coefficient would be slightly increased. It still occurs 

within the proximity of a tip speed ratio equal to 3. By 

applying cone angle, the turbine would enter the stall at 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Effect of cone angle on the turbine power curve 
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Figure 11. Effect of cone angle on turbine power coefficient 

curve 

 

 

lower wind velocities. From the power point of view, the 

power would be decreased by the V-rotor configuration, 

but the sensitivity of the power coefficient is revealed to 

be enhanced.  

By calculating the ventilated flow in the upwind and 

downwind of the rotor separately, it is possible to study 

the diversion flow performance. For conical angles of 0, 

10, and 20 degrees, it is computed independently and 

shown in Figure 12. As it is seen the upwind values are 

negative (lower curves) due to the z-axis direction and 

the downwind values are positive (upper curves). 

According to the figure, it can be founded the amount of 

flow diverted as ventilation flow is directly related to 

wind speed and cone angle. Although increasing the wind 

speed and cone angle will increase the ventilation flow, 

but the trend is nonlinear. On the other hand, the 

sensitivity of discharged flow to the cone angle is shown 

to be gradually decreased. For example, it can be seen 

that the amount of flow diverted in D=20 is slightly 

greater than D=10, while the difference in diverted flow 

between D=0 and D=10 is definitely more. Increasing the  
 

 

 
Figure 12. Diverted flow from the turbine (negative values 

for upwind and positive values for downwind) 

wind speed would increase the amount of ventilation, 

except for the Stall case which causes a sharp drop in 

aerodynamic performance.  

The axial flow velocity is depicted in Figure 13. As 

can be seen, the free-stream velocity is different in the 

upwind and downwind, concluding the stall velocity in 

both regions to be different. So the upwind rotor blades 

would experience a stall at lower wind speeds, while the 

downwind blades would encounter a stall at higher wind 

speeds. This result together with Figure 12, could explain 

why the downwind curves are asymptotic. The amount of 

ventilation in the downwind phase is initially increasing 

within a range up to 7 m/s with a relatively high slope. 

After that, the blades would enter the stall region, and 

consequently flow enhancement would be attenuated. 

The same profile would occur in the upwind, except that 

the stall velocity for upwind is less (about 5 m/s).  The 

low TSR can be considered equivalent to a higher wind 

speed at a constant rotational speed. Therefore, in this 

TSR, the blades of the turbine would face with higher 

speed flow, causes the wind flow coming out through the 

turbine to be increased. Thus, the vertical component of 

the flow also would be higher. Increasing this velocity 

component will increase the ventilation flow rate.  
At a low Tip Speed Ratio (TSR), the blades of the 

turbine collide with the wind flow at a higher speed, 

equivalent to a higher wind speed at a constant rotational 

speed. This collision causes the wind flow coming out of 

the turbine to increase, including the vertical flow 

component, increasing the ventilation flow rate. As 

expected from the modeling section, the induction 

coefficient in the downwind is higher than the upwind, 

causing the flow velocity in the downwind to decrease 

more relatively. 

Figure 13 illustrates the axial flow velocity, 

demonstrating different free-stream velocities in the 

upwind and downwind, concluding the stall velocity in 

both regions to be different. Therefore, the upwind rotor 

blades would experience a stall at lower wind speeds, 

while the downwind blades would encounter stall at 
 

 

 
Figure 13. Wind speed at upwind and downwind at 𝛿 = 20° 
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higher wind speeds. This result, together with Figure 12, 

explains why the downwind curves are asymptotic. The 

amount of ventilation in the downwind phase increases 

within a range up to 7 𝑚/𝑠 with a relatively high slope. 

After that, the blades enter the stall region, and 

consequently, flow enhancement is attenuated. The same 

profile occurs in the upwind, except that the stall velocity 

for upwind is less (about 5 𝑚/𝑠).  

Figure 14 shows the Q-blade simulation for a cone 

angle of 20 degrees, a wind velocity of 8 𝑚/𝑠, and a tip 

speed ratio of 3. Separating the up and down current 

would enhance the ventilation process and establish a 

desired cycle within a room. The amount of flow diverted 

in the downwind phase is close to the upwind, except for 

the direction of the diverted flow.  

To achieve a tradeoff between maximum power 

absorption and maximum ventilation, it is necessary to 

consider the type of use. According to Figures 10 and 12, 

wind speed around 10 𝑚/𝑠 can be declared as a suitable 

point for absorbing power and ventilation. At high tip 

speed ratios corresponding to lower wind velocities, the 

flow downwind may be blinded due to the difference in 

flow velocity. Angling the blades reduces the power, and 

therefore, it is necessary to create a balance between 

power absorption and ventilation. 

5. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF POWER AND 
VENTILATION COEFFICIENT 
 

To achieve a downward relative flow rate for ventilation 

purposes, the diverted flow rate along the turbine axis 

should be normalized relative to the free-stream flow 

entering the rotor. This normalized quantity can be 

referred to as the ventilation coefficient. Figure 15 

depicts changes in the ventilation coefficient for various 

conical angles in terms of the blade tip speed ratio. Both 

axes are dimensionless and can be generalized 

appropriately. Generally, it can be observed that the 

ventilation coefficient increases with the tip speed ratio. 

For instance, at a tip speed ratio of 3, approximately 2.5% 

of the flow entering the turbine vertically comes out from 

the upwind and downwind phases of the rotor. Assuming 

constant turbine angular velocity, the ventilation 

coefficient increases as wind speed decreases. The stall 

area for the upwind and downwind phases of this blade 

occurs at tip speed ratios of 5 and 3, respectively. At low 

tip speed ratios (high wind speeds), rotor blades enter the 

stall, leading to a decrease in relative performance but an 

increase in the diverted flow due to drag force effects. 

The ventilation coefficient initially increases with the tip 

speed ratio until a maximum is reached, corresponding to  

 

 

 
Figure 14. Flow velocity gradient along the turbine axis (Z-axis) 

 

 

 
Figure 15. Downward flow rate (ventilation coefficient) at 

𝛿 = 20° 

the stall vicinity point. After that, it decreases due to low 

wind speed. 

As shown in Figure 12, low tip speed ratios always 

increase the ventilation flow. Conversely, Figure 15 

indicates that reducing the tip speed ratio will decrease 

the ventilation coefficient due to stall. To achieve optimal 

performance from a ventilation perspective, a speed 

range of 8 𝑚/𝑠 and a tip speed ratio of 3 can be used in 

this special turbine. This design point is suitable for both 

power and ventilation. Increasing the tip speed, would 

reduce the downward flow of the entire rotor and thus the 

ventilation coefficient and conversely, reducing tip 

speed, would result the turbine blades experiencing stall, 

leading to a degradation of both the ventilation and the 

power coefficients. The same argument can be drawn in 

terms of the tangential and normal force components. 
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Figure 16 shows the maximum turbine power 

coefficient at different cone angles. It can be observed 

that the maximum power coefficient decreases with 

increasing conical angle. From a conical angle of 15 

degrees, the power coefficient experiences a local 

minimum. It would slightly be increased at higher conical 

angles, i.e., 20 degrees. This issue is partly related to the 

power coefficient definition. Applying a conical angle 

reduces the turbine power (similar to Figure 10) while 

simultaneously reducing the swept area introduced by 

this new geometry. At high conical angles, the rate of 

reduction of turbine power is lower than the rate of wind 

power reduction. As a result, the power coefficient 

slightly increases on the right side of the axis (larger 

conical angles). 

Figure 17 shows the ventilation coefficient or relative 

flow rate plotted against cone angle variation, computed 

using the TSR averaging scheme. The plot indicates a 

nearly linear behavior in terms of the cone angle, 

suggesting that increasing the cone angle can improve 

ventilation efficiency. Additionally, the difference 

between the ventilation coefficient in the upwind and 

downwind could be increased with the cone angle, which 

is expected due to lower suction efficiency in the 

downwind section. However, this does not significantly 

affect ventilation performance. 

In summary, Table 2 compares the performance of the 

turbine at different cone angles in terms of both power  

 

 

 
Figure 16. The relation between the maximum power 

coefficient and cone angle 

 
Figure 17. Equation of the average ventilation coefficient to 

the cone angle 

 

 

and ventilation. The table shows that increasing the cone 

angle decreases annual energy production as well as the 

maximum turbine power coefficient, while increasing the 

average ventilation coefficient. The challenge is to find a 

compromise between these two objectives. Since the 

maximum power is achieved at a TSR of about 3, the 

table also addresses the ventilation performance 

corresponding to the optimal TSR. 

According to the argument mentioned in the previous 

section, the optimal tip speed ratio from the power curve 

point of view was shown to be in the range of TSR=2.6 

to TSR=2.8 (Figure 11). The maximum power coefficient 

will be achieved in this range of TSR in terms of cone 

angle selection. It is interesting that having the 

ventilation point of view, also the optimum TSR interval 

is 2.9 to 3.1 (Figure 15). It shows that a matching between 

the essential operation conditions for two objectives 

could be established. The required TSR for both power 

and ventilation coincided in the vicinity of TSR=3. 

Therefore, along with finding a suitable operating point, 

the TSR=3 is shown to be justified. Another design 

parameter to be selected is the cone angle. Considering 

the possible variation in the angular velocity of the rotor 

and the geometry, it would be suggested as 10-20 degrees 

range. The turbine can approach this suitable operating 

point in the range of wind speed between 4 𝑚 𝑠⁄  and 10 

𝑚 𝑠⁄  by adjusting the RPM of the turbine.  

 

 
TABLE 2. Comparison of turbine power and ventilation indicators 

Downwind 

ventilation flow rate 

at TSR=3 (𝒎𝟑 𝒉⁄ ) 

Upwind ventilation 

flow rate at TSR=3 

(𝒎𝟑 𝒉⁄ ) 

Downwind average 

ventilation factor 

(%) 

Upwind average 

ventilation factor 

(%) 

Max power 

coefficient 

(%) 
AEP 

(𝒌𝑾. 𝒉) 
Max 

power 

(W) 

Cone 

angle 

(deg) 

0 0 0 0 34 660 215 0 

400 410 1 1.1 24 295 90 10 

450 480 1.9 2.1 21 185 52 20 
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Figure 18. Equation of the average ventilation to the cone 

angle 

 

 

Comparing the amount of ventilation in the three 

different cone angles for the optimal tip speed ratio, it is 

observed that the relative ventilation enhancement at a 

cone angle of 20 degrees compared to 10 degrees, is 

lower than the same difference for 10 degrees and zero 

(Figure 18). On the other hand, the power attenuation for 

a cone angle change from 20 to 10 is also less than the 

power loss for a change from 10 to 0. The relative 

progress in ventilation after cone angle 10 is lower than 

the relative penalty in the power for the same change in 

cone angle. Therefore, one may think that angle 10 is a 

suitable point for the two purposes. The power reduction 

in the 10-20 interval is more significant than the 

ventilation improvement, while it is vice versa for the 0-

10 interval. Finally, it is concluded that the cone angle 

close to 10 degrees and the tip speed ratio of 3 (wind 

speed 7-9 𝑚 𝑠⁄  which was assumed a priori constraint of 

the target city) could be a good design point for the 

proposed turbine geometry in terms of both power 

generation and ventilation demand. 

 

 

6. CONCLISION 
 

The recent research presents a statistical survey of wind 

capacity for Manjil city in Iran based on the latest 3-year 

interval data. The territory exhibits an average wind 

velocity of 9.5 m/s, indicating a wind energy potential of 

1000 W/m2, as estimated from the wind probability 

curve. This makes it an ideal location for implementing 

home-scale wind turbines. The proposed turbine can 

yield an annual energy production of 600 kWh, 295 kWh, 

and 185 kWh for cone angles of 0, 10, and 20 degrees, 

respectively. Additionally, the implementation of the 

cone/inclined blade layout can lead to a further diversion 

or ventilation flow, suitable for internal circulation and 

cooling purposes. The addition of a baffle or vane can 

enhance the ventilation flow. By separating the inflow 

and outflow from the home, natural circulation can be 

maintained.  

The inclined blade Darrieus-type turbine has a 

suitable power generation range of TSR=3 and higher, 

while the proper range of ventilation is TSR=3 and lesser. 

Therefore, operating the turbine at an optimum TSR of 3 

would result in minimum penalties in power. The average 

flow entering the home can be adjusted up to 400 m3/h, 

making it an adequate value for cooling during summer. 

Other findings from the semi-analytical code developed 

in the current research include:  

1. The efficiency of the turbine decreases as the cone 

angle increases. For instance, the power coefficient at 

cone angles of 0, 10, and 20 degrees is 0.34, 0.24, and 

0.21, respectively. 

2. At a cone angle of 20 degrees and a TSR of 3, the 

ventilation coefficient is 2.5%. 

3. The V-shaped turbine's average ventilation flow rate 

is 400 m3/h. 

4. The annual energy production at a conical angle of 10 

degrees will be approximately half that of the H-

shaped turbine, and at a conical angle of 20 degrees, 

it will be approximately one-third. 

To improve the performance of home-scale wind 

turbines and satisfy power and ventilation needs, 

implementing a simple control mechanism is 

recommended. Changes should be made in the turbines' 

control system to ensure that their geometric 

characteristics are suitable for the weather conditions of 

the region. Further research can also be conducted on 

how to channel the flow under the turbine, as well as its 

proper position and geometry to efficiently absorb the 

diverted flow and bring it to the desired location. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
در  است.  ی گرفتهباستان  یرهایبادگایده این روش از  .  ضمن تولید انرژی را دارا است  یهتهوایجاد    اییتوانکه    ارائه شده  نوین  یمحور عمود  یباد  ینتورب  یکحاضر،    یقدر تحق

طراحی   یشده است. برا  یابیارزمتناسب با اقلیم این شهر    یخانگ  یاسدر مق  یمعمول  ی باد  ینتورب  یکقرار گرفته و    بررسیمورد    یراندر ا  یلباد شهر منج  یتظرفاین مطالعه ابتدا  

ی روش  اعتبار سنج یلو تحل یهشده است. تجز استفادهدی ام اس تی دابل مولتیپل استریم تیوب یا به اختصار  یبر اساس تئور یسه بعد یلیتحل یمهکد ن یک توربین از ندسهه

ی  مخروط   یهزاو  أثیر تهمچنین  شده است.    یبررس   یان توان و انحراف جر  یب ضرشاخص  شامل    ینکد، عملکرد تورب  ینمرجع انجام شده است. با استفاده از ا  ین توسط توربنیز    حل

  20  زاویه مخروطیبا    و  3.2- 2.9  پره  نسبت سرعت نوک  ینهمحدوده به  یدهد که برایمطالعه پارامتر نشان م این    یجقرار گرفته است. نتا  یمورد بررس  یههوتتوان و    ضریببر    پره

  جریان   کل   از  ٪2.5معادل  این میزان    که  وجود دارد  وات   200-50  خروجی متر مکعب در ساعت و توان    400تا    یهتهو  یانجر  ید توان، امکان تول  یبر اساس منحن   پرهدرجه  

  یافته  یمتعم یاز روندها یبرخ یت،در نها توان افت توان را کاهش داد.در صورت استفاده از هندسه متناسب با اقلیم منطقه، می  همچنین مشاهده شد کهبه روتور است.  یورود

 تهویه مطبوع استفاده کرد.جاری در حوزه انرژی و مشکلات حل  یروش برا ین اتوان از و می شده  بیان یزتوابع هدف ن
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Today, the number of cyber-attacks has increased and become more complex with an increase in the size 

of high-dimensional data, which includes noisy and irrelevant features. In such cases, the removal of 

irrelevant and noisy features, by Feature Selection (FS) and Dimensions Reduction (DR) methods, can 
be very effective in increasing the performance of intrusion detection systems (IDS). This paper compares 

some FS and DR methods for detecting cyber-attacks with the best accuracy using implementation on 

KDDCUP99 dataset. A Deep Neural Network (DNN) is used for training and simulating them. The 
results show the filter methods are faster than wrapper methods but less accurate. Whereas the Wrapper 

methods have more accuracy but are computationally costlier. Embedded methods have the best output 

and maximum values, which is 99% for all the metrics, comparing to it the DR methods have shown a 
good performance and speed, among them Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) method even better than 

embedded method. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.15 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
With the increasing use of internet, the threats have also 

increased and become more complicated, so the 

protection of networks in the modern world has become 

increasingly important. A key technology for ensuring 

the security of networks is intrusion detection systems 

[1], which are referred to as the first line of defense for 

securing networks [2]. 

In general, IDSs are divided into Signature-based and 

Behavior-based, with the former using Machine Learning 

algorithms (ML), which have been widely used by data 

scientists recently [3-5]. The first step in working with 

ML algorithms is feature engineering for reducing and 

cleaning the input data to make it faster and more 

accurate. Feature engineering techniques improve the 

detection performance by extracting relationships 

between data and removing irrelevant information [6]. 

Two important parts of feature engineering are 

Feature Selection (FS) and Dimensions Reduction (DR), 

which play an important role in machine learning 

classification problems [7]. Therefore, the detection 

process will be faster and more intensive, which in turn 
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leads to a lower demand for computing resources. Some 

of the advantages of these methods are as follows: 

1. Reduce the probability of overfitting the model and 

get a better generalization. 

2. Give a better data visualization to get a good 

comprehension. 

3. The unsupervised methods are useful when there is 

no labeled data or not enough labeled data. 

4. Reduce the training time by removing the noisy and 

redundant data. 

5. Improve the performance and accuracy of the model 

by removing the irrelevant data. 

Since there are different types of FS and DR methods, it’s 

necessary to select the best one. The purpose of this paper 

is to compare various methods of feature engineering. 

Due to the increasing complexity and different types 

of attacks, this paper prefers to work on a behavior-based 

IDS, and due to the better performance of neural 

networks among the ML algorithms [8]. A Deep Neural 

Network (DNN) is selected as the final classifier. In this 

paper, we trained a DNN as a classifier for a behavior-

based IDS to compare the performance of FS methods, 

i.e., filtering, wrapper, and embedded methods, as well as 
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DR methods that categorize into linear and non-linear 

methods. As a classifier in FS methods, some ML 

algorithms like Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9] and 

Random Forest (RF) [10] are used to find the best 

features. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In 

section 2, the related works are presented. Details and 

explanations of the FS and DR methods are examined in 

section 3. The reports and experimental results are 

conducted in section 4 and the conclusion is given in 

section 5. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

Feature engineering is one of the most time-consuming 

parts in ML problems [11], FS trying to find the good 

features that are selected from the data and are not 

redundant, are related to the output, also cause more 

difference between classes and minimize the internal 

variance and maximize the external variance. FS 

Algorithms need to search in the data space, so four basic 

essential problems in their diversity have explained 

starting point, search organization, evaluation method 

and algorithms elimination metric data structure, model 

structure and data diversity make impression on FS. Each 

FS algorithm can give different results on an individual 

data set. FS is suitable to obtain the nature of the data, 

otherwise there are other methods such as feature 

extraction, which have become very popular in recent 

years. 

Ghasemi and Esmaily [12] presented an IDS using 

KDDcup99 and NSL-KDD datasets based on machine 

learning algorithms. They pointed out that feature 

selection plays an important role in standard benchmark 

datasets. Therefore, the GA algorithm was used to select 

the optimal features. In this paper, it was shown that the 

data dimensions have an important effect on the 

performance of the algorithm, and finally the DT 

algorithm together with the feature selection method 

achieved the highest evaluation scores. 

Venkatesh and Anuradha [13] have shown the 

importance of dimensionality reduction due to the 

increase of noisy data, which affects the performance of 

the algorithm. They have explained the FS methods and 

divided them into filter, wrapper and embedded methods. 

They have explained six stages for FS methods which 

consist of search direction, search strategy, evaluation 

criteria, stopping criteria and validation of results. 

Biglari et al. [14] claimed that high-dimensional data 

posed a major challenge to the data mining problem. 

They presented a four-step feature selection method to 

improve the efficiency of machine learning algorithms on 

high-dimensional data. The proposed method was 

applied to two high-dimensional data and achieved a 

prediction accuracy of 0.92 and 0.99 (99%). 

Kou et al. [15] tried 10 FS methods to get the best 

result on a text classification problem with 10 different 

data sets. The authors declared the evaluation of a FS 

method to be a Multiple Criteria Decision Making 

(MCDM) problem. They also used nine evaluation 

measures for binary classification and seven evaluation 

measures for multi-class classification. According to the 

results, it is obvious that MCDM-based methods are 

effective in evaluating the methods of FS. 

Mohammadi et al. [16] have proposed a FS method to 

improve the performance of IDS using KDDcup99. It is 

a combination of a filtering method, where the linear 

correlation coefficient reduces the computational 

complexity, and a wrapper method, which is the 

Cuttlefish algorithm; in addition, the ID3 algorithm was 

used as a classifier. The results show a significant 

improvement in performance compared to using only the 

filter method or the wrapper method. 

Meza and Touahria [17] have created a helpful review 

of FS methods to improve an IDS, they have explained 

many approaches in FS for IDS. They have proposed a 

new taxonomy of FS algorithms and presented their 

properties depending on different datasets, selection 

mechanisms, selection approaches, selection techniques, 

classifiers, selection features and multi-objective aspects. 

Gündüz and Çeter [18] have conducted an experiment 

to improve the performance of IDS, which classifies 

attacks using four classification algorithms, namely 

Multi Layers Perceptron, Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Decision Tree and a fuzzy-based algorithm on 

the KDDcup99 dataset. The FS is created first by 

correlation and then using the Best First Search (BFS) 

algorithm, where the 11 most important features were 

selected. The classification results show an improvement 

in performance after applying the FS. 

Umar and Zhanfang [19] have tested five 

classification algorithms, i.e. Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN), SVM, Naïve Bayes (NB), K Nearest Neighbors 

(KNN) and Random Forest (RF) for improvement and 

IDS with two datasets, NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15. 

The chosen FS. Method is wrapper-based. They 

compared the classification with and without FS, and the 

results show an increase in speed for all algorithms 

except ANN and a negligible decrease in accuracy. This 

shows the importance of FS in reducing execution time. 

Zhao et al. [20] have proposed a novel model for 

intrusion detection using PCA and a classifier for the 

KDDcup99 dataset. To choose the best classifier, two 

algorithms were compared: soft max regression, an 

extended version of logistic regression, and K Nearest 

Neighbor. The experimental results show that the 

dimensions reduced by PCA contain negligible loss of 

useful information, but the redundant data are 

significantly reduced. For the classification algorithms, 

both achieved similar performance, with Soft max 

Regression having lower execution time. 
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Saranya et al. [21] have presented an investigation of 

ML algorithms to improve IDS for the Internet of Things 

(IoT) using the KDDcup99 dataset. They have 

implemented three algorithms: Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA), Classification and Regression Trees 

(CART), and the RF. Experimental results show an 

accuracy of 99.65% for RF, 98.1% for LDA and 98% for 

the CART algorithm. The work has also compared 

different ML algorithms, i.e. K-means, J.48, SVM, PCA, 

logistic regression, decision tree (DT) and ANN. The 

results show that ANN and DT are the classifiers with the 

highest accuracy (99.65%). 

Considering the above context, the key contributions 

to this paper are as follows: 

- Find out the best way to make intrusion detections 

faster and more accurate with less use of computational 

resources. 

- A detailed comparison between most popular DR and 

FS methods from prediction performance point of view. 

- Examine the application of SVM and DNN to the 

problem of FS and DR in IDS. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
The overall view of the methods evaluated and 

implemented in this research is shown in Figure 1.  

 
3. 1. Filtering Methods        Filtering methods [22] are 

independent of ML algorithms, so they are more optimal 

than other methods in terms of computational load. 

Figure 2 shows the overall structure of filtering methods. 

In these methods, FS is done according to the feature 

ranking by statistical characteristics such as Distance, 

Correlation, Information and Consisting. 
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Figure 1. overall view of evaluated methods 
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Figure 2. Overall structure of Filtering methods 

 

 

3. 1. 1. Mutual Information (MI)        In this method, 

the MI of each feature is calculated according to Equation 

(1) and the best features are selected according to the 

maximum value of MI. 

𝑀𝐼(𝑥𝑘 , 𝑦) = 𝐸𝑥𝑦 [𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑃(𝑥,𝑦)

𝑃(𝑥)𝑃(𝑦)
]  (1) 

If there is no relevance between x and y, they are 

considered independent and the value MI would be equal 

to 0. 

 

3. 1. 2. Mean Squared Error (MSE)       This method 

also provides a value called MSE according to Equation 

(2), which gives the mean squared error. 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)

2𝑁

𝑖=1
  (2) 

This method uses the output errors obtained with a ML 

algorithm that also requires a predefined threshold to 

select the best features. 

 

3. 1. 3. Correlation        The correlation metric selects 

the features that have the greatest relevance to the output, 

as the lower correlation indicates the separable and 

redundant features [23]. The correlation is determined 

according to Equation (3).  

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝜒𝑘,𝑑)

√𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑘)√𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑦)
  (3) 

A threshold value for the correlation value should be 

considered and the features with a correlation value 

below the threshold value should be removed. This 

metric works linearly and is not suitable for the nonlinear 

relevancies. 

 
3. 2. Wrapper Methods       As shown in Figure 3, 

wrapper methods use ML evaluation algorithms to select 

a subset of features. These methods require more 

processing time than filtering methods because the 

evaluation algorithm is run multiple times and each time 

a subset of features is selected and then performance is 

examined  according  to  the  predefined  learning  model  
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Figure 3. Overall structure of Wrapper Methods 

 

 

with an evaluation metric. Since the wrapper methods 

naturally operate during model training, they cause a 

heavy computational load when processing big data. 

These methods divide into greedy and non-greedy. 

This section presents the greedy methods, which select 

the features that seem best at the time and are usually 

trapped in a local minimum. Some of the greedy methods 

are as follows: 

 

3. 2. 1. Best Individual n Features      In this method, 

to select n features, the cost function is calculated t times, 

then the features with the best value are selected. So, the 

training is repeated t times to find n best features. This 

method works blindly and has the disadvantage that the 

duplicate features are not considered and a good repeated 

feature appears several times in the output features. 

 

3. 2. 2. Sequential Forward Search (SFS)      At the 

beginning, there is a single feature that is updated in each 

step. First the best single feature is selected, in the next 

step a feature is selected that is best related to the 

previous feature, and so on until the end of all features. It 

goes forward in the same way through all features to find 

n number features, but this has the following weaknesses: 

1. The selection of the first feature follows the method 

of the best individual feature and therefore has its 

disadvantages. 

2. The features selected in the next steps are based on 

the previously selected features, so the removed 

features have no chance to serve as the main 

component of the feature set. 

3. Each selected feature is frozen and remains until the 

end, even if it could not form the best feature set. 

 

3. 2. 3. Sequential Backward Search (SBS)        This 

method starts with a totality of all features as a set and in 

each step one of them is removed. In the initial state, the 

cost function has the maximum value and is reduced by 

the elimination in each step, so the feature chosen for 

removal should have the least influence on the cost 

function. This method has 2 weaknesses: 

1. After deleting a feature, there is no way to select it in 

the next steps. 

2. Unlike SFS, it starts with a large number of features, 

which reduces the reliability of the cluster, which is why 

the SFS method is more popular than SBS.  

 
3. 3. Embedded Methods        Filtering methods do not 

use clusters reduce performance, and wrapper methods 

are also computationally intensive. Thus, embedded 

methods proposed to use the clusters to determine the 

criteria during training and usually use for specific ML 

algorithm. As can be seen in Figure 4, in these methods, 

the search for the optimal subset of features would occur 

in the cluster design phase and can be viewed as a search 

in a combined space of subsets and hypotheses. 

Random Forest is a very powerful model for both 

regression and classification, which can also provide its 

own interpretation of feature importance. Each tree of the 

random forest can calculate the importance of an attribute 

according to its ability.  

The higher the importance of the feature, the more 

appropriate feature to choose, and according to the 

importance of each feature, feature selection is done. 

 
3. 4. Comparison Between Feature Selection 
Methods      Table 1 summarizes the comparison 

between the above methods. Filtering methods are 

appropriate when the speed of FS is more important, and 

wrapper methods are appropriate for systems that are 

delay tolerant and have the ability to provision the 

computational resources, and for systems that care about 

both, embedded methods are good. 

As it is mentioned in Table 1, interaction with the 

classifier can be an advantage. The filtering methods 

select the features just according to statistical criteria to 

score the correlation or dependence between the input 

variables and determine the relationship between them, 

but the wrapper and embedded methods work with the 

classifier and select the features according to the main 

problem and evaluate and categorize effective features 

and introduce them to the model. 

 

3. 5. Dimensions Reduction (DR)      As can be seen 

in Figure 5, the DR methods are generally divided into 

linear and nonlinear methods. These methods change the  
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Figure 4. Overall structure of Embedded Methods 
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TABLE 1. Methods Comparison 

Disadvantages Advantages Methods 

No interaction with 

classifier 

Independent of 
classifier, less 

computational cost, 

short running time, 

Filtering 

High computational cost, 

Overfitting feasibility, 

dependent on classifier 

Interaction with 

classifier, Recording 

attribute dependency 

Wrapper 

Dependent on classifier 

Interaction with 

classifier, less 

computational cost, 
Recording attribute 

dependency 

Embedded 
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Figure 5. Structure of linear and none linear methods 

 

 

distribution of data points to the distribution in which the 

data can be visually classified.  

As part of this category, Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA)  [24] and Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA) [25] as linear methods, and t-distributed 

stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) as nonlinear 

technique are described. 

 

3. 5. 1. Principal Component Analysis      To reduce 

computational costs and process complexity when using 

high-dimensional data, features must be reduced and 

combined rather than deleted, although the combination 

should contain the information of all features. 

There are many methods to do this, but PCA is one of 

the first and most important methods in the field DR. 

PCA doesn't consider the data labels, which is why it's 

also called an unsupervised method. When projecting 

data, some data information is inevitably lost. Therefore, 

the PCA method selects the axis that preserves the most 

information, and when projecting data with this axis, the 

loss of data information is the least. 

PCA requires preprocessing of the data before the 

dimensions are reduced, which can be done using 

formula 4.a, or to compensate for the deviation of the data 

points according to Equation (4.b), the standard deviation 

can also be part of the preprocessing. 

X=𝑥𝑗
𝑖 −𝜇𝑗 (4.a) 

X=
𝑥𝑗−𝜇𝑗

𝑖

𝜎𝑗
         (4.b) 

X refers to input data with m*n dimensions (m is the 

number of samples and n is the number of features).  
 

3. 5. 2. Linear Discriminant Analysis      The LDA 

algorithm is a kind of counterparty to PCA, since it uses 

the data labels and falls into the category of supervised 

methods. In the following, this method is studied as a 

binary and multiclass method. 
 

3. 5. 3. Multi-Classes      For multiple class data needed 

to determine the median, it must be determined for each 

class and for the entire classes in general according to 

Equations (5) and (6), respectively. 

𝜇𝑖 =  
1

𝑛𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑖∈𝑐𝑖
  (5) 

𝜇 =  
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑥𝑖  (6) 

The variance is calculated in two parts, first the variance 

between classes (SB) and then the variance within classes 

(SW) according to Equations (7) and (8), respectively. 

𝑆𝐵 =  ∑ 𝑛𝑖(𝜇𝑖  −  𝜇)𝑐
𝑖=1 (𝜇𝑖  −  𝜇)T (7) 

𝑆𝑤 =  ∑ 𝑠𝑖
𝑐
𝑖=1 ; 𝑠𝑖  =  ∑ ∑ (𝑥𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖)(𝑥𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖)𝑥𝑘𝜖𝑐𝑖

𝑐
𝑖=1

T (8) 

The eigenvalues and vectors are determined using 

Equation (9). 

𝑆𝐵𝑣 = 𝛼𝑠𝑤𝑣  ;  𝑠𝑤
−1𝑠𝐵𝑣 = 𝛼𝑣 (9) 

 
3. 5. 4. t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor 
Embedding (t-SNE)          LDA and PCA reduce the 

data by finding a linear relationship between the data, but 

if there are too many features in the data, it's better to use 

a nonlinear method, which is called one of the most 

famous nonlinear methods t_SNE and is newer than PCA 

and LDA. The t_SNE algorithm is a complicated 

calculation [26]. 

The t_SNE method doesn't use labels, so it's also 

unsupervised and reduces data dimensions by extracting 

a nonlinear relationship. This section contains a brief 

explanation of its steps. 

Step 1: The similarity rate between data points in high 

dimensions is calculated according to Equation (10) and 

the similarity for each data point is determined using the 

Guassian distribution. 

Pj|i=  
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−‖𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑗‖

2
) 2𝜎2⁄

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−‖𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑘‖2)/2𝜎2
𝑘≠𝑖

 (10) 

 

Step 2: This step is a repeat of the previous step, but using 

a different distribution called Student's t_distribution 

with freedom of 1, called the Cauchy distribution, so that 

the Qj|i for each data point are calculated according to 

Equation (11).  

Qj|i =  
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−‖𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑗‖

2
)

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−‖𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑘‖2)𝑘≠𝑖
  (11) 
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Step 3: in this step, the Kull-Back-Leibler divergence 

metric (KL) plays the role of the cost function. Each 

distribution tries to keep the parameters as small as 

possible by making the best use of the gradient decent. 

 

3. 5. 5.    Comparison Between Feature Selection 
Methods     PCA and LDA are linear methods and can 

not handle complex and high dimensional data, but 

t_SNE is non-linear and suitable for high dimensional 

data. More over the LDA versus PCA and t_SNE is 

supervised and requires labeled data. On the speed 

discussion according to the done experiments, the fastest 

algorithm is LDA and the lowest one is t_SNE. 

 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Implementation is done using python 3.9 and on a on a 

machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10510U CPU @ 

1.80GHz -2.30 GHz, 1 NVIDIA GP108 PCIe 2GB and 

12GB RAM, using the Visual Studio Code environment 

with Keras and SKlearn library. 

As can be seen in Figure 6, this paper attempts to find 

the best way to reduce the data before training a Deep 

Neural Network (DNN) for a classification problem. The 

DNN works as a supervised method and uses the labels 

of the data to be trained. Feature selection methods (FS) 

are also evaluated using Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

and the results can be seen in Table 2. 

 

4. 1. Dataset And Performance Evaluation      The 

dataset that has been chosen for evaluation and FS is 

KDDcup99, which is still working as an useful dataset 
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Figure 6. Implementation Structure 

TABLE 2. Evaluation results for feature selection methods by 

SVM (Acc, Pre stand for Accuracy and Precision respectively) 

F1-

Score 
Recall Pre Acc 

Selected 

Features 
Method 

98% 99% 98% 99% 2,4,22 MI 

71% 79% 78% 79% 9,15,28 Correlation 

98% 99% 98% 99% 2,4,22 MSE 

99% 99% 99% 99% 2,3,4 SFS 

99% 99% 98% 99% 2,4,29 SBS 

99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% - Embedded 

 

 

[21, 27]. This dataset is selected base on: (i) lack of public 

benchmark datasets for network-based intrusion 

detection, (ii) popularity and frequent use of KDDcup99 

dataset by many researchers as a good bench mark 

dataset, (iii) various number of attack classes in this 

dataset, (iv) arrangement of records in such a way that 

there is no need to randomly select a part of the dataset to 

well train a model. 

This dataset has 41 features which three of them are 

object type (Protocol_type, Service and Flag). Totally 

there are four types of attacks in this dataset: 

- DoS: Denial-of-Service, e.g. syn flood 

- R2L: Remote to Local, unauthorized access from a 

remote machine, e.g. guessing password 

- U2R: User to Root, unauthorized access to local 

superuser (root) privileges, e.g., buffer overflow 

- Probe: surveillance and other probing, e.g., IP 

sweeping. 

The dataset consists of totally 1,072,992 records 

which divided into 812,814 normal, 247,267 DoS, 13,860 

Probe, 999 R2L and 52 U2R records. 

In this work, the results and the selected features are 

denoted by their indices from 0 to 41. 

The performance scores used in this work are 

accuracy, precision, Recall and F1 score, which are 

given in the Equations (12)-(15), respectively.  

TP TNaccuracy
TP TN FP FN

+=
+ + +  

(12) 

TPprecision
TP FP

=
+  

(13) 

TPrecall
TP FN

=
+  

(14) 

2* *
1

precision recall
F score

precision recall
− =

+  
(15) 

 

4. 2. Pre-processing      Before start working with the 

algorithms of ML, it's necessary to preprocess the input 

data. The 3 main steps of preprocessing are as follows: 

1. Missing value: the selected KDD is complete and 

doesn’t need this phase. 
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4. 2. 1. Encoding the Categorical Data          In this 

paper the label encoding method was used for the 

protocol_type, service, flag and label columns.  

 

4. 2. 2. Feature Scaling       In this phase, the standard 

scaler is used to set the values between -1 and 1. The 

standardization was performed according to Equation 

(16). 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑥 =
𝑥𝑗−𝑥𝑗̅̅ ̅

𝜎𝑗
  (16) 

 

4. 3. Filtering Methods      In this method, FS is based 

on the classification of features in terms of their statistical 

properties. To perform the filtering methods such as MI, 

MSE and correlation, n (number of selected features) was 

set to 3, so that the 41 original features of KDD are 

reduced to 3. In this section, a SVM was implemented to 

validate the methods.  

 

4. 3. 1. Mutual Information (MI)      This method 

calculates the MI and then selects the features with the 

most MI. Then, depending on the importance of accuracy 

or speed, the n numbers of the best selected features must 

be selected.  

As can be seen in Figure 7, according to the result of 

the MI method, the 3 best features (No. 2, No. 4 and No. 

22) were selected. To validate the selected features, they 

are applied to a SVM as input, and according to Table 2, 

the results show satisfactory values for the validation 

metrics. 

 

4. 3. 2. MSE      Decision tree was selected as a ML 

algorithm to evaluate each feature to predict the target, 

and finally the n number of features with the minimum 

MSE are selected. 

According to the plot in Figure 8, which shows the 

results of applying the MSE method to the KDD, the top 

three features (No. 2, No. 4, and No. 22) are selected to 

be scored with SVM. As can be seen in Table 2, the 

metrics scores are very similar to the method MI. 

 

4. 3. 3. Correlation      The correlation of a variable 

indicates the degree of its relationship with the 
 

 

 
Figure 7. Features based on MI 

 
Figure 8. features based on MSE 

 

 
corresponding target. If the correlation is equal to "1", it 

means that they are strongly correlated, and if it is equal 

to "-1", it means that there is an inverse relationship 

between them. Then, a threshold of α must be set and a 

number of n must be selected for the remaining features. 

In this work, the correlation between the features is 

calculated first, and the features whose correlation is 

greater than 'α" are selected, which is 0.8 in this 

implementation. As can be seen in Table 3, seven groups 

with correlation greater than 0.8 were found, from each 

of which one feature was selected and the others were 

removed. By running the Random Forest (RF) for each 

feature group, the features with the highest significance 

are selected (Table 4). Next, the three best features (No. 

9, No. 15, and No. 28) have been examined with SVM, 

as shown in Table 2. 

 

 
TABLE 3. Correlated Features (F stands for Feature) 

Group1 Group 4 

F 1 F 2 Correlation F 1 F 2 Correlation 

38 25 0.999334 32 33 0.973634 

38 37 0.998142 32 28 0.898427 

38 24 0.997839 32 2 0.867102 

38 28 0.857570 - - - 

- Group 5 

- - - F 1 F 2 Correlation 

- - - 21 9 0.83892 

Group 2 Group 6 

F 1 F 2 Correlation F 1 F 2 Correlation 

26 27 0.994817 35 23 0.944650 

26 39 0.986782 35 1 0.860319 

26 40 0.984970 35 22 0.860243 

Group 3 Group 7 

F 1 F 2 Correlation F 1 F 2 Correlation 

15 13 0.995016 3 28 0.851775 
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TABLE 4. Important Feature of each group 

Group number Most Important Feature Importance 

1 28 0.576205 

2 40 0.426946 

3 15 1.0 

4 2 0.541133 

5 9 1.0 

6 22 0.527443 

7 28 1.0 

 

 

4. 4. Wrapper Methods      This category includes 

several methods. To implement the wrapper methods, the 

variable n was set to 3. The implemented wrapper 

methods are as follows: 
 

4. 4. 1. Sequential Forward Search (SFS)      The SFS 

method attempts to eliminate the redundant features and 

selects a number of n remaining features to achieve 

satisfactory accuracy and speed. In this step, useful 

algorithms can be used to select the best features. 

For simplicity, the correlation matrix is used in this 

implementation and the features with high correlation 

were removed. About 14 features were removed and the 

number of features was reduced to 27. Then, K Neighbors 

was used to find the 3 best features. 

After removing 14 features through the correlation 

matrix, the selected algorithm for the SFS method found 

the three best features according to the accuracy metric. 

As can be seen in Table 2, the SFS selected the three best 

features (No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4) with accuracy greater 

than 99%. 

 

4. 4. 2. Sequential Backward Search (SBS)      

Backward FS starts with all features and builds a model 

that deletes one feature at each step to get the best result. 

In this algorithm, the termination metric is reaching a 

certain number of features, so the n numbers of features 

needed can be determined at this stage. 

To implement this algorithm, the RF algorithm is 

used to find the 3 best features according to the accuracy. 

Table 2 shows that the three best features (No. 2, No. 4 

and No. 29) selected by the SBS method have an 

accuracy of more than 99%. As can be seen, the results 

are too close to the SFS method.  
 

4. 5. Embedded Method      The results of this method 

depend on the chosen machine learning algorithm (ML) 

that FS uses during the training phase. After that, another 

method such as MI is applied to the results of the 

algorithm to capture the 'n" number of features needed. 
 

4. 5. 1. RF      In this phase, the features are clustered 

using RF as the classification algorithm and ordered by 

MI. 

As can be seen in Figure 9, which shows the feature 

group evaluated by the RF algorithm, the top three 

features with the most MI were selected. Table 2 and a 

comparison between the presented methods show that the 

embedded method using RF and MI received the most 

values for the validation metrics and outperformed the 

filtering and wrapper methods.  

 

4. 6. Dimensions Reduction      In this section, a DNN 

was implemented to validate the methods. Figure 10 

shows the structure of implemented DNN. The 

implemented DNN has only 2 neurons in the first layer, 

10 neurons in the second layer, and finally 23 neurons for 

the last layer due to the 23 types of attacks that exist in 

the KDD dataset. 

ReLU was chosen for the activation function in the 

first layer, tanh was chosen for the second layer, and 

SoftMax was chosen for the last layer, and dropout was 

also applied between layers to suppress the overfitting of 

the model. 

Due to the existence of different types of neural 

networks (LSTM, CNN, TCN, DNN...), it can be claimed 

that there are different types of feature extraction and the 

most suitable network should be selected according to the 

type of problem. Therefore, apart from the fact that neural 

networks are able to extract features, when it comes to 

performance comparison and in all comparison modes 

the number of training epochs is fixed, the model in the 

mode that receives inputs that pass through the FS or DR 

stages can make better use of the limited number of 

epochs to be trained better than a model that is faced with 

raw input data with the same number of epochs. So, in 

the first phase of implementation, the DNN is trained and 

tested with all 41 features of KDD, and the results are 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Random Forest Output 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Structure of Deep Neural Network 
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shown in Table 5. As can be seen, the accuracy of the 

model is about 78%, which is very low compared to the 

other implementations. 

In the next stage, Dimensions Reduction (DR) 

methods such as PCA, LDA and t_SNE are applied to the 

data. 

 

4. 6. 1. PCA      In order to perform PCA as a linear 

method DR, the number n of required dimensions must 

be defined, which can be determined, for example, 

according to the number of neurons in a Deep Neural 

Network. 

The PCA applied to KDD is set to n=2, so that all 41 

features are mapped into 2 dimensions and passed as 

input to the DNN. The validation results can be seen in 

Table 5. As can be seen, the DNN with the PCA method 

outperformed the validation without applying any FS 

method. 

 

4. 6. 2. LDA      The LDA method works as a linear 

method, and to reduce the dimensions of the data, the n 

numbers for the dimensions of the output data must first 

be specified. These may vary depending on 

computational resources, speed required, or accuracy 

needed. 

To compare the results of the methods of DR, the output 

dimensions of LDA were also set to 2 and the mapped 

data was used as DNN input. As can be seen in Table 5, 

the LDA method outperformed PCA. 

 

4. 6. 3. t_SNE      This method is useful for complicated 

data with too many features. Since it is a nonlinear 

method, it takes more time to reduce the dimensions of 

the data. The number of training epochs may be different, 

so it takes time to determine the number of epochs. 

The t_SNE method was applied with two different 

iterations, first with 500 and then with 1000, and the 

 

 
TABLE 5. Evaluation results for dimension reduction and 

feature selection methods by DNN 

F1-Score Recall Precision Accuracy Method 

0.7209 0.5685 1.0000 0.7853 Without FE 

0.9426 0.9400 0.9454 0.9401 PCA 

0.9778 0.9774 0.9783 0.9776 LDA 

0.6446 0.5218 0.8536 0.6749 t-SNE (500 iter) 

0.6865 0.5934 0.8203 0.6917 t-SNE (1000 iter) 

0.9366 0.9180 0.9567 0.9466 MI (22, 4) 

0.5698 0.5698 0.5733 0.5698 Correlation 

0.7854 0.7854 0.7854 0.7854 MSE (4, 22) 

0.7852 0.7852 0.7852 0.7852 SFS (3, 4) 

0.9183 0.9183 0.9184 0.7852 SBS (2, 29) 

0.9701 0.9698 0.9704 0.9701 Embedded (22, 23) 

output dimension was set to 2. According to Table 5, the 

t_SNE method did not perform well on KDD, it might 

work better on datasets with many more features. 

 

 

5. DISCUSSION 
 

For comparison and further evaluation, three best 

features were selected from those chosen by the above 

methods and the performance of each was evaluated 

using the SVM algorithm on the KDDCUP99 dataset. As 

can be seen from Table 2, the SFS and SBS methods are 

close to each other, although the running time of SBS is 

much longer than that of SFS. Among the algorithms in 

Table 2, the correlation method has the lowest accuracy 

but also the shortest running time. Using MI method in 

embedded methods leads to maximum performance and 

satisfactory running speed. 

So, the 3 different methods such as PCA, LDA, and 

t_SNE were applied before training the DNN to see the 

difference in performance. To have a complete 

comparison, the DNN model was also trained and tested 

using the selected features by FS methods. 

The comparison results can be found in Table 5. As 

can be seen, the LDA method has the best accuracy, even 

compared to the embedded method, which was the best 

among the FS methods. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION  
 
In this paper, the methods of Feature Selection (FS) and 

Dimensions Reduction (DR) are presented and compared 

using a DNN. The importance of DR for Big Data was 

shown as it increases performance, and a comparison was 

made between FS methods using the implementation on 

the KDDCUP99 dataset. The wrapper methods have 

higher accuracy but are more computationally expensive. 

Embedded methods had the best results and maximum 

values that are 99% for all metrics. 

This paper also compares the methods of DR. Based 

on the implementation results, it can be seen that LDA 

has the best performance among the mentioned methods, 

even ahead of the embedded method. The t_SNE method 

is also very accurate, it can achieve better results on data 

sets with very high dimensions. 

The experimental results of this paper show that: 

Among the FS methods: 

1. The filtering methods have the minimum run time. 

2. The wrapper methods have the best accuracy. 

3. The embedded methods present a trade-off between 

run time and accuracy. 

Among the DR methods: 

4. The LDA has the best value. 

5. The t-SNE methods takes too long to response, it 

may show better results on very high dimensional 

data. 
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6. The PCA is also very close to LDA, but still among 

them all, the LDA has shown the best results. 

In future works, the FS method will be discussed by 

heuristic algorithms on a more complicated data with 

more dimensions. Deep Learning methods that go 

forward by feature extraction will be also studied. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
حذف   یمواقع   نیشده است. در چن  تردهی چیو پ   افتهی  شیو نا مرتبط است، افزا  زدارینو  یهایژگیبا ابعاد بالا که شامل و  یهاحجم داده  شیبا افزا  یبریتعداد حملات سا  امروزه

  ی و کاهش ابعاد را برا  ی ژگیانتخاب و یهااز روش  ی مقاله برخ نیباشد. ای موثر م ارینفوذ  بس  صیتشخ یها ستمیعملکرد س شیتواند در افزا ی م یزینامرتبط و نو  یها یژگیو

  ی استفاده م  ز یآنها ن  ی ساز  ادهیآموزش و پ  یبرا  قیعم یشبکه عصب  کی.  کندیم  سهیمقا  KDDCUP99مجموعه داده    یرو  یسازاده یبا استفاده از پ  یبریحملات سا  صیتشخ

دارند اما از نظر   یشتریدقت ب  یبسته بند  یکه روش ها  یدارند. در حال  یهستند اما دقت کمتر  یبسته بند  یهاتر از روشع یسر  لتریف  یهاکه روش  دهد ینشان م  جیشود. نتا

  بعد،کاهش    ی هابا آن روش  سهیاست، در مقا  دهیدرصد رس  99  زانیبه م  ارهایهمه مع   یرا دارند که برا  یخروج  نیشده، بهتر  هیتعب  یهاتر هستند. روش  نهیپرهز  یمحاسبات

 . باشدی شده م هیتعب  یبهتر از روش ها ،یخط کیتفک   لیآنها روش تحل انیاند که در ماز خود نشان داده یعملکرد و سرعت خوب
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

This paper presents a new symmetrical switched-capacitor (SC) multilevel inverter topology which can 

convert the input DC voltage to a step-up multilevel AC waveform on the load. This proposed multilevel 

inverter consists of one T-type and several cross-capacitor modules. The structure of the generalized 
multilevel inverter is such that the peak inverse voltage (PIV) remains constant as the number of cross-

capacitor modules increases which leads to reduce the total standing voltage (TSV) of the switches and 

cost function compared to other traditional topologies. The introduced structure can inherently generate 
the positive, negative, and zero voltage levels on the output without the back-end H-bridge section. The 

capacitor’s voltages in the T-type and cross modules are inherently balanced, simplifying the control 

system under the nearest level control (NLC) switching strategy. To verify the performance of the 
proposed topology, several simulations and experimental results for a type 13-level inverter are provided 

by MATLAB and TMS320F28379D DSP, respectively.  

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.16 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
Nowadays, multilevel inverters (MLIs) are being 

developed for application in renewable energy resources, 

high voltage DC (HVDC) systems, electrical vehicles, 

microgrid systems, and so on [1, 2]. They can generate a 

staircase voltage which leads to reducing the total 

harmonic distortion (THD) and size of the passive filter 

on the output. The other advantages of multilevel 

inverters consist of low voltage stress on the 

semiconductor devices (switches and diodes), low dv/dt 

stress, and high efficiency [3, 4]. Generally, the MLIs are 

divided into three conventional groups: neutral point 

clamped (NPC), flying capacitor (FC), and cascaded H-

bridge (CHB). The NPC and FC-type inverters have 

many diodes and capacitors in their structures, 

respectively. However, some topologies such as active-

NPC and transistor-NPC have been developed by 

researchers for overcoming it, but these configurations 

still require extra auxiliary circuits for balancing the 
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neutral point [5-7]. The CHB-based topologies need 

several isolated input DC sources to obtain a number of 

high voltage levels on the output. For many applications 

such as photovoltaic (PV) systems and wind turbines, it 

is necessary that a step-up inverter is applied to increase 

the input DC voltage [8, 9]. It must be stated that none of 

the three conventional topologies mentioned above can 

boost the input DC voltage. So, researchers introduced 

several approaches to achieve this purpose. One of the 

approaches is to use a coupling inductor or transformer 

in a multilevel inverter structure [10-14]. However, in 

low frequencies (lower than 50 Hz), the inductors and 

transformers make the system drastically bulky and 

expensive. Alemi-Rostami and Rezazadeh [10] 

introduced a boost multilevel inverter with the presence 

of a coupling inductor. Nevertheless, the voltage gain has 

not been assessed for various frequency ranges. 

Moreover, using an H-bridge as a polarity generation 

circuit increases the PIV of switches when the number of 

modules is increased. An increase in PIV leads to an 
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increase in the voltage rating of switches and thus 

increases the volume and cost of the whole system. 

Ghanbari, and Tousi [11] presented a boost transformer-

based binary hybrid multilevel inverter which is required 

only a single DC source instead of several isolated DC 

sources. However, in this scenario, in addition to 

increasing the volume of the system, it requires several 

H-bridge cells leading to an increase in the TSV. Another 

approach to obtain the boost capability of MLIs is to use 

circuits based on switched-capacitor (SC) which 

inherently have the self-balancing ability [15, 16]. 

However, there are two concerns about this type of MLIs. 

One is the complexity of the system due to a high number 

of device counts such as switches and capacitors and 

another is the performance in high-frequency (HF) 

conditions for many applications such as high-speed 

motors, induction heating, and electric vehicles. Several 

SC-based MLIs have been reported with a reduction in 

the number of semiconductor devices, but with an 

increase in the modules, the PIV of switches has been 

drastically increased [17-23]. Hussan et al. [17] 

introduced an SC topology for smart grid application 

with two T-type capacitor modules. The T-type modules 

can inherently balance the capacitor voltages. However, 

using three isolated DC power sources is the most 

important challenge related to this topology. Taheri et al. 

[18] presented a 17-level SC multilevel inverter topology 

with several cross-capacitor modules. In this 

configuration, the number of switches has been 

drastically reduced. Nevertheless, by increasing the 

cross-capacitor modules (especially in asymmetrical 

mode), the PIV of switches is increased to achieve the 

number of high voltage levels. Recently, Khenar et al. 

[24] introduced a boost self-balancing SC multilevel 

inverter based on combined T-type and cross-capacitor 

modules which can keep PIV constant by increasing the 

capacitor modules. However, obtaining the 13-level 

output voltage, it requires 23 switches, 4 diodes, and 6 

capacitors. So, in the number of high voltage levels, the 

inverter introduced by Khenar et al. [24] needs a high 

number of capacitors. According to the discussion made 

above, this paper presents a new structure of SC 

multilevel inverter with the following properties, 

i. Step-up capability without the presence of any 

transformer and inductor. 

ii. Constant PIV in the switches with increasing the 

number of modules. 

iii. 13-level topology with single DC bus, 20 

switches, 4 capacitors, and without power diode.  

iv. Performance in low frequency (LF) and HF 

conditions. 

Generally, the proposed topology has two important 

characteristics. First, it provides a high gain voltage on 

the load (as much as 6). Secondly, by increasing the 

number of cross-module, the peak inverse voltage (PIV) 

remains constant, leading drastically to reduce the total 

standing voltage of the switches. The rest of this paper 

has been arranged as follows: section 2 introduces the 

proposed topology with switching states. Section 3 gives 

the comparison of the new SC multilevel inverter with 

other conventional topologies. Section 4 elaborates on 

the nearest level control as the switching technique. The 

calculations of capacitance values and power losses in the 

proposed topology are performed in section 5. In section 

6, several simulations and experimental results are 

conducted to verify the performance of the proposed 

topology. Finally, the conclusions are organized in 

section 7.    

 

 

2. CIRCUIT OF THE PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 
 

2. 1. 13-level Structure          The circuit structure of 

the proposed 13-level inverter is shown in Figure 1. 
This figure contains one T-type module and two 

cross-capacitor modules. The T-type module includes six 

switches (S1S2S3S4S5S6) and two capacitors (Ct1 and Ct2). 

The cross-capacitor modules consist of a non-expandable 

part with switches (S7S8S9S10S11S12) and capacitor Cf and 

an expandable part with switches (S13S14S15S16S17) and 

capacitor Cm. In general, the proposed 13-level topology 

consists of 20 switches (with 3 bi-directional switches), 

4 capacitors, a zero diode, and one DC bus (Vdc). For 

achieving the high voltage gain on the output, the 

capacitors Cf and Cm can be connected together as 

parallel with the sum of the capacitors Ct1 and Ct2. Table 

1 and Figure 2 show the switching states and current 

commutation paths of the proposed multilevel inverter, 

respectively. The current commutation paths are 

arranged to obtain the voltage levels ±1Vdc, ±2Vdc, ±3Vdc, 

±4Vdc, ±5Vdc, ±6Vdc, and 0Vdc. According to states 6 and 

8 in Table 1, and Figures (2h) and (2b), the capacitors Ct1 

and Ct2 are charged by T-type throughout switches 

S1S4S5S3 and S1S2S5S6, respectively, up to 1Vdc in a self-

balancing manner. 

On the other hand, referring to states 5 and 10, and 

Figures (2g) and (2j), the capacitors Cf and Cm can be 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Proposed step-up 13-level inverter topology 
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TABLE 1. Switching states for the proposed 13-level inverter. The symbols C, D, and W indicate charge, discharge, and without 

change, respectively 

Process States 
T-module 

Cross-module 

Ct1Ct2CfCm Vout Non-Expandable Expandable 

S1S2S3S4S5S6 S7S8S9S10S11S12 S13S14S15S16S17 

Switching 

states/capacitor 

states/voltage levels 

1 011100 001001 01010 D-D-D-D +6Vdc 

2 001010 001001 01010 W-D-D-D +5Vdc 

3 011100 001000 10010 D-D-D-W +4Vdc 

4 001010 001000 10010 W-D-D-W +3Vdc 

5 011100 110010 11010 D-D-C-C +2Vdc 

6 001010 010000 10010 C-D-W-W +1Vdc 

7 101111 010000 10010 W-W-W-W 0Vdc 

8 110011 010000 10010 W-C-W-W 0Vdc 

9 001010 100010 01100 D-W-W-W -1Vdc 

10 000001 110010 11100 D-D-C-C -2Vdc 

11 001010 100010 00101 D-W-W-D -3Vdc 

12 000001 100010 00101 D-D-W-D -4Vdc 

13 001010 000110 00101 D-W-D-D -5Vdc 

14 000001 000110 00101 D-D-D-D -6Vdc 

PIV/1Vdc 1-1-1-1-1-2 4-4-4-4-2-2 4-2-2-2-2 ------- ------- 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

   
(c) (d) (e) 

   
(f) (g) (h) 
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(i) (j) (k) 

   
(l) (m) (n) 

Figure 2. Current commutation paths to generate various voltage levels on the output according to switching states shown in Table 

1. (a) 0Vdc, (b) 0Vdc, (c) +6Vdc, (d) +5Vdc, (e) +4Vdc, (f) +3Vdc, (g) +2Vdc, (h) +1Vdc, (i) -1Vdc, (j) -2Vdc, (k) -3Vdc, (l) -4Vdc, (m) -

5Vdc, and (n) -6Vdc. 

 

 

simultaneously charged up to 2Vdc through the sum of the 

voltages of capacitors Ct1 and Ct2. Hence, the total 

voltage of the capacitors is obtained as 6Vdc, which is 

equal to the voltage gain and the number of voltage levels 

in the half-cycle of the output in the proposed 13-level 

multilevel inverter.    

 

2. 2. Generalized Structure           According to Figure 

3, the proposed SC multilevel inverter can be extended 

by several cross-modules consecutively to obtain the 

high number of voltage levels on the output. With the 

addition of each expandable module, the PIV of the 

switches remains constant. Table 2 shows the number of 

device counts and blocking voltage of switches for the N-

level proposed topology. 

As shown in this table, the switches (S1S2S3S4S5) and 

(S9S10) have the lowest (1Vdc) and the highest (4Vdc) 

blocking voltage, respectively. So, the PIV of the 

switches in the proposed multilevel inverter is 4Vdc. 

 

 

3. COMPARISON WITH OTHER TOPOLOGIES 

 

In this section, the proposed SC multilevel inverter is 

compared with other topologies [20-24] in view of the 

number of switches, number of diodes, number of 

capacitors, TSV, and cost function (CF). According to 

Table 3, which lists these parameters, the proposed 

topology has the lowest number of capacitors and TSV. 

For instance, in the 13-level case, the number of 

capacitors in the literature [20-24] is 5, 5, 5, 5, and 6,  
 

 

 
Figure 3. Generalized proposed SC multilevel inverter 
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TABLE 2. characteristics of proposed SC multilevel inverter 

for N level and Nsw switch 

Parameter Value 

Number of switches (Nsw) 1.5N+0.5      (N=9, 13, 17, 21, …) 

Number of gate drivers (Ng) 1.25N+0.75    (N=9, 13, 17, 21, …) 

Number of capacitors (NC) 0.25N+0.75   (N=9, 13, 17, 21, …) 

Blocking voltage for T-

module 

1Vdc for all switches expect S6 

(2Vdc) 

Blocking voltage for Non-

Expandable module 

4Vdc for all switches expect S11 and 

S12 (2Vdc) 

Blocking voltage for 

Expandable module 

2Vdc for all switches expect (NSW-

4)-th switch (4Vdc) 

 

 

respectively while it is equal to 4 in the proposed 

topology. Now, lets the CF be defined as follows: 

semiconductor C

dc dc

TSV PIV
CF N N

V V
 = + +  +   

(1) 

where Nsemiconductor is the number of switches and diodes. 

Moreover, α and β are the weight of TSV and PIV against 

the number of device counts (Nsemiconductor + NC), 

respectively. α and β are selected more than 1 when the 

TSV and PIV are more important than the device counts. 

On the other hand, α and β are selected less than 1 when 

the TSV and PIV are less important than the device 

counts. For a more detailed review, Figure 4 is shown 

graphically the comparison of the proposed multilevel 

inverter with others. As shown in Figure 4(b), the PIV for 

[24] and proposed topologies remain constant with 

increasing the number of levels. 

Moreover, according to Figure 4(d), the proposed 

multilevel inverter has the lowest CF than other 

topologies whether with α=β=0.5 or with α=β=1.5. In a 

general view, it seems that the introduced inverter has 

close competition with the literature [24]. However, the 

number of capacitors and the CF in the proposed 

topology are more favorable. 

 

 
TABLE 3. Comparison of the proposed multilevel inverter with other topologies for an N-level output voltage 

Parameters [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Proposed 

number of switches 
3 1

2

N −  2 6

2

N +  7

2

N +  3 1

2

N −  3 7

2

N +  3 1

2

N +
 

Number of capacitors 
3

2

N −  3

2

N −
 

3

2

N −
 

3

2

N −
 

1

2

N −  3

4

N +  

Number of diodes 0 1N −  3N −  0 0 0 

PIV for H-bridge switches 
1

2
dc

N
V

−
 

1

2
dc

N
V

−
 

1

2
dc

N
V

−
 

1

2
dc

N
V

−
 No need No need 

Maximum PIV for switches 
1

2
dc

N
V

−
 

1

2
dc

N
V

−  1

2
dc

N
V

−  1

2
dc

N
V

−  4 dcV  4 dcV  

TSV(×1Vdc) 
7 13

2

N −  
2 5

2
4 4

N
N+ −  

2 3 7

4 2 4

N
N+ −  

2 18 19

8

N N+ −  7 11

2

N −  3N 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4. Comparison of the proposed topology with others. 

(a) number of capacitors, (b) PIV, (c) CF for α=β=0.5, and 

(d) CF for α=β=1.5 

 

 

4. NEAREST LEVEL CONTROL 
 

There are two general switching techniques for the 

multilevel inverter which are called as high switching 

frequency (HSF) and fundamental switching frequency 

(FSF) [25]. In the HSF switching techniques such as 

multi-carrier pulse width modulation (MC-PWM), one 

full sinusoidal wave is compared with several sawtooth 

waves with switching frequencies higher than 2kHz. This 

technique is used mostly for closed-loop control systems 

[26]. On the other hand, switching techniques based on 

FSF cause lower power losses on the inverter than HSF 

techniques. The most famous of the FSF techniques are 

nearest level control (NLC) and selective harmonic 

elimination (SHE). In the SHE scheme, by solving 

several non-linear equations using the Newton-Raphson 

method, the switching angles for generating gate pulses 

are obtained. However, at a high number of voltage 

levels, solving equations becomes very complicated and 

boring [27]. In the NLC switching technique, a full 

sinusoidal wave as the reference signal (Vref) is compared 

with a multi-step signal so that the output voltage is close 

to a multilevel wave, leading to simplifying the control 

of the switches. For this purpose, first, the reference 

signal is normalized by the maximum voltage level factor 

(Vomax) then it is quantized in form of a multi-step wave. 

Finally, the quantized wave decides which switch to 

activate [28, 29]. Figure 5 shows briefly how to 

implement the NLC switching technique which has been 

considered in this work. In this figure, ti is the switching 

time of the ith level, and it is described as follows: 

11 2 1 1
sin , 1,2,3,...,

1 2
i

i N
t i

N

− − − 
= =  

− 
    (2) 

where ω is the reference angular frequency and it is 

formulated as ω=2πfs.  

 

 

5. CAPACITANCE AND POWER LOSSES 
CALCULATIONS 
 

In this section, the capacitance and power losses are 

calculated for a type 13-level proposed topology. In all 

cases, it is assumed the load is purely resistive. 

 

5. 1. Capacitance Calculation           As shown in Figure 

1, there are four capacitors in the proposed 13-level 

inverter which can be charged and discharged at various 

instant intervals. The capacitors Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm are 

charged up to 1Vdc, 1Vdc, 2Vdc, and 2Vdc, respectively. To 

charge these capacitors at the mentioned voltages, it is 

necessary to know the optimal value of the capacitance 

values. 
For this purpose, the largest discharging cycle (LDC) 

of the capacitors is considered. Using Table 1, it can be 

depicted the charging and discharging time intervals of 

the capacitors which are shown in Figure 6. As shown in 

this figure, the LDC of the capacitors Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm 

is between (t1 to T/2-t1), (t1+T/2 to (T-t1), (t3 to T/2-t3), 

and (t5 to T/2-t5), respectively. It should be noted that the 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. NLC switching technique for the pulse generation 

in the proposed multilevel inverter (a) block diagram (b) 

graphical presentation 
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Figure 6. Charging and discharging time intervals of the 

capacitors Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm used in the proposed topology 

 

 

LDC of the capacitors Ct1 and Ct2 is equal to each other, 

leading to equalize of capacitances Ct1 and Ct2 (i.e. 

Ct1=Ct2). So, the calculation of the capacitance is only 

performed for one of them. 

The expression for the discharging states of the 

capacitors Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm in the LDC time interval 

are described as follows: 

1

1 2

1

/2

( )
t t

T t

C C L

t

Q Q i t dt

−

 =  = 
 

(3) 

3

3

/2

( )
f

T t

C L

t

Q i t dt

−

 = 
 

(4) 

5

5

/2

( )
m

T t

C L

t

Q i t dt

−

 = 
 

(5) 

where iL(t) is the instantaneous load current and it can be 

written as, 

( ) sin( )L mi t i t=  (6) 

where im is the peak of the load current. From Equations 

(3) to (5), the values of the Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm can be 

formulated as,  

1

1 1

/2

1 2

1
( )

t

T t

t t L

C t

C C i t dt
V

−

= =
 

 
(7) 

3

3

/2
1

( )

f

T t

f L

C t

C i t dt
V

−

=
 

 
(8) 

5

5

/2
1

( )

m

T t

m L

C t

C i t dt
V

−

=
   (9) 

where ΔVCt1, ΔVCf, and ΔVCm are the permissible voltage 

ripple of the capacitors Ct1, Cf, and Cm, respectively. By 

considering the value of Vdc=20v (to achieve the 

maximum output voltage level Vomax=120v), the 

capacitors Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm are charged up to 20v, 20v, 

40v, and 40v, respectively. Hence, the values of ΔVCt1, 

ΔVCf, and ΔVCm, which are usually considered as 10% of 

the corresponding capacitor voltage, can be obtained as: 

1 2 2

4

4

Ct Ct

Cf

Cm

V V v

V v

V v

 =  =


 =


 =

 
(10) 

The solution of Equations (7), (8), and (9) leads to appear 

the values of Ct1=Ct2, Cf, and Cm which are expressed as:  

( )

1

1

1 2

2 cos

2
t

m

t t

s C

i t
C C

f V





  
= =

 

 
(11) 

( )32 cos

2
f

m

f

s C

i t
C

f V





  
=

 

 
(12) 

( )52 cos

2

m

m

s Cm

i t
C

f V





  
=

 
 (13) 

By using Equation (2), for N=13 and fs=50Hz, the 

switching times are obtained as t1=0.00026s, t2=0.0008s, 

t3=0.0014, t4=0.002s, t5=0.0027s, and t6=0.0037s. Using 

these switching times and Equation (10), for im=2A, the 

final solution of Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm come out to be 

6300µF, 6300µF, 2900µF, 2100µF, respectively. The 

available values of the capacitors in the laboratory are 

2200µF and 4700µF. For this reason, in the experimental 

setup, the capacitors Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm are equally 

chosen as much as (3×2200µF), (3×2200µF), 4700µF, 

and 2200µF, respectively.  

 

5. 2. Power Losses Calculation         Generally, power 

losses in the proposed SC multilevel inverter are 

classified into three groups consisting of switching 

losses, conducting losses, and capacitor losses which are 

described as follows. 
 

5. 2. 1. Switching Losses        The switching losses are 

created due to delays in turning on and turning off the 

switches and reverse recovery time on the diodes. when 

the pulse reaches the gate of a switch, it takes a ton of 

seconds for the collector-emitter voltage and collector 

current to reach their final values. In addition, when the 

pulse is removed from the gate, it takes a toff of seconds 

for the switch to turn off. These delays ton and toff cause 

switching losses on the switches. The switching losses 

during the on (Psw,on) and off (Psw,off) states of a typical 

switch are calculated by Equations (1) and (2), 

respectively [30]. 
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,

1

6
sw on s off on onP f V I t=     (14) 

,

1

6
sw off s off on offP f V I t=     (15) 

where ton and toff are turning on and off time of switches, 

fs is the switching frequency, Voff is the voltage rating of 

the switch and Ion is the average load current. Moreover, 

the switching losses on the diodes are calculated as 

follows: 

,

1

6
sw D s RM RM BP f V I t=     (16) 

Where VRM and IRM are the maximum voltage and current 

of the reverse recovery, respectively. In addition, tB is the 

delay time of reverse current. The total switching losses 

are formulated as follows: 

( )

( )

, , , , ,

1 1 1

, ,

1 1

offsw on

offD

NN N

sw total sw on ij sw off ij

i j j

NN

sw D kh

k h

P P P

P

= = =

= =

 
= +  

 

 
            +   

 

  

 

 
(17) 

Where Nsw and ND are the numbers of the switch and 

diode, respectively. Moreover, Non and Noff are the 

numbers of the on and off states of the switch and diode 

during a fundamental cycle (1/Ts). 

 

5. 2. 2. Conducting Losses          Conducting losses are 

created in the proposed SC topology due to the resistance 

and voltage drop on the switches and antiparallel diodes 

during turning on. The average conducting losses for the 

transistor (PcT) and antiparallel diode (PcD) can be 

expressed as [31]: 

2

, ,

2

, ,

cT CEO c ave c c rms

cD DO D ave d D rms

P V I R I

P V I R I

 = +


= +

 
(18) 

where Iave and Irms represent the average root-mean-

square (RMS) values for the collector current. Moreover, 

VDO and Rd are the forward voltage drop and on-state 

resistance of the antiparallel diode, respectively. 

Equation (18) elaborates on the conducting losses for 

each switch and diode. In another approach, it can be 

described by each output voltage level. For this purpose, 

consider Figure 6 in which there are six non-repetitive 

voltage levels (level 1: ±1Vdc, level 2: ±2Vdc, level 3: 

±3Vdc, level 4: ±4Vdc, level 5: ±5Vdc, and level 6: ±6Vdc) 

for a 13-level output. Here, the zero level is not 

considered because it does not produce the conducting 

losses. By assuming the pure resistive load, the average 

conducting losses in transistors (PcT) and their 

antiparallel diodes (PcD) for mentioned six non-repetitive 

voltage levels can be formulated as follows: 

( )

( )

2

, , , , ,

2

, , , , ,

cT leveli Ti CEO c ave leveli c c rms leveli

cD leveli Di DO D ave leveli d D rms leveli

P k V I R I

P k V I R I

  = +  


 = +  

 
(19) 

KT and KD coefficients are the numbers of switches and 

diodes, respectively. For each voltage level, these 

coefficients have been shown in Table 4. 

Eventually, the sum of the conducting losses can be 

formulated as follows: 

6

, , ,

6

( )c total cT leveli cD leveli

i

P P P
=−

= +  (20) 

 

5. 2. 3. Capacitor Losses             In a capacitor, there are 

two types of losses. One is conduction losses (Pc,r) due to 

inner resistance (Rc) and another is voltage ripple losses 

(Pc,ripple). The capacitor voltage ripple losses are created 

by the difference between the DC bus voltage and the 

voltage across capacitors in charging mode. These losses 

are formulated as follows [32]: 

,

,

6
2

,

1

2 b i

a i

t

ref

C r c Ci

i t

f
P R i dt



 =

 
 =
 
 

 
 

(21) 

( )
6

2

,

12

ref

C ripple i Ci

i

f
P C V

=

=   
(22) 

where (ta,i, tb,i) are LDC intervals for the ith capacitor. 

Thus, capacitor losses are given as follows: 

, , ,loss cap c r C rippleP P P= +  (23) 

using Equations  (18), (21), and (24), it can be written the 

efficiency of the proposed topology as: 

 

 
TABLE 4. Coefficients of KT and KD in each voltage level for 

a 13-level output 

Output level KT KD 

+1Vdc 4 3 

+2Vdc 6 2 

+3Vdc 4 2 

+4Vdc 6 1 

+5Vdc 5 1 

+6Vdc 7 0 

-1Vdc 4 3 

-2Vdc 4 2 

-3Vdc 5 2 

-4Vdc 5 1 

-5Vdc 5 1 

-6Vdc 5 0 
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(24) 

It should be noted that the switching losses in the 

proposed multilevel inverter can be ignored due to the use 

of the NLC switching technique. Therefore, for 

calculating the efficiency, it can be modeled a switch 

IGBT on the simulation environment which is shown in 

Figure 7. 

Figure 8 depicts the efficiency curve in term of 

multiple load powers. To bring the results of simulation 

and experimental efficiency closer, three types of 

switches with specifications listed in Table 5 are 

considered. 

According to Figure 8, the efficiency of the proposed 

multilevel inverter with the switch IRG4IBC30 is higher 

than the other two switches. This is because the VCEO and 

RC in the IRG4IBC30 are lower than others. For this 

reason, in this work, the switch IRG4IBC30 is used in the 

laboratory setup. Moreover, its model is applied to the 

simulation results.   

 

 

6. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

To validate the proposed SC multilevel inverter topology, 

several simulations and experimental results are 

performed for a type 13-level inverter under various 

impedance loads and LF and HF conditions.  

 

 
Figure 7. The equivalent circuit of a switch IGBT with an 

antiparallel diode to calculation of the efficiency 
 

 

6. 1. Simulation Results           In the simulation 

environment, the DC bus and capacitance parameters are 

set at (Vdc=20v) and (Ct1=6300µF, Ct2=6300µF, 

Cf=3300µF, Cm=3300µF), respectively. Moreover, the 

frequency of the reference signal is set at two values 

fs=50Hz and 500Hz. To achieve high-precision 

processing, the sample time is regulated at 10µs. Figure 

9 shows the output voltage and its harmonic spectrum 

under frequency fs=50Hz. As shown in this figure, the 

THD of output voltage is 6.33%, which is less than 8% 

complying with the IEEE-519 standards. Figure 10 

depicts the output parameters under pure resistive load 

(Z=60Ω) and fs=50Hz. Firstly, considering that the 

voltage gain in the proposed topology is equal to 6, the 

maximum voltage level Vomax is close to (6×20=120) 

volts according to Figure 10(a). Secondly, as shown in 

Figure 10(b), the peak of load current agrees with ohm 

law (120v/60Ω=2A). 

 
TABLE 5. The parameters values of the three types of switches IGBT for assessing the efficiency of the proposed topology 

Switch IGBT Antiparallel diode External antiparallel diode VCEO (v) RC (Ω) VDO (v) Rd (Ω) 

STGH20N50FI No MBRF20100CT 2.5 0.125 0.85 0.085 

IRGP35B60 Yes ------ 1.85 0.084 2 0..075 

IRG41BC30 No MBRF20100CT 1.4 0.077 0.85 0.085 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Efficiency curve of proposed topology for three 

types of IGBT switch 

According to Figures 10(c), 10(d), 10(e), and 10(f), 

the voltage of capacitors Ct1, Ct2, Cf, and Cm are close to 

20v, 20v, 40v, and 40v, respectively to product a 13-level 

output voltage. Figure 11 shows the output parameters of 

a 13-level inverter with a change in load impedance from 

Z=60Ω to Z=30Ω at t=1s under fs=50Hz. As shown in 

this figure, the peak of output current has been increased 

approximately from i=2A to 4A with a fast dynamic 

behavior. From Figures 11(c), 11(d), 11(e), and 11f, it 

seems that, with increasing the load, the voltages of the 

capacitors have been slightly decreased. This is because 

of the increase in voltage drop on the IGBT switches. 

Figure 12 depicts the output parameters with a change in 

impedance load from Z=60Ω to Z=60Ω+100mH at t=1s 
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Figure 9. Simulation results for (a) output voltage, and (b) 

harmonic spectrum of output voltage with fs=50Hz under 

NLC switching technique 
 

under fs=50Hz. For an inverter, the inductive load act as 

a low pass filter. So, it is expected that the output current 

is close to a pure sinusoidal waveform. This phenomenon 

has been clearly seen in Figure 12(b). To evaluate the 

proposed topology in HF conditions, a simulation result 

has been performed according to Figure 13 with 

fs=500Hz. In this frequency, the output current is strongly 

diminished when the load is changed from pure resistive 

to induction case, as shown in Figure 13(b). This is 

because of the increasing the induction reactance from 

zero to XL=Lω=(L×2×π×500) Ω. In other words, in 

fs=500Hz, the inductive load impedance is higher than 

the resistive load. 

Moreover, in HF conditions, according to Figures 

13(c), 13(d), 13(e), and 13(f), the voltage ripple of 

capacitors is less than the LF conditions. This issue is 

compatible with Equations (11), (12), and (13) by 

considering the capacitances as constant.   

 

6. 2. Experimental Results            According to Figure 

14, a laboratory system has been provided to implement 

the proposed13-level  inverter topology. The 

experimental setup contains a DSP, a gate driver circuit, 

several capacitor banks, the proposed multilevel inverter, 

multiple power supplies for gate driver circuit, several 

resistive loads, an inductive load, a current sensor and a 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Simulation results for constant pure resistive load (Z=60Ω) under fs=50Hz. (a) output voltage, (b) output current, (c) 

capacitor voltage Ct1, (d) capacitor voltage Ct2, (e) capacitor voltage Cf, and (f) capacitor voltage Cm 
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Figure 11. Simulation results under change in pure resistive load from Z=60Ω to Z=30Ω at t=1s under fs=50Hz. (a) output voltage, 

(b) output current, (c) capacitor voltage Ct1, (d) capacitor voltage Ct2, (e) capacitor voltage Cf, and (f) capacitor voltage Cm 

 
 

 
Figure 12. Simulation results under change in impedance load from Z=60Ω to Z=60Ω + 100mH at t=1s under fs=50Hz. (a) output 

voltage, (b) output current, (c) capacitor voltage Ct1, (d) capacitor voltage Ct2, (e) capacitor voltage Cf, and (f) capacitor voltage Cm 
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Figure 13. Simulation results under change in impedance load from Z=60Ω to Z=60Ω + 100mH at t=1s under fs=500Hz. (a) output 

voltage, (b) output current, (c) capacitor voltage Ct1, (d) capacitor voltage Ct2, (e) capacitor voltage Cf, and (f) capacitor voltage Cm 

 

 

 
Figure 14. The experimental setup 

 

 

resistive voltage sensor. The details of the whole system 

have been listed in Table 6. In the gate driver circuit, 

there are two groups ICs for transferred pulse gates from 

DSP to the multilevel inverter. One is 74HC245 buffer 

and another is HCPL-3120 as the main IGBT driver. The 

buffer IC is created an infinite impedance between DSP 

and multilevel inverter which prevents more currents 

from by the DSP. The most important of the HCPL-3120 

is that it acts as isolator and driver, simultaneously. In this 

study, it has been used a ZMCT103C as the hall-effect 

current sensor. A prominent feature of this sensor is that 

its output is isolated from other parts of the setup. 
Moreover, to measure the load current, it does not 

need any interface circuit. Figure 15 shows the 

experimental results for the output voltage and current 

under pure resistive load at fs=50Hz. Generally, when a 

resistive load is used, the voltage and current have no  
 

 

TABLE 6. The parameters and devices applied to the 

laboratory setup 

Parameter/ Device Value/ Type 

DSP TMS320F28379D 

Vdc 20v 

Maximum expected voltage level 120v 

Output voltage frequency 50Hz and 500Hz 

Capacitors 
Ct1=Ct2=6300µF  and  

Cf=Cm=3300µF 

IGBT IRG4IBC30 

Antiparallel diode MBRF20100CT 

Driver HCPL-3120 

Buffer 74HC245 

Resistive loads 50Ω and 300Ω 

Inductive load 500mH 

Current sensor ZMCT103C (1:4) 

Output voltage sensor Resistive divider (1:15) 

Capacitor voltage sensor for Vcf 

and Vcm 
Resistive divider (1:1.5) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 15. Experimental results for output voltage (yellow) 

and current (blue) with pure resistive load at fs=50Hz. (a) 

with constant impedance Z=300Ω. (b) with changing the 

load impedance from Z=300Ω to 50Ω. To obtain the actual 

voltage and current values, the vertical axis must be 

multiplied by factors 15 and 4, respectively (see Table 6). 

 

 

phase difference from each other and the waveform of the 

output current is a multilevel form same as the output 

voltage. Considering table 6, the peak value of the output 

voltage is about (3.5×2×15=105v).  

However, this value is slightly different from the 

maximum expected voltage level (120v) because of the 

voltage drop on the IGBTs and diodes in the laboratory 

setup. As shown in Figure 15(b), the load impedance has 

increased six times. For this reason, the output current 

peak has been reached from (0.15×0.5×4=0.3A) to 

(0.9×0.5×4=1.8A).  

Figure 16 depicts the experimental results with a 

purely inductive load as Z=500mH under fs=50Hz. In 

relation to this figure, there are two outstanding points. 
First, the output current is close to a sinusoidal waveform 

same as in Figure 12(b). secondly, a 90-degree phase 

difference has been shown between the output voltage 

and current. 

Figure 17 shows the capacitors voltage waveform of 

the Ct1, Ct2, Cm, and Cf under output frequency f=50Hz. 

According to Figure 6, because the discharging time of 

the capacitors Ct1, and Ct2 is more than the capacitors Cf, 

and Cm, the voltage ripple of the capacitors Ct1 and Ct2 is 

more than others which can be seen in Figure 17. From 

the view of the voltage range, the capacitor’s voltages of 

Ct1 and Ct2 are equal to V1=15v as shown in Figure 17(a). 

 
Figure 16. Experimental results for output voltage (yellow) 

and current (blue) with pure inductive load Z=500mH at 

fs=50Hz. To obtain the actual voltage and current values, the 

vertical axis must be multiplied by factors 15 and 4, 

respectively (see Table 6) 

 

 

Moreover, according to Figure 17(b), the capacitor’s 

voltages of Cf and Cm are about V2=37v. The V1 and V2 

must be 20v, and 40v, respectively but the voltage drop 

of the switches and diodes has caused such an issue. For 

assessing the HF condition, an experimental result is 

performed at fs=500Hz which is shown in Figure 18. In 

this figure, with horizontal zoom, it can be shown that the 

13-level waveform is well produced at the output without 

the voltage levels going out of order. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 17. Experimental results for capacitor voltages under 

pure resistive load at fs=50Hz. (a) capacitors voltage Vct1 and 

Vct2 (b) capacitors voltage Vcf and Vcm. To obtain the actual 

voltage value of capacitors Cf and Cm, the vertical axis must 

be multiplied by factor 1.5 (see Table 6) 
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Figure 18. Experimental results for output voltage under 

pure resistive load at fs=500Hz 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION  
 

A new switched-capacitor multilevel inverter based on 

combined T-type and cross modules without H-bridge 

was introduced in this work. The proposed topology has 

the ability to boost as well as modularity with only one 

DC-link source. In the case of 13-level conditions, the 

proposed multilevel inverter includes 20 switches and 4 

capacitors to produce a voltage gain of 6. In modularity 

conditions, the PIV of switches remains constant as the 

number of cross-modules increases. Hence, the TSV and 

CF can be drastically decreased compared to other 

topologies. Under the NLC switching technique, the 

THD of output voltage in the proposed multilevel 

inverter is 6.33% which conforms to the IEEE standards. 

The simulation and experimental results confirm the 

validity of the proposed topology under steady state and 

transient conditions as well as performance in HF and LF 

domains. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
بار   یبر رو  افزاینده  یچند سطح  ACرا به شکل موج    یورود  DCولتاژ    تواندیکه م  کندی ارائه م  خازن سوئیچ شده  نوع  متقارن  یچند سطح  نورتریا  یتوپولوژ  کیمقاله    نیا

است   ی به گونه ا  افتهی  میتعم  یچند سطح  نورتریا  ارشده است. ساخت  لیتشک  Crossماژول خازن    نیو چند  Tماژول نوع    کیاز    یشنهادیپ  یچند سطح  نورتریا  نیکند. ا  لیتبد

 ی ها یتوپولوژ ریبا سا سهیدر مقا نهیو عملکرد هز دهایکل استرسمنجر به کاهش ولتاژ این موضوع ماند که  یخازن ثابت م یتعداد ماژول ها شیبا افزا معکوس کیکه ولتاژ پ

 ی خازن در ماژول ها  یهاکند. ولتاژ  جادی ا  H-bridge  ساختاربدون    یو صفر را در خروج  یتواند سطوح ولتاژ مثبت، منف  یم  یتشده به طور ذا  یشود. . ساختار معرف  یم  یسنت

 ، یشنهادیپ  یعملکرد توپولوژ  دییتأ  یکنند. برا  ی ساده م  (NLC)سطح    نیکتریکنترل نزد  نگ ی چیسوئ  ی کنترل را تحت استراتژ  ستمیذاتاً متعادل هستند و س  Crossو    Tنوع  

 اند. ارائه شده  TMS320F28379D DSPو  MATLABتوسط   بیبه ترت  سطحی  13 نورتریا کی  یبرا آزمایشگاهی جیو نتا یسازه یشب نیچند
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

The aim of this research is to introduce a semi-analytical approach for the analysis of the free and forced 

nonlinear vibrations of a bending shape memory alloy (SMA) beam; while, considering the effect of its 

pseudo-elastic behavior. In order to create a primary deflection, an appropriate pre-strain is applied to 
the SMA beam using a compression spring. A new material model was utilized to simulate the nonlinear 

hysteric behavior of the SMA beam, while the differential equations of motion of the beam were derived 

based on Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and Hamilton principle. The extracted nonlinear partial 
differential equations of motion are semi-analytically solved by utilizing the Galerkin method. The 

pseudo-elastic behavior and energy dissipation of the SMA beam were studied in the free and forced 

nonlinear vibration regimes. Finally, the influences of the system parameters such as the spring constant, 
amplitude, and frequency of the excitation force on the absorber efficiency were investigated, and its 

stability was studied. The numerical results depict that the SMA beam exhibits a highly nonlinear 

dynamical behavior, and can be used as an actuator for energy dissipation. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.17 
 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

𝜺  Total strain 𝒆  Deviatoric strain 

𝜺𝒆  Thermo-elastic strain 휃  Volumetric strain 

𝜺𝒕𝒓  Transformation strain 𝑠  Deviatoric stress 

𝜺𝑳  Maximum hysteresis strain 𝐼𝑖  Identify tensor 

𝜎 Total stress 𝑝  Volumetric stress 

𝐾 Lame constant of the material 𝐺 Lame constant of the material 

𝝉𝑴  Proper function of temperature 𝛽 Material’s parameter 

𝑻𝟎  Initial temperature 𝐼𝜀𝐿  Indicator function of 휀𝑡𝑟 

𝒙𝒕𝒓  Transformation stress 𝜓  The Helmholtz free energy 

𝑅 Radius of the elastic area in the material u Displacement parallel to x direction 

v Displacement parallel to y direction w Displacement parallel to z direction 

𝝅  Strain energy 𝑇  Kinetic energy 

𝑾  The work is done by external force 𝐸  Young’s modulus 

𝑰  Mass of inertia 휂𝑖  The 𝑖th generalized coordinate 

𝝓𝒊  The 𝑖th shape function 𝐿  Length of the beam 

𝒓  Radius of the beam 𝜌  Density of the beam 

𝝂  Material’s parameter 𝜔  Excitation force frequency 

𝝇  Loss factor 𝐴𝑖  he 𝑖th vibration amplitude 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
Special features of the smart materials that make them an 

appropriate choice in various fields of engineering. 

Among different kinds of them, Shape Memory Alloys 
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(SMAs) have their own exclusive characteristics that 

make them proper alternatives to other smart substances 

such as piezoelectrics. Some of these features could be 

listed as follows:  
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- Very effective for low frequency vibration or shape 

control 

- Easy machinability into different shapes and sizes 

- Energy dissipation more than piezoelectric 

materials. 

These behaviors of the SMAs are related to the reversible 

thermo-elastic martensitic phase transformation between 

high symmetry, austenitic and low symmetry martensitic 

situations which are characterized by the superelasticity 

and shape memory effects. The former is the ability of a 

material to experience large recoverable strains without 

notable residual strains. The latter effect refers to the 

capability of restoring the original shape of materials that 

are plastically deformed by temperature variations. These 

unique characteristics provide new possibilities in use of 

smart materials; for example, aerospace, medical 

industry, vibration damping, robotics, and automotive [1-

12]. Particularly, the SMA actuators can make large 

displacements and have a high force/weight ratio in 

compare with the conventional actuators. The following 

superiorities were also ascribed to the SMA actuators: 

uncomplicated design, smooth motivation, bio-

adaptability, silent operation, easy actuation, and low 

power expenditure [13]. 

Extensive experimental investigations have shown 

that phase transformation of SMAs is a thermomechanical 

coupled process, with heat production due to latent heat 

and intrinsic dissipation [14, 15]. Based on these 

experimental findings, a few models that take into account 

thermomechanical coupling were proposed [16-19]. 

However, these models are either limited to small 

deformations [18, 19] or developed without thermal 

deformation gradient involved [16, 17]. 
In fact, at high temperature and large stress 

magnitude the martensite structures have a much lower 

Young’s modulus and can be readily deformed by 

application of an external force or heat, indicating that 

thermoelastic deformations cannot be neglected [20, 21].  

Due to the essential role of the beams in structural 

mechanics, many scientists have given particular 

attentions to the composition of flexible beams with 

SMA wires and strips. Among them, some researchers 

[22-31]have applied analytical solutions for studying 

pseudo-elastic beams, while others have used numerical 

approaches for them [32-34]. Razavilar et al. [35] 

presented a semi-analytical approach to analyze free and 

forced vibrations of a clamped-free SMA beam. They 

illustrated that the phase transformation has a significant 

effect on the region near the clamped end; whereas, the 

free end stays within the elastic domain. Hashemi and 

Khadem [36] analyzed dynamical behaviors of clamped-

free and simply supported SMA beams. They considered 

the superelastic property of the SMA and introduced a 

mathematical model based on the Auricchio material 

theory. Regarding this paper, it can be concluded that 

there is no residual stress at the end of loading under the 

superelastic condition, while increasing in temperature 

initiates a growth in stresses at the start and end of 

transformation. Jose et al. [37] performed an analysis on 

a vibration isolator made of a SMA bar under isothermal 

and non-isothermal conditions. Their results exhibited 

that the amplitude of the response to an external 

excitation is limited due to the hysteretic behavior of the 

SMA material, while the energy of the system is well 

dissipated. Pan and Cho [38] proposed a shape memory 

alloy micro-damper to apply the pseudo-elastic behavior 

of NiTi wires for dissipation of the system energy. They 

conducted a series of tension tests to analyze the damping 

behavior, while the NiTi wires were subjected to 

different temperatures, strain rates and strain amplitudes. 

The experimental results displayed that the energy 

dissipation of the wires is practically independent of the 

temperature, while intensely dependent on the strain rate 

and amplitude. Damanpack et al. [39] investigated the 

vibration control ability of SMA composite beams 

subjected to impulsive loads by applying the 1-D model 

proposed by Panico and Brinson [40]. It can be seen from 

the results that the SMA layers with high pre-strain at low 

temperatures have an acceptable ability for passive 

vibration control. Brinson et al. [41] considered active 

shape control of a cantilever beam with outside-attached 

SMA wires. Brinston’s constitutive law was used for 

modeling the thermo-mechanical behavior of the SMA 

by applying linear and nonlinear beam theories as well as 

temperature variations. Moallem [42] suggested a 

nonlinear method inspired by the sliding mode control to 

reduce the deflection of a flexible beam using shape 

memory alloy wires. On the other hand, Sohn, Han, Choi, 

Lee [4]] investigated vibration control and position 

tracking of a smart flexible system by employing SMA 

wire actuators and robust sliding mode control. Sayyaadi 

and Zakerzadeh [43] carried out a nonlinear scheme for a 

flexible beam with two outside-attached active SMA 

actuators. Andrade et al. [44] developed influences of the 

strain rate on stress-induced martensite, rupture strain, 

ultimate strength and residual strain for a CuAlMnTiB 

SMA. Billah et al. [45] studied the properties of the shape 

memory alloys suitable for the civil engineering domain 

and prospects of forthcoming opportunities. An 

integrated microstructural-mechanical model is proposed 

by Bellini et al. [46] for an equiatomic NiTi shape 

memory alloy to predict its pseudoelastic cyclic 

behaviour. 

The aim of the current study is to investigate the 

dynamical behavior of a simply supported SMA beam 

with a compression spring to make a pre-strain on it. The 

three-dimensional constitutive material model presented 

by Souza et al. [47] is utilized to simulate the hysterical 

behavior of the SMA, and a semi-analytical method is 

introduced to analyze the dynamical behavior of the 

system. It should be noted that most of the previous 

researches have been focused on the composite beams 

embedded with the SMA wires, and in other few cases, 

finite element methods have been implemented for 
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analyzing. Unlike these works, the current contribution 

proposes a novel scheme to acquire the state-space 

equations of the regarded SMA structure for modeling and 

design of a control system. The advantages of this strategy 

are reducing the number of required equations and 

decreasing the computational time. 

The organization of this article is as follows. In 

section 2, the structure of the considered SMA beam as 

well as the Souza model [47] and its mathematical 

equations are reviewed. Moreover, the nonlinear 

formulation of the SMA beam under a compression force 

is derived in this section. The simulation and results are 

presented in section 3. Finally, section 4 concludes the 

paper. 

 

 

2. SMA DAMPER AND ITS STRUCTURE 
 

Most of the shape memory alloy actuators have been 

made of shape memory alloy wires or rods [47, 48]. In 

this research, an SMA actuator is proposed that works 

based on the bending of a shape memory alloy beam. The 

suggested system has a higher force/weight ratio and can 

undergo more amounts of the force in comparison with 

the wire or rod types. It contains a shape memory alloy 

beam under an excitation force (Figure 1) as well as a 

compression spring attached to it. The spring produces a 

pre-strain to create a reversible plastic deformation in the 

beam and to associate with a phase transformation 

between the twinned and detwinned martensite phases. 

By passing the electrical current through the SMA beam, 

its temperature would increase (because of the beam’s 

electrical resistance). Increasing the temperature causes 

the transformation from the detwinned martensite phase 

to the austenite phase, which returns the beam to its 

original shape. By switching off the electrical current and 

decreasing the beam temperature, the spring changes the 

beam shape back again, and its phase would change to 

twinned martensite. 

 

2. 1. Material Model            As it was mentioned before, 

the most important and complicated phenomenon of 

SMA materials is the metallurgical phase transformation 

which has a significant effect on its performance. The 

prediction of the phenomenological hysteretic behavior 

of the SMAs can be understood from their governing 

mathematical models [49-51]. Based on the experimental 

observations, there are two points of view about 

phenomenological constitutive models, i.e., microscopic 

and macroscopic [52-58]. The microscopic models are 

applied to realize fundamental principles in the molecular 

scale, but those are not good choices for the structural 

scale. On the other hand, the macroscopic models, related 

to the phenomenological features of the SMA, are able to 

represent phase transformation kinetics using simple 

mathematical functions [59-64]. To name but a few, 

Simo and Taylor [65] developed a stable algorithm based 

on a return mapping approach for plane stress 

elastoplasticity in large time steps. Bertram [66] 

suggested a three-dimensional thermomechanical model 

based on an expanded classical theory of plasticity to 

describe shape memory effects as an explanation of 

incremental iterations. Leclercq [67] extended a phase 

transition model to simulate the behavior of the SMA 

with isothermal or non-isothermal loadings. Further, 

Souza, Mamiya and Zouain [47] proposed a three-

dimensional model having superelasticity behaviors and 

shape memory effects by means of plasticity concepts.  
In this study, Souza’s material model [47] is used to 

identify the hysteric behavior of the SMA based on the 

theory of irreversible thermodynamics under small 

deformations. According to this model, a series of 

external and internal variables illustrate the thermo-

dynamical state of a homogenized volume element at 

each moment. In this way, the total strain is divided into 

elastic and inelastic parts as follows: 

휀 = 휀𝑡𝑒 + 휀𝑡𝑟  (1) 

where, 휀, 휀𝑡𝑒 and 휀𝑡𝑟 are the total, thermo-elastic and 

transformation strains, respectively. Moreover, strain ε 

and stress 𝜎 are decomposed as follows: 

ε = 𝑒 +
𝜃

3
𝐼𝑖   (2) 

𝜎 = 𝑠 + 𝑝𝐼𝑖   (3) 

where, 𝑒 is the deviatoric strain, 휃 = tr(ε) denotes the 

volumetric strain, 𝑠 represents the deviatoric stress, 𝑝 =
𝑡𝑟(𝜎) 3⁄  signifies the volumetric stress, and 𝐼𝑖  indicates 

the identity tensor.  

In this model, volumetric 휃 and deviatoric 𝑒 strains, 

as well as temperature 𝑇 are determined as the control 

variables, while transformation strain 휀𝑡𝑟 is regarded as 

an internal variable. The transformation strain is with the 

phase transformation from the twinned martensite to the 

detwinned martensite. Due to the phase transformation, 

the norm of 휀𝑡𝑟 is zero when the material is without 

oriented martensite and has maximum value 휀𝐿 when the 

material is completely transformed into the martensite as 

follows: 

‖휀𝑡𝑟‖ ≤ 휀𝐿  (4) 

where, ‖휀𝑡𝑟‖ shows the Euclidean norm of the 

transformation strain. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the considered shape memory alloy 

beam 
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In this model, the Helmholtz free energy, suggested 

by Souza [47], could be represented as follows: 

𝜓(휃, 휀, 휀𝑡𝑟 , 𝑇) =
1

2
𝐾휃2 + 𝐺‖휀 − 휀𝑡𝑟‖2 +

𝜏𝑀(𝑇)‖휀
𝑡𝑟‖ +

1

2
ℎ‖휀𝑡𝑟‖2 + 𝐼𝜀𝐿(‖휀

𝑡𝑟‖)   
(5) 

In Equation (5), 𝐾 and 𝐺 signify the Lame constants of 

the material, 𝜏𝑀(𝑇) denotes a function of temperature, 

and ℎ represents a material parameter related to its 

hardening. 𝜏𝑀(𝑇) is considered as 𝜏𝑀(𝑇) = 𝛽〈𝑇 − 𝑇0〉, 
where 𝛽 is a constant parameter, 𝑇0 shows an initial 

temperature, and operator ‘〈. 〉’ illustrates the positive 

part of a function.  

In addition, function 𝐼𝜀𝐿 is defined as follows: 

𝐼𝜀𝐿(‖휀
𝑡𝑟‖) = {

0        𝑖𝑓  ‖휀𝑡𝑟‖ ≤ 휀𝐿  
+∞            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

  (6) 

From Equation (5), the following constitutive relations 

could be written. 

𝑝 =
𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝜃
= 𝐾휃  (7) 

𝑠 =
𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝜀
= 2𝐺(휀 − 휀𝑡𝑟)  (8) 

 𝑥𝑡𝑟 = −
𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝜀𝑡𝑟
= 𝑠 − 𝑥  (9) 

where,  𝑥𝑡𝑟 indicates the transformation stress having the 

following relation. 

𝑥 = [𝜏𝑀(𝑇) + ℎ‖휀
𝑡𝑟‖ + 𝛾]

𝜀𝑡𝑟

‖𝜀𝑡𝑟‖
  (10) 

where, 

{
𝛾 = 0         𝑖𝑓 ‖휀𝑡𝑟‖ < 휀𝐿
𝛾 ≥ 0         𝑖𝑓 ‖휀𝑡𝑟‖ = 휀𝐿

  (11) 

The following equation is regarded for satisfying the 

second law of thermodynamics: 

휀̇𝑡𝑟 = 휁̇
𝜀𝑡𝑟

‖𝜀𝑡𝑟‖
  (12) 

Based on the evolution of the phase transformation, 𝑓 is 

determined as follows: 

𝑓 = ‖𝑥𝑡𝑟‖ − 𝑅  (13) 

where, 𝑅 is the radius of the elastic area in material.  

Finally, Souza’s model [47] would be accomplished if 

the stability and Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied, 

therefore. 

휁̇ ≥ 0,     𝑓 ≤ 0,       휁̇𝑓 = 0  (14) 

 

2. 1. 1. Return Mapping           In this sub-section, a 

return mapping algorithm is presented to merge 

Equations (7) through (13) within the imperceptible 

plasticity situation. Generally, the solving procedure 

includes three steps as follows: 

 (i) A trial state and an elastic behavior are assumed for 

the material. 

 (ii) Comparing whether the calculated trial state is 

actually elastic. 

(iii) If the trial state does not have any elastic behavior, 

then the state variables are designed to validate all the 

constraints enforced by the problem. 

In this algorithm, prescribed strain 휀𝑛+1 is determined 

as a mechanical loading for the SMA material. At first, 

the algorithm calculates the trial state (𝑠𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 , 𝑥𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙) and 

then the elastic condition is assumed by 

making 휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 휀𝑛

𝑡𝑟. Therefore, by employing Equation 

(4), the following relations are found. 

𝑠𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 2𝐺 (휀𝑛+1 − 휀𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙)  (15) 

𝑥𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑠𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 − (𝜏𝑀(𝑇) +

ℎ‖휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙‖)

𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

‖𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙‖

  
(16) 

The material has an elastic behavior if the following 

conditions are satisfied. 

{
0 < ‖휀𝑛

𝑡𝑟‖ < 휀𝐿
‖𝑥𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙‖ ≤ 𝑅
  (17) 

If 휀𝑛
𝑡𝑟 = 0, trial force 𝑥𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 cannot be calculated by 

Equation (16), whereas 𝑠𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙  could be computed by 

Equation (15). The elastic behavior would occur in the 

parent phase, if: 

{
휀𝑛
𝑡𝑟 = 0               

𝑠𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝜏𝑀(𝑇) + 𝑅

  (18) 

Finally, the case for which ‖휀𝑛
𝑡𝑟‖ = 휀𝐿 has to be 

considered. Here, the step is elastic whenever there exists 

𝛾 ≥ 0 such that: 

{
 
 

 
 

‖휀𝑛
𝑡𝑟‖ = 휀𝐿    

‖�̂� + 𝛾𝑛‖ ≤ 𝑅     𝑛 = −
𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

‖𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙‖

,

�̂� = ‖𝑠𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 + (𝜏𝑀(𝑇) + ℎ휀𝐿)𝑛‖,   𝛾 = < −�̂�. 𝑛 > 

  (19) 

The step would be elastic, if one of the three conditions 

mentioned in Equations (17), (18) or (19) holds. At time 

𝑛 + 1, the actual state is a trial state; therefore, the 

following relations could be mentioned. 

휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 = 휀𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙  

𝑠𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙                

(20) 

Finally, if none of conditions stated in Equations (17), 

(18) or (19) are approved, a phase transformation would 

occur, and 휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟  could be calculated by the following 

equation. 

𝑅
𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 −𝜀𝑛

𝑡𝑟

‖𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 −𝜀𝑛

𝑡𝑟‖
− 2𝐺(휀𝑛+1 − 휀𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟 ) + (𝜏𝑀(𝑇) +

ℎ‖휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 ‖)

𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟

‖𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 ‖

= 0  
(21) 
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If ‖휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 ‖ > 휀𝐿, then the solution for 휀𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟  and 𝛾𝑛+1 can 

be achieved via the following set of nonlinear equations: 

{
 
 

 
 𝑅

𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 −𝜀𝑛

𝑡𝑟

‖𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 −𝜀𝑛

𝑡𝑟‖
− 2𝐺(휀𝑛+1 − 휀𝑛+1

𝑡𝑟 ) +

(𝜏𝑀(𝑇) + ℎ휀𝐿 + 𝛾𝑛+1)
𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟

‖𝜀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 ‖

 

‖휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 ‖ − 휀𝐿 }

 
 

 
 

= 0  (22) 

𝑠𝑛+1 = 2𝐺(휀𝑛+1 − 휀𝑛+1
𝑡𝑟 ) (23) 

 
2. 2. Constitutive Equation of the Shape Memory 
Alloy Beam          In this study, the Euler-Bernoulli beam 

with the circular cross-section is considered to derive the 

set of the governing equations for simulation of the SMA 

system behavior using a semi-analytical solution method. 

While the transverse displacement of the centerline of the 

beam is w, the displacement of any points in the cross-

section is w too. As shown in Figure 2, the plane sections 

stay normal to the centerline. 

𝑢 = −𝑧
𝜕𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
     𝑣 = 0       𝑤 = 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) (24) 

where, u, v and w designate the components of 

displacement in x, y and z directions, respectively. The 

components of the strain and stress corresponding to this 

displacement field are given by the following equations: 

휀𝑥𝑥 =
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
= −𝑧

𝜕2𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
, 휀𝑦𝑦 = 0  , 휀𝑧𝑧 = 0  , 휀𝑥𝑦 =

0  , 휀𝑥𝑧 = 0  , 휀𝑦𝑧 = 0   

𝜎𝑥𝑥 = −𝐸𝑧
𝜕2𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
, 𝜎𝑦𝑦 = 0  , 𝜎𝑧𝑧 = 0  , 𝜎𝑥𝑦 =

0  , 𝜎𝑥𝑧 = 0  , 𝜎𝑦𝑧 = 0 

(25) 

The strain energy of the system (𝜋) as well as its kinetic 

energy (𝑇) can be expressed as: 

𝜋 =
1

2
∭𝜎𝑥𝑥휀𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑉 = 

1

2
∭𝐸(휀 − 휀𝑡𝑟)2𝑑𝑉  (26) 

𝑇 =
1

2
∫ 𝜌𝐴 (

𝜕𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
)
2

𝑑𝑥
𝐿

0
  (27) 

The work done by the mechanical load (𝐹0), excitation 

force (𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)) and simple spring (𝐹𝑘) is given by: 

𝑊 = ∫ (𝐹0 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡) + 𝐹 (

𝐿

2
, 𝑡) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) −

𝐿

0

𝐹𝑘 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡))  𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑥  

(28) 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Bending of an Euler–Bernoulli beam 

 

where, 𝜔 is the frequency of the excitation force. The 

dirac delta function could be employed to enter these 

forces into the equation as follows: 

𝐹0 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡) = 𝑓0 𝛿 (𝑥 −

𝐿

2
),  

𝐹 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) = 𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) 𝛿(𝑥 −

𝐿

2
), 

𝐹𝑘 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡) = 𝑓𝑘 (

𝐿

2
, 𝑡) 𝛿 (𝑥 −

𝐿

2
)  

(29) 

In order to extract the governing equations of the motion 

and boundary conditions for the SMA beam, the 

Hamilton’s principle is utilized as follows: 

𝛿 ∫ (𝜋 − 𝑇 −𝑊)
𝑡2
𝑡1

𝑑𝑡 = 0  (30) 

where, 𝛿 denotes the variation operator, and [𝑡1, 𝑡2] 

describes an arbitrary time interval. By substituting 

Equations (26), (27), (28) and (29) into Equation (30), the 

following equation is obtained. 

∫ ∫ 𝐸𝐼
𝜕4𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥4
𝛿𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑡 +

𝐿

0

𝑡2
𝑡1

 ∫ [𝐸𝐼
𝜕2𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
𝛿 (

𝜕𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
) |
𝐿
0
] 𝑑𝑡

𝑡2
𝑡1

+

∫ ∫
𝜕2𝑄

𝜕𝑥2
𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑡 + ∫ 𝐸𝑄 𝛿 (

𝜕𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
) |
𝐿
0
 𝑑𝑡 +

𝑡2
𝑡1

𝐿

0

𝑡2
𝑡1

 ∫ ∫ 𝜌𝐴
𝜕2𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
𝛿𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑡

𝐿

0

𝑡2
𝑡1

−

∫ ∫ (𝐹𝑘 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡) − 𝐹0 (

𝐿

2
, 𝑡) −

𝐿

0

𝑡2
𝑡1

𝐹 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)) 𝛿𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑡 = 0  

(31) 

where, 𝑄 =∫ 휀𝑡𝑟𝑧 𝑑𝐴. Therefore, the differential equation 

of motion for the SMA beam would be presented as 

follows: 

𝐸𝐼
𝜕4𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥4
+ 𝐸

𝜕2𝑄

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝜌𝐴

𝜕2𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
− 𝐹0 (

𝐿

2
, 𝑡) −

𝐹 (
𝐿

2
, 𝑡) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) + 𝐹𝑘 (

𝐿

2
, 𝑡) = 0  

(32) 

While the boundary conditions are: 

𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑥=0 = 0  

𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑥=𝐿 = 0  

[𝐸𝐼
𝜕2𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝐸𝑄]

𝑥=0
= 0  

[𝐸𝐼
𝜕2𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝐸𝑄]

𝑥=𝐿
= 0  

(33) 

The solution for Equation (32) can be regarded as: 

𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) =  ∑ 휂𝑖(𝑡) 𝜙𝑖(𝑥) 
𝑛
𝑖=1   (34) 

where, 휂𝑖(𝑡) and 𝜙𝑖(𝑥) denote the 𝑖th generalized 

coordinate and shape function, respectively. For this 

problem, the following form for the shape function is 

introduced that satisfies the boundary conditions.  

𝜙𝑖(𝑥) = sin (
𝑖𝜋𝑥

𝐿
)  (35) 

Therefore, the following equation would be achieved. 
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𝑊(𝑋, 𝜏) =  ∑ 휂𝑖(𝜏)  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑖𝜋𝑋) 
𝑛
𝑖=1   (36) 

Besides, the following non-dimensional parameters are 

selected. 

𝑋 =
𝑥

𝐿
, 𝑊(𝑋, 𝜏) =

𝑤(𝑥,𝑡)

𝐿
, 𝑍 =

𝑧

𝑟
, 𝜏 = 𝜔0𝑡, 𝜔 =

(
𝜋

𝐿
)
2

√
𝐸𝐼

𝜌𝐴
   

(37) 

In this study, the Galerkin method is used to change 

the partial differential equation to an ordinary differential 

equation [60]. In this way, if Equation (36) is substituted 

into Equation (32), and by applying Equation (37), the 

following nonlinear differential equation is achieved.  

1

2
휂𝑖(𝜏)(𝑖𝜋)

4 −
4𝐿𝜋𝑖2

𝑅
∫ sin(𝑖𝜋𝑋) (∫ 휀𝑡𝑟𝑍𝑑𝐴)𝑑𝑋 +
1

0
1

2
휂̈𝑖(𝜏)(𝜋)

4 −
𝑓0𝐿

3

𝐸𝐼
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑖𝜋

2
) −

𝑓𝐿3

𝐸𝐼
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜏) sin (

𝑖𝜋

2
) +

 
𝐾𝐿3

𝐸𝐼
∑ 휂𝑗(𝜏) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑗𝜋

2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑖𝜋

2
) = 0𝑛

𝑗=1   

(38) 

where, 휀𝑡𝑟 could be computed by using Equation (22). 

Therefore, 

휂̈𝑖(𝜏) = −휂𝑖(𝜏)𝑖
4 +

8𝐿𝑖2

𝑅𝜋3
∫ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑖𝜋𝑋)(∫ 휀𝑡𝑟𝑍𝑑𝐴)𝑑𝑋 +

2𝑓0𝐿
3

𝐸𝐼𝜋4
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑖𝜋

2
)    +

1

0
2𝑓𝐿3

𝐸𝐼𝜋4
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜏) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑖𝜋

2
) −

2𝐾𝐿3

𝐸𝐼𝜋4
∑ 휂𝑗(𝜏) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑗𝜋

2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑖𝜋

2
)𝑛

𝑗=1   

(39) 

 
 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
In this section, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is 

implemented to solve the semi-analytical equation found 

by the Galerkin approach in section 2 for computing the 

strain, transformation strain, and stress quantities. 

Furthermore, the considered SMA beam has length  

 

TABLE 1. Mechanical properties of Nitinol alloy implemented 

for simulations [44] 

Value Parameter 

6450 𝜌 (
𝐾𝑔

𝑚3⁄ )  

0.33 𝜈 

70000  𝐸 (𝑀𝑃𝑎) 

0.03 휀𝐿 

253.15 𝑇0 (°𝐾) 

323.15 𝑇 (°𝐾) 

45 𝑅 (𝑀𝑃𝑎) 

7.5 𝛽 (𝑀𝑃𝑎 °𝐾⁄ ) 

500 ℎ (𝑀𝑃𝑎) 

 

 

15 𝑚𝑚 and diameter 1.5 𝑚𝑚. The spring constant is 

100 [𝑁 𝑚𝑚⁄ ], and results are presented for Nitinol alloy 

having the mechanical properties mentioned in Table 1 

[47]. 

In the following, at first, the static behavior of the 

SMA beam is studied. Then, the dynamical behaviors of 

both ordinary and SMA beams are presented to 

investigate the effects of the SMA on the beam 

performance. 

 
3. 1. Analysis of the Static Behavior             In order 

to analyze the static behavior of the beam, it is meshed in 

two dimensionless directions X and Z (51 × 15). 
According to the mesh convergence study performed by 

the authors, the appropriate meshing steps in both 

directions were obtained as ∆𝑋 = 0.02 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∆𝑍 = 0.07. 

Figure 3 shows the static behavior of the SMA beam with 

distribution load  𝑓0 = −35 [𝑁] and spring constant  𝐾 = 

 

 
Figure 3. Static behavior of the introduced SMA beam with distribution load  𝑓0 = −35 [𝑁] and spring constant 𝐾 = 0. 
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0. In this figure, contour map of strain, stress, and 

transformation strain which show all aspects of the beam 

behavior are being taken into consideration. As it is 

demonstrated, the stress distribution along direction X is 

symmetric. Furthermore, in order to valid the found 

results, Figure 4 illustrates a hysteresis loop appeared in 

the SMA stress-strain static response by applying 

variable distribution load 𝑓0 = −35 sin(𝑖𝜋) [𝑁], 𝑖 ∈
[0,2] and spring constant 𝐾 = 0. As it is represented in 

this figure, the hysteresis loop has the same behavior as 

Souza’s model [47]. 
 
3. 2. Analysis of the Dynamic Behavior 
3. 2. 1. Free Vibration           The damping property of 

the regarded structure is analyzed by comparing the 

vibration response of the SMA beam with an elastic one. 

Furthermore, this comparison helps to illustrate the effect 

of energy dissipation mechanism of SMA materials due 

to their hysteresis property. To this end, the SMA beam 

is subjected to an initial deflection which undergoes 

phase transformation within the SMA beam. The amount 

of this initial deflection is set so that the beam deflection 

remains on the validity domain of the Euler–Bernoulli 

beam theory. Figure 5 depicts the free vibration response 

of an elastic (non-SMA) beam for 𝑓0 = −15[𝑁] and 𝐾 =
0. It can be seen from this figure that there is no 

decreasing in the vibration amplitude (undamped 

harmonic response). The steady state response of the 

results illustrates that the SMA beam vibrates as an 

elastic member and its frequency is the same as its 

equivalent elastic beam. This behavior can be explained 

by the stress/strain variations as shown in Figure 6. 

Whereas Figure 6 exhibits the free vibration [67, 68] of 

the SMA beam when the temperature of the beam is 

323.15°𝐾 and the spring has an initial compression force 

𝑓0 = −15[𝑁]. At this temperature, the austenite phase is 

active, and the initial compression is so high. Therefore, 

the phase transformation from austenite to martensite 

would be initially induced within the beam. Hence, the 
hysteresis loop, depicted in Figure 6(a), makes an intense 

decreasing for the vibration amplitude. This process 

continues until the vibration amplitude cannot make any 

other phase transformation; therefore, the elastic 

response is activated only for the SMA beam. In this way, 

the whole beam vibrates elastically with a constant 

amplitude around steady state deflection 𝑍 = −0.045. 

As it is illustrated in Figure 6, the nonlinear behavior of 

the SMA does not affect the natural frequency of the 

system, and it remains constant. Indeed, there is only one 

damping term which is effective and practical for 

vibration control. In this study, contour map of strain, 

stress, and transformation strain which show all aspects 

of the beam behavior are being taken into consideration. 

In the free vibration study, as shown in Figure 6, an 

adequate initial condition was imposed onto the system 

to make it undergo phase transformation over the beam. 

The strain contour map and longitudinal distribution of 

strain in each layer of the cross section are depicted in 

Figure 6 for early oscillations when SMA beam is fully 

deflected. 
The corresponding loss factor could be calculated by 

employing the following logarithmic relation. 

𝜍 =
1

2𝜋𝑟
ln (

𝐴𝑖

𝐴𝑖+𝑟
)  (40) 

where, 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐴𝑖+𝑟 are vibration amplitudes 𝑖th and 

(𝑖 + 𝑟)th, respectively. In order to investigate the effect 

of the shape memory alloy on the vibrating behavior of 

the beam, the time responses of the dissipated energy for 

the SMA beam are generated in Figure 7. It can be seen 

from this figure that the total dissipated energy reduces 

over time until the zero value is attained. 

These observations could be verified through the 

results presented in Figure 6. Indeed, the diagrams in 

Figure 6 clearly depict that the oscillation amplitude and 

the total energy of the system decrease via the generated 

hysteresis loops. The vibration amplitude of the beam 

becomes constant in the steady state condition, as shown 

in Figure 6. Figure 7 depicts the dissipated energy of the 

SMA beam with respect to time for the free vibrations.  
 

 

 
Figure 4. Stress-strain diagram to study the static behavior 

of the SMA beam with variable distribution load 𝑓0 =
−35 sin(𝑖𝜋) [𝑁], 𝑖 ∈ [0,2] and spring constant 𝐾 = 0 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Free vibration of the midpoint of an ordinary beam 

with initial compression force  𝑓0 = −15[𝑁] and spring 

constant 𝐾 = 0 
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Figure 6. Dynamical behavior of the proposed SMA beam for free vibration with compression force  𝑓0 = −15 [𝑁] spring constant 

and 𝐾 = [100𝑁 𝑚𝑚⁄ ] 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Dissipated energy related to the SMA beam versus 

time for free vibration. 

Moreover, the phase plane diagram for the free vibration 

of the midpoint is plotted in Figure 8. This figure displays 

the pseudo elastic behavior of the SMA beam at the 

beginning of the vibration, whereas the elastic behavior 

can be seen at the end of the vibration. 

 
3. 2. 2. Forced Vibration            In this sub-section, the 

forced vibration behavior of the proposed SMA beam 

with excitation force 𝐹 = −15 sin (
3𝜔0

4
𝑡) [𝑁] and spring 

constant 𝐾 = 100[𝑁 𝑚𝑚⁄ ] is investigated. The stress-

strain diagram demonstrated in Figure 9(a) indicates the 

hysteretic behavior of the SMA with inner loops. The 

time history of the displacement and stress of the 

midpoint are illustrated in Figures 9(b) and 9(c), 
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respectively. Finally, Figure 9(d) shows the amount of 

the dissipated energy in the SMA beam versus time for 

the forced vibration. From Figures 9(b) and (d), it could 

be realized that the area of the dissipated energy reduces 

and consequently, the reduction rate of the vibration 

amplitude decreases too. With continuing vibration, the 

beam will oscillate with a constant amplitude. In other 

words, according to the hysteresis phenomenon of the 

SMA, the amplitude initially tends to decrease as well as 

approach to the elastic situations and after that, indicate 

a constant response.   

 

3. 3. Parametric Analysis          Here, the vibrational 

behavior of the SMA beam is analyzed to evaluate the 

influence of system parameters such as the spring 

constant, excitation force magnitude and excitation force 

frequency on the displacement and stress of the midpoint. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Phase plane diagrams corresponding to free vibration of the midpoint of the beam for 𝑓0 = −15(𝑁): (a)  𝜏 = 1: 400, (b) 

𝜏 = 380: 400 
 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 9. Dynamical behavior of the regarded SMA beam 

for forced vibration with excitation force 𝐹 =

−15 sin (
3𝜔0

4
𝑡) [𝑁] and spring constant 𝐾 = 100[𝑁 𝑚𝑚⁄ ] 
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In this way, the results in Figure 11 show that by 

increasing the value of spring constant 𝐾, the vibration 

amplitude and the stress at the midpoint are reduced, 

while the frequency of the vibration is increased. 

Therefore, it can be realized that the spring constant has 

a great effect on the vibration response of the beam. 

Moreover, Figure 12 exhibits the results of the forced 

vibration at the midpoint of the SMA beam with different 

values of the excitation force frequency. Figures 13 and 

14 depict the variations of the oscillation amplitude when 

the excitation force has different values of magnitude and 

frequency, respectively. As it is understood from Figure 

13, by increasing the magnitude of the excitation force, 

the oscillation amplitude would be increased, too. 

Besides, it can be observed from Figure 14 when the 

frequency of the excitation force coincides with the 

natural frequency (𝜔 = 𝜔0 = 0.1587), the oscillation 

amplitude reaches its maximum value. 
Figure 15 presents the energy dissipation rate of the 

SMA beam for frequency range [0-0.5]. As it is seen from 

this figure, although the energy dissipation is effective at 

all frequencies, it is more significant at low frequencies. 

Indeed, the SMA is potentially a sluggish element and 

very effective at low frequencies, therefore, it would 

display a great impact on the energy dissipation at these 

circumstances. However, it is ideal to have such 

dominant frequencies, as it can be easily tuned for any 

system. This frequency could coincide with the natural 

frequency of the system and prevent from the resonance 

phenomenon. 

 
 

 
Figure 12. Time responses of the midpoint for different 

values of the excitation force frequency 

 
Figure 13. Variations of the oscillation amplitude versus 

different values of the excitation force magnitude 

 
 

 
Figure 14. Variations of the oscillation amplitude versus 

different values of the excitation force frequency 

 
 

 
Figure 15. Broad band damping of the SMA beam with the 

loading condition 

 
 

In the following, the Discrete Fourier Transformation 

(DFT) is applied to transform the time domain signal to 

its representation in the frequency domain. To determine 

the vibration frequency through the simulation results, 

the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) is implemented to 

provide the fast computation of the DFT [69]. In this 

regard, Figure 16 shows the last fourth of the period, 

regarding the DFT versus the frequency, for the forced 

vibration in 𝜔 =
3𝜔0

4
Hz. As it can be observed from this 

diagram, only one frequency component could be 
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identified, which is about 𝜔 =  0.119 Hz. Since this is 

the oscillation frequency of the SMA beam under the 

forced vibration, the shape memory alloy has no effect on 

the frequency of the system. 

In Table 2, a comparison is made between the 

frequencies produced by the FFT and those of the 

excitation force. As it is observed from these results, the 

two types of frequencies match well, and the shape 

memory alloy of the beam has no effect on the frequency 

of the system. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 16. Simulation results of the SMA beam for forced 

vibration with 𝜔 =
3𝜔0

4
: (a) time history of the midpoint 

displacement. (b) Last fourth of the period for the discrete 

Fourier transformation versus frequency 

 

 

TABLE 2. Comparisons of the frequencies produced by the 

FFT and those of the excitation force. 

Excitation force 

frequency 

Frequency from 

FFT 

Oscillation 

amplitude 

𝜔 =
𝜔0

4⁄   0.039 0.046 

𝜔 =
𝜔0

2⁄   0.079 0.053 

𝜔 =
3𝜔0

4⁄   0.119 0.084 

𝜔 = 𝜔0  0.158 0.399 

𝜔 =
5𝜔0

4⁄   0.198 0.164 

𝜔 =
3𝜔0

2⁄   0.238 0.065 

𝜔 =
7𝜔0

4⁄   0.277 0.047 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this article, the free and forced vibrations of a bending 

shape memory alloy beam having nonlinear hysteresis, 

were analyzed regarding the effect of the pseudo-elastic 

behavior. The three-dimensional constitutive equation of 

Souza’s model was used to simulate the hysteric behavior 

of the SMA beam.  

The time responses and states of strain, 

transformation strain and stress-strain for the SMA beam 

were investigated. To shed light on the influences of the 

SMA on the vibrations, the time histories of the 

displacement and the stress at midpoint of the beam as 

well as velocity-displacement and stress- strain diagrams 

were studied. Moreover, the average of the total 

dissipated energy was studied for the FFT frequency 

during the time. The effects of parameters such as the 

spring constant, excitation force magnitude and 

excitation force frequency on the displacement and stress 

of the midpoint were discussed in details. Pursuant to the 

numerical results, some conclusions could be mentioned 

as follows. 

- The SMA beam exhibits highly nonlinear dynamical 

behavior. 

- The pseudo-elastic behavior of the SMA is a 

hysteretic energy-dissipation behavior, which 

causes drastic decreasing in the vibration amplitude 

of the beam. 

- The FFT and excitation force frequencies reveal that 

the pseudo-elastic behavior of the SMA does not 

have any effect on the frequency of the system. 

- The broad response of the SMA beam due to varying 

the hysteretic damping with the loading condition 

displays that it has a great effect on the energy 

dissipation at low frequencies and could be 

employed as an effective absorber for slow motion 

applications. 

- The energy absorbing behavior of the SMA beam 

makes it suitable for suspension systems, or 

vibrating structures. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
رفتار شبه    یربا در نظر گرفتن تأث(  SMA)   یحافظه دار خمش  یاژآل  یرت  یآزاد و اجبار  یرخطیارتعاشات غ  یلتحل  یبرا  یلیتحل  یمهن  یکردرو  یک  یمعرف  یقتحق  ینهدف از ا

رفتار   سازییهشب یبرا یدمدل ماده جد یکشود.  میاعمال  SMA  یربه ت  یکرنش مناسب با استفاده از فنر فشار یشپ یک یه،انحراف اول یک یجادآن است. به منظور ا یکالاست

  یفرانسیل اند. معادلات دشده  نوشته  یلتونو اصل هم  یبرنول-یلراو  یرت  یهبر اساس نظر  یر حرکت ت  یفرانسیلکه معادلات د  یدر حال  شود،یاستفاده م  SMA  یرت  یرخطیغ  یستریکه

ارتعاش    هایوضعیتدر    SMA  یرت  یو اتلاف انرژ  یکشوند. رفتار شبه الاستیحل م  یلیتحل  یمهبه صورت نو    یناستخراج شده با استفاده از روش گالرک  یخطیرغ  یجزئ

 یداریشده و پا یبر راندمان جاذب بررس یکتحر یرویمانند ثابت فنر، دامنه و فرکانس ن یستمس یپارامترها یرتأث یت،. در نهاگیردی قرار ممورد مطالعه  یآزاد و اجبار یرخطیغ

  ی انرژ  میرایی یمحرک برا یکبه عنوان  تواندیو م دهدی از خود نشان م یرخطیغ یاربس ینامیکی رفتار د  SMA یرکه ت دهدی نشان م یعدد یج. نتاگیردی قرار م  یآن مورد بررس

 استفاده شود.
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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Today, concrete is the most widely used building material. Cement production releases about 7% of 
carbon dioxide gas into the atmosphere and increases greenhouse gases, so it seems necessary to use an 

alternative to Portland cement. In recent years, geopolymers (mineral polymers) have been proposed as 
a new environmentally friendly cement. Metakaolin, bentonite, zeolite, iron blast furnace slag and fly 

ash can be mentioned as aluminosilicate sources. In the field of geopolymer concrete construction, few 

articles have been working on the composition and effect of replacing aluminosilicate sources. In this 
experimental study, the effect of replacing slag aluminosilicate sources, class F fly ash and bentonite 

with proportions of 5-45% with metakaolin on the mechanical properties and durability of geopolymer 

concrete based on metakaolin was investigated. After making the samples, compressive, bending, tensile 
and carbonation tests were performed on the geopolymer concrete samples to obtain the optimal strength 

and carbonation depth of the samples. Also, to determine the validity of the tests, machine learning 

estimation analysis was performed on the samples. The findings showed that bentonite leads to a 
decrease in strength, while fly ash and slag lead to an increase in strength. The predicted R2 values 

showed the highest matching of the correlation matrix (more than 93%) for the pressure samples. In 

addition, the results of the tests showed that the metakaolin-based geopolymer concrete sample replaced 
with fly ash (35%) had a lower penetration depth (carbonation) and higher mechanical properties than 

other samples. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.18 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
The World Environment Commission has defined the 

concept of sustainable development as the ability to meet 

our current needs without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their needs. This definition 

requires us to consider all aspects of a particular industry 

through raw material supply, energy consumption and 

reuse or recycling. As the main component of ordinary 

concrete, Portland cement is the most widely used 

cement material in the construction industry [1, 2]. But 

the production of Portland cement has major 

environmental disadvantages, including: high energy 

consumption, consumption of primary resources, and 

carbon dioxide emissions [3, 4]. So that the production of 
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one ton of Portland cement causes the release of 

approximately one ton of carbon dioxide into the 

environment and the consumption of 1.5 tons of raw 

materials [5-8]. On the other hand, pollution and global 

warming have become the most important concerns of 

developed countries [1]. The main cause of the global 

warming phenomenon is the emission of greenhouse 

gases, and carbon dioxide plays the biggest role in the 

global warming phenomenon [9]. In the process of 

producing each ton of Portland cement, on average, 125 

liters of fossil fuel and 118 kilowatt hours of electricity 

are consumed, and polluting gases enter the environment 

due to the burning of fuel oil and electricity consumed in 

cement factories [10]. In recent years, in order to produce 

environmentally friendly building materials, 
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geopolymers have been proposed as a green cement 

element and a suitable alternative to Portland cement all 

over the world. Geopolymer was first introduced in the 

late 1970s by Davidovits, a prominent French chemist, as 

a new binder from the inorganic polymer family. The use 

of geopolymer cement can reduce carbon dioxide 

emissions by 44-64% compared to Portland cement [11]. 

Also, geopolymer concrete makes optimal use of 

available waste, which has a positive impact on the 

environment [12]. In terms of properties, geopolymer 

concretes have better mechanical and chemical properties 

than conventional concretes, including higher 

compressive, tensile and flexural strengths [13-15], faster 

hardening [13, 16], longer durability [17], resistance to 

fire, and high temperatures [18-20], less permeability and 

resistance to attack by salts and acids [21, 22] and less 

creep [23, 24]. Geopolymers are inorganic 

aluminosilicate materials obtained from the 

polymerization reaction between a silica-rich 

aluminosilicate source (SiO2) and alumina (Al2O3) with 

an alkaline activating solution [1, 2]. Geopolymerization 

is a rapid chemical reaction in alkaline conditions 

between Si and Al elements, which causes the formation 

of a three-dimensional Si-O-Al polymer chain [3, 4]. In 

this article, metakaolin was used as the main source of 

aluminosilicate. Blast furnace slag, which is called a slag 

for short, is a by-product of the iron blast furnace, which 

is one of the most potential sources of aluminosilicate due 

to its structural nature. 

The alkaline activating solution, as one of the two 

main parts of geopolymers, plays an important role in 

breaking down and forming the crystal structure of Si and 

Al, and it is usually selected based on sodium or 

potassium, which are soluble alkaline metals. The most 

common alkaline activator solution used in 

polymerization is a combination of sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) or potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution with 

sodium or potassium silicate solution [4]. The source of 

aluminosilicate, which is known by other names, such as 

the source of polymerization, base material, and 

adhesive, as a supplier of Si and Al, plays the most 

important role in geopolymer cements. Aluminosilicate 

sources can be natural, such as bentonite; industrial, such 

as: metakaolin; Or waste materials or by-products [5], the 

most common of which are fly ash [6] and iron blast 

furnace slag [7-12]. The type of source, the content of 

source elements, molecular structure and crystalline 

degree of the source, alkali substances in the source, 

Si/Al ratio in the source, etc. are some of the influencing 

parameters in the strength of geopolymer concretes. 

Metakaolin is one of the aluminosilicate sources  . Fly ash 

is a by-product of coal-fired power plants, which can be 

one of the best primary sources of geopolymerization due 

to its amorphous structural nature [10, 13]. Fly ash is 

classified into two classes: C (containing high amounts 

of calcium oxide) and F (containing low amounts of 

calcium oxide). Bentonite is another source of 

aluminosilicate. It is a type of fine-grained clay that has 

at least 85% of montmorillonite clay. Bentonite is a 

material from the category of clays and consists of 

swelling minerals, which are mainly montmorillonite and 

a small amount of beadlite. Most bentonites are formed 

by the weathering and alteration of volcanic ash, often in 

the presence of water, and their source rock is the most 

basic [14, 15]. In this article, class F fly ash, bentonite 

and slag were used as aluminosilicate sources to replace 

metakaolin to make geopolymer concrete.  

Some researches have been done in the field of the 

composition of aluminosilicate sources, which will be 

briefly discussed. Zhang et al. [16] studied on the thermal 

resistance of geopolymers used in combination of 

metakaolin and fly ash. They have concluded that the 

replacement of fly ash by 50% increases the compressive 

strength. Fernández et al. [17] also reported similar 

results. Rajamma et al [18]observed the positive effects 

of replaced fly ash up to 40% instead of metakaolin. 

Bernal et al. [19], in research using the slag and 

metakaolin combination, concluded that 40% of slag is 

used instead of metakaolin, which causes a significant 

increase in the compressive strength of geopolymer 

concrete. Yip et al. [20] also concluded in their research 

that the combination of slag (below 40%) and metakaolin 

increases the compressive strength and durability of 

concrete and also improves the microstructure of 

geopolymer cement. Esparham [21] in research on 

geopolymer cement paste, used the combination of 

metakaolin and zeolite in different replacement 

percentages as a source of aluminosilicate. In a research 

on geopolymer cement paste, they used the combination 

of metakaolin and zeolite in different replacement 

percentages as a source of aluminosilicate. These 

researchers concluded that replacing zeolite instead of 

metakaolin increases the compressive strength of 

geopolymer concrete. Cheng et al. [22] also reported 

similar results in their research. 

Soft Programming, Machine Learning (ML) and 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are new methods to 

predict the mechanical behavior of concrete. Currently, 

engineers prefer to practice using computer programming 

including machine studying, data mining, and other types 

to forecast concrete mechanical properties. Computer 

prediction techniques can reduce time and material. 

Furthermore, classical programming can transfer 

equations to commuter programs, and algorithms to find 

the precise outcomes [23-31] Topçu and Saridemir [32] 

investigated the prediction of concrete mixture with extra 

fly ash through ANNs and FL techniques separately. 

They concentrated on aggregate diameter to forecast the 

mechanical properties of concrete. At the end, their 

outcomes showed that the R2 was extra than 0.9, and their 

method turned into reliable. Another researcher, 

Kashyzadeh et al. [33] also applied Data Mining to 
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predict the concrete mechanical properties based on the 

mechanical properties of aggregate. They found that 

features of data mining of aggregate properties affect 

compressive strength. Data mining can predict the 

mechanical properties of concrete. Kumar et al. [34] used 

ML techniques, Gaussian Progress Regression (GPR), 

Support Vector Machine Regression (SVMR), and 

Ensemble Learning (EL) to predict lightweight-concrete 

mechanical properties. They concluded that R2 was 0.98 

for GPR forecasting. In another example, Hematibahar et 

al. [35] used classical programming to predict 

compressive strength They used classical programming 

to forecast the compressive strength and compressive 

stress-strain of concrete. Their results show that R2 was 

more than 0.97. Hasanzadeh et al. [36] studied the 

prediction of the mechanical properties of concrete with 

ML. Their results showed that the Polynomial Regression 

(PR) for basalt fibred high-performance concrete can 

predict mechanical properties  (R2>0.99). 

In this experimental study, the role of the combination 

of fly ash, bentonite and slag with metakaolin on the 

compressive, flexural and tensile strength and depth of 

carbonation of geopolymer concrete was investigated. 

Because, the research conducted on the effect of the 

combination of different sources of alumina silicate on 

the mechanical properties and durability of concrete 

Geopolymer is low and insufficient. In this experimetal  

investigation  research, fly ash, slag and bentonite - types 

of aluminosilicate sources - were used instead of 

metakaolin (geopolymer concrete based on metakaolin) 

in ratios of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45, 

respectively. Then the samples were tested in terms of 

compressive strength, indirect tensile strength and three-

point bending at the age of 7 and 28 days, and also to 

obtain the carbonation depth, 7 and 14 day carbonation 

tests were performed on the samples. The correlation 

matrix was used to determine the relationship between 

the mechanical properties of concrete. Finally, the results 

were collected, analyzed and presented. 
 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2. 1. Materials           The main source of aluminosilicate 

in this study was metakaolin. Also, the fly ash was of 

class F type. Bentonite used was in this study as well. 

XRF of these 4 materials are presented in Table 1.  The 

alkaline activator solution in this research was sodium 

hydroxide with 98% purity and liquid sodium silicate 

solution with a ratio of SiO2 to Na2O equal to 2. The 

chemical breakdown of these two substances is 

summarized in Table 2. Consumable sand is also 

obtained from mines. Around Tehran, the sand used was 

broken sand, which was sieved according to ASTM C33 

standard [37] and granulated. In this research, specific 

gravity and water absorption test were performed 

according to ASTM standard C127 [38]. It was taken 

from used sand. This test was performed on the used sand 

according to ASTM standard C128 [39]; whose results 

are provided in Table 3. Also, the coefficient of softness 

of sand according to ASTM standard C136 [40] equal to 

8.2, the amount rejected from sieve No. 200, 9.0% and 

the value of sands was also measured according to ASTM 

D2419 standard [41]. The water used was the tap water  
 

 

TABLE 1. XRF of mineral materilas 

Chemical analysis SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 Na2O K2O MgO MnO SO3 Cl LOI 

Slag  wt.% 15.4 7.3 20.4 38.20 0.62 0.68 9.8 5.19 1.2 0.23 0.5 

Metakaolin wt.% 54.98 17.54 5.40 5.33 0.95 0.86 0.20 0.12 - - 1.4 

Fly ash wt.% 70.7 21.1 1.13 3.9 0.26 1.09 0.77 0.05 - - 1.8 

Bentonite wt.% 68.93 11.14 2.68 1.08 0.41 0.59 2.54 - - - 15.06 

 

 

TABLE 2. Chemical Analysis of Sodium Hydroxide and 

Sodium Silicate 

NaOH KOH 

Chemical  

substance 
Result Unit 

Chemical  

substance 
Result Unit 

NaOH 98 % NaOH 90.7 % 

Na2CO3 1 % Na2CO3 0.2 % 

NaCl 200 ppm NaCl 0.006 ppm 

Fe 6 ppm Fe 0.2 ppm 

SiO2 15.7 ppm SiO2 0.6 ppm 

Appearance White flake Appearance White flake 

of Tehran city. The superplasticizer used was 

polycarboxylate with a specific weight of 1.1 grams per 

cubic centimeter the detailed of sand and gravels are 

shown in Figure 1 and Table 3. 

 
2. 2. Experimental Methods         The main 

aluminosilicate source in this study was metakaolin. 

Also, the fly ash was of class F type. The bentonite used 

was natural bentonite and clinoptilolite. XRF analysis of 

these 4 materials is presented in Table 1. 
The alkaline activating solution in this research was 

sodium hydroxide with 98% purity and liquid sodium 

silicate solution with a ratio of SiO2 to Na2O equal to 2. 
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Figure 1. Gradation curves of fine and coarse aggregates 

 
 
TABLE 3. Water absorption, specific density of aggregates and 

Fineness modulus 

 
Specific density of 

aggregates (g/cm3) 

Water 

absorption (%) 

Fineness 

modulus 

Gravel 2.69 0.8 6.5 

Sand  2.65 2.2 1.2 

 
 
The chemical analysis of these two materials is 

summarized in Table 2. The used sand was broken sand, 

which after preparation, was granulated by ASTM C33 

[37] standard sieve. In this research, sand with a 

maximum diameter of 12.5 mm was used. The test of 

specific gravity and water absorption according to ASTM 

C127 standard [38] was taken from the used sand. This 

test was carried out using sand according to ASTM C128 

standard [39], the results of which are presented in Table 

3. Also, the softness coefficient of sand according to 

ASTM C136 [40] standard was equal to 2.8, the amount 

rejected from sieve No. 200 was 0.9% and the sand value 

was also measured according to ASTM D2419 [41] 

standard, 74. The water used was the tap water of Tehran 

city. The superplastiziter used was polycarboxylate with 

a specific weight of 1.1 grams per cubic centimeter. 

After conducting preliminary tests and using the 

results of previous research [42], the geopolymer 

concrete mixing plan based on metakaolin was selected 

and metakaolin was replaced with slag, fly ash and 

bentonite in proportions of 5, 10, 15-45%. Mixing 

schemes are presented in Table 4. To make the samples, 

the alkaline activating solution was first prepared. For 

this purpose, first, sodium hydroxide solution with a 

concentration of 12 M was mixed with sodium silicate 

solution and supreplaseter according to the mixing plans. 

In the day of the test, first, dry materials including: sand, 

sand, metakaolin, slag, bentonite and fly ash were poured 

into the concrete mixer according to the mixing plans and 

mixed for 3 minutes in order to distribute evenly. Then, 

alkaline activator solution and additional water were 

added to the mixer and the concrete mixture was mixed 

for 2 minutes. After finishing the mixing, concrete 

compressive, tensile and bending samples were molded. 

The samples were compacted for 10 seconds on the 

vibrating table. Then the samples were processed for 24 

hours in an oven at a temperature of 80 degrees Celsius. 

After the processing, the samples were removed from the 

oven and placed at ambient temperature. 7 and 28 days 

compressive, tensile and bending strength tests were 

taken from the samples. It is worth mentioning that the 

dimensions of compression samples were 10x10x10 and 

bending 50x10x10 cm. Also, the dimensions of the 

cylindrical tensile samples were 10 x 20 cm. In this term, 

the concrete cylinder has been locked between four 

steels, and at the moment of of the failure splitting in two 

parts (see Figure 2). 

The tests performed on concrete samples include: 

compressive strength test based on Part 116: BS1881, 

indirect tensile test (Brazilian) based on ASTM C496 

[43] and three-point bending strength test based on 

ASTM C293.  

 

 
TABLE 4. The mixture of the first part 

Unit SP Fine sand Coarse aggregates Na2SiO3 NaOH Bentonite Slag Fly ash Metakoalin Mix ID 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 0 350 M 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 17.5 3320.5 MF5 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 35 315 MF10 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 52.5 297.5 MF15 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 70 280 MF20 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 87.5 262.5 MF25 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 105 245 MF30 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 122.5 227.5 MF35 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 140 210 MF40 

100.00

67.90

0.57 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30

0.20

-20.00

0.00

20.00

40.00

60.00

80.00

100.00

120.00

%
 P

as
si

n
g

Sieve Size (mm)

37.5 19
9.5 4.75
2.36MM 1.18MM
600μ 300μ
150μ
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kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 0 192.5 192.5 MF45 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 17.5 0 3320.5 MS5 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 35 0 315 MS10 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 52.5 0 297.5 MS15 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 70 0 280 MS20 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 87.5 0 262.5 MS25 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 105 0 245 MS30 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 122.5 0 227.5 MS35 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 140 0 210 MS40 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 0 192.5 0 192.5 MS45 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 17.5 0 0 3320.5 MB5 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 52.5 0 0 315 MB10 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 52.5 0 0 297.5 MB15 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 70 0 0 280 MB20 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 87.5 0 0 262.5 MB25 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 105 0 0 245 MB30 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 122.5 0 0 227.5 MB35 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 210 0 0 140 MB40 

kg/m3 10 840 840 210 140 192.5 0 0 157.5 MB45 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Tensile, flexural, and compression samples made 

 
 
2. 3. Machine Learning             An AI calculation 

generally works by taking a gander at a great deal of 

information to sort out the principles, new encounters, 

and information (the "preparing process") prior to 

utilizing these guidelines, encounters, and information to 

tackle and foresee future issues (the "testing process"). 

As a result, developing a database is a crucial and 

essential step in the development of machine learning. 

The types of materials and their properties were the 

subjects of the input data in this kind of database. The 

experimental data that led to the collection of these data. 

The target of this strategy was found the compressive 

strength by means of polynomial relapse. The data set 

was split into two parts: one for training and one for 

testing. Note that Equation (1) shows that the kinds of 

polynomial relapse (PR) which can anticipate the 

compressive strength. 

According to the current study, the polynomial 

regression has been provided to predict the compressive, 

tensile and flexural strengths, the polynomial regression 

equeation followed by : 

( )
1 3 1

1 2 1 0   n n n

n n nx
y a x a x a x a x a− −

− −= + + ++ +
, 

(1) 

The na , is the coefficient of a polynomial function has 

different value at various conditions. As well as, the 0a , 

is the Y-intercept of polynomial function or constant 

value [44]. Where a  known as the polynomial function 

coefficient, x  is variable, and ( )xy
 is dependent 

variables to x  in Equation (1). 

The machine learning method was performed 

according by Python and Spyder Plugin. In this regard, 

the concrete experimental results has been classification 

and next divided to “train and test”. The “polynomial 

regression” has been imported from”skylearn”. Finally 

the polynomial regression has been applied to data. 

To find the verify of prediction, the Correlation 

Coefficient (R2), Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) and Root 

Mean Squared Errors (RMSE) have been established. 

Equation (2) illustrates the R2 formula: 
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where y, ˆy, and −y are the actual, predicted, and mean of 

the actual value, respectively. 

The MAE equation is equal the sum of the numerical 

differences of the values of community set divided by 

whole numbers (Equation (2)). The MAE equation is 

defined as (Equation (3)): 

^1 n

MAE y y
n

= −
 

(3) 

RMSE calculate the average deviation of each actual data 

point and the predicted results (Equation (4)): 

2
^1

( )
n

RMSE y y
n

= −
 

(4) 

 

2. 4. Deep Learning             An idea in machine learning 

called deep learning is based on artificial neural 

networks. Deep learning models perform better than 

basic machine learning models and conventional data 

analysis techniques for many applications. The structure 

is deeper and includes a perceptron with multiple hidden 

layers and multiple layers of layers. By combining low-

level features to discover distributed feature 

representations of data, deep learning creates more 

abstract attribute categories of high-level representation 

or features.  
The correlation matrix can able to find the maximum 

relationship among the properties of the materials of 

concrete with deep learning and machine learning. 

This article found the correlation matrix between 

mechanical properties and the properties of concrete. 

 

2. 5. Carbonation             One of the most important 

failures of reinforced concrete is steel corrosion in 

concrete. Corrosion starts for two reasons, one is 

carbonation in concrete and the other is the penetration of 

chloride ions into concrete . 
Due to the alkalinity of the concrete, the steels in the 

concrete have a thin surface layer on them, and the 

carbonation process begins when this surface layer that 

protects the concrete against corrosion is destroyed and 

the pH of the concrete reach below 9. 

The phenomenon of carbonation in concrete is one of 

the main reasons for the corrosion of reinforcements. 

To carry out carbonation tests, a special device has 

been installed that reduces the time required to measure 

the depth of carbonation of concrete with the increase in 

the concentration of carbon dioxide gas. The procedure 

is as follows: two chambers were made to place a small 

cylindrical sample with a length of 20 cm and a diameter 

of 5 cm, which are placed in a closed circuit. In the 

mentioned closed circuit, a flow of a mixture of 50% air 

and 50% carbon dioxide gas is established. Considering 

that water is produced in the carbonation reactions of 

concrete, the relative humidity will change, for this 

reason, chemical dryers (moisture absorbent silicate gel) 

are used in the mentioned circuit to achieve relative 

humidity. It is accompanied by an increase by placing the 

above-mentioned chambers inside the water tanks, 

controlled and kept constant at around 27 degrees Celsius 

by circulating the water at a lower temperature and 

adjusting its heigh  

 

2. 5. 1. Determining the Depth of Carbonation of 
Concrete          According to the RILEM CPC-18 

standard, first the selected samples are placed lengthwise 

in the force application device and divided into two 

halves like the Brazilian test. Then, a solution of 

phenolphthalein and ethyl alcohol is sprayed on the 

fracture surface, and the distance between the purple 

color and no color change compared to the outer surface 

of the sample is reported as the carbonation depth of the 

geopolymer concrete sample [45-48]. 

 
 
3. RESULTS  
 
3. 1. Compressive Strength         The results of the 

compressive strength test of the samples and the effect of 

replacing fly ash, bentonite and slag are presented in 

Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, the 7- and 28-day 

compressive strength of sample M (100% metakaolin) is 

18 and 26 MPa was measured. The replacement of 5% 

fly ash (MF5) increased the compressive strength by 

approximately 12%. Also, with a further increase in the 

replacement percentage of fly ash up to 35% (MF15, 

MF10, and... MF35), the compressive strength of the 

samples also increased. So that in the ratio of 35%, the 

maximum compressive strength of 7 and 28 days of 

MF35 sample reached more than 25.9 and 37 MPa with 

a 30% increase compared to M. In the case of 

replacement with slag, it can be seen that the compressive 

strength increases in general, so that the maximum 

compressive strength of 7 and 28 days corresponds to the 

MS15 sample (containing 15% slag and 85% 

metakaolin), which were measured as 25.2 and 36 MPa, 

respectively. (approximately 12% increase compared to 

100% metakaolin). By replacing 35% more slag (MS35), 

the process of improving the compressive strength 

compared to sample M (100% metakaolin) also increased 

and the 7 and 28 days compressive strength of this sample 

was measured as 19.6 and 28 MPa. But with more slag 

replacement of 35% (MS35), (unlike fly ash), the 

compressive strength of the sample decreased with 

respect to M. Yet, on account of bentonite, the outcomes 

were unique. According to the findings, the samples' 

compressive strength decreased by 100% (M) when 
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bentonite was substituted for metakaolin, from 5 to 45%. 

For instance, the 7-day compressive strength of the 

MB30 design was measured at 13.8 MPa, while the 28-

day compressive strength was measured at 23.46 MPa, 

which is approximately 8% lower than the M sample (see 

Figures 3 and 5).  
 

3. 2. Tensile Strength        The tensile strength test 

results of the samples are also presented in Figures 4 and 

6. As the results of Figure 6 show, the 7- and 28-day 

tensile strength of sample M was measured as 2.26 and 

2.7 MPa, respectively. Replacing 15-45% fly ash instead 

of metakaolin increased the 28-day tensile strength by 

approximately 4-19% compared to design M; so that the 

maximum 7 and 28-day tensile strength was observed in 

design MF35 with values of 2.7 and 3.22. In the samples 

replaced with slag (up to 35 observations of 

replacement), the tensile strength of the samples has 

increased so that at 15% replacement (MS 15) the tensile 

strength reached to its maximum (7 and 28 days 

resistances were 2.66 and 3.15 MPa, respectively). But 

by replacing 40% and 45% more slag instead of 

metakaolin, similar to the compressive strength, the 28- 

day tensile strength compared to M, also decreased by 

10% and 12%, respectively. The replacement of 

bentonite instead of metakaolin, similar to the 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Failure sample of geopolymer concrete 

 

 
Figure 4. Failure sample of geopolymer concrete 

 

 

compressive strength in all replacement ratios, decreased 

the 7 and 28 day tensile strength of the samples compared 

to the M plan. For example, at 5% replacement ratio 

(MB5), the tensile strength at 7 and 28 days, it faced a 

very slight reduction compared to the M plan. Also, with 

an increase in the replacement percentage from 10 to 

45%, the tensile strength of the samples gradually 

decreased. So that the tensile strength of 7 and 28 days of 

sample MB45 was measured as 1.91 and 2.50 MPa, 

respectively, which is approximately 26 and 15% less 

than that of sample M (see Figures 4 and 6).  

 

3. 3. Flexural Strength            The trend of bending 

strength results was similar to the trend of compressive 

and tensile strength. Specimen M (100% metakaolin) had 

a flexural strength of 4.18 and 4.9 MPa at days 7 and 28, 

as shown in Figure 7, when fly ash was replaced with 5 

to 45% metakaolin, the flexural strength increased, so 

that the greatest increase in strength in 7 and 28 days was 

related to the replacement of 35% with fly ash compared 

to other samples (flexural strength of 7 days, 4.98 MPa 

and 28 days, 5.96 MPa, respectively). Similar to the 

compressive and tensile strength results, in the 

replacement of metakaolin with 15% slag, the highest 

flexural strength of 7 and 28 days was obtained (4.92 and 

5.88 MPa, respectively). In replacement of 40 and 45% 

with slag, compared to the 100% sample of metakaolin 

(M), the resistance was determined at 7 and 28 days. 

 

 
Figure 5. Compressive Strength results 
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Figure 6. Tensile Strength results 

 

 
Figure 7. Flexural Strength results 

 

 

Fasting decreased by 11 to 14%. In replacing metakaolin 

with bentonite, the tensile strength values faced a gradual 

decreasing trend, so that the greatest amount of reduction 

in tensile strength in 7 and 28 days occurred in 45% 

replacement with bentonite (approximately 12 to 13%) 

(see Figure 7). 
 
3. 4. Machine Learning       The results show a good 

polynomial regression for all strengths between the 

predictive data and the experimental data. It can be the 

experimental data overestimated or underestimated than 

predicted results in each types of results (Figures 8-11). 
The R2 RMSE, and MAE results has been shown in 

Table 5. According to Table 5 the Polynomial regression 

had the best results for compressive strength and next, 

flexural strength. The results shows that the compressive 

strength was experimental and prediction results was 

similar together. 

The tensile strength prediction according to machine 

learning is illustrated in Figure 9, the results show that 

the R2 was more than 0.8 and the closet sample was 

MB25 to experimental results. MAE, and RMSE results 

was 1.2 and 3.4 respectively 

The flexural strength shows that the close relationship 

between experimental results and predictably results the 

R2 was more than 0.75. In fact the polynomial function 

was able to predict the flexural strength with 75% 

accuracy (Figure 10). 

The results can be provided for the other type of 

concrete and other type of consept as well. For example 

Hasanzadeh et al [36] has been predicted the 

compressive, tensile and flexural strengths with 99% for 

basalt fibred high performace concrete via polynomial 

regression. 

 

3. 5. Correlation              Regarding the relationship 

between the compressive, tensile and flexural strength, 

the correlation matrix is provided by the Python Software 

Spyder extension (Figure 11). Based on the results, the 

compressive strength with tensile and flexural strength is 

more than 0.96 and 0.93%, respectively. In the mortar, 

fly ash had a large Impact with more than 60% 
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compressive strength, followed by slag with 33%. 

Bentonite and methicillin had -77 and -20% effect on 

compressive strength.  

According to samples and experimental results, the 

relationship between compressive strength and tensile 

strength (Equation (5)) and flexural strength (Equation 

(6)) has been provided. 

𝑓𝑡
′ = 0.3𝑓𝑐

′ + 0.96  (5) 

𝑓𝑓
′ = 0.011𝑓𝑐

′ + 0.3  (6) 

where f’
c is compressive strength, f’

f is flexural strength 

and f’
t is tensile strength. Tables 6 and 7 shows the tensile 

and flexural strengths for 28 days for prediction and 

experimental results. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Polynomial prediction for compressive strength 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Polynomial prediction for tensile strength 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Polynomial prediction for Flexural strength 
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Figure 11. The correlation matrix of geopolymer concret 

 

 

TABLE 5. R2, RMSE, MAE results 

 R2(MPa) RMSE(MPa) MAE(MPa) 

Compressive (MPa) 0.93 1.4 4.2 

Tensile (MPa) 0.8 1.2 3.4 

Flexural (MPa) 0.75 0.9 3.2 

 

 

TABLE 6. The results of prediction tensile strength according 

to Equation (5) 

Errors Experimental Prediction Mix ID 

0.0681 1.955 1.8869 M 

0.11985 2.185 2.06515 MF10 

0.4471 1.725 2.1721 MF15 

0.09225 2.3 2.20775 MF20 

0.15558 2.07 2.225575 MF25 

0.1716 2.415 2.2434 MF30 

0.26655 2.0125 2.27905 MF35 

0.16354 1.9075 2.07104 MS10 

0.32422 1.8857 2.20992 MS15 

0.12398 2.0165 2.14048 MS20 

0.03072 2.0056 2.03632 MS25 

0.10904 1.962 2.07104 MS30 

0.04646 1.8857 1.93216 MS35 

0.57962 1.001 1.58062 MB10 

0.63013 0.9646 1.594725 MB15 

0.61693 0.9919 1.60883 MB20 

0.65424 0.9828 1.63704 MB25 

0.61346 1.08 1.69346 MB30 

0.69667 1.025 1.72167 MB35 

 

 

TABLE 7. The results of prediction flexural strength according 

to Equation (6) 

Errors Experimental  Prediction  Mix ID 

0.0585 3.5085 1.8869 M 

0.254 3.819 2.06515 MF10 

0.346 3.9225 2.1721 MF15 

0.23675 3.97425 2.20775 MF20 

0.254 4.026 2.225575 MF25 

0.1045 4.1295 2.2434 MF30 

0.7294 3.5256 2.27905 MF35 

0.4188 3.9288 2.07104 MS10 

0.0552 3.7272 2.20992 MS15 

0.3552 3.4248 2.14048 MS20 

0.384 3.5256 2.03632 MS25 

0.8196 3.1224 2.07104 MS30 
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1.8726 2.1018 1.93216 MS35 

0.56775 2.14275 1.58062 MB10 

0.5637 2.1837 1.594725 MB15 

0.5556 2.2656 1.60883 MB20 

0.5394 2.4294 1.63704 MB25 

0.4863 2.5113 1.69346 MB30 

0.23 2.3 1.72167 MB35 

 

 

3. 6. Durability (Carbonation Test)         Carbonation 

test was done as durability test. Carbonation of concrete 

is a chemical reaction between carbon dioxide permeated 

into concrete and alkaline products resulting from the 

hydration of cement in concrete and the production of 

calcium carbonate. The penetration of CO2 reduces the 

alkalinity of concrete and destroys the alkaline protective 

layer around the reinforcement, and as a result, the rebars 

are exposed to corrosion. Carbonation test results of the 

selected mixture designs (M, MF35, MS15, MB5) are 

shown in graphs of Table 8 below. 
 

 

4. DISCUSSION 
 
4. 1. Analysis of Compressive, Tensile and Flexural 
Strengths            According to the summary of the 

obtained results, it can be said that the replacement of fly 

ash instead of metakaolin increased the compressive, 

tensile and bending strength of the samples compared to 

the 100% metakaolin sample. This issue can be related to 

various reasons. The first parameter is the degree or 

degrees of amorphous crystallization of the 

aluminosilicate source. This parameter is ignored in most 

cases, but it is one of the important conditions of the 

source of aluminosilicate. due to lack of reactivity and 

having a strong and regular crystal structure, they cannot 

effectively participate in the geopolymerization process, 

because breaking the structures of SiO2 and Al2O3 to 

become SiO4 and AlO4 monomers in these sources is 

done less and harder [10]. Structurally, fly ash has a more 

suitable structure than metakaolin for making 

geopolymer. As a result, replacing fly ash instead of 
 

 

TABLE 8. The results carbonation of selected mixture designs 

80°C 
Density 

(M) Sample 
Carbonation Depth 

(mm)  28 days 

Carbonation Depth 

(mm)  14 days 

M 10.4 8.2 

12 
MF35 7.3 6.5 

MS15 9.1 7.6 

MB5 16.8 12.8 

metakaolin increases the geopolymerization process and 

increases the mechanical resistance of geopolymer 

concrete [8-12]. 
On the other hand, another important and influencing 

parameter on the mechanical strength of geopolymeric 

concrete is the Al/Si ratio of the aluminosilicate source. 

Many researchers consider the Al/Si ratio as the most 

effective parameter in the compressive strength of 

geopolymer concrete. These researchers have reported 

the optimal value of this ratio between 3.3 and 5.3, which 

results in achieving the highest compressive strength [7, 

13, 45, 46]. Al/Si ratio in metakaolin used in this research 

was equal to 1/8. This ratio is 35.3 in fly ash. In fact, with 

the addition of fly ash instead of metakaolin, in addition 

to the amorphousness of the cement material, the Al/Si 

ratio also increases and approaches the optimal level (3.3 

to 5.3). As a result, the compressive, tensile and flexural 

strength increases and also with the increase of the 

replacement ratio, the increase and improvement of the 

compressive, tensile and flexural strength also increases. 

The optimal amount of fly ash replacement in this 

research was measured at 25%.  

Regarding replacing slag instead of metakaolin, the 

summary of the obtained results showed that replacing 

slag also increased the mechanical resistance of 

geopolymer concrete based on metakaolin. This issue can 

have various reasons. One of the reasons similar to fly 

ash is the more amorphous and reactive structure of slag 

compared to metakaolin. But other reasons can be 

different from fly ash. Although the Al/Si ratio of slag is 

equal to 3 and similar to fly ash, it can increase the 

mechanical resistance of concrete, but there are other 

important parameters that cause differences in the results 

of replacing slag with fly ash. Another influential 

parameter is the CaO content of the aluminosilicate 

source. According to the results of this article and our 

previous research [10] this parameter has a significant 

role on the compressive strength of geopolymer concrete. 

In a research on geopolymers, van Jaarsveld et al. [46] 

concluded that the characteristics of the aluminosilicate 

source, especially the amount of calcium oxide CaO, 

determines the properties of the geopolymer. Xu et al. 

[47] also consider the amount of CaO of the 

aluminosilicate source, along with the parameters of the 

alkaline solution and the Al/Si ratio, as one of the 

important and influencing factors on the properties and 

mechanical resistance of geopolymers. In the case of 

using fly ash and metakaolin, considering that both 

materials have a very low percentage of CaO (13.1 

percent in fly ash and 3.1% in metakaolin), so the role of 

CaO in the mechanical resistance of geopolymer concrete 

is not key. But regarding slag, due to the high percentage 

CaO in slag (37%), this role can be important and 

influential. Replacing slag up to 20%, due to having large 

amounts of CaO and increasing the Si/Ca ratio, as well as 

the potential of CaO for ion geopolymerization and chain 
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formation with this ion [34, 35] leads to an increase in the 

compressive, tensile and bending strengths of +Ca2 

Geopolymer concrete.  

On the other hand, with a further increase in the 

replacement ratio of slag from 25 to 35%, the mechanical 

resistance of concrete decreased compared to the case of 

25% slag replacement. The reason for this issue can be 

another important parameter of the sources in the source 

[34]. Likewise, the amount of Al in the aluminosilicate 

2O3, which was mentioned and the results of this article 

showed, with the increase in the amount of CaO (Si/Ca) 

in the aluminosilicate source, the compressive and tensile 

strengths and the bending of geopolymer concrete 

increases, but on the other hand, in aluminosilicate 

sources with a high CaO, the amount of Al2O3 in the 

source is very important. In these aluminosilicate 

sources, if there are large amounts of Al2O3, scale is also 

produced. This substance reacts with Ca and causes the 

formation of +3 calcium aluminate compounds next to 

the geopolymer network and H-S-C gel, which reduces 

the compressive strength of the geopolymer [13, 14]. As 

can be seen in Table 1, metakaolin has large amounts 

Al2O3 is (2.30%). As a result, when using the 

combination of metakaolin and slag, if the amount of slag 

is too much (35%), the mechanical resistance of 

geopolymer concrete will decrease. As a result, the 

optimal amount of slag replacement for the greatest effect 

in improving compressive and tensile strengths flexural 

in this research was measured at 25%. Regarding the 

replacement of bentonite instead of metakaolin, the 

summary of the results showed that the replacement of 

this material instead of metakaolin has caused a 

significant reduction in the compressive, tensile and 

bending strengths of geopolymer concrete compared to 

the case of using 100% metakaolin. The reason for this 

can be related to the structure of bentonite. bentonite has 

a strong crystal structure [49] and among the 

aluminosilicate sources used in this article, it has the 

strongest crystal structure, and as mentioned, the 

aluminosilicate source must have a suitable amorphous 

structure. Compared to metakaolin, bentonite has a more 

crystalline structure. As a result, replacing a material with 

a higher crystalline degree instead of a material with a 

lower crystalline degree causes a relative decrease in the 

geopolymerization process and, as a result, a decrease in 

compressive, tensile and bending resistances. On the 

other hand, with the increase of bentonite replacement 

percentage from 5 to 45%, the reduction of compressive, 

tensile and flexural strengths of the samples slightly 

increased. The reason for this increase in resistance can 

be related to the tetrahedral structure of clinoptilolite, 

which strengthens the metakaolin geopolymer matrix 

[15, 49, 50]. 

 
4. 2. Analysis of Durability (Carbonation Test)       
According to the carbonation test results, it can be seen 

that the composite samples with fly ash(MF15) and 

slag(MS25) have a lower carbonation depth compared to 

the control sample based on metakaolin (M). This can be 

due to the increase in the amount of calcium oxide in the 

aluminosilicate source and help in the formation of gel C-

S-H, which itself causes the denser and improved 

microstructure of the samples combined with fly ash and 

thermally slag. It can also be seen that the lowest amount 

of carbonation depth belongs to sample MF15 (28 days-

7.3 mm and 14 days -6.5 mm). On the other hand, it can 

be seen that by combining metakaolin with 

bentonite(MB5), the degree of crystallization of the 

aluminosilicate source has increased and the amorphous 

ratio(SI/AL) has decreased, which itself causes a 

decrease in geopolymerization, as a result, the depth of 

carbonation increases. According to the results, it can be 

concluded that corrosion potential Rebar in metakaolin 

geopolymer concrete samples combined with fly ash and 

slag decreases and samples combined with bentonite 

increases [13, 14, 49, 51]. 
 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this experimental research, an attempt was made to 

study the role of replacing F-class fly ash, natural 

clinoptilolite bentonite, and slag of the slag furnace 

instead of metakaolin on the compressive, tensile, and 

bending strengths of geopolymer concrete based on 

metakaolin. In this regard, after conducting related 

experiments and data analysis, the following are 

presented as specific results of this article. 

1. The replacement of class F fly ash instead of 

metakaolin in the composition of geopolymer concrete 

increased the compressive, tensile and flexural strengths 

of concrete. The optimal amount of fly ash replacement 

in this research was measured as 35%, which caused an 

increase of approximately 25.9 and 37 and  in the 7 and 

28 days gor compressive strength of geopolymer 

concrete. 

2. The replacement of slag instead of metakaolin in the 

composition of geopolymer concrete increased the 

compressive, tensile and flexural strengths of concrete. 

The optimal amount of slag replacement in this research 

was measured to be 15%, which caused an increase of 

approximately 25.2, and 36 for compressive strength in 7 

days and 28 days . 

3. The replacement of bentonite instead of metakaolin in 

the composition of geopolymeric concrete caused a 

significant decrease in the compressive, tensile and 

flexural strength. 

4. The correlation matrix shows that the compressive 

strength with tensile and flexural strength had more than 

90% relationship. Moreover, the strength of materials has 

related to fly ash more than other addictive.  

5-The Machine learning results shows that the 

compressive strength R2 was more than 0.93, tensile 
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strength was more than 0.8 and flexural strength was 

more than 0.75. 

6. The carbonation depth was decreased when fly ash and 

slag were used to replace metakaolin (metakaolin-based 

geopolymer concrete). The lowest carbonation 

penetration depth was associated with a 35% replacement 

with fly ash. However, substituting bentonite for 

metakaolin resulted in a deeper carbonation. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
استفاده    ن یبنابرا  جوو افزایش گازهای گلخانه ای میباشد کربن در    د یاکس  یدرصد گاز د  7انتشار حدود    باعث   مان یس  دیتول.است   ی مصالح ساختمان  ن یامروزه بتن پرمصرف تر

 ین،مطرح شده است. متاکائول  یدجد  یمانیعنصر س  یکبه عنوان    )پلیمرهای معدنی (،  مرهایژئوپل  یراخ  یرسد. در سال ها  یبه نظر م  یپرتلند ضرور  مانیس  یبرا  ینیگزیاز جا

 یمری،بتن ژئوپل  ساخت  ینهرد. در زمنام ب  ینوسیلیکات توان به عنوان منابع آلوم  ی( را میحرارت  یها  یروگاهن  یای)بقا  یسرباره کوره بلند آهن و خاکستر باد  یت،زئول  یت،بنتون

 ی: سرباره، خاکستر بادینوسیلیکات منابع آلوم  یگزینیجا  یر تأث  یشگاهی،مطالعه آزما  ینکار شده است. در ا   ینوسیلیکات منابع آلوم  یگزینیو اثر جا  یب در مورد ترک  یمقالات کم

مورد    ینمتاکائول  یهبر پا   یمری (بتن ژئو پلیون)کربناتسیو دوام  یکی بر خواص مکان  یندرصد با متاکائول  45و    40،  35،  30،  25،  20،  15،  10  یهابا نسبت   یتو بنتون   Fکلاس  

  یون و عمق کربناس  ینهت بهانجام شد تا مقاوم  یمریبتن ژئوپل  ینمونه ها  یبر رو  یونو کربناتاس  ی، کشش  یخمش  ی، فشار  یها  یشقرار گرفت.  پس از ساختنمونه ها، آزما  یبررس

  یلی چندل  یوندقت بالا، رگرس  یلبخش به دل  یننمونه ها انجام شد. در ا  یبر رو  ینماش  یادگیری  ینتخم  یلاعتبار آزمون ها، تحل  یینتع   یبرا  ین. همچنیدنمونه ها به دست آ

  بینی یش پ R2 یرشود. مقاد میاستحکام  یشو سرباره منجر به افزا یکه خاکستر باد یل شود در حا یمنجر به کاهش استحکام م یتها نشان داد که بنتون  یافتهانتخاب شده است. 

مطابقت دارند. علاوه بر   یهمبستگ  یسبا ماتر  یخمش  یهانمونه  ی درصد برا 75از    یشو ب  ی،کشش  یهانمونه  ی درصد برا 80از    یشب  ی،فشار  یهانمونه  ی درصد برا  93از    یشب

ها ،  عمق نفوذ کمتر)کربناته شدن( و  نمونه یر(( نسبت به سا%35)  یبا خاکستر باد  شده  یگزین جا    ین)متاکائول 35MF  یمرینشان داد که نمونه بتن ژئوپل  یشات آزما  یجنتا  ین،ا

 داشت.  یبالاتر یکیخواص مکان
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